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Zusammenfassung
Vollständige Testsuites sind von besonderer Bedeutung im modellbasierten Tes-
ten, da sie unter eindeutig spezifizierten Annahmen eine hohe garantierte Test-
stärke aufweisen. Insbesondere für Systemspezifikationen auf Grundlage end-
licher Zustandsmaschinen wurden daher zahlreiche Teststrategien entworfen,
die solche vollständigen Testsuites generieren. Die Vielzahl und teils hohe
Komplexität dieser Strategien, ihrer Implementierungen, und der zum Nachweis
ihrer Vollständigkeit erbrachten Beweise erschweren jedoch manuelle Korrekt-
heitsprüfungen. Uneindeutigkeiten oder nur implizit getroffene Annahmen in
textuellen Beschreibungen und Beweisen können zudem leicht zu unvollständi-
gen Implementierungen führen.

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschreibt einen alternativen Ansatz für die
Verifikation und Implementierung von Teststrategien für die Erzeugung von voll-
ständigen Testsuites für Sprachäquivalenz endlicher Zustandsmaschinen mithilfe
des interaktiven Theorembeweisers Isabelle.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit werden Gemeinsamkeiten und Unterschiede der
Teilschritte der Teststrategien identifiziert. Daraus wird ein Framework in
Form einer Funktion höherer Ordnung abgeleitet, das es erlaubt, die unter-
suchten Strategien als spezifische Verwendungen dieses Frameworks aufzufassen.
Viele Implementierungen einzelner Parameter dieses Frameworks werden zwi-
schen verschiedenen Strategien wiederverwendet. Strategien, die bisher nur auf
deterministischen Zustandsmaschinen definiert waren, werden dabei auf poten-
tiell nichtdeterministische Systeme verallgemeinert. Zwei weitere Frameworks
werden hinzugefügt, die alternative Vollständigkeitsbeweise unterstützen.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit definiert endliche Zustandsmaschinen, ihre Eigen-
schaften und Operationen, und schließlich die Frameworks in Isabelle/HOL und
beweist ihre Korrektheit bzw. Vollständigkeit. Vollständigkeitsbeweise für die
Frameworks werden hierbei durch Spezifikation geeigneter Vor- und Nachbe-
dingungen von konkreten Implementierungen ihrer Parameter entkoppelt. Dies
erlaubt die Wiederverwendung von Beweisen zwischen ähnlichen Strategien und
vereinfacht so Vollständigkeitsbeweise für neue Varianten der bereits behandel-
ten Strategien.

Die Definitionen in Isabelle/HOL werden schließlich im dritten Teil der Ar-
beit verwendet, um beweisbar korrekte, ausführbare Implementierungen der
Teststrategien automatisch zu generieren. Es wird gezeigt, dass diese für be-
stimmte Eingaben eine mit einer manuell entwickelten C++ Bibliothek vergleich-
bare Performanz aufweisen.
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Abstract
Complete test suites are of special interest in the field of model-based testing,
as they guarantee high fault detection capabilities under well-specified assump-
tions. In particular for specifications given as finite state machines, many test
strategies have been developed that generate complete test suites. The variety
and sometimes high complexity of such strategies, their implementations, and
their completeness proofs impose difficulties upon manual verification. Further-
more, ambiguities or only implicitly specified assumptions in natural language
descriptions and proofs easily lead to implementations that do not generate
complete test suites.

The present dissertation proposes an alternative approach to the verifica-
tion and implementation of test strategies that generate complete test suites
for testing for language-equivalence on finite state machines, that employs the
interactive theorem prover Isabelle.

In the first part of this work, similarities and differences between steps per-
formed by the considered test strategies are identified. From these, a frame-
work is derived as a higher order function capable of representing all considered
strategies as concrete applications of it. Several implementations of parameters
of this framework are shared between multiple strategies. Strategies that have
previously only been defined on deterministic state machines are generalised to
be applicable to potentially nondeterminstic state machines. Two additional
frameworks are developed to support alternative completeness proofs.

The second part of this work defines finite state machines, their properties
and operations, as well as the frameworks in Isabelle/HOL and respectively
proves them correct and complete. Completeness proofs over frameworks are
decoupled from concrete implementations of their parameters by suitable pre-
and post-conditions. This approach enables the reuse of proofs between similar
strategies and thus simplifies completeness proofs for new variations on already
handled strategies.

Finally, the definitions in Isabelle/HOL are employed in the third part of this
work to automatically generate provably correct implementations of the consid-
ered test strategies. It is shown that these exhibit comparable performance to
a manually developed C++ library for certain inputs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In the field of testing safety-critical systems such as controllers of airbags, air-
craft engines, or medical equipment by deriving test suites from a reference
model, known as model-based testing (MBT), so-called complete test strategies
are of high interest, as they guarantee fault coverage over well-specified fault
domains under explicit assumptions. Many such strategies have been devel-
oped for models that are represented as a finite state machine (FSM), which
describes the behaviour of a system as a finite collection of states that react
to inputs by producing an output an updating the current state of the system.
Via techniques such as the construction of equivalence classes, these strategies
furthermore serve as foundations of complete strategies for more elaborate mod-
elling formalisms, as detailed in [48, 50, 83].

In order for them to be applicable in the certification of safety-critical sys-
tems, it is crucial that the completeness claims of test strategies are established
convincingly. Due to the large number of distinct test strategies and variations
thereof, as well as the intricacy of some completeness proofs, however, it can-
not be expected that each such proof is thoroughly manually checked by many
members of the testing community. This view is supported by my previous
work (see [96]), which uncovered an ambiguity in the natural language descrip-
tion of a test strategy that could lead to implementations that do not possess
the claimed fault detection capabilities.

I thus advocate the use of proof assistant tools to mechanically verify com-
pleteness proofs. These may then be presented to certification authorities as
artefacts that are easier to verify than proofs in natural language, thus reducing
the effort required to establish completeness. In many state-of-the-art theorem
provers and proof assistants such as Isabelle or Coq, it is furthermore possible
to derive executable implementations of test strategies from definitions devel-
oped to describe these strategies in a mechanised proof (see [42, 68]). That is,
a suitable mechanised proof does not only prove a test strategy complete but
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also provides a provably correct implementation of the strategy. The feasibility
of this approach has been demonstrated in my previous work [95].

1.2 Contributions
The present work develops mechanised completeness proofs for a collection of
test strategies that generate test suites for the language-equivalence conformance
relation over FSMs, where a system under test conforms to a reference model
if it exhibits the same behaviour with respect to inputs and outputs. This
mechanisation effort is performed using the well-known Isabelle proof assistant1
and encompasses three main contributions:

1. Generic Frameworks – I show that the considered test strategies may all be
viewed as concrete implementations of a single generic framework. That
is, I develop a higher order function such that all considered test strate-
gies may be implemented by providing suitable arguments to this function.
The decomposition of test strategies into groups of smaller functions fur-
thermore simplifies the later implementation of additional test strategies,
as these may reuse parts of the considered strategies. I develop two ad-
ditional frameworks for subsets of the considered strategies that can be
proven complete by alternative arguments.

2. Extensible mechanised proofs – I establish completeness of the consid-
ered strategies in two steps. First, I prove complete all applications of
the framework, assuming that the functions passed to it satisfy certain
properties. Thereafter, I show that the implementations of the strate-
gies derived in the previous contribution provide such sufficient functions
as arguments. This approach significantly simplifies proving complete a
test strategy that reuses parts of previously considered strategies, as the
properties of these parts have already been established.

3. Trustworthy test tools – From the definitions in the mechanised proof I
generate provably correct implementations of the considered test strate-
gies, which I employ in a simple tool set suitable for generating test suites
for a given reference model and applying them to a system under test.

The mechanised formalisation of test strategies on finite state machines addi-
tionally require the formalisation of finite state machines and various properties
of and operations on these. The resulting library of definitions and functions
constitutes a further small contribution of this work.

Finally, some of the test strategies considered here have previously been
defined only on deterministic reference models and systems under test. These I
have generalised to be applicable to nondeterministic systems.

1https://isabelle.in.tum.de
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1.3 Related Work
An overview of model-based testing and approaches to test suite generation is
presented in [2, 113, 114]. Examples of applications and benefits with respect
to avionic systems are discussed in [80, 81].

For FSMs, a large number of test strategies for various conformance rela-
tions has been developed. With respect to testing for language-equivalence,
the development of strategies ranging from the W-Method of [23, 115] to the
SPYH-Method of [106] is described in detail in Chapter 5. Other conformance
relations on FSMs such as reduction (see [44, 87, 88, 91]), quasi-equivalence
and quasi-reduction (see [43, 45, 87, 88, 89]) or strong reduction (see [97]) have
also been proposed and provided with complete test strategies. Furthermore,
complete strategies have been developed for more expressive formalisms such
as labelled transition systems, which give rise to more intricate conformance
relations. For an overview see [111]. For other domains such as reactive IO-
state-transition systems (RIOSTS), it has been shown in [48] that complete test
strategies may be derived from complete strategies for FSMs after partitioning
states and inputs into equivalence classes.

An overview of the Isabelle proof assistant employed in the present work is
given in [78, 120]. Its human readable Isar language is described in [121] and
the Sledgehammer automated proof tool is introduced and evaluated in [6, 8,
11, 77]. A large number of results already formalised with Isabelle is available
at the Archive of Formal Proofs2, which has been analysed in [9]. Isabelle has
been employed for several large-scale proof efforts, including the verification of
the seL4 microkernel (see [57, 58]) and the pervasive system-level verification
performed in the Verisoft project (see [1]). In [16], Bourke et al. discuss the
challenges encountered in managing such large-scale proofs. Further examples
and capabilities of Isabelle are discussed in Part III. A survey of the literature
regarding the engineering of proofs is presented in [94].

The application of proof assistants to testing has, to my best knowledge,
first been advocated by Brucker and Wolff in [18]. In [20], they present an in-
tegrated testing framework that employs Isabelle/HOL at its core, allowing for
test strategy3 elaboration, fault coverage proof, test case and test data genera-
tion in the same tool. The framework is extended by the same authors in [19]
by generalisations of various types of automata, including mealy machines, and
capabilities to refine test cases for conformance relations on such automata. The
authors present several cases of mechanised proofs establishing the completeness
of test strategies. These do not include the strategies considered in this work.

The general approach to model-based testing I present in this work and have
presented previously with Hierons, Huang and Peleska in [95, 96] furthermore
contrasts to the one advocated in [20] and [19], in that we favour separate spe-
cialised tools for strategy elaboration (Isabelle/HOL), modelling of the reference
implementation (FSM and SysML modelling tools), and test case and test data

2https://www.isa-afp.org
3A strategy is called a test theorem in [20].
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generation (RT-Tester [81] with SMT solvers [84])4. I furthermore agree with [5]
that the use of SMT solvers in testing requires less specialised expertise than the
interactive handling of proof assistants, since the internal application of SMT
solving does not require direct interactions with users.

1.4 Reference to Online Resources
The Isabelle/HOL formalisation described in this work is publicly available for
download at https://bitbucket.org/RobertSachtleben/an-approach-f
or-the-verification-and-synthesis-of-complete. This repository also
contains the tool set using code generated from the formalisation, as well as
evaluation data for statistical experiments performed using these tools. The
content of the repository is further detailed in the contained README file.

In addition to the repository, the theory files constituting the formalisation
developed in Isabelle will be submitted to the Archive of Formal Proofs after
this dissertation has been accepted.

1.5 Outline of this Document
The structure of this dissertation follows the main contributions. First, Part I
introduces finite state machines and defines relevant properties and operations
on these, followed by a short introduction of model-based testing with respect to
reference models specified as FSMs. Next, Part II discusses complete strategies
for testing the language-equivalence conformance relation, highlighting the suffi-
cient conditions they employ to establish completeness, and thereupon develops
generic frameworks suitable to describe some or all of the considered strategies.
The mechanised formalisation of these frameworks, strategies, and complete-
ness proofs is presented in Part III, which also elaborates on the formalisation
of definitions and operations discussed in Part I. Thereafter, Part IV describes
how this formalisation is employed to generate provably correct implementa-
tions of the considered test strategies, and how these are embedded into a small
tool set to interact with practical systems. Finally, Part V summarises these
results and discusses possible future research topics. Appendices A to E provide
supplementary information.

4This last step requires separate tools only if the reference model is not an FSM and
requires additional translation or abstraction of test cases as described in, for example, [48].
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Part I

Background
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Chapter 2

Basic Definitions

This chapter introduces various definitions related to finite state machines as
employed in subsequent chapters, following standard definitions as used in, for
example, [43, 97, 103, 108].

First, Section 2.1 introduces basic definitions and operations on sequences
an sets thereof. Next, Section 2.2 defines finite state machines, paths, and
languages. Thereafter, Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss key steps performed by most
test strategies on FSMs: reaching and distinguishing states. Finally, Section 2.5
defines the notion of converging test cases as introduced in [103], which enables
some test strategies to reduce the size of generated test suites.

2.1 Sequences
Throughout this work, a sequence or trace x̄ = x1.x2.x3 . . . xk is a finite list of
elements of some set X. The length of sequence x̄ is denoted |x̄| = k. The empty
sequence is denoted ε and is of length 0, containing no elements. Concatenation
of sequences x̄, x̄′ is denoted x̄.x̄′ or simply x̄x̄′, where x̄′ is said to extend x̄.
The prefixes of x̄, denoted pref (x̄), are all x̄′ such that there exists an extension
x̄′′ such that x̄ = x̄′.x̄′′. The empty sequence is prefix of all sequences. A prefix
of x̄ is proper if it is shorter than x̄.

In describing test strategies, it is often necessary to consider sets of sequences
of certain lengths over a fixed set of elements. Let A be some set and let i ∈ N.
Then Ai denotes the set of all sequences of length i that consist only of elements
in A. Furthermore, A∗ denotes the set of all finite sequences over A, while A≤i
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denotes the set of all sequences over A of length at most i. That is,

Ai :=


{ε} if i = 0

A if i = 1

{a1.a2. . . . .ai−1.ai | ∀1 ≤ j ≤ i. aj ∈ A} else

A≤i :=

i⋃
j=0

Aj

A∗ :=

∞⋃
j=0

Aj

The prefix completion of a set of sequences X, denoted pref (X), is the set of all
prefixes of all sequences in X.

pref (X) :=
⋃
x̄∈X

pref (x̄)

Similarly, the notion of extension is lifted to sets of sequences, denoting as A.B
the extension of every sequence in A with every sequence in B. If one of the
sets is empty, A.B is defined as the other set. That is,

A.B :=


A if B = ∅
B if A = ∅
{α.β | α ∈ A ∧ β ∈ B} else

2.2 Finite State Machines
Finite state machines model the behaviour of a system consisting of states and
transitions between states. Transitions are labelled with input-output (IO) pairs
and represent possible responses of a system in a given state to a given input
by producing some output and changing the current state of the system to the
target state of the transition.

Definition 2.2.1 (FSM). A finite state machine (FSM) is a 5-tuple

M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM )

consisting of a finite set of states Q, an initial state q0 ∈ Q, a finite set ΣI of
input symbols, called input alphabet, a finite set ΣO of output symbols, called
output alphabet, and a finite set hM ⊆ Q × ΣI × ΣO × Q of transitions. Each
transition (q, x, y, q′) in turn consists of a source state q, an input x, an output
y, and a target state q′.

The size of M , denoted |M |, is the number |Q| of states of M . a

This definition follows the literature [28, 44, 47, 72, 89] in introducing FSMs
as Mealy automata (see [73]). That is, finite state machines as employed in the
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present work do not exhibit accepting or rejecting states that terminate their
behaviour. By also distinguishing between inputs and outputs, they are thus
suitable to model reactive control systems.

FSMs may be represented visually by depicting states as nodes in a graph
and each transition (q, x, y, q′) as an edge from state q to q′ labelled with x/y. In
the following, I collapse parallel edges (q, x, y, q′), (q, x′, y′, q′) into single edges
labelled with both x/y and x′/y′. Finally, the initial state is indicated by an
incoming edge without source state or label. For example, Fig. 2.1 is a graphical
representation of M2 = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h) where

Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3}
ΣI = {a, b}
ΣO = {1, 2, 3}
h = {(q0, a, 0, q1), (q0, a, 1, q2), (q0, b, 2, q2),

(q1, a, 1, q0), (q1, b, 0, q1), (q1, b, 1, q1),

(q2, a, 2, q1), (q2, b, 1, q3),

(q3, a, 0, q1)}

q0 q1

q2 q3

a/0

a/1
b/2

a/1

b/0
b/1

a/2

b/1

a/0

Figure 2.1: FSM M2.

In the following, I often employ only a graphical representation to specify
some FSM, omitting explicit enumeration of the states, alphabets, and transi-
tions. In such cases, the graphical representation comprises all elements. That
is, graphical representations show all states, transitions, and input or output
symbols of the represented FSM directly.

The behaviour of an FSM beyond single transitions is represented by the
paths between its states.

Definition 2.2.2 (Path). A finite sequence

p = (q1, x1, y1, q
′
1).(q2, x2, y2, q

′
2) . . . (qk−1, xk−1, yk−1, q

′
k−1).(qk, xk, yk, q

′
k)

of transitions is a path in FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) from state q1 to state
q′k if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k it holds that (qi, xi, yi, q

′
i) ∈ hM and also q′j = qj+1 for all

j ≤ i < k. The empty sequence ε is a path from any state of M to itself. a
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The IO-projection of path p is the trace of input-output pairs resulting from
mapping function (q, x, y, q′) 7→ (x/y) over p. The set of all IO-projections on
paths constitutes the language of an FSM.

Definition 2.2.3 (Language). The language LM (q) of state q in FSM M is
the set of all IO-traces (x1/y1).(x2/y2) . . . (xk/yk) such that there exists a path
(q, x1, y1, q

′
1).(q2, x2, y2, q

′
2) . . . (qk, xk, yk, q

′
k) from q in M . The language of M

itself, denoted L(M), is the language of its initial state. a

For example, (a/1).(a/1) ∈ LM2(q1) but (a/1).(a/1) /∈ LM2(q0) = L(M2).
In the following, I occasionally write an IO-trace (x1/y1).(x2/y2) . . . (xk/yk)

as x1x2 . . . xk/y1y2 . . . yk, where x1x2 . . . xk and y1y2 . . . yk are respectively de-
noted the input and output portion of the trace. Furthermore, in the following,
x̄ always denotes an input sequence, whereas x̄/ȳ denotes IO-traces. In cases
where it is not necessary to individually name the elements or portions, I also
employ Greek letters as names of traces or input sequences. Finally, in or-
der to more closely resemble certain proofs on paper in the literature, traces
are sometimes also named u, v, or w. The projection of a set of IO-traces
A over input alphabet ΣI to input sequences is denoted A|ΣI

. For example,
{x1x2/y1y2, x

′
1/y
′
1}|ΣI

= {x1x2, x
′
1}.

By the composition of their transitions, FSMs may be classified over a variety
of properties:

Definition 2.2.4 (Basic properties). FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) is

• deterministic if each state has at most one transition for each input:

∀(q1, x1, y1, q
′
1), (q2, x2, y2, q

′
2) ∈ hM .

(q1 = q2 ∧ x1 = x2) −→ (y1 = y2 ∧ q′1 = q′2)

• observable if each state has at most one emanating transition for each
input-output pair:

∀(q1, x1, y1, q
′
1), (q2, x2, y2, q

′
2) ∈ hM .

(q1 = q2 ∧ x1 = x2 ∧ y1 = y2) −→ q′1 = q′2

• completely specified (or complete) if each state has at least one transition
for each input:

∀q ∈ Q.∀x ∈ ΣI .∃y, q′. (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM

• partial if at least one state has no transitions for at least one input:

∃q ∈ Q.∃x ∈ ΣI .@y, q′. (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM

• minimal if no two states of M exhibit the same language:

∀q1, q2 ∈ Q. q1 6= q2 −→ LM (q1) 6= LM (q2) a
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In the following, I abbreviate deterministic FSMs as DFSMs and observable
FSMs as OFSMs.

FSMM2 of Fig. 2.1 is not deterministic due to multiple transitions emanating
from q0 for input a, but it is observable, as no two transitions emanating from
the same state exhibit the same IO-pair. Furthermore, it is partial, since no
transition for input b emanates from q3. Finally, it is minimal, as no pair of
distinct states of M2 exhibits the same set of responses to input a.

Every non-observable FSM M can be transformed into an observable FSM
M ′ such that L(M) = L(M ′). Similarly, every non-minimal FSM may be
transformed into a minimal FSM of the same language by an algorithm that
preserves observability. Algorithms for these transformations are discussed and
formalised in Sections 8.4 and 8.5, respectively. When considering conformance
relations that depend solely on the language of an FSM, it is thus no restriction
to assume observability and minimality.

2.3 Reaching States
A transition (q, x, y, q′) only affects the language of an FSM M if state q is
target of some path from the initial state of M , since otherwise the transitions
is not contained in any path from the initial state. The behaviour of an FSM
thus depends only on states that are reached by some path from the initial state.

Definition 2.3.1 (Reachability). A state q of FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) is
reachable if there exists a path from q0 to q in M . A trace α ∈ L(M) reaches
state q′ if there exists a path inM from q0 to q′ such that α is the IO-projection
of this path. a

Similarly, a path p from a state q visits state q′ if there exists a prefix of
p whose target is p′, and this notion is extended to IO-traces analogously to
reachability. An FSM is called prime if it is minimal, observable, and all of its
states are reachable. As non-reachable states do not affect the language of an
FSM, their removal is language-preserving.

Note that in observable FSMsM , if p1 and p2 are paths from the same state
and the IO-projections of p1 and p2 coincide, then p1 = p2, as by definition
of observability they must exhibit the same intermediate states. Thus, if α ∈
LM (q), then there exists a unique path whose IO-projection is α. Therefore,
reachability by paths coincides with reachability via IO-traces in OFSMs. I
introduce the following function to denote the state reached by an IO-trace in
an OFSM:

Definition 2.3.2 (after). Function after determines a state reached in an ob-
servable FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) via trace α applied to some q ∈ Q:

q-after-α =


q if α = ε

q′-after-α′ if α = (x/y).α′ and (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM
undefined else
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I write M -after-α to denote q0-after-α. a

For example, in FSM M2 of Fig. 2.1, q0-after-aab/120 = q2-after-ab/20 =
q1-after-b/0 = q1 and hence aab/120 reaches q1.

I extend function after to input sequences by denoting as q-after-x̄ the union
of all sets q-after-x̄/ȳ for traces x̄/ȳ in the language of state q. Note that in the
case of completely-specified DFSMs, the target state reached from some q by
an input sequence x̄ is uniquely determined. In this case, I employ q-after-x̄ to
donate this state instead of the singleton state containing it.

Traces reaching states of an FSM are often collected in so-called state covers,
constituting the first step of most test strategies discussed in the present work
(see Chapter 5).

Definition 2.3.3 (State cover). A state cover V of an observable FSM M =
(Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) is a set of traces such that ε ∈ V and for each state q ∈ Q
there exists in V a trace υq that reaches q in M . That is, if

∀q ∈ Q.∃υq ∈ V. υq ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-υq = q

holds, then V is a state cover of M . a

For example, set pref (aba/110) = {ε, a/1, ab/11, aab/110} constitutes a state
cover of M2, as aba/110 visits all states of M2.

For each OFSM M with states Q = {q0, . . . , qn} and each state cover V
of M , there must thus exist {υq0 , . . . , υqn} ⊆ V such that for each q ∈ Q, υq
reaches q. Note that in deterministic FSMs each input sequence x̄ induces at
most one trace x̄/ȳ ∈ L(M) and hence the output portions of traces in a state
cover can be omitted for DFSMs. In the following, I write v̄q to denote the
input portion of υq.

Transition covers extend the notion of state covers by requiring traversal of
all transitions in an FSM:

Definition 2.3.4 (Transition cover). A transition cover TC of an OFSM M =
(Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) is a set of traces such that for each state q ∈ Q and each
IO-pair x/y ∈ ΣI ×ΣO there exists in TC a trace α.(x/y).β such that α reaches
q in M . That is, if

∀q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO.∃α. α ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α = q ∧ α.(x/y) ∈ TC

holds, then TC is a transition cover of M1. a
1The definition presented here generalises to IO-traces the definition of transition covers

presented in [103], which considers only completely specified DFSMs. Contrary to their name,
transition covers do not explicitly depend on the transitions of an FSM and instead require
application of all possible IO-pairs (or inputs in case of [103]) after reaching traces of all states.
Also note that transition covers are thus defined only on FSMs without unreachable states.
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2.4 Distinguishing States
In testing against FSM specifications, it is often required to decide whether the
current state of the system under test conforms to at most one of a pair of states
q, q′ of the reference model. A basic instrument in performing such checks are
so-called distinguishing traces α such that containment of α in the language
of the current state of the SUT implies non-conformance with q, whereas non-
containment of α implies non-conformance with q′, or vice versa.

Definition 2.4.1 (Distinguishability, ∆). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be an
FSM containing states q, q′. Then ∆M (q, q′) ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ denotes the set of
all traces distinguishing q and q′, defined as follows:

∆M (q, q′) := (LM (q) \ LM (q′)) ∪ (LM (q′) \ LM (q))

That is, a trace α distinguishes q and q′ if it is contained in the language of only
one of these states. a

If the reference model M is unambiguous from the context, I drop the sub-
script of ∆M . An input sequence distinguishes states q, q′ if it is the input
portion of an IO-trace distinguishing the states.

In FSM M2 of Fig. 2.1, input a constitutes a distinguishing sequence for
all pairs of distinct states, since a/0 distinguishes (q0, q1), (q0, q2), (q1, q3), and
(q2, q3), while a/1 distinguishes (q0, q3) and (q1, q2). Section 8.6 discusses a ver-
ified function to compute distinguishing traces and provides further examples.

Distinguishing traces are also employed to check whether a pair of traces
reaches distinct states:

Definition 2.4.2 (Separability). Consider α, β ∈ L(M) for minimal OFSM
M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) such that M -after-α 6= M -after-β. Furthermore let
TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗. Then traces α and β are TS -separable if there exists some
ω ∈ ∆M (M -after-α,M -after-β) such that {α.ω, β.ω} ⊆ pref (TS ). a

That is, α and β are TS -separable if TS extends both with the some trace
ω distinguishing their reached states in M . In this case, ω separates α and β.
The notion of separability extends naturally to sets of traces:

Definition 2.4.3 (Separability of sets). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a
minimal OFSM and let A,TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗. Then A is TS -separable if for all
α, β ∈ L(M) such that M -after-α 6= M -after-β, α and β are TS -separable. a

The choice of separating traces is a major aspect distinguishing the various
test strategies discussed in Chapter 5. Some strategies compute sets of sepa-
rating traces once and ensure separability of some set of traces A by extending
traces in A with one or more of the following constructions. The most important
such sets are defined as follows.

Definition 2.4.4 (Characterisation set). A set W ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ is a char-
acterisation set of a minimal FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) if the following
holds

∀q, q′ ∈ Q. q 6= q′ −→ pref (W ) ∩∆M (q, q′) 6= ∅
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That is, a characterisation set contains a distinguishing trace for every pair of
distinct states of M . a

Definition 2.4.5 (State identifier). A set Wq ⊆ (ΣI ×ΣO)∗ is a state identifier
for state q of a minimal FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) if the following holds

∀q′ ∈ Q. q 6= q′ −→ pref (Wq) ∩∆M (q, q′) 6= ∅

That is, a state identifier of q contains sufficient traces to distinguish q from all
other states of M . a

Definition 2.4.6 (Harmonised state identifiers). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM )
be an FSM and suppose that Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qk}. Let H = {H1, H2, . . . ,Hk}
such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Hi is a state identifier of qi. Then H is a family
of harmonised state identifiers if for every pair of distinct states it holds that
their corresponding state identifiers share a trace distinguishing the state pair
– that is, if the following holds:

∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. pref (Hi) ∩ pref (Hj) ∩∆M (qi, qj) 6= ∅ a

2.5 Convergence
In [103], Simão et al. have shown that if it has been established during testing
that some traces α, β reach the same state in both the reference model and the
system under test, then certain steps of test strategies such as extending α with
a distinguishing trace γ may instead also be performed on β while preserving
the property checked in doing so. This approach allows minimisation of test
suites by providing more options in the distribution of extensions, as introduced
in [103, 106] and discussed further in Subsections 5.1.6 and 5.1.7.

In [103] and [106], only complete DFSMs have been considered, where input
sequences x̄1, x̄2 are said to converge inM if they reach the same state if applied
to the initial state of M . I lift this definition to traces of OFSMs as follows:

Definition 2.5.1 (Convergence, divergence). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be
a minimal OFSM and let α, β ∈ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ be two traces. Then α and β
converge in M if they both reach the same state in M . That is, they converge
if they satisfy the following condition

α ∈ L(M) ∧ β ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α = M -after-β

Analogously, α and β diverge in M if they reach distinct states:

α ∈ L(M) ∧ β ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α 6= M -after-β a

Note that it is not sufficient to define convergence of α and β simply as
M -after-α = M -after-β, since the after -operator is well defined only on traces
in the language of an OFSM.
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In the remainder of this section, I lift several other definitions and lemmata
of [103, 106] to OFSMs. Convergence is discussed further in Section 4.2. The fol-
lowing lemma lifts Lemma 1 of [103] to OFSMs and introduces basic properties
of convergence:

Lemma 2.5.2. Suppose that α, β converge in OFSM M . Then the following
holds for all traces γ over the alphabets of M :

1. If α.γ ∈ L(M), then α.γ and β.γ converge in M .

2. If γ ∈ L(M) does not converge with α in M , then γ also does not converge
with β in M . a

Proof. By the assumption, α and β both reach some state q in M . Thus, if
α.γ ∈ L(M) holds, then

M -after-α.γ = q-after-γ = M -after-β.γ

and hence (1.) follows. Analogously, if γ ∈ L(M) diverges from α, then (2.) fol-
lows from

M -after-γ 6= M -after-α = M -after-β

by definition.

In [103] and [106], test suites are generated that preserve the divergence or
convergence of certain traces over FSMs that pass a test suite with respect to
the reference model.

Definition 2.5.3 (Preservation of divergence and convergence). Suppose M =
(Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) is a minimal OFSM and let A denote a set of OFSMs over
input alphabet ΣI and output alphabet ΣO. Then a set TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ is
A-divergence-preserving with respect to M , if for all α, β ∈ TS it holds that if
α and β diverge in M , then α and β diverge in all elements of A. Analogously,
TS is A-convergence-preserving with respect to M if for all α, β ∈ TS it holds
that if α and β converge in M , then α and β converge in all elements of A. If
a pair of traces α, β converges in all FSMs in A it is called A-convergent. a

The preservation of divergence may be established via separating traces, as
shown in the following lemma, which lifts Lemma 2 of [103] to OFSMs:

Lemma 2.5.4. Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a minimal OFSM and let α, β
diverge in M . Furthermore let A be a set of OFSMs over the same alphabets as
M . Suppose that TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ is a test suite such that α and β are TS -
separable. Finally suppose that for all M ′ ∈ A it holds that L(M)∩ pref (TS ) =
L(M ′)∩pref (TS ). Then α and β diverge in every element of A. That is, {α, β}
is A-divergence-preserving. a

Proof. Following from the assumptions, there exists some trace ω separating
α, β such that {α.ω, β.ω} ⊆ pref (TS ). Since α, β diverge in M , it furthermore
holds that α, β ∈ L(M), implying

ω ∈ LM (M -after-α)←→ ω /∈ LM (M -after-β)
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By L(M) ∩ pref (TS ) = L(M ′) ∩ pref (TS ), the following also hold

ω ∈ LM (M -after-α)←→ ω ∈ LM ′(M ′-after-α)

ω ∈ LM (M -after-β)←→ ω ∈ LM ′(M ′-after-β)

from which it finally follows that ω also separates α, β in M ′:

ω ∈ LM ′(M ′-after-α)←→ ω /∈ LM ′(M ′-after-β)

This establishes that α, β diverge in M ′.

Conditions for the establishment of convergence are discussed further in
Subsection 4.2.1 of Part II.
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Chapter 3

Model-Based Testing with
Finite State Machines

In the present work, I follow [114] in employing the term model-based testing
(MBT) to describe the process of verifying a system under test (SUT) against
a reference model specifying the allowed and expected behaviour, by generat-
ing from the latter test suites of certain guaranteed strengths, which are then
systematically applied to the SUT via applying inputs and comparing observed
responses with those exhibited by the reference model. In this process, so-called
complete test suites are of high interest, as they guarantee fault coverage with
respect to a given fault domain, which in the context of the present work are
classes of FSMs. Fault coverage guarantees discussed here assume that the IO-
behaviour of the SUT can be represented by an FSM within the fault domain.

A more detailed overview of model-based testing and its variants is presented
in [114], while [2] contextualises MBT in the more general field of test case
generation. MBT approaches have been developed for various formalisms more
expressive than finite state machines, such as labelled transition systems as
discussed in [111] or extended finite state machines as presented in [85].

In the following, I first discuss the conformance relations employed in the
present work in Section 3.1. Next, Section 3.2 defines test suites and their
completeness. Finally, Section 3.3 introduces the notion of convergence graphs,
which are constructed concurrently with test suites in some test strategies and
serve to store established convergences of certain traces in the test suite.

3.1 Conformance Relations
The most fundamental conformance relations employed for testing against finite
state machines are language-equivalence and reduction. In the former case, an
SUT conforms to reference model M if its IO-behaviour is equivalent to L(M).
That is, M describes all allowed and expected behaviours. In contrast, in order
for an SUT to conform to M with respect to reduction, it is sufficient for it to
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exhibit no IO-trace not in L(M). That is, M models all allowed behaviours,
but does not require the SUT to exhibit them all.

Definition 3.1.1 (Conformance). Let M and I be FSMs over input alphabet
ΣI and output alphabet ΣO. M and I are language-equivalent, denoted I ∼M ,
if their languages coincide:

I ∼M := L(I) = L(M)

Furthermore, I is a reduction of M , denoted I � M , if all traces that are
exhibited by I are also exhibited by M :

I �M := L(I) ⊆ L(M) a

The test strategies discussed in the present work generate test suites suitable
for establishing language-equivalence. Parts of the corresponding mechanised
formalisation have already been used successfully to implement strategies for
reduction testing (see Appendix A).

From language-equivalence and reduction, several further conformance rela-
tions have been developed. For example, quasi-equivalence and quasi-reduction
(examined in [43, 45, 87, 88, 89]) differ from the previous conformance rela-
tions by not constraining the behaviour of the SUT in cases where some state
of the reference model has no emanating transition for some input x. Whereas
language-equivalence and reduction require the corresponding states of the SUT
to also not exhibit any response to x, their quasi-versions allow arbitrary re-
sponses to undefined inputs such as x. In [97], Peleska and I have introduced a
further alternative conformance relation called strong reduction, which extends
reduction by requiring that an input may be undefined in a conforming SUT if
and only if it is undefined in the corresponding state of the reference model. Also
note that many conformance relations on FSMs are similar to those developed
for labelled transition systems (see, for example, [110]).

3.2 Complete Test Suites
In general, the language of an FSM is not finite. For example, in completely
specified FSMs with at least one input symbol, each state must exhibit at least
one emanating transition and hence paths of arbitrary length may be created.
Thus, the behaviour of SUT or reference model cannot in general simply be
exhaustively enumerated by a finite testing process. Therefore, the strategies
discussed in the present work aim at generating finite test suites, containing
only test cases of finite length, that are still sufficient to check whether the SUT
conforms to the reference model.

In the following, I represent test cases as IO-traces and test suites as sets of
test cases1, using the following pass-relation to decide whether a SUT passes a
test suite with respect to a reference model:

1Chapters 12 and 13 discuss alternative representations of test cases and test suites em-
ployed by the executable implementations of the test strategies discussed in Section 5.1. Ap-
pendix B justifies the use of IO-traces during the generation of test suites.
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Definition 3.2.1 (Conformance on test suites). Let M and I be FSMs over
input alphabet ΣI and output alphabet ΣO. Furthermore let A ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

be a set of IO-traces. Then M and I are A-equivalent, denoted I ∼A M , if their
languages coincide on intersection with A:

I ∼A M := L(I) ∩A = L(M) ∩A

Furthermore, I is a reduction of M on A, denoted I �A M , if all traces in A
that are exhibited by I are also exhibited by M :

I �A M := (L(I) ∩A) ⊆ (L(M) ∩A) a

As the remainder of this work focusses on testing for language-equivalence,
I write that an FSM I passes IO-trace α with respect to reference model M if
M and I are {α}-equivalent. Analogously, I passes test suite TS w.r.t. M if M
and I are TS -equivalent.

In creating test suites, it is a common pattern to extend a set of traces in the
language of the reference model with all traces up to a given length, potentially
creating many traces with proper prefixes not contained in the language of the
reference model. These may often be omitted by the following procedure:

Definition 3.2.2 (Shortening). The shortening of a trace set A ⊆ (ΣI ×ΣO)∗

for FSMM = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ), denoted shortM (A), is the trace set obtained
by shortening all traces in A until all their proper prefixes are in the language
of M :

shortM (A) = {α | ∃α′ ∈ A. α is the longest prefix of α′

such that pref (α) \ α ⊆ L(M)} a

The following lemma describes a case of testing for language-equivalence
where it is sufficient to consider only shortened traces.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let M and I be FSMs over input alphabet ΣI and output al-
phabet ΣO. Furthermore let A ⊆ L(M) be a non-empty set of traces. Let
B =

⋃k
i=0(ΣI×ΣO)i contain all traces up to length k for some k ∈ N. Then the

language-equivalence of M and I on A is preserved on the shortening of A.B:

I ∼A.B M ←→ I ∼shortM (A.B) M a

Proof. Note first that shortM (A.B) is the union of all shortM ({α.β}) for α ∈
A, β ∈ B, and hence that for M ′ ∈ {M, I} it holds that

L(M ′) ∩ shortM (A.B) =
⋃

α∈A,β∈B

(L(M ′) ∩ shortM ({α.β}))

Since A ⊆ L(M) holds by assumption and B is prefix-closed, shortM (A.B) ⊆
A.B follows and hence the forward implication holds.

For the converse implication assume that L(I) ∩ shortM (A.B) ⊆ L(M) ∩
shortM (A.B) and suppose I ∼A.B M does not hold. Note first that α.β ∈ A.B∩
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L(M) are not affected by shortening, as in this case shortM ({α.β}) = {α.β}
holds. Consider thus some α ∈ A, β ∈ B with α.β /∈ L(M) and I 6∼{α.β} M ,
which in this case implies α.β ∈ L(I). As A ⊆ L(M), there must exist traces
β′, β′′ and an IO-pair x/y such that β = β′.(x/y).β′′ and shortM ({α.β}) =
{α.β′.(x/y)}. This implies α.β′ ∈ L(M) and also α.β′.(x/y) /∈ L(M). As
languages of FSMs are prefix-closed, α.β′.(x/y) ∈ L(I) follows from α.β ∈ L(I).
This contradicts the assumption of L(I)∩shortM (A.B) ⊆ L(M)∩shortM (A.B).
Hence, no α ∈ A, β ∈ B with I 6∼{α.β} M may exist, establishing I ∼A.B M .

By a similar argument, shortening also preserves the reduction conformance
relation:

I �A.B M ←→ I �shortM (A.B) M

3.2.1 Completeness
A test suite TS is complete for a given reference modelM , conformance relation
and fault domain F , consisting of FSMs over the same alphabets as M , if each
I ∈ F passes TS if and only if it conforms to M . This is usually split into
soundness and exhaustiveness as follows (see [82, Section 2.5]). In the following I
only consider completeness with respect to language-equivalence, allowing some
simplification of the notation.

Definition 3.2.4 (Soundness, exhaustiveness, completeness). Consider FSM
M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h) and fault domain F where each I ∈ F uses input and
output alphabets ΣI and ΣO, respectively. Finally, let TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ be
some test suite. Then TS is complete with respect to M and F if both of the
following conditions hold:

1. If I ∈ F is language-equivalent to M , then I passes M :

I ∼M −→ I ∼TS M

This is called soundness2.

2. If I ∈ F passes M , then I is language-equivalent to M .

I ∼TS M −→ I ∼M

This is called exhaustiveness. a

The strategies discussed and formalised in the present work (see Section 5.1)
are parameterised by some m ∈ N and generate for a minimal observable refer-
ence model M test suites that are complete for the fault domain of all OFSMs
over the same alphabets asM of at mostm states. In the following, I denote this
fault domain as F(M,m). Additionally, I consider only m such that m ≥ |M |,

2Note that soundness holds trivially for language-equivalence and test suites represented
as IO-traces, as I can only fail to pass TS w.r.t. M if there exists some trace in TS exhibited
by only one of the FSMs.
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implying M ∈ F(M,m). A test suite is called m-complete if it is complete for
OFSM M and fault domain F(M,m). A test strategy is called m-complete if it
generates m-complete test suites given m and a minimal OFSM M as reference
model. Note that, while fault domains may contain infinitely many FSMs, the
elements of F(M,m) may exhibit only finitely many distinct languages, since
only the names of states are not bounded in F(M,m).

The following notation is employed to denote subsets of a fault domain that
pass a test suite with respect to a given reference model.

Definition 3.2.5. Given an FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ), a set F of FSMs
over input alphabet ΣI and output alphabet ΣO, and a test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI ×
ΣO)∗, I denote the set of all FSMs in F that are TS -equivalent toM as FMTS . a

In the following, I usually omit the superscript M in FMTS if reference model
M is unambiguous from the context.

3.2.2 Assumptions on Systems Under Test
Complete test suites are of particular interest in the testing of safety-critical
systems, as completeness provides a way to justify a certain test strength. In
model-based testing, the system under test is usually not an FSM itself and
hence certain assumptions are required to translate m-completeness of test suite
to fault coverage capabilities against practical SUTs.

First, it is assumed that the behaviour (with respect to inputs and observed
output responses) of the system under test can be represented as an FSM in
the fault domain F(M,m) for reference model M . Parameter m thus places an
upper bound on the complexity of considered behaviours and hence larger values
of m increase the size of the fault domain and the number of SUTs satisfying
the assumption – usually at the cost of increased test suite size.

Next, for nondeterministic SUTs, I apply the so-called complete-testing as-
sumption (see [71]) that there exists some k ∈ N such that all responses of the
SUT to any input sequence x̄ are observed by applying x̄ to the SUT at most
k times. This assumption ensures that it can be decided in a finite number of
steps whether some IO-trace x̄/ȳ is contained in the language of the SUT.

Finally, it is assumed that the SUT can be reliably reset to its initial state,
for example by switching it off and then turning it on again3.

Note that Hübner et al. have shown in [50] that test strategies based on com-
plete test suites can exhibit significantly greater test strength than conventional
random testing even on SUTs whose behaviour is outside of the fault domain.
There also exist techniques such as [62, 93] for reducing the size of a test suite

3As the reset of an SUT often requires more time than applying some inputs to the SUT
and observing the corresponding responses, the development of test strategies discussed in
Chapter 5 has aimed at decreasing the number of required reset operations. Note that there
exist complete strategies that do not assume the SUT to be resettable, generating test suites
consisting of a single input sequence (see, for example, [112]). Such strategies instead assume
that the reference model M is strongly connected, requiring that there exists a path between
each pair of states of M .
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after its construction while accepting the possible loss of completeness, thus
proposing a trade-off between test suite size and fault coverage.

3.3 Convergence Graphs
During the generation of a test suite, only those convergences (see Section 2.5)
can be exploited to minimise additions to the test suite, that have already been
established to hold not only in the reference model, but also in the system under
test. Thus, in addition to the iterative construction of test suites, strategies that
exploit convergence are required to store information on which convergences can
be safely used.

Definition 3.3.1 (Convergent class). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a mini-
mal OFSM and let α ∈ (ΣI ×ΣO)∗ be some trace. I denote the set of all traces
convergent with α in M as convergent class [α]M :

[α]M := {β | β converges with α in M}

Furthermore, let TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ be a test suite and let F be some set of
FSMs over ΣI and ΣO. Then let [α]FTS denote the set of all traces in TS that
converge with α in all FSMs in F which are TS -equivalent to M .

[α]M,F
TS :=

{
β ∈ pref (TS )

∣∣ ∀I ∈ FMTS . β converges with α in I
}

a

If the reference model M and fault domain (usually F(M,m)) are unam-
biguous in the context, I abbreviate [α]

M,F(M,m)
TS to [α]TS .

In the following, I denote as convergence graph any data structure that is
employed to store convergent classes during construction of a test suite TS for
reference model M and supports the following operations:

• Lookup: The most important operation on a convergence graph G is the
retrieval of the convergent class for a given trace α. In the following, this is
denoted as function CG-lookup(G,α), returning a set of traces (usually
[α]TS or a subset thereof).

• Insertion: Traces added to test suites during their computation are often
also added into the convergence graph. In the following, this is supported
by function CG-insert(G,α), returning a new convergence graph based
on G (usually by inserting α into G).

• Initialisation: In all considered test strategies, an initial test suite TS is
created without the use of a convergence graph. In the following, function
CG-initialise(TS ) supports initialising a convergence graph using TS
(usually by inserting all traces in TS into an empty graph).

• Merging : During the creation of test suites, it may be established that
some α, β converge in M and all FSMs in the fault domain that pass
the current test suite. As convergence is a transitive relation, this allows
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unifying the convergent classes of α and β. In the following, function
CG-merge(G,α, β) implements this merging operation.

Implementations of convergence graphs are discussed in [103, 106, 108].
Implementations and usages of convergence graphs are not required to re-

turn all traces in [α]TS for CG-lookup(G,α). For the correctness of the
strategies exploiting convergence, it is only required that CG-lookup(G,α)
does not return traces not converging with α w.r.t. test suite TS . For con-
venience, CG-lookup(G,α) should also return α itself. I employ the notion
of validity of convergence graphs to express these requirements in subsequent
chapters. That is, a convergence graph is valid if for each α ∈ L(M) it holds
that {α} ⊆ CG-lookup(G,α) ⊆ [α]TS . Prior to Chapter 9 of Part III, which
formalises implementations of convergence graphs, I assume that the insertion,
initialisation, and merge operations preserve validity under the following as-
sumptions:

• CG-initialise(TS ) returns a valid convergence graph.

• CG-insert(G,α) returns a valid convergence graph if G is valid and α ∈
L(M) holds.

• CG-merge(G,α, β) returns a valid convergence graph if G is valid and
α, β converge in M .

The most common operation using convergence graphs employed by test
strategies discussed in this work is to select for some given traces α, γ some β ∈
[α]TS after which to append γ, inserting the resulting trace into the test suite.
This is implemented as distributeExtension in Algorithm 1. Note that this
algorithm does not specify how β is selected. Function distributeExtension
additionally inserts the longest prefix of β.γ in L(M) into the convergence graph.

Algorithm 1: distributeExtension(M , α, γ, TS , G)

1 choose some β ∈ CG-lookup(G,α)
2 TS ← β.γ
3 ω ← the longest prefix of α.γ in L(M)
4 CG-insert(G,ω)
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Part II

Equivalence-Testing with
Finite State Machines
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Chapter 4

Sufficient Conditions for
Completeness

In the development of test strategies based on finite state machines, several
authors have proven m-completeness of their proposed strategies by first estab-
lishing sufficient (but not always necessary) conditions for m-completeness of
test suites, and then showing that their strategies satisfy those conditions. Such
conditions include the H-Condition [27], the SPY-Condition [102, 103] and the
S-Condition [106]. In addition to these conditions developed in order to estab-
lish completeness of certain strategies, other studies such as [12, 13, 14, 100,
112, 116] have investigated sufficient and sometimes also necessary conditions
for m-completeness in order to develop algorithms that check whether a given
test suite is m-complete for a given reference model.

In this chapter, I describe sufficient conditions for m-completeness that are
suited to guide the generation of test suites in that they exhibit sub-conditions
that can be established iteratively during construction of a test suite. For ex-
ample, the H-Condition requires certain pairs of traces to be extended with
distinguishing traces, which can be implemented and also verified in isolation
for each pair. I group the considered sufficient conditions into those conditions
that describe which test cases need to be extended with distinguishing traces,
thus ensuring divergences, and those conditions that describe which traces need
to be established as converging in the system under test. Section 4.1 introduces
the former, while Section 4.2 introduces the latter.

4.1 Completeness from Divergence

4.1.1 H-Condition
The H-Condition has first been proposed in [27] and constitutes a sufficient
condition for m-completeness of test suites for language-equivalence testing. It
can be split into two conditions: First, a state cover of the reference model
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should be extended with test cases of length up to m − n + 1, where n is the
size of the reference model1. Second, certain pairs of test cases in the resulting
test case set should be further extended with distinguishing test cases. The
H-Condition has originally been proposed to describe test suites consisting of
input sequences as described in the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.1.1 (Input-based H-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) and
I = (T, t0,ΣI ,ΣO, hT ) be minimal observable FSMs with |Q| = n and |T | ≤ m
such that m ≥ n. Furthermore let V be a state cover of M and construct sets
A,B,C as follows, where V |ΣI

denotes the projection of V to input sequences:

A := V |ΣI
× V |ΣI

B := V |ΣI
× (V |ΣI

.

m−n+1⋃
i=1

ΣiI)

C :=

{
(v̄x̄′, v̄x̄)

∣∣∣∣∣ v̄ ∈ V |ΣI
∧ x̄ ∈

m−n+1⋃
i=1

ΣiI ∧ x̄′ ∈ pref (x̄) \ {x̄}

}

Then any test suite TS ⊆ Σ∗I such that

1. V.
⋃m−n+1
i=0 ΣiI ⊆ TS , and

2. for all (α, β) ∈ A ∪ B ∪ C such that α and β reach distinct states q, q′
in M , there exists some input sequence ω distinguishing q, q′ such that
α.ω, β.ω ∈ TS ,

is m-complete. That is, the following holds:

L(I) = L(M)←→ {x̄/ȳ ∈ L(I) | x̄ ∈ TS} = {x̄/ȳ ∈ L(M) | x̄ ∈ TS} a

This result can be generalised to a language-theoretic insight, as described
and proven in [82, Section 4.7], resulting in the following Lemma:

Lemma 4.1.2 (Language-based H-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM )
and I = (T, t0,ΣI ,ΣO, hT ) be minimal observable FSMs with |Q| = n and
|T | ≤ m such that m ≥ n. Furthermore let V be a state cover of M and let

A := V × V

B := V × (V.

m−n+1⋃
i=1

(ΣI × ΣO)i)

C :=

{
(υ.α, υ.β)

∣∣∣∣∣ υ ∈ V ∧ β ∈
m−n+1⋃
i=1

(ΣI × ΣO)i ∧ α ∈ pref (β) \ {β}

}

Then any test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ such that
1As it is assumed here thatm ≥ n holds, this extension of a state cover contains a transition

cover of the reference model.
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1. V.
⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i ⊆ TS , and

2. for all (α, β) ∈ A ∪ B ∪ C such that M -after-α 6= M -after-β, there exists
some trace ω ∈ ∆M (M -after-α,M -after-β) such that α.ω, β.ω ∈ TS

is m-complete for M . That is, the following holds:

L(I) = L(M)←→ I ∼TS M a

Note that Lemma 4.1.1 is a direct result of Lemma 4.1.2, as any test suite
TS ⊆ Σ∗I satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.1.1 can be transformed into a
test suite satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.1.2 by replacing each x̄ ∈ TS

with all x̄/ȳ such that ȳ ∈ Σ
|x̄|
O .

The conditions used in Lemma 4.1.2 can be further weakened in two ways:
First, via Lemma 3.2.3 it is not necessary to consider extensions β of traces
υ.α /∈ L(M) where υ ∈ V . Thus, in condition (1.) it is sufficient to extend each
trace reaching some q ∈ Q only with traces whose proper prefixes are contained
in LM (q). Second, condition (2.) of Lemma 4.1.2 is not limited to traces that
do reach states in the reference model and hence may require appending distin-
guishing traces after traces not in L(M). By considering only pairs of traces in
L(M), such cases may be avoided.

The following lemma introduces these modifications, introducing a setXq for
each q ∈ Q to denote the set of all non-empty traces of length up to m− n+ 1
over ΣI × ΣO whose proper prefixes are all contained in LM (q). The result
constitutes a further generalisation of Lemma 4.1.2.

Lemma 4.1.3 (Weakened H-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) and I =
(T, t0,ΣI ,ΣO, hT ) be minimal observable FSMs with |Q| = n and |T | ≤ m such
that m ≥ n. Furthermore let V be a state cover of M and for each q ∈ Q let Xq

be defined as follows:

Xq := {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}

Finally let

A := V × V
B := V × {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq}
C := {(υq.α, υq.β) | q ∈ Q ∧ β ∈ Xq ∧ α ∈ pref (β) \ {β}}

Then any test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ satisfying the following conditions is
m-complete for M :

1. V ∪ {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq} ⊆ TS , and

2. for all (α, β) ∈ A ∪ B ∪ C such that α, β ∈ L(M) and M -after-α 6=
M -after-β, there exists some trace ω ∈ ∆M (M -after-α,M -after-β) such
that α.ω, β.ω ∈ TS . a

I omit a detailed proof, as this result follows from combining Lemma 4.1.2
with Lemma 3.2.3. Fig. 5.5 of Subsection 5.1.5 visualises how property (2.) is
satisfied via the H-Method.
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4.1.2 S-Condition
When considering some pair (α, β) in property (2.) of Lemma 4.1.3, the H-
Condition allows arbitrary choices of separating traces γ, but explicitly requires
appending them after α and β in order to check whether γ is contained in the
languages of the states reached by α, β. As discussed in Section 2.5, the same
information may be gained by appending γ to traces α′, β′ that respectively con-
verge with α and β. The S-Condition developed by Soucha in [106] generalises
the H-Condition on completely specified DFSMs (see Lemma 4.1.1) by allowing
this additional choice of selecting convergent traces after which to append sep-
arating traces, which enables more and potentially smaller test suites to satisfy
this sufficient condition for completeness.

In order to replace α.γ with α′.γ as described above while retaining complete-
ness, it is first required to establish convergence of α and α′ in both the reference
model M and the system under test I, since otherwise α.γ and α′.γ may apply
γ to distinct states of M or I. Conditions for establishing convergences in the
SUT are discussed in Subsection 4.2.1. Recall notation F(M,m)TS denoting
the set of all I ∈ F(M,m) that pass TS with respect to M and notation [α]TS

denoting the set of all α′ converging with α in all I ∈ F(M,m)TS . Also recall
that ∆(q, q′) denotes the set of all traces distinguishing q and q′. Let ∆(q, q′)|ΣI

denote the input projection of ∆(q, q′). Then the following lemma presents the
input-based formulation of the S-Condition as presented by Soucha in Theorem
8.14 of [106].

Lemma 4.1.4 (S-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a minimal com-
pletely specified DFSM with |Q| = n. Furthermore let V be a state cover of M
and let n ≤ m. Then any test suite TS ⊆ Σ∗I satisfying the following conditions
is complete for M and the set of all completely specified DFSMs in F(M,m):

1. For each q ∈ Q and sequence x̄ over ΣI of length up to m − n + 1, x̄ is
appended to some sequence convergent with v̄q:

∀q ∈ Q, x̄ ∈ Σ≤m−n+1
I ∃ū ∈ [v̄q]TS . ū.x̄ ∈ TS

2. For all q, q′ ∈ Q and sequences x̄ over ΣI of length up to m− n+ 1 such
that v̄q.x̄ and v̄q′ diverge in M , TS establishes that v̄q.x̄ and v̄q′ diverge
in F(M,m)TS , for example by adding distinguishing sequences, which can
be distributed over convergent sequences:

∀q, q′ ∈ Q, x̄ ∈ Σ≤m−n+1
I . q-after-x̄ 6= q′ −→

∃ū ∈ [v̄q]TS , ū
′ ∈ [v̄q′ ]TS , w̄ ∈ ∆(q-after-x̄, q′)|ΣI

.

{ū.x̄.w̄, ū′.w̄} ⊆ TS

3. For all q ∈ Q, sequences x̄ over ΣI of length up to m− n+ 1, and proper
prefixes x̄′ of x̄ such that v̄q.x̄′ and v̄q.x̄ diverge in M , TS establishes that
v̄q.x̄

′ and v̄q.x̄ diverge in F(M,m)TS , for example by adding distinguishing
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sequences, which can be distributed over convergent sequences:

∀q, q′ ∈ Q, x̄ ∈ Σ≤m−n+1
I , x̄′ ∈ pref (x̄) \ {x̄}. q-after-x̄′ 6= q-after-x̄ −→

∃ū, ū′ ∈ [v̄q]TS , w̄ ∈ ∆(q-after-x̄′, q-after-x̄)|ΣI
.

{ū′.x̄′.w̄, ū.x̄.w̄} ⊆ TS a

Thus, Lemma 4.1.4 generalises Lemma 4.1.1 by introducing the option of dis-
tribution over convergent sequences to conditions (1.) and (2.) of Lemma 4.1.1.
The generalisation of the latter condition is split into conditions (2.) and (3.) of
Lemma 4.1.4 to simplify the presentation, as sets of pairs A, B, and C used
in Lemma 4.1.1 do not describe how contained sequences are to be split into a
prefix obtained from the state cover and a suffix representing an extension of
length up to m− n+ 1.

Note here that the S-Condition does not prescribe which input sequences
are to be established as convergent, how convergence is to be established, or
in which order the conditions (1.) to (3.) or aspects thereof are to be satisfied
during test suite construction. One possible implementation can be found in
the SPYH-Method (see [106]).

The S-Condition can be generalised to arbitrary OFSMs analogously to the
generalisation of the input-based H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.1) to the IO-based
H-Condition of Lemma 4.1.3. That is, it can be generalised by first convert-
ing all references to input sequences into references to IO-traces, followed by
constricting the conditions such that condition (1.) only considers traces whose
proper prefixes are in the language of q, while conditions (2.) and (3.) only con-
sider extensions that are in the language of q. The following lemma presents
the result of this generalisation.

Lemma 4.1.5 (Generalised S-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a
minimal observable FSM with |Q| = n. Furthermore let V be a state cover of
M , n ≤ m, and for each q ∈ Q let Xq be defined as follows

Xq := {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}

Then any test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ satisfying the following conditions is
m-complete over F(M,m):

1. For each q ∈ Q and trace α ∈ Xq, α is appended to some trace convergent
with υq:

∀q ∈ Q,α ∈ Xq.∃ω ∈ [υq]TS . ω.α ∈ TS

2. For all q, q′ ∈ Q and traces α ∈ Xq ∩LM (q), if υq.α and υq′ diverge in M ,
then TS establishes that υq.α and υq′ diverge in F(M,m)TS , for example
by adding distinguishing traces, which can be distributed over convergent
traces:

∀q, q′ ∈ Q,α ∈ Xq ∩ LM (q). q-after-α 6= q′ −→
∃ω ∈ [υq]TS , ω

′ ∈ [υq′ ]TS , γ ∈ ∆(q-after-α, q′). {ω.α.γ, ω′.γ} ⊆ TS
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3. For all q ∈ Q, traces α ∈ Xq∩LM (q), and proper prefixes α′ of α such that
υq.α

′ and υq.α diverge in M , TS establishes that υq.α′ and υq.α diverge
in F(M,m)TS , for example by adding distinguishing traces, which can be
distributed over convergent traces:

∀q ∈ Q,α ∈ Xq ∩ LM (q), α′ ∈ pref (α) \ {α}. q-after-α′ 6= q-after-α
∃ω, ω′ ∈ [υq]TS , γ ∈ ∆(q-after-α′, q-after-α). {ω′.α′.γ, ω.α.γ} ⊆ TS a

This lemma follows from Lemma 4.1.4 and Lemma 3.2.3. I omit a detailed
proof here, as the next subsection introduces a more abstract sufficient condition
for completeness in Lemma 4.1.7, which is satisfied by any test suite that satisfies
the conditions given in the above Lemma 4.1.5. Fig. 5.7 of Subsection 5.1.7
visualises how the properties (2.) and (3.) are satisfied by the SPYH-Method.

4.1.3 Indirect Sufficiency
Conversely to deriving the H-Condition from the S-Condition, it is also possible
to derive sufficiency of the S-Condition from sufficiency of the H-Condition.
Suppose that β ∈ [α]TS and β.γ ∈ TS hold. Then for any I ∈ F(M,m)TS it
holds by Lemma 2.5.2 that

β.γ ∈ L(I)←→ α.γ ∈ L(I)

and hence that I also passes a test suite in which β.γ is replaced by α.γ. There-
fore, if TS is a test suite satisfying the S-Condition for M and m, then a test
suite TS ′ satisfying the H-Condition can be derived from TS by replacing every
choice of some β ∈ [α]TS with α itself. Any I passing TS thus also passes TS ′.
As TS ′ is m-complete, so is TS . The following lemma generalises this property,
which follows immediately from the definition of m-completeness:

Lemma 4.1.6 (Indirect Sufficiency). Let TS and TS ′ be test suites and suppose
that TS ′ is complete for F(M,m) and OFSMM . Suppose that any I ∈ F(M,m)
that passes TS also passes TS ′, that is

F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)TS ′

Then TS is m-complete for reference model M . a

Furthermore, it is possible to define a more abstract sufficiency condition
than the H and S-Conditions by removing explicit requirements on how preser-
vation of divergence is to be established. This approach, formalised in the
following lemma, extracts the core property of test suites satisfying the H or
S-Condition – the fact that they preserve divergence between state cover traces
and along extensions appended to the state cover – without concrete conditions
on the way this property is established. I omit a proof at this point, as a mecha-
nised proof of the lemma in Isabelle/HOL is discussed in Subsection 10.1.1 and
visualised in Fig. 10.1.
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Lemma 4.1.7 (Abstract H-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a min-
imal observable FSM with |Q| = n and let I ∈ F(M,m). Furthermore let V be
a state cover of M , n ≤ m, and for each q ∈ Q let Xq be defined as follows

Xq := {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}

Suppose that for each q ∈ Q and γ ∈ Xq the following holds

1. I passes V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ), that is

L(I) ∩ (V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ)) = L(M) ∩ (V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ))

2. V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ) is {I}-divergence-preserving. That is, traces α, β ∈ V ∪
{υq}.pref (γ) that diverge in M also diverge in I.

Then, I and M are language-equivalent. a

Note that Lemma 4.1.7 does not specify which test cases a test suite should
contain. Instead, it provides an intermediate property such that any test suite
sufficient to establish this property is complete. In my formalisation in Is-
abelle/HOL (see Section 10.1), I omit explicit usage of the S-Condition and
instead employ the more abstract conditions of Lemma 4.1.7.

4.2 Completeness from Convergence
The H and S-Conditions describe that a test suite is m-complete if it contains a
certain set of traces such that certain pairs of traces are furthermore extended by
shared distinguishing traces. Thus, they establish completeness by describing
which traces in the test suite should lead to distinct states in all FSMs in
F(M,m) that pass the test suite. In contrast, the SPY-Condition, introduced
in [102, 103]2, shows that a test suite TS is complete if it establishes convergence
of certain traces that form a transition cover of the reference model.

The following lemma generalises the SPY-Condition, originally stated in
Theorem 1 of [102] only for completely specified DFSMs and using input se-
quences, to partial nondeterministic OFSM reference models and IO-traces. In
contrast to the presentation of the H and S-Conditions, I here omit the original
formulation, as it is identical with the formulation of the later Corollary 4.2.2
except for employing the concepts of transition cover and convergence with re-
spect to input sequences instead of IO-traces.

Lemma 4.2.1 (Generalised SPY-Condition). Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be
a minimal observable FSM. Then a test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ is complete
for fault domain F if and only if it contains an FTS -convergence-preserving
transition cover A such that ε ∈ A. a

2The name SPY-Condition has been introduced later in [108].
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A proof for of this lemma for completely specified DFSMs is presented in
[102, Theorem 1], which may easily be extended to minimal OFSMs by suitable
liftings of the concepts of transition covers and convergence to nondeterministic
FSMs, as presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.5, respectively.

By using F(M,m) as fault domain, this result can then be used to explicitly
describe a sufficient condition for m-completeness:

Corollary 4.2.2. Consider minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ). Then
a test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ is m-complete if it contains an F(M,m)TS -
convergence-preserving transition cover A such that ε ∈ A. a

I present a mechanised formalisation of this result in Section 9.1.

4.2.1 Sufficient Conditions for Establishing Convergence
In [102, 103], Simão et al. also provide a sufficient condition to decide whether
a test suite preserves convergence of certain traces, which is not given in the
SPY-Condition itself. This condition is proven correct using an argument over
the assumed upper bound m on the states of the system under test, relying on
two auxiliary lemmata. I discuss these here in detail, as one of the steps in [102,
103] has been shown to contain a flaw.

First, a lower bound is established on the number of states of a system under
test in the case that a pair of traces convergence in the reference model but not
in the SUT, where the traces are part of a test suite providing certain further
information on the behaviour of these traces in any FSM passing it.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) and I = (T, t0,ΣI ,ΣO, hI) be
minimal OFSMs. Suppose that α, β ∈ L(M)∩L(I) converge in M but not in I.
Furthermore suppose that ω ∈ ∆I(I-after-α, I-after-β) is a minimal length trace
distinguishing the states reached by α, β in I. Let ω′ be some proper prefix of ω
such that ω ∈ LM (M -after-α)∩LM (M -after-β) and suppose that {α, β}.pref (ω′)
is {I}-divergence-preserving. Finally suppose that I passes {α, β}.pref (ω′) with
respect to M , that is, that the following holds:

L(M) ∩ {α, β}.pref (ω′) = L(I) ∩ {α, β}.pref (ω′)

Then the traces in {α, β}.pref (ω′) reach at least

|ω′|+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

ω′′∈pref (ω′)

M -after-α.ω′′

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 1

distinct states of I. a

I once more omit a detailed proof at this point, as the lemma is a gener-
alisation to partial nondeterministic OFSMs of Lemma 8.7 of [106], which is
in turn a modification of Lemma 3 of [103]. This latter modification has be-
come necessary, as the lemma in [103] did not use strong enough assumptions to
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prove the claimed result3. This flaw has been first amended by Michal Soucha
in Lemma 8.7 of [106]. Wen-ling Huang and I also independently observed this
flaw, whereupon Wen-ling Huang developed another amended proof of Theorem
2 of [103] – which employs Lemma 3 – making use of the stronger assumptions
of this theorem. A mechanised proof of it is part of my formalisation using
Isabelle/HOL described in Part III4. A proof of Lemma 4.2.3 as stated above is
discussed in Subsection 9.1.1.

The following general property on the maximum number of states visited by
a minimal distinguishing trace constitutes the second required lemma:

Lemma 4.2.4. LetM = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) be a minimal OFSM and let q, q′ ∈
Q. Suppose that ω is a minimal length distinguishing trace for q and q′. Finally
let S ⊆ Q be some non-empty set of states of M . Then the following holds:∣∣{ω′ ∣∣ ω′ ∈ pref (ω) \ {ω} ∧ q-after-ω′ ∈ S ∧ q′-after-ω′ ∈ S

}∣∣ ≤ |S| − 1

That is, the number of proper prefixes ω′ of ω that reach states in S from both
q and q′ is at most |S| − 1. a

The above lemma is a generalisation of Lemma 8.8 of [106] and its accompa-
nying proof to IO-traces. A proof of the mechanised formalisation of this lemma
is discussed in Subsection 8.2.5.

Combining this result with Lemma 4.2.3, it is now possible to prove a suf-
ficient condition on convergence, which is based on extending the traces to be
shown to converge up to length m − n while preserving divergence. This suffi-
cient condition is a generalisation of Theorem 2 of [103] (Lemma 8.6 in [106])
to partial nondeterministic OFSMs.

Lemma 4.2.5. Let TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ be a test suite for minimal OFSM
M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) where |Q| = n. Let n ≤ m. Suppose that π, τ ∈ L(M)
converge in state q of M . Furthermore suppose that for each γ ∈ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

such that |γ| ≤ m− n and each proper prefix of γ is contained in LM (q), there
exist some α ∈ [π]TS , β ∈ [τ ]TS and a state cover SC ⊆ TS of M that con-
tains {α, β}.pref (γ) and is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving. Then π and τ
are F(M,m)TS -convergent. a

3More precisely, Lemma 3 of [103] does not assume ω to be a minimal length trace sepa-
rating α, β in I, but instead merely assumes that ω is a shortest trace such that I does not
pass {α.ω, β.ω} with respect to M . This assumption does not imply that ω separates α, β
in I, as ω may now simply be a trace distinguishing both states reached by α, β in I from
M -after-α = M -after-β. Consider, for example, the case where I-after-α and I-after-β both
exhibit a transition labelled (a/1) to the same state t, which in turn satisfies a/2 ∈ LI(t),
whereas it holds that a/1 ∈ LM (M -after-α) but aa/12 /∈ LM (M -after-α). Additionally sup-
pose that applying a/1 toM -after-α reaches a state q other thanM -after-α and that ω = aa/12
is a shortest trace such that I fails to pass {α.ω, β.ω}. Then, due to the convergence of α.(a/1)
and β.(a/1) in I, for proper prefix ω′ = a/1 of ω the traces in {α, β}.pref (ω′) reach only 3
distinct states of I. This is less than the lower bound of |ω′|+ |{M -after-α, q}|+1 = 4 distinct
states claimed by the lemma. A more detailed discussion of this flaw in Lemma 3 of [103] can
be found in Appendix D.2 of [106].

4See lemma sufficient_condition_for_convergence_in_SPY_method available in theory
file Convergence.thy, discussed in Section 9.1
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Compared to the original condition from [103], the above Lemma incorpo-
rates a slight optimisation for partial nondeterministic OFSMs by only consider-
ing traces whose proper prefixes are in the language, thus avoiding application of
superfluous traces. I omit a proof here, as this lemma follows from Lemma 4.2.6,
as developed below. A mechanised formalisation and proof of these two lemmata
is discussed in Subsection 9.1.2 of Part III.

Lemma 4.2.5 enables the iterative creation of an m-complete test suite TS
from a state cover V by considering in turn each transition (q, x, y, q′) of the
reference model and establishing the F(M,m)TS -convergence of υq.(x/y) and
υq′ by adding suitable test cases. After also adding υq.(x/y) for all states q and
x/y /∈ LM (q) to TS , this constitutes a convergence preserving transition cover
as required by the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2).

In practical testing, Lemma 4.2.5 is not always applied to prove π and τ
to be F(M,m)TS -convergent by ensuring that test suite TS contains the exact
sets {α, β}.pref (γ) required in the lemma. Instead, analogous to Lemma 4.1.6,
it is ensured that there exists some test suite TS ′ containing these exact sets for
a fixed state cover of M such that F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)TS ′ . Based on this
approach, the following lemma can be derived, which simplifies some proofs:

Lemma 4.2.6. Let TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ be a test suite for minimal OFSM M =
(Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ) where |Q| = n. Let n ≤ m. Suppose that π, τ ∈ L(M)
converge in state q of M . Furthermore suppose that there exists some test suite
TS ′ such that F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)TS ′ and a state cover V of M satisfying
the condition that for all γ ∈

⋃m−n
i=0 (ΣI×ΣO)i such that pref (γ)\{γ} ⊆ LM (q),

both

1. V ∪ {π, τ}.pref (γ) ⊆ TS ′ holds, and

2. V ∪ {π, τ}.pref (γ) is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving.

Then π and τ are F(M,m)TS -convergent. a

Note that the use of Lemma 4.2.6 to establish convergences in order to
construct the convergence-preserving transition cover presupposed by the SPY-
Condition (Corollary 4.2.2) requires establishing preservation of divergence sim-
ilar to that required by the generalised S-Condition (Lemma 4.1.5). To my best
knowledge, Lemma 4.2.6 provides the only sufficient condition for convergence
that is applicable to arbitrary minimal observable reference modelsM and fault
domain F(M,m), and hence current test strategies that generate test suites
satisfying the SPY-Condition also satisfy the generalised S-Condition.
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Chapter 5

Overview of Complete Test
Strategies

This chapter provides an overview of test strategies that are complete for testing
language-equivalence on FSMs. Section 5.1 details the test strategies formalised
in this work, while Section 5.2 lists further strategies that are outside of the
scope of this work for various reasons.

Throughout this chapter, I employ minimal OFSMM = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM )
with |M | = n as the reference model, against which m-complete test suites for
fault domain F(M,m) are to be computed, where m ≥ n is the assumed upper
bound on the number of states of the minimal OFSM representing the behaviour
of the system under test.

5.1 Selected Strategies
In this work, I have formalised most test strategies that generate m-complete
test suites for arbitrary m ≥ n. These include the W, Wp, HSI, H, SPY, and
SPYH-Methods as introduced in subsequent subsections. I have not considered
strategies that are complete only for proper subsets of fault domain F(M,m),
as well as strategies that place further requirements on the reference model,
such as the existence of unique distinguishing sequences (see Section 5.2). This
exclusion follows from the goal of developing generic frameworks with which to
implement and proof complete the test strategies, which is greatly complicated
by considering strategies with conflicting assumptions on the reference model
or desired completeness properties.

Most complete strategies for testing w.r.t. language-equivalence have origi-
nally been proposed for deterministic and completely specified FSMs. Thus, the
first part of each strategy description provided in this chapter describes how an
m-complete test suite using input sequences as test cases is computed. There-
after, I present a simple pseudocode implementation of the strategy generalised
to partial and nondeterministic reference models, using IO-traces as test cases.
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Completeness proofs and concrete implementations are discussed in Part III of
this work, which describes the formalisation of generalised implementations of
these strategies in Isabelle/HOL.

5.1.1 Running Example
Throughout this section, I employ OFSM M5 depicted in Fig. 5.1 as a running
example in using the various test strategies to compute 4-complete test suites.
The input and output alphabets of M5 are ΣI = {a, b, c} and ΣO = {0, 1},
respectively.

q0 q1

q2 q3

a/0

c/1

b/0

c/1

a/0
b/0

c/1

a/0

b/1

a/0
c/1

b/0

Figure 5.1: FSM M5.

A possible minimal state cover of M5 is given by V5 = {ε, a/0, c/1, cb/11},
which employs the following traces to reach all states of M5:

υq0 := ε υq1 := a/0 υq2 := c/1 υq3 := cb/11

Furthermore, all pairs of distinct states of M5 can be distinguished from each
other. For example, q0 can be distinguished from q1 and q3 by cb/10 and from
q2 by b/0. State q1 can be distinguished from q2 via b/0 and from q3 via ccb/110.
Finally, q2 and q3 can be distinguished by b/0. Thus, M5 is minimal.

5.1.2 W-Method
The W-Method [23, 115] is among oldest m-complete strategies proposed for
equivalence testing. Originally defined only on completely specified DFSMs,
it constructs a test suite by extending each sequence x̄ ∈ V |ΣI

for some state
cover V of M with all sequences up to length m − n + 1 and then appends a
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characterisation set W after the resulting sequence. That is, a test suite TS is
constructed as

TS = V |ΣI
.

(
m−n+1⋃
i=0

ΣiI .W |ΣI

)
This can easily be extended to IO-based test cases, as implemented in Al-

gorithm 2. In this algorithm, I apply a slight optimisation for partial nonde-
terministic FSMs by considering only extensions of V that result in combined
traces whose proper prefixes are in L(M). Furthermore, the characterisation set
is appended only after traces in L(M), that is, only after traces that actually
reach a state in M . These optimisations are justified by Lemma 3.2.3.

Algorithm 2: W-Method
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a state cover V of M
2 choose a characterisation set W of M
3 TS ← shortM (V.(

⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i))

4 foreach α ∈ shortM (V.(
⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i)) do

5 if α ∈ L(M) then
6 TS ← TS ∪ {α}.W

7 return TS

Test suites computed using the W-Method satisfy the H-Condition described
in Lemma 4.1.3, as the W-Method appends the same characterisation set W af-
ter all pairs of traces in V.(

⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI ×ΣO)i)∩L(M) and hence ensures that

all pairs required by the H-Condition are extended by a shared separating trace.
Note, however, that a characterisation set usually contains many more traces
than required to distinguish a single pair of states, and thus that the W-Method
generates test suites containing many more test cases than required by the H-
Condition. This is visualised in Fig. 5.2, which depicts a subset of a test suite
generated by the W-Method, where υq, υq′ are the state cover traces reaching q
and q′ in the reference modelM , respectively, and α.α′ is an extension of length
at most m−n+1 applied after υq. In particular, Fig. 5.2 visualises how υq.α.α

′

is separated from other traces if pairs (υq.α
′, υq.α.α

′) and (υq′ , υq.α.α
′) are re-

quired to be separated by the H-Condition. This is performed in the W-Method
by applying characterisation set W after υq.α.α′, υq.α, and υq′ . By definition,
W must contain some trace that distinguishes q-after-α.α′ from q-after-α, as
well as some trace distinguishing q-after-α.α′ from q′. In Fig. 5.2, the first of
these is visualised by a green line, while the second trace is visualised as an
orange line1. As W distinguishes all pairs of states in M , it may also include

1Distinguishing traces in Fig. 5.2 and subsequent visualisations of test strategies are dis-
tinguishable not only by colour but also by line shape as described in the legend.
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traces not necessary to apply after υq.α.α′ as they serve only to distinguish
other states than q-after-α.α′. Fig. 5.2 visualises this by highlighting that set
W applied after υq.α.α′ may include a blue line not employed in distinguishing
q-after-α.α′.

α′

α

υq υq′

W

W

WW

∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q-after-α)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q′)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α, q′)

Figure 5.2: Visualisation of the W-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as required
by the H-Condition.

Consider, the running example M5 (Fig. 5.1). A possible characterisation
set of M5 consisting only of minimum length distinguishing traces is W =
{b/0, cb/10, ccb/110}. Applying the W-Method for m = 4 thus appends W
after every trace υq.α ∈ L(M) where |α| ≤ m−n+1 = 1. That is, the resulting
test suite extends each trace in state cover V5 = {ε, a/0, c/1, cb/11} of M5 with

m−n+1⋃
i=0

(ΣI × ΣO)i = {ε} ∪ (ΣI × ΣO)1 = {ε, a/0, a/1, b/0, b/1, c/0, c/1}

and appends W after each resulting trace that is in L(M5). The obtained
test suite contains 39 maximal IO-traces, which constitute 27 distinct input
sequences after removal of proper prefixes. An example of a superfluous trace
occurs for υq2 .(c/1) = cc/11, which reaches q2 in M5 and is extended with the
entire characterisation set W , while it would suffice to append only b/0 or b/1,
which each distinguish q2 from all other states of M5.
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5.1.3 Wp-Method
The Wp-Method introduced in [35] and generalised to nondeterministic FSMs
in [71] improves upon the W-Method by reducing the number of traces applied
to extensions of V |ΣI

with sequences of length exactly m−n+ 1. Instead of the
full characterisation set, these sequences x̄ are extended only with a subset of
the characterisation set that is sufficient to distinguish the reached state from
all other states of M . Thus, a test suite is constructed as a union of two parts
WP1 and WP2 defined as follows:

WP1 = V |ΣI
.(

m−n⋃
i=0

ΣiI).W

WP2 =
⋃
{{x̄}.Wq|q ∈ Q ∧ x̄ ∈ V |ΣI

.Σm−n+1
I ∧ q ∈M -after-x̄}

where for each state q of M the state identifier Wq is a subset of W such that
for all other states q′ of M this set contains a sequence distinguishing q and q′.

Algorithm 3 describes how this approach can be lifted to possibly partial
and nondeterministic OFSMs, again applying the optimisation of shortening
the initial test suite for M and appending the characterisation set or state
identifiers only after traces in L(M).

Note here that an application of the Wp-Method to nondeterministic FSMs
using input sequences instead of IO-traces as test cases can result in appending
superfluous state identifiers. This is a consequence of the fact that sequences in
V |ΣI

may reach more than one state and hence M -after-x̄ in WP2 may reach
states not reached by any α considered in line 10 of Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Wp-Method
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a state cover V of M
2 choose a characterisation set W of M
3 for each q ∈ Q choose some Wq ⊆W such that for each q′ ∈ Q with

q′ 6= q it holds that Wq ∩∆M (q, q′) 6= ∅
4 TS ← shortM (V.(

⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i))

5 foreach α ∈ shortM (V.(
⋃m−n
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i)) do

6 if α ∈ L(M) then
7 TS ← TS ∪ {α}.W

8 foreach α ∈ shortM (V.(ΣI × ΣI)
m−n+1) do

9 if α ∈ L(M) then
10 TS ← TS ∪ {α}.WM-after-α

11 return TS
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Completeness of test suites generated by the Wp-Method follows from the
H-Conditions similarly to the W-Method, as the state identifiers added in WP2

or line 10 of Algorithm 3 are subsets of the characterisations set W , ensuring
that the pairs of traces to be considered for the H-Condition are extended with
shared distinguishing traces. Fig. 5.3 visualises this analogously to Fig. 5.2,
as identical constructions are used except in the case that υq.α.α′ is of length
m−n+1, in which case it would be extended only withWq-after-α.α′ , which may
omit traces in characterisation set W that are not employed in distinguishing
the state reached by υq.α.α′ from other states of M5.

This reduction can be observed when applying the Wp-Method to running
example M5 (Fig. 5.1) for m = 4. Consider again trace υq2 .(c/1) = cc/11,
which in the W-Method was extended by the whole characterisation set W . In
the Wp-Method, only a subset Wq2 ⊂ W sufficient to distinguish q2 from all
other states of M5 is applied. A possible choice for Wq2 is {b/0}. Thus, the
test suite computed by the Wp-Method does not contain an extension of cc/11
with ccb/110 ∈ W . Note, however, that υq2 = c/1 is still extended with the
entire set W , despite only b/0 or b/1 being required to distinguish q2 from other
states. Therefore, the resulting test suite still contains superfluous test cases
such as cccb/1110. Overall, it contains 36 IO-traces which can be reduced to 24
maximal input sequences.

α′

α

υq υq′

Wq-after-α.α′

W

WW

∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q-after-α)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q′)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α, q′)

Figure 5.3: Visualisation of the Wp-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as required
by the H-Condition. Assumes that |α.α′| = m−n+ 1 and hence υq.α.α′ is only
extended with a state identifier instead of the entire characterisation set.
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5.1.4 HSI-Method
Introduced in [72], the HSI-Method further improves upon the Wp-Method by
not appending full characterisation sets and instead appending harmonised state
identifiers after all x̄ that consist of a sequence in V |ΣI

followed by an input
sequence of length up to m−n+ 1. The harmonised state identifiers to append
after such x̄ again correspond to the states reached by x̄ in M . Here, state
identifiers Hq, Hq′ for distinct states q, q′ are called harmonised if there exists
a distinguishing sequence for q and q′ contained (possibly as a prefix) in both
Hq and Hq′ . In contrast to the Wp-Method, no distinction is made between
extensions of length m−n+1 and shorter extensions. Using the HSI-Method, a
test suite TS based on input sequences can be generated for completely specified
DFSM M as

TS :=
⋃{

{x̄}.Hq

∣∣∣∣∣ q ∈ Q ∧ x̄ ∈ V |ΣI
.(

m−n+1⋃
i=0

ΣiI) ∧ q ∈M -after-x̄

}
This construction can again be lifted to work with IO-traces as test cases

as depicted in Algorithm 4, which employs the usual optimisation of shortening
traces for M and appending harmonised state identifiers only after traces in
L(M).

Algorithm 4: HSI-Method
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a state cover V of M
2 for each q ∈ Q choose some Hq such that for each q′ ∈ Q with q′ 6= q it

holds that pref (Hq ∩Hq′) contains some γ ∈ ∆M (q, q′)

3 TS ← shortM (V.(
⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i))

4 foreach α ∈ shortM (V.(
⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i)) do

5 if α ∈ L(M) then
6 TS ← TS ∪ {α}.HM-after-α

7 return TS

The m-completeness of test suites computed via the HSI-Method once more
follows from the H-Conditions by similar reasoning to the W and Wp-Methods,
as the state identifiers are required to be harmonised. Fig. 5.4 visualises how the
separation of pairs required by the H-Condition is realised by the harmonisation
of state identifiers, which ensures that for some pair (υq.α, υq.α.α

′) to be sep-
arated according to the H-Condition, state identifier Hq-after-α.α′ applied after
υq.α.α

′ shares a trace with Hq-after-α applied after υq.α that distinguishes the
states reached from q with α.α′ and α. Similarly, for another pair (υq′ , υq.α.α

′),
state identifier Hq-after-α.α′ applied after υq.α.α′ shares a trace with Hq′ ap-
plied after υq′ that distinguishes q′ and the state reached from q with α.α′.
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Hq-after-α.α′ does not, however, need to contain any traces only useful in dis-
tinguishing q′ and the state reached from q with α, as was the case in the
characterisation sets used in the W and Wp-Methods (see Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3).

α′

α

υq υq′

Hq-after-α.α′

Hq

Hq′Hq

q-
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te
r-α

=
q

∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q-after-α)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q′)
∈ ∆M (q-after-α, q′)

Figure 5.4: Visualisation of the HSI-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as required
by the H-Condition. Traces υq and υq.α exemplify how the exact same state
identifiers are appended after convergent traces.

In applying the HSI-Method to running example M5 (Fig. 5.1) for m = 4,
the effect of only applying harmonised state identifiers instead of sometimes
applying a full characterisation set as in the W or Wp-Methods can once more
be observed for υq2 = c/1, which in both previous test strategies is extended
with characterisation set W = {b/0, cb/10, ccb/110}. Recall that b/0 or b/1
suffices to distinguish q2 from all other states. That is, Hq2 = {b/0} constitutes
a state identifier of q2. Instead of W , the HSI-Method thus applies only Hq2

after υq2 = c/1 and υq2 .(c/1), thus never appending cb/10 or ccb/110 after
υq2 .(c/1). Note here that the size of test suites generated using the W, Wp or
HSI-Methods is strongly affected by the choice of characterisation sets and state
identifiers. For M5, a state identifier Hq1 could be obtained by computing for
each other state q′ the shortest trace distinguishing q1 from q′. This results,
for example, in {b/0, cb/10, ccb/110}, distinguishing q1 from q0, q2, q3 via cb/10,
b/0, ccb/110, respectively. However, q1 and q0 can also be distinguished via
ccb/110, which reduces the state identifier to {b/0, ccb/110}. If harmonised state
identifiers are created by considering each state pair in isolation, the test suite
obtained using the HSI-Method contains 35 IO-traces, which may be reduced
to 23 maximal input sequences. The H-Method described in the next section
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provides an alternative strategy to trying to pre-select optimal state identifiers
in that it selects distinguishing traces during computation based on the current
state of the test suite.

5.1.5 H-Method
All three previously presented strategies are static in that the order in which
elements are added to the test suite is irrelevant as no intermediate state of
the test suite during construction is queried. For example, in Algorithm 2 the
same test suite is generated for each possible order of considering traces α in
line 4. Thus, in appending distinguishing sequences (in the form of fixed char-
acterisation sets or fixed state identifiers), the previously discussed strategies
do not check whether the test suite computed up to that step may already ex-
tend the currently considered trace with some sequences that may be re-used
to distinguish the reached state from other states.

The H-Method presented in [27] improves upon the previously discussed
strategies by adding distinguishing sequences only if necessary, trying to min-
imise the size of the resulting test suite. Furthermore, this strategy makes more
explicit the pairs of sequences to be separated. Where the previously discussed
strategies effectively append distinguishing sequences after almost all pairs of
sequences α, β ∈ (V |ΣI

.
⋃m−n+1
i=0 ΣiI) that reach distinct states2, the H-Method

only considers the following three sets of pairs of sequences3:

A := V |ΣI
× V |ΣI

B := V |ΣI
× (V |ΣI

.

m−n+1⋃
i=1

ΣiI)

C :=

{
(v̄x̄′, v̄x̄)

∣∣∣∣∣ v̄ ∈ V |ΣI
∧ x̄ ∈

m−n+1⋃
i=1

ΣiI ∧ x̄′ ∈ pref (x̄) \ {x̄}

}

From these sets, the H-Method constructs a test suite TS by initialising TS as
V |ΣI

.
⋃m−n+1
i=0 ΣiI and then iterating through all pairs (α, β) ∈ A∪B ∪C whose

elements reach distinct states in M . For each such (α, β), it is then checked
whether the current test suite already contains some α.γ, β.γ′ such that γ and
γ′ share a prefix that distinguishes the states reached by α and β in M . Only
if this is not the case, a new sequence that distinguishes the reached states is
appended to both α and β in the test suite. The choice of the above A, B,
and C, directly follows from the sufficiency condition the H-Method is designed
to satisfy, namely the H-Condition, whose input-based formulation is given in
Lemma 4.1.1.

2For the W and HSI-Method, all such pairs are covered. For the Wp-Method, extensions
of length m − n + 1 may not be separated, as the state identifiers appended after them are
not required to be harmonised.

3The definition given in [27] differs slightly from the presentation given here, as in the
presence of partial reference models the strategy presented in [27] tests for quasi-equivalence
instead of language-equivalence. Both definitions coincide for completely specified DFSMs.
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The order in which to consider the pairs in A ∪B ∪ C as well as the choice
of distinguishing sequences to add allow for various applications of heuristics
with the goal of generating fewer and shorter test cases. A detailed exemplary
implementation is described in [106]4.

A simple lifting of the H-Method to IO-traces as test cases is presented in
Algorithm 5, which collects all pairs of sequences to append with distinguishing
traces in a set D filtered from A∪B ∪C. The H-Method is a direct implemen-
tation of the H-Condition and thus the m-completeness of test suites computed
using this method follows from the H-Condition. To simplify the presentation
at this point, however, Algorithm 5 does not incorporate all refinements of
Lemma 4.1.3. Improved implementations are discussed during the development
of frameworks in Chapter 6.

Algorithm 5: H-Method
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a state cover V of M
2 A← V × V
3 B ← V × (V.

⋃m−n+1
i=1 (ΣI × ΣO)i)

4 C ← {(υ.ω′, υ.ω) | υ ∈ V ∧ω ∈
⋃m−n+1
i=1 (ΣI ×ΣO)i∧ω′ ∈ pref (ω)\{ω}}

5 D ← {(α, β) ∈ A ∪B ∪ C | α, β ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α 6= M -after-β}
6 TS ← shortM (V.(

⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i))

7 foreach (α, β) ∈ D do
8 if there does not exist any γ distinguishing M -after-α and

M -after-β such that α.γ, β.γ ∈ TS then
9 choose some γ that distinguishes M -after-α and M -after-β

10 TS ← TS ∪ {α.γ, β.γ}

11 return TS

Fig. 5.5 visualises how the H-Method does not require appending the exact
same distinguishing trace whenever the same pair of states needs to be distin-
guished according to the H-Condition. More precisely, Fig. 5.5 considers pairs
of traces (υq.α, υq.α.α

′), (υq′ , υq.α), and (υq′ , υq.α.α
′) to be separated accord-

ing to the H-Condition, and assumes that both υq and υq.α reach q. Then
υq.α.α

′ needs to be extended with some trace to separate it from υq.α, such as
γ1. Furthermore, υq.α.α′ needs to be separated from υq, for which purpose the
same γ1 could be used. However, if in the test suite computed so far υq has
already been extended with some γ2 that also distinguishes q from q-after-α.α′,
then it may result in a smaller test suite to instead append γ2 after υq.α.α′.
Similarly, different traces γ4 and γ5 may be appended to υq.α and υq in order

4For practical implementations see, for example, [105] and the libfsmtest open source
library described in [4].
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to distinguish q from q′ reached by υq′ . This highlights the greater flexibility
of the H-Method compared to previously discussed strategies with respect to
choosing distinguishing traces (see Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4).
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γ1, γ2 ∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q)
γ3 ∈ ∆M (q-after-α.α′, q′)

γ4, γ5 ∈ ∆M (q, q′)

Figure 5.5: Visualisation of the H-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as required
by the H-Condition. Note how different traces may be used to distinguish the
same pairs of states, such as γ1 and γ2 which distinguish the state reached by
υq.α.α

′ from q (reached by both υq and υq.α).

Applying the H-Method to running example M5 (Fig. 5.1) for m = 4,
the H-Method may, for example, arrive at the situation where the trace pair
(υq1 , υq3 .(b/0)) = (a/0, cbb/110) needs to be separated in line 7 of Algorithm 5
and the test suite already contains ab/00 and cbbb/1100. The shortest distin-
guishing trace for the pair is ccb/110 or ccb/111, so it would be possible to
simply append either of them after the pair. However, it would also be possible
to extend ab/00 and cbbb/1100 that are already in the test suite with ccb/110,
as bccb/0110 also is a distinguishing trace for the pair. If cbbb/1000 currently
is a maximal trace in the test suite, this latter choice might be preferable,
as it avoids branching in the test suite, that is, it avoids having two distinct
maximal test cases cbbb/1100, cbbccb/110110, instead resulting in a single trace
cbbbccb/1100110. The same considerations apply to ab/00. Section 6.3 shows
how Algorithm 13 introduced below for the SPYH-Method (see Subsection 5.1.7)
may be employed to implement this heuristic to search for suitable distinguish-
ing traces. Applying this implementation of the H-Method to M5 for m = 4
generates a test suite containing 33 IO-traces which can be reduced to 19 max-
imal input sequences. A further example of applying the H-Method is given in
Appendix B, which compares a naive application of the H-Method using input
sequences with that of using IO-traces.
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5.1.6 SPY-Method
The SPY-Method developed in [102, 103] is the first strategy to make explicit
use of convergence of sequences in order to distribute distinguishing sequences
to obtain smaller test suites. That is, during computation of a test suite it
establishes that if a system under test passes the current test suite, then certain
sequences converge in both the reference model and the SUT. Thereafter, if
distinguishing sequence γ is to be appended after some α that is known to
converge with β, the method may instead append γ after β, if this results in
fewer or shorter test cases. In the selection of distinguishing traces to append,
the SPY-Method uses harmonised state identifiers and hence can be seen as an
improvement upon the HSI-Method rather than the H-Method.

Algorithm 6 describes how the SPY-Method computes a test suite TS for
minimal complete DFSMs5. Similar to the HSI-Method, it first computes a
state cover V (line 1) and a family of harmonised state identifiers (line 2),
which are then appended after the sequences in the state cover, corresponding
to the reached state in M (line 3). Next, a convergence graph is initialised
with this intermediate test suite (line 4), which is to be used in later steps
to store information about sequences that converge in all complete DFSMs in
F(M,m) passing the resulting test suite. Thereafter, all unverified transitions
are considered in the loop beginning in line 5, where a transition (q, x, y, q′) of
M is verified if the sequence reaching q′ in V is equal to the sequence reaching
q in V followed by input x, that is, if v̄q′ = v̄q.x. For each unverified transition
(q, x, y, q′), the SPY-Method then considers all sequences ū ∈ Σ∗I of length up
to m − n (line 6) and distributes the harmonised state identifier Hq′-after-ū of
the state reached in M from q′ by ū both over sequences convergent with v̄q
followed by x, and sequences convergent with v̄q′ (lines 7 to 9). The handling of
(q, x, y, q′) concludes by marking v̄q.x and v̄q′ as convergent in the convergence
graph G (line 10), which also merges all v̄q.x.x̄ and v̄′q.x̄ contained in the test
suite (see property (1.) of Lemma 2.5.2).

Thus, instead of iterating through a set of pairs of sequences to append
with distinguishing sequences as in the H-Method, the SPY-Method seeks to
satisfy the SPY-Condition for completely specified DFSMs (analogous to Corol-
lary 4.2.2) by establishing that the resulting test suite TS contains a subset A
with ε ∈ A that is a convergence-preserving state cover ofM for F(M,m). That
is, for each transition (q, x, y, q′) of M it must be ensured that v̄q.x and v̄q′ are
convergent in all I ∈ F(M,m) that pass TS . This is realised in two steps. First,
for transitions where v̄q.x and v̄q′ coincide (that is, those transitions not con-
sidered in line 5), no further action is necessary, as the corresponding sequences
are identical. Second, each remaining transition is verified in the loop begin-
ning in line 5 by satisfying the sufficient condition for convergence on completely

5Here and in the subsequent subsection I initially apply functions on convergence graphs
(see Section 3.3) to input sequences instead of IO-traces in a slight abuse of notation. As
described in [103], input sequences converge in a complete DFSM if their unique corresponding
IO-traces converge. As only input sequences over the input alphabet of the reference model
are considered, it is also possible to omit checks for language containment.
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specified DFSMs, which is analogous to Lemma 4.2.5 (see Lemma 3 of [103] for
a version restricted to completely specified DFSMs), by extending convergent
sequences of both v̄q.x and v̄q′ with sequences up to length m−n and applying
harmonised state identifiers to establish preservation of divergence. After han-
dling each pair of v̄q.x and v̄q′ , it is thus valid to merge their convergent classes
in line 10, allowing later iterations more choices to distribute over convergent
sequences.

Note here that the SPY-Method still effectively considers extensions after
the state cover of length up to m − n + 1, as the x in v̄q.x already extends v̄q
by a single input.

Algorithm 6: SPY-Method using input sequences as test cases
Input : minimal complete DFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ Σ∗I

1 choose a minimal state cover V of M
2 for each q ∈ Q choose some Hq such that for each q′ ∈ Q with q′ 6= q it

holds that pref (Hq ∩Hq′) contains some γ that distinguishes q and q′
3 TS ←

⋃
x̄∈V |ΣI

{x̄}.HM-after-x̄

4 CG-initialise(TS )
5 foreach (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h not already verified by TS do
6 foreach ū ∈

⋃m−n
i=0 ΣiI do

7 foreach w ∈ Hq′-after-ū do
8 distributeExtension(M , v̄q, x.ūw̄, TS , G)
9 distributeExtension(M , v̄q′ , ūw̄, TS , G)

10 CG-merge(G, v̄q.x, v̄q′)

11 return TS

Similar to the H-Method, the above implementation of the SPY-Method
contains several steps where heuristics may be applied to try to obtain small test
suites, including the order in which transitions are considered and the criteria
by which distributeExtension chooses which convergent sequence to extend.

To my best knowledge, the SPY-Method has not previously been generalised
to possibly partial and nondeterministic OFSMs. Algorithm 7 introduces an ex-
emplary implementation of this generalisation by modifying Algorithm 6 in two
aspects. First, similarly to the algorithms for previously discussed strategies,
shortened IO-traces are used instead of input sequences and only traces in L(M)
are extended with harmonised state identifiers (lines 6 to 13). Second, the tran-
sition cover is completed by appending for each state q of M every IO-pair x/y
not exhibited by LM (q) to some trace converging with the trace reaching q in
the chosen state cover (lines 15 and 16). The need for this latter step in lifting
the SPY-Method to IO-traces follows from the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2),
where a transition cover requires covering every combination (q, x, y) of states q,
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inputs x, and outputs y of M . When considering only complete DFSMs as ref-
erence models and input sequences as test cases, this is not necessary, as in this
case only state-input pairs are to be considered and in a complete DFSM there
exists one transition from each state for each input, thus covering all required
pairs during the verification of all transitions.

Algorithm 7: SPY-Method lifted to IO-traces as test cases
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a state cover V of M
2 for each q ∈ Q choose some Hq such that for each q′ ∈ Q with q′ 6= q it

holds that pref (Hq ∩Hq′) contains some γ that distinguishes q and q′
3 TS ←

⋃
α∈V {α}.HM-after-α

4 CG-initialise(TS )
5 foreach (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h not already verified by TS do
6 foreach ω ∈

⋃m−n
i=0 (ΣI ×ΣO)i such that pref (ω) \ {ω} ⊆ LM (q′) do

7 if ω ∈ LM (q′) then
8 foreach γ ∈ Hq′-after-ω do
9 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω.γ, TS , G)

10 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω.γ, TS , G)

11 else
12 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω, TS , G)
13 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω, TS , G)

14 CG-merge(G, υq.(x/y), υq′)

15 foreach q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO such that x/y /∈ LM (q) do
16 distributeExtension(M , υq, x/y, TS , G)

17 return TS

Completeness of test suites generated by the SPY-Method can be estab-
lished by the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2) but also by directly employing
the S-Condition (Lemma 4.1.5), as the SPY-Method separates pairs of traces
described in the S-Condition essentially in the same way as the HSI-Method6,
augmented by distribution over convergent traces. Fig. 5.6 visualises how the
S-Condition is satisfied by distributing harmonised state identifiers, where the
distribution over convergent traces is the essential difference to the HSI-Method
visualised in Fig. 5.4.

Application of the SPY-Method to running example M5 (Fig. 5.1) exem-
plifies how distribution over convergent traces can be employed to reduce test
suite size. This application first appends each υq ∈ V5 with harmonised state
identifier Hq of the reached state. Thereafter, it is checked which transitions

6As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the S-Condition coincides with the H-Condition if distribu-
tion over convergent traces is not used in test suite generation.
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Figure 5.6: Visualisation of the SPY-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as re-
quired by the S-Condition. Dotted lines between nodes indicate that the traces
reaching these nodes are F(M,m)TS -convergent. Note how harmonised state
identifiers are distributed over F(M,m)TS -convergent traces.
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of M5 are already verified by the choice of transition cover. For V5, these are
(q0, a, 0, q1), (q0, c, 1, q2) and (q2, b, 1, q3), since υq0 .(a/0) = υq1 , υq0 .(c/1) = υq2
and υq2 .(b/1) = υq3 , respectively. Then the remaining transitions are handled.
Up to this point, no convergences have been established. When handling, for
example, transition (q1, c, 1, q0) first, then {c/1}.Hq0 and Hq0 are applied after
υq1 = a/0 and υq0 = ε, respectively, as form = 4 the only choice for ω in line 6 of
Algorithm 7 is ε and henceHq0-after-ω = Hq0 . This establishes the convergence of
υq1 .(c/1) = ac/01 and υq0 = ε, which may be exploited in the handling of later
transitions. Let Hq0 = {b/0, cb/10}. Then the test suite in particular contains
acb/010. Suppose transition (q0, b, 0, q0) is to be handled next. Then b/0.Hq0

and Hq0 are both to be distributed over [υq0 ]TS . Consider bb/00 ∈ {b/0}.Hq0

first. As the test suite already contains b/0, it is suitable to append b/0 af-
ter ε ∈ [υq0 ]TS , effectively replacing test case b/0 with bb/00. Consider next
bcb/010 ∈ Hq0 . Appending this trace after ε would cause branching in the test
suite due to containment of bb/00. Appending bcb/010 after ac/01 ∈ [υq0 ]TS ,
however, might not induce branching, as acbcb/01010 is an extension of acb/010.
Thus, instead of adding a new branch in the test suite, this latter option may
merely extend a test case already in the test suite, thus avoiding a potentially
costly reset operation when applying the test suite in practice. Following this
concept, the SPY-Method creates a test suite consisting of 25 IO-traces that
may be reduced to 17 maximal input sequences.

5.1.7 SPYH-Method
Detailed in the previous two sections, the H and SPY-Methods improve upon the
HSI-Method in two different aspects, as the former allows for dynamically choos-
ing distinguishing traces instead of fixed harmonised state identifiers, whereas
the latter allows for dynamically distributing fixed harmonised state identifiers
over convergent traces. The SPYH-Method introduced in [108] combines these
approaches by performing both the selection and the distribution of distinguish-
ing traces in a dynamic way.

Similar to the SPY-Method, the SPYH-Method has to my best knowledge
only been proposed for complete DFSMs and using input sequences as test cases.
Algorithm 8 provides an implementation of this original description7, following
the implementation given in [106, 108]. The SPYH-Method begins similar to the
SPY-Method by computing a state cover V , but does not require computation
of harmonised state identifiers. Thus, the test suite and the convergence graph
are initialised just by the state cover and then method SPYH-distinguish is
employed on each sequence v̄ in the state cover to make it TS -separable from
other sequences in V (lines 4 and 5). Instead of applying harmonised state iden-
tifiers, this method, implemented in Algorithm 9, proceeds to separate v̄ from
all other sequences v̄′ in the state cover by finding a separating sequence and dis-
tributing it over sequences converging with v̄ and v̄′, respectively. In doing so it

7Analogous to Algorithm 6 and Subsection 5.1.6, this implementation applies operations
on convergence graphs to input sequences instead of IO-traces.
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employs function bestPrefixOfSepSeq, which returns a pair (e, w̄) ∈ N×Σ∗I
such that if e is 0, then the test suite already separates v̄ and v̄′. If e > 0,
then w̄ is a prefix of a distinguishing trace of the states reached by v̄ and v̄′ and
SPYH-distinguish chooses a distinguishing trace for v̄ and v̄′ by extending
w̄. For succinctness, I here omit a full description of bestPrefixOfSepSeq
for testing based on input sequences – a full implementation for the IO-based
approach is given in Algorithm 13 and an implementation for complete DFSMs
can be found in Algorithm 24 of [106].

Next, the SPYH-Method filters unverified transitions analogous to the SPY-
Method and then sorts them in ascending order by assigning to each transition
(q, x, y, q′) as value the sum of the length of the sequences reaching q and q′

in the state cover (line 6). This ordering serves to establish convergences of
states “closer” to the initial state first, as they are visited along traces reaching
more “distant” states and hence such convergences are more likely to be useful
in obtaining smaller test suites.

Following this sorting, the SPYH-Method iteratively handles each unver-
ified transition (q, x, y, q′) (beginning in line 7) and establishes preservation
of the convergence of v̄q.x and v̄q′ by satisfying the sufficient condition of
Lemma 4.2.5 (again see Lemma 3 of [103] for a version restricted to DFSMs).
This is performed by distinguishFromSetI , implemented in Algorithm 10.
This recursive function extends v̄q.x and v̄q′ with all sequences of length up
to m − n and separates sequences as necessary to satisfy Lemma 4.2.5. More
precisely, in each recursion step of distinguishFromSetI , a current extension
x̄ of both v̄q.x and v̄q′ is considered (initially ε) and v̄q.x.x̄, v̄q′ .x̄ are sepa-
rated from all diverging sequences in V |ΣI

∪ {v̄q.x, v̄q′}.pref (x̄) (lines 1 to 4 of
distinguishFromSetI), where the latter set is stored in variable X. Then,
if x̄ has not reached length m − n (line 5 of distinguishFromSetI , k is de-
creased in each recursive step), all extensions x̄.x′ for x′ ∈ ΣI are considered
by first appending them to v̄q and v̄q′ and then performing the next recursive
step (lines 9 to 12 of distinguishFromSetI). Lines 6 to 8 and 13 to 15 of
distinguishFromSetI serve to update and keep free of superfluous conver-
gent sequences the set V |ΣI

∪ {v̄q.x, v̄q′}.pref (x̄), which is passed to recursive
calls. Having established preservation of convergence of v̄q.x and v̄q′ , the SPYH-
Method then merges finally these sequences in line 12 of Algorithm 8, which en-
ables later iterations to distribute sequences over the unified convergent classes
of v̄q.x and v̄q′ and their successors (see property (1.) of Lemma 2.5.2).

Generalising the SPYH-Method to partial nondeterministic FSMs and IO-
traces as test cases requires modifications similar to the generalisation of the
SPY-Method presented in the previous subsection. A possible implementation
is given in Algorithm 11, which differs from Algorithm 8 in particular in the
use of IO-traces, the corresponding use of distinguishFromSet instead of
distinguishFromSetI , and the loop in lines 13 and 14 that ensures that no
3-tuple of state, input and output is missed in creating a transition cover of M .

Function distinguishFromSet (Algorithm 12) differs from the previously
described distinguishFromSetI (Algorithm 10) in the use of IO-traces and in
the inclusion of an optimisation for partial reference models (lines 11,12) that
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Algorithm 8: SPYH-Method using input sequences as test cases
Input : minimal complete DFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ Σ∗I

1 choose a minimal state cover V of M
2 TS ← V |ΣI

3 CG-initialise(TS )
4 foreach x̄ ∈ V do
5 SPYH-distinguish(x̄, V,TS , G)

6 sort unverified transitions in ascending order by weight function
(q, x, y, q′) 7→ |v̄q|+ |v̄q′ |

7 foreach (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h not already verified by TS do
8 TS ← TS ∪ {v̄q.x}
9 insert v̄q.x to G

10 S ← V |ΣI

11 distinguishFromSetI(v̄q.x, v̄q′ , V, S,TS , G,m− n)
12 CG-merge(G, v̄q.(x/y), v̄q′)

13 return TS

Algorithm 9: SPYH-distinguish(α, V , TS , G)

1 foreach β ∈ V such that M -after-α 6= M -after-β do
2 (e, γ)← bestPrefixOfSepSeq(α, β,TS , G)
3 if e > 0 then
4 choose some γ′ ∈ ∆M (M -after-α.γ,M -after-β.γ)
5 distributeExtension(M , α, γ.γ′, TS , G)
6 distributeExtension(M , β, γ.γ′, TS , G)
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Algorithm 10: distinguishFromSetI(ū, v̄, V,X,TS , G, k)

1 SPYH-distinguish(ū, X,TS , G)
2 notReferenced←6 ∃q ∈ Q. v̄q ∈ CG-lookup(G, v̄)
3 if notReferenced then
4 SPYH-distinguish(v̄, X,TS , G)

5 if k > 0 then
6 push ū to X
7 if notReferenced then
8 push v̄ to X

9 foreach x ∈ ΣI do
10 distributeExtension(M , ū, x, TS , G)
11 distributeExtension(M , v̄, x, TS , G)
12 distinguishFromSetI(ū.x, v̄.x, V,X,TS , G, k − 1)

13 if notReferenced then
14 pop v̄ from X

15 pop ū from X

Algorithm 11: SPYH-Method lifted to IO-traces as test cases
Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Output: an m-complete test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 choose a minimal state cover V of M
2 TS ← V
3 CG-initialise(TS )
4 foreach υ ∈ V do
5 SPYH-distinguish(υ, V,TS , G)

6 sort unverified transitions in ascending order by weight function
(q, x, y, q′) 7→ |υq|+ |υq′ |

7 foreach (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h not already verified by TS do
8 TS ← TS ∪ {υq.(x/y)}
9 insert υq.(x/y) to G

10 S ← V
11 distinguishFromSet(υq.(x/y), υq′ , V, S,TS , G,m− n)
12 CG-merge(G, υq.(x/y), υq′)

13 foreach q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO such that x/y /∈ LM (q) do
14 distributeExtension(M , υq, x/y, TS , G)

15 return TS
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Algorithm 12: distinguishFromSet(α, β, V,X,TS , G, k)

1 SPYH-distinguish(α,X,TS , G)
2 notReferenced←6 ∃q ∈ Q. υq ∈ CG-lookup(G, β)
3 if notReferenced then
4 SPYH-distinguish(β,X,TS , G)

5 if k > 0 then
6 push α to X
7 if notReferenced then
8 push β to X

9 foreach x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO do
10 distributeExtension(M , α, x/y, TS , G)
11 distributeExtension(M , β, x/y, TS , G)
12 if α.(x/y) ∈ L(M) then
13 distinguishFromSet(α.(x/y), β.(x/y), V,X,TS , G, k − 1)

14 if notReferenced then
15 pop β from X

16 pop α from X

performs the recursive step only for extensions in the language of the reference
model M (recall that Lemma 4.2.5 only requires extensions whose proper pre-
fixes are in L(M)). This optimisation is analogous to the shortening performed
in previous methods.

Finally, function bestPrefixOfSepSeq for partial nondeterministic OF-
SMs is implemented in detail in Algorithm 13. For inputs α, β, this function
returns a pair (minEstimate, bestPrefix), where bestPrefix is the prefix to some
heuristically chosen distinguishing trace of the states reached in M by α and
β that should be added to the test suite in order to separate α and β. The
second value in the pair, minEstimate, represents an estimated cost of append-
ing this distinguishing trace to the test suite. If minEstimate is 0, then α and
β are already separable by the current test suite and the test suite does not
need to be modified. The value of minEstimate may exceed the length of the
considered distinguishing trace if appending it adds a new branch to the test
suite. Function bestPrefixOfSepSeq begins by obtaining minimal conver-
gent traces π and τ for α and β, respectively, storing the states reached by π
and τ in M as qπ and qτ , respectively. Then, minEstimate is initialised with
the length of the shortest sequence distinguishing qπ and qτ and bestPrefix is
initialised with the empty trace (lines 1 to 6). If no traces convergent with π
or τ are maximal in the current test suite, then in lines 7 to 10 their respec-
tive lengths are added to minEstimate, as extending them would cause adding
new branches in the tree representing test suite. Maximality in the test suite
is tested by function hasLeaf (Algorithm 14), which checks for a given trace
γ whether any trace in [γ]TS is maximal in the test suite TS . After these
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initialisations, bestPrefixOfSepSeq iterates through all IO-pairs (line 11).
If for some x/y ∈ ΣI × ΣO the test suite (including prefixes) contains traces
π′.(x/y), τ ′.(x/y) where π′ and τ ′ are convergent with π and τ , respectively,
then the block beginning in line 14 is entered. Here it is first checked whether
x/y already distinguishes the states reached by π and τ , in which case (0, ε) is
returned. If x/y reaches the same state after both qπ and qτ , then this IO-pair
does not need to be considered further, as it cannot be prefix to a distinguish-
ing trace (line 15). Otherwise, bestPrefixOfSepSeq is recursively applied to
π.(x/y) and τ.(x/y) and either this results in finding that the test suite does not
need to be extended (line 17), or the current values of (minEstimate, bestPrefix)
are updated if a smaller estimate is observed (lines 18, 19). If x/y extends a
convergent trace of only either π or τ , then the blocks starting in line 21 or
line 30 are entered, respectively. Each of these estimates the length of a distin-
guishing trace to be distributed after both π and τ and updates minEstimate
based on further maximality considerations, possibly also updating bestPrefix.
These estimations employ function estimateGrowth (Algorithm 16), which
returns just 1 if x/y distinguishes qπ and qτ , as x/y is already applied after a
convergent trace of either π or τ and hence the test suite needs to be extended
by only a single IO-pair. If x/y takes qπ and qτ to either the same state or
π, τ reach the same states as π.(x/y), τ.(x/y), then 2|Q| is returned, which is
longer than any minimal distinguishing trace in M . Otherwise, a shortest trace
γ for q-after-x/y and q′-after-x/y is obtained and estimateGrowth returns
2|γ|+ 1. In the final case of considering x/y in bestPrefixOfSepSeq, if x/y
extends no convergent trace of π or τ , then x/y is not considered further. All
checks whether a trace convergent to a certain given trace are extended by x/y
in the test suite are implemented as calls to helper function hasExtension
(Algorithm 15).

Similarly to the SPY-Method, m-completeness of test suites generated by
the SPYH-Method follows from those satisfying the SPY-Condition (Corol-
lary 4.2.2) as for each transition (q, x, y, q′) in the reference model, distin-
guishFromSet establishes the convergence of υq.(x/y) and υq′ via by satis-
fying the sufficient condition given in Lemma 4.2.5. In contrast to the SPY-
Method, however, the SPYH-Method is not required to always apply the same
harmonised state identifiers to separate traces. Instead, it chooses distinguishing
traces on-the-fly, opening further possibilities for test suite reduction. As the
SPYH-Method employs separation of certain traces to establish F(M,m)TS -
convergences via Lemma 4.2.5, its completeness can also be established di-
rectly via the S-Condition (Lemma 4.1.5) or the derived abstract H-Condition
(Lemma 4.1.7). Fig. 5.7 combines Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 to visualise how the
SPYH-Method employs both dynamic selection of distinguishing traces and
dynamic distribution over convergent traces (that is, aspects of both H and
SPY-Methods).

Application of the SPYH-Method to running example M5 (Fig. 5.1) for
m = 4 exemplifies how this approach results in test suites smaller than those
generated by both the H or SPY-Methods. Algorithm 11 first creates state
cover V5 and then via SPYH-distinguish (Algorithm 9) separates each υ ∈ V5
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Algorithm 13: bestPrefixOfSepSeq(α, β,TS , G)

1 π ← minimal trace in CG-lookup(G,α)
2 τ ← minimal trace in CG-lookup(G, β)
3 qπ ←M -after-π
4 qτ ←M -after-τ
5 minEstimate← 2|γ| where γ is minimal in ∆M (qπ, qτ )
6 bestPrefix← ε
7 if not hasLeaf(π,TS , G) then
8 minEstimate← minEstimate + |π|
9 if not hasLeaf(τ,TS , G) then

10 minEstimate← minEstimate + |τ |
11 foreach x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO do
12 if hasExtension(π, x, y,TS , G) then
13 if hasExtension(τ, x, y,TS , G) then
14 if x/y ∈ ∆M (qπ, qτ ) then return (0, ε)
15 if qπ-after-x/y = qτ -after-x/y then continue
16 (e, γ′)← bestPrefixOfSepSeq(α.(x/y), β.(x/y),TS , G)
17 if e = 0 then return (0, ε)
18 if e ≤ minEstimate then
19 minEstimate ← e; bestPrefix ← (x/y).γ′

20 else
21 e← estimateGrowthOf(qπ, qτ , x, y)
22 if e 6= 1 then
23 if hasLeaf(π, TS , G) then e← e+ 1
24 else if not hasLeaf(π.(x/y),TS , G) then
25 e← e+ |π|+ 1

26 if not hasLeaf(τ , TS , G) then e← e+ |τ |
27 if e ≤ minEstimate then
28 minEstimate ← e; bestPrefix ← (x/y)

29 else
30 e← estimateGrowthOf(qπ, qτ , x, y)
31 if e 6= 1 then
32 if hasLeaf(τ , TS , G) then e← e+ 1
33 else if not hasLeaf(τ.(x/y),TS , G) then
34 e← e+ |τ |+ 1

35 if not hasLeaf(π, TS , G) then e← e+ |π|
36 if e ≤ minEstimate then
37 minEstimate ← e; bestPrefix ← (x/y)

38 return (minEstimate, bestPrefix)
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Algorithm 14: hasLeaf(α, TS , G)

1 W ← CG-lookup(G,α)
2 return True iff there exists some α′ ∈W that is maximal in TS

Algorithm 15: hasExtension(α, x, y, TS , G)

1 W ← CG-lookup(G,α)
2 return True iff there exists an α′ ∈W such that α′.(x/y) ∈ pref (TS )

Algorithm 16: estimateGrowth(q, q′, x, y)

1 if x/y ∈ ∆M (q, q′) then
2 return 1

3 if q-after-x/y = q′-after-x/y ∨ {q-after-x/y, q′-after-x/y} = {q, q′} then
4 return 2|Q| // longer than any minimal γ ∈ ∆M (q, q′)

5 return 2|γ|+ 1 where γ is minimal in ∆M (q-after-x/y, q′-after-x/y)

α′
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γ1 γ4
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Figure 5.7: Visualisation of the SPYH-Method separating some υq.α.α′ as re-
quired by the S-Condition. Dotted lines between nodes indicate that the traces
reaching these nodes are F(M,m)TS -convergent. Traces υq.α and υq converge
but are not yet F(M,m)TS -convergent and hence cannot be distributed over.
Note how different traces may be used to distinguish the same pairs of states,
such as γ1 and γ2 which distinguish the state reached by υq.α.α′ from q, and how
distinguishing traces may be distributed over F(M,m)TS -convergent traces.
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from traces in V5 \ {υ}. In contrast to the SPY-Method, the call to SPYH-
distinguish(υ, V5,TS , G) here does not simply append fixed harmonised state
identifiers after υ, but instead dynamically selects for each υ′ ∈ V5 \ {υ} a trace
distinguishing the states reached by υ and υ′, using heuristic function best-
PrefixOfSepSeq to check whether the traces to separate (or F(M5,m)TS -
convergent traces thereof) are already extended by prefixes of distinguishing
traces. For example, if (υq2 , υq3) are to be separated and the test suite already
contains cb/11 from the state cover V5, then the SPYH-Method may choose b/1
as distinguishing trace, which only extends test case cb/11 to cbb/111 = υq3 .(b/1)
with υq2 .(b/1) = cb/11 ∈ pref (cbb/111).

Next, transitions verified by V5 are collected analogously to the SPY-Method
and remaining transitions are sorted by length of the state cover traces reaching
their source and target states. Thus, the first transition to consider in the loop
beginning in line 7 of Algorithm 11 is (q0, b, 0, q0), as |υq0 |+ |υq0 | = 2|ε| = 0. In
handling an unverified transition, the SPYH-Method again differs from the SPY-
Method in the use of SPYH-distinguish described above. This approach also
differs from the H-Method by allowing the distribution of distinguishing traces
over convergent traces, possibly resulting in the reduced branching of the test
suite described for M5 and the SPY-Method in the previous subsection.

The resulting test suite for M5 and m = 4 contains 26 IO-traces which
contain 15 distinct maximal input sequences.

5.2 Other Test Strategies
Section 5.1 does not provide a full catalogue of all strategies devised for language-
equivalence testing on FSMs, as I have only considered strategies that can be
applied to arbitrary FSMs8 and that are able to generate F(M,m)-complete
test suites for m ≥ n. In this section, I provide a short selection of strategies
that do not meet these criteria or have not been considered for other reasons.

First, language-equivalence as well as reduction on arbitrary FSMs can be
tested by a so-called “brute force” strategy based on product FSMs (described,
for example, in [82, Section 4.5]), which enumerates all input sequences up to
length m · n. I have not considered this strategy in further detail here, as it is
not feasible for all but the smallest FSMs and alphabet sizes.

Next, there exist several strategies that rely on the existence of certain struc-
tures in or properties of the reference model. For example, the PDS and ADS-
Methods described in [104] can be applied only to reference models that have
preset or adaptive distinguishing sequences, which essentially requires that for
each state in the reference model there exists an input sequence distinguishing
it from all other states9. As not all FSMs exhibit such sequences for all states,
I have not considered these methods.

8Recall that it is possible to transform an arbitrary FSM into a language-equivalent minimal
observable FSM.

9In the case of the PDS-Method, it is even required that a single input sequence exists that
distinguishes all states.
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Furthermore, there exist several strategies that arem-complete only ifm = n
or m ≤ n. These include the UIOv-Method described in [22], the SAT-based
approach developed in [86], as well as the P-Method described in [101].

There also exist several strategies that coincide with strategies described
in Section 5.1 in the general case of arbitrary FSMs and in the context of
equivalence testing. For example, the FF-Method [90] is parameterised by a
fault function specifying the kind of faults to test against. This allows for
smaller test suites than the H-Method upon which it is based, but if language-
equivalence is considered, then both strategies coincide. As another example,
the SVS-Method proposed in [104] essentially is a particular implementation of
the Wp-Method that employs state verifying sequences as state identification
sets, where a sequence x̄ verifies state q if it distinguishes q from all other state
of the reference model. If for some state no such verifying sequence exists, then
a set of distinguishing sequences (i.e. a state identifier) is employed.

Finally, the S-Method presented in [106], a complete strategy for equivalence
testing on completely specified DFSMs for arbitrary m ≥ n, has come to my
attention too late to be fully included in the generalisation and formalisation
performed in this work. This strategy employs auxiliary data structures in
addition to the convergence graph already employed by the SPY and SPYH-
Methods. While developing in Section 6.3 a generalisation of the strategies
described in the previous section, I derive a partial implementation of the S-
Method, denoted Spartial -Method, which improves upon the SPYH-Method only
in that it does not necessarily establish convergence for all unverified transitions.
For some reference models and transitions, the establishment of convergence
may incur more extensions of the test suite than are saved by exploiting the
convergence in subsequent steps.
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Chapter 6

Generic Frameworks for
Complete Test Strategies

In this chapter, I develop generic frameworks that are suitable to implement and
prove complete the strategies listed in Section 5.1. I here use the term framework
to denote an abstract implementation of a test suite generation process that
provides a high level control flow, leaving the concrete implementation of certain
low-level steps to be provided to it as arguments. Concrete strategies are then
implemented by supplying suitable implementations of these low level steps to
the framework. That is, the frameworks presented here identify and implement
the high level steps shared by various strategies but allow low level aspects to
differ between strategies.

As an example, consider the W and HSI-Methods (Algorithms 2 and 4). A
framework for these two strategies might implement two high level steps: First,
an initial test suite is computed as in lines 1 and 3 of both algorithms. Next, the
traces in this test suite are extended with sets of traces. The concrete selection
of the latter sets of traces then constitutes low level steps that are implemented
differently by the two strategies, as the W-Method appends characterisation
sets whereas the HSI-Methods employs harmonised state identifiers.

A main objective of this work is to develop frameworks that are extensible
and avoid repetition of code and proof steps, as is further detailed in Subsec-
tion 6.2.1. Isabelle/HOL supports purely functional programming with higher
order functions1 (see [76]), which are well suited to represent such frameworks.
Using so-called interface lemmata, the implementation of control flow shared be-
tween test strategies as a higher order functions also simplifies the proof effort,
as the completeness proof of test suites generated by a framework can be decou-
pled from the concrete implementations passed to its procedural parameters.

1Higher order functions are functions that return a function or exhibit one or more functions
as parameters. In the following description, only the latter property is explicitly made use
of. Parameters of a higher order function that are themselves functions are called procedural
parameters.
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Together with further benefits, this is discussed in Subsection 6.2.2.
Prior to describing and developing various frameworks, I open this chapter by

justifying in Section 6.1 the need to develop such frameworks in the first place.
In particular, I consider the question whether any standard implementation of
a strategy described in Section 5.1 is already sufficient to simulate all other
considered strategies and arrive at a negative result.

Thereafter, Section 6.2 considers objectives in designing generic frameworks
and describes in greater detail how higher order functions may be employed in
facilitating reuse of code and proofs. This section thus provides a high level
overview into the organisation of proofs in the mechanised formalisation de-
scribed in Part III of this work.

The remaining sections of this chapter introduce three generic frameworks.
Section 6.3 introduces the H-Framework, which is able to represent all strate-
gies described in Section 5.1 and proves them all complete via the abstract
H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.7). Next, Section 6.4 develops a variant of the previ-
ous framework that applies to strategies that explicitly create a transition cover
as required by the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2). Thus, this framework does
not cover the H-Method, but provides an alternative completeness proof of the
remaining strategies. Finally, Section 6.5 introduces a much simpler framework
able to cover strategies based on H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.3) that do not exploit
convergence. This may also be employed in implementing strategies that closely
resemble the H-Method for other conformance relations.

While the first of these frameworks covers all relevant strategies, the remain-
ing frameworks have been added to provide distinct approaches and simpler
implementations in exchange for covering fewer strategies.

6.1 Specialisation Relations
The strategies considered in Section 5.1, namely the W, Wp, HSI, H, SPY, and
SPYH-Methods, can be grouped by (a) the way in which they select distinguish-
ing traces and by (b) whether they explicitly establish F(M,m)TS -convergences
and then distribute distinguishing traces over convergent test cases.

Considering criterion (a), the W, Wp, HSI and SPY-Methods all select dis-
tinguishing traces prior to the construction of the test suite in the form of
characterisation sets or harmonised state identifiers. That is, they select distin-
guishing traces in a static way. In contrast, the SPYH and H-Methods select
distinguishing traces in a dynamic way depending on the current test suite, al-
lowing the same pair of states to be distinguished by distinct traces in different
steps during test suite construction.

Criterion (b) results in a distinct partition, as here the W, Wp, HSI and
H-Methods constitute one group due to neither of these strategies exploiting
convergences. This group can be further divided by separating the strategies
that do establish convergences but do not exploit them from those that do
not necessarily establish convergences in the first place. The former subgroup
includes the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods, as they contain test suites that can
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Table 6.1: Categorisation of the test strategies described in Section 5.1 based
on how they select and distribute distinguishing traces.

Strategy Selection Distribution

W static static (does establish convergences)
Wp static static (does establish convergences)
HSI static static (does establish convergences)
H dynamic static
SPY static dynamic
SPYH dynamic dynamic

also be generated by certain implementations of the SPY-Method (as will be
described later in this section), while the latter subgroup contains only the H-
Method. The second group for criterion (b) is composed of the remaining SPY
and SPYH-Methods, which not only establish but also exploit convergences by
distribution of distinguishing traces over convergent traces.

Table 6.1 summarises this categorisation.

6.1.1 Full Generalisations
In trying to unify the completeness proofs of the considered test strategies, it
is a fruitful first step to consider whether any of these strategies constitute
merely particular implementations of other strategies, resulting in shared com-
pleteness arguments. If every implementation of some strategy Y is a particular
implementation of some strategy X, then I call X a generalisation of Y . Such
generalisation relations hold for several pairs of strategies, based on the fol-
lowing observations, which all assume that the same state cover V is selected
by the various methods. Fig. 6.1 visualises the relations discussed in this and
subsequent subsections.

First, the Wp-Method (Algorithm 3) can implement the W-Method (Algo-
rithm 2) by selecting the same characterisation set W and for each state q of
the reference model selecting Wq = W , satisfying the condition required in line
3 of Algorithm 3. This results in applying W after all considered traces, thus
coinciding with the W-Method.

Analogously, the HSI-Method (Algorithm 4) is suited to implement the W-
Method by selecting the characterisation set W selected in the W-Method as
harmonised state identifier for each state q. That is, by selecting Hq = W in line
2 of Algorithm 4, which again results in characterisation set W being applied
after all considered traces, coinciding with the W-Method.

Finally, the SPY-Method (Algorithm 7) can recreate the HSI-Method by
implementing distributeExtension(α,γ,TS ,G) as simply adding α.γ to TS .
That is, by always selecting α when choosing some trace in [α]TS to append a
distinguishing trace after. The test suite computed by this strategy contains the
entire test suite computed by the HSI-Method, assuming that both strategies
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W

Wp

HSI

H SPY

SPYH

by selecting Wq = W

problematic, as no length
checks on extensions are
considered

by selecting Hq = W

by always selecting α
from [α]TS

by fixing some γ to always
select from ∆M (q, q′)
– insufficient e.g. if |Hq| ≥ |Q|

distinguishFromSet may
consider trace pairs not
required by the H-Condition

by fixing some γ to always
select from ∆M (q, q′)
– insufficient e.g. if |Hq| ≥ |Q|

Figure 6.1: Specialisation relations between test strategies. A solid arrow from
strategy X to strategy Y indicates that by certain implementation choices, X
can generate all test suites generated by Y . A dashed arrow from X to Y
indicates that minor modifications are required for X to recreate some but not
all implementations of Y . A dotted arrow from X to Y indicates that realising
practical implementations of Y via X is not generally possible.
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choose the same harmonised state identifiers, by the following argument over
Algorithms 4 and 7: Consider some α ∈ shortM (V.(

⋃m−n+1
i=0 (ΣI × ΣO)i)) han-

dled in line 4 of Algorithm 4. Then there exist q ∈ Q and ω such that α = υq.ω
and |ω| ≤ m− n+ 1. It can be shown by induction on the length of ω that α is
handled identically in the HSI-Method and the SPY-Method with the described
concrete implementation of distributeExtension. Let |ω| = 0. Then both
strategies handle υq.ω by applying Hq-after-ω = Hq after υq in line 3 of Algo-
rithm 7 and line 6 of Algorithm 4. Thus, suppose that ω = (x/y).ω′ for some
x, y, ω′. If there exists no transition from q with IO-pair x/y in M , then both
strategies simply apply x/y after υq and ignore ω′ in line 15 of Algorithm 7 and
line 3 of Algorithm 4. Suppose then that there exists a transition (q, x, y, q′)
in M . If it is already verified in line 5 of Algorithm 7, then υq′ = υq.(x/y)
and hence α = υq.(x/y).ω′ = υq′ .ω

′ where |ω′| < |ω|. Therefore, both strate-
gies handle α equivalently by the induction hypothesis. Suppose alternatively
that (q, x, y, q′) is not already verified. Then, if ω ∈ LM (q), both strategies
append Hq-after-ω after υq.ω in line 9 of Algorithm 7 and line 6 of Algorithm 4.
If ω /∈ LM (q), then both strategies simply append ω after υq in line 12 of Al-
gorithm 7 and line 3 of Algorithm 4, concluding that both strategies handle α
equivalently and hence that this implementation of the SPY-Method contains
the test suite computed by the HSI-Method. Additionally, this implementation
of the SPY-Method does not add test cases not considered in the HSI-Method,
as lines 10 and 13 of Algorithm 7, which have not been discussed above, only
contribute to adding harmonised state identifiers after shortened extensions of
length up to m − n and hence are also covered by the HSI-Method in lines 3
and 6 of Algorithm 4. Thus, the SPY-Method is a generalisation of the HSI-
Method, which, together with the Wp-Method, is in turn a generalisation of the
W-Method.

6.1.2 Generalisations After Minor Modifications
In addition to the generalisations established in the previous subsection, some
strategies can realise at least some implementations of other strategies after
minor modifications to the former, often excluding particularly inefficient im-
plementations. I consider a modification to be minor if it only affects heuristics
and does not change the types of variables in the algorithms.

For example, the H and SPYH-Methods can simulate implementations of
the HSI and SPY-Methods, respectively, if the latter do employ minimal state
identifiers, by weakening the decisions as to whether to add distinguishing traces
and which distinguishing traces to add.

Consider an implementation of the H-Method (Algorithm 5) and assume that
it does not perform the check in line 8 whether the pair of traces to separate
is already separable by the test suite2. Consider further a symmetric function
d such that for any pair q, q′ of distinct states in minimal reference model M ,

2This is, in fact, an equivalent implementation, since if for some (α, β) the condition of
line 8 is false in Algorithm 5, the modified implementation may obtain the same result as
Algorithm 5 by inserting into the test suite a pair of traces already contained therein.
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d(q, q′) returns a distinguishing trace of q and q′. That is, suppose that the
following holds:

∀q, q′ ∈ Q. q 6= q′ −→ d(q, q′) = d(q′, q) ∧ d(q, q′) ∈ ∆M (q, q′)

Then it constitutes a valid implementation of the modified H-Method to se-
lect d(M -after-α,M -after-β) as separating trace for any pair (α, β) to separate,
appending it after both α and β in the test suite. Let

Hq =
⋃

q′∈Q\{q}

d(q, q′)

denote the set obtained by collecting all distinguishing traces used by d to
distinguish q ∈ Q from other states. By definition of d, this constitutes a state
identifier. By symmetry of d, it is also harmonised:

q, q′ ∈ Q. q 6= q′ −→ d(q, q′) ∈ Hq ∩Hq′ ∩∆M (q, q′)

After handling sets A and B (lines 2 and 3 of Algorithm 5), the modified imple-
mentation of the H-Method has appended d(q, q′-after-α) for each pair of distinct
states q, q′ and trace α of length up to m−n+ 1 such that all proper prefixes of
α are in LM (q′). That is, harmonised state identifier Hq′-after-α = HM-after-υq′ .α
has been appended after υq′ .α in the test suite, as it would be in the HSI-Method
via line 6 of Algorithm 4. Thus, this implementation generates a test suite coin-
ciding with an Implementation of the HSI-Method choosing Hq as harmonised
state identifier for each q ∈ Q.

The HSI-Method allows the use of harmonised state identifiers Hq that are
not minimal in the sense that they contain more than the at most |Q|−1 distinct
maximal traces required to distinguish q from the other states inM . In order for
H-Method to be able to simulate such cases, the above modification would have
to be further extended to allow function d to assign more than a single trace to a
pair of states. This would constitute more than a minor modification, and hence
I do not consider the H-Method to be a generalisation of the HSI-Method even
with minor modifications. Note that the converse also holds, as the HSI-Method
would have to be substantially modified to incorporate checks as to whether the
test suite is already sufficient to separate certain pairs of traces, as well as the
option to not apply the same state identifiers after converging traces.

Analogous to this simulation of the HSI-Method by a modified H-Method,
the SPYH-Method could be modified to be able to generate test suites also gen-
erated by the SPY-Method. That is, by modifying bestPrefixOfSepSeq to
always return (1, ε) and modifying line 4 of SPYH-distinguish (Algorithm 9)
to employ a symmetric function d defined as above, it is possible to replicate the
distribution of harmonised state identifiers over convergent traces performed by
the SPY-Method for minimal harmonised state identifiers. Again analogous to
the previous case, any adaptation of the SPYH-Method sufficient to fully cover
the SPY-Method for arbitrary state identifiers would require more than minor
modifications.
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6.1.3 Missing Generalisations
As is visualised in Fig. 6.1, the previous subsections cover full generalisations of
the W-Method by the Wp and HSI-Methods as well as the HSI-Method by the
SPY-Method, and generalisations after minor modifications of the SPY-Method
by the SPYH-Method and the HSI-Method by the H-Method. Furthermore,
older strategies are generally not generalisations of more recently developed
strategies, as indicated by the missing upwards arrows in Fig. 6.1. For exam-
ple, the W-Method requires application of the same characterisation set after
all considered traces and hence even with minor modifications cannot simulate
strategies that append traces with different sets of distinguishing traces depend-
ing on the length or reached state of the trace. Similarly, the W, Wp, HSI and
SPY-Methods cannot simulate the dynamic choice of distinguishing traces per-
formed by the H and SPYH-Methods, while the H-Method does not exploit
convergences.

This leaves open two cases: the relation between the Wp-Method and more
recent methods, and the relation between the SPYH and H-Methods. In case of
the Wp-Method, any attempt to simulate it via other methods requires distinc-
tion whether an extension applied after a trace in the state cover is of length
m− n+ 1. This consideration is not performed by any other test strategy and
hence no generalisation is possible using only minor modifications.

Finally, at first glance it may seem possible to simulate the H-Method via
the SPYH-Method analogous to the simulation of the HSI-Method by the SPY-
Method – that is, by simply forgoing to exploit distribution over convergent
traces. Note, however, that function distinguishFromSet (Algorithm 12),
employed by the SPYH-Method in line 11 of Algorithm 11 to distinguish some
traces υq.(x/y) and υq′ , extends both given traces simultaneously and estab-
lishes preservation of divergence between all such extensions. Hence, in line 1
and 4 of recursive calls in Algorithm 12 it may be required to separate a pair
(υq′ .γ

′, υq.(x/y).γ) where γ′ is a prefix of γ. Such pairs may not be required to
be separated by the H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.3), as this condition only requires
preservation of divergence for V ∪ {υq}.pref ((x/y).γ) when considering exten-
sion (x/y).γ of υq. This obstacle is a direct result of the SPYH-Method using
Lemma 4.2.6 to establish convergence of traces, as this lemma requires preser-
vation of convergence for V ∪{υq.(x/y), υq′}.pref (γ). Thus, strategies that fully
apply Lemma 4.2.6 would need to be modified to not do so – or only do so in
cases that coincide with the H-Method – in order to simulate the H-Method,
which exceeds a minor modification.

6.2 Designing Generic Frameworks
The previous section shows that there exists no minor modification to any of
the strategies considered in Section 5.1 that would allow implementing all other
strategies via this strategy. At the same time, it is not desirable to develop for
each strategy a single independent monolithic algorithm, since this would entail
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repetition of not only implementation details but also proof steps to establish
completeness.

6.2.1 Objectives
In the search for a preferable approach to implementing and proving complete
the strategies, I have considered the following objectives:

1. Repetition of implementation code and proof steps should be minimised.

2. Implementations of the strategies should not be more restrictive than those
presented in Section 5.1

3. Implementations and proofs should be extendable in that it should be pos-
sible to implement an prove complete some modifications of the strategies
without the need to repeat entire implementations or proofs.

As an example for the first objective, consider the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods,
which for a given state cover all apply sets of distinguishing traces after the same
set of traces. Thus, the computation of this latter set could be extracted into a
single algorithm to be employed in implementing these three strategies.

The second objective refers to steps in the strategies that may be imple-
mented in various ways. For example, all strategies compute a state cover but
do not prescribe how this computation is to be performed. Thus, implementa-
tions of these strategies should not be restricted to a single technique of finding
state covers, but instead could, for example, be made configurable as to how a
state cover is to be computed.

The third objective calls for approaches that are sufficiently generic to be
able to cover at least some modifications of the considered strategies without
the need for a complete re-design. Consider the SPYH-Method, which employs
the sufficient condition given in Lemma 4.2.5 to establish convergence of a pair
of traces. Suppose that a distinct new sufficient condition for establishing con-
vergence is discovered, which leads to a new function to be used for this purpose
instead of distinguishFromSet. Then it would be desirable if it were easily
possible to prove complete the resulting new strategy obtained by replacing the
call to distinguishFromSet in the SPYH-Method with a call to this new func-
tion. Naturally, this objective must be limited in scope, as no single practical
and efficient approach may cover all possible modifications of complete strategies
for language-equivalence testing3.

3For example, there exist complete strategies for testing for quasi-equivalence, a confor-
mance relation coinciding with language-equivalence on completely specified OFSMs, employ-
ing a SAT-based approach to FSM-learning (see [86]). These do not follow the approach of
strategies presented here, in that they neither explicitly employ a state cover nor iterate over
a list of pairs of traces to separate or transitions to verify. That is, implementations of such
strategies very likely have few if any aspects in common with the strategies considered here.
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6.2.2 Frameworks as Higher Order Functions
In order to satisfy these objectives, I have chosen to develop generic frameworks
in the form of higher order functions. These specify a high level structure
common to the considered strategies, while implementation details not common
to all these strategies are to be provided via the procedural parameters.

This approach offers several benefits. First, the behaviour of a higher order
framework – that is, the steps it performs, potentially employing its procedural
parameters – is shared between all concrete implementations that provide proce-
dural parameters to it, thus avoiding multiple distinct implementations of steps
shared by all strategies. This is instrumental in satisfying the first objective
defined above with respect to implementation.

Second, by extracting all behaviour not shared by all strategies into proce-
dural parameters, the behaviour directly fixed by the framework itself is not too
restrictive with respect to the second objective.

Third, some modifications to the considered strategies may be implemented
by replacing the function passed to some function parameter. Consider a frame-
work F with procedural parameters P1, . . . , Pk and a strategy S implemented
via F . Then there exists a function representing S that calls F (I1, . . . , Ik) for
some functions I1, . . . , Ik. Consider a modification S′ of S that affects only a
single procedural parameter Pi. In order to implement S′ in framework F it
may suffice to develop a function I ′i to be passed to F instead of Ii, while not
modifying the other parameters. As a concrete example, the frameworks devel-
oped in the two subsequent sections indirectly feature the sorting of unverified
transitions in the SPYH-Method as a procedural parameter, which allows modi-
fying the sorting strategy of the SPYH-Method without the need to adapt other
aspects of the implementation.

Finally, the use of higher order functions as frameworks allows for proofs
that establish completeness for all implementations that pass to the procedural
parameters functions satisfying certain properties, as opposed to developing sep-
arate completeness proofs for each implementation employing the framework.
Consider a higher order framework F with procedural parameters P1, P2. In-
stead of unfolding F in the completeness proof of every implementation I =
F (I1, I2), it may be possible to provide a single proof that F generates com-
plete test suites for all implementations I = F (I1, I2) where I1 and I2 satisfy
some properties φ1 and φ2, respectively. That is, it may be established that the
following holds4:

∀I1, I2. φ1(I1) ∧ φ2(I2) −→ F (I1, I2) is complete for F(M,m) (6.1)

If this property holds, then an implementation I = F (I1, I2) can be proven
complete by establishing properties of I1 and I2 – that is, without any further
reference to framework F .

4In the following I omit the passing reference model M and upper bound m to calls to
frameworks in order to simplify the presentation. That is, I = F (I1, I2) should be written
more precisely as I(M,m) = F (M,m, I1, I2).
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Establishing such implications has several further benefits: First, it allows
the reuse of proofs. Suppose that property 6.1 holds and that an implemen-
tation I = F (I1, I2) has been proven complete by providing proofs of φ1(I1)
and φ2(I2). Now consider the task of proving complete an implementation
I ′ = F (I1, I

′
2) that shares I1 with the previous implementation. In this case,

the proof of φ1(I1) may be reused, so that it remains only to prove φ2(I ′2). This
reuse of proofs simplifies proving complete new implementations that share some
functions with implementations already proven complete, thus also reducing the
effort required in establishing completeness of strategies that differ from already
handled strategies only in minor aspects such as heuristics.

Next, by independently establishing properties of implementations of pro-
cedural parameters, it may be possible to obtain complete test strategies ”for
free”. Suppose that distinct implementations I = F (I1, I2) and I ′ = F (I ′1, I

′
2)

have been proven complete by property 6.1. Then, φ1(I1), φ1(I ′1), φ2(I2), and
φ2(I ′2) have been established. By property 6.1, this immediately establishes
completeness of two further implementations: F (I1, I

′
2) and F (I ′1, I2). As a

more concrete example, the frameworks developed in subsequent sections are
able to derive in this way the completeness of a test strategy that combines the
selection of sets of distinguishing traces employed in the Wp-Method with the
distribution over convergent traces performed by the SPY-Method by treating
both aspects as procedural parameters.

Finally, by establishing completeness of concrete implementations via prop-
erties such as 6.1, it is possible to hide implementation details of the functions
supplied to the procedural parameters. Consider the following completeness
proof of some implementation F (I1, I2) via property 6.1 as it might be written
in a proof assistant:

lemma l1: φ1(I1)

proof {... unfolding I1 ...}

lemma l2: φ2(I2)

proof {... unfolding I2 ...}

lemma l3: ∀I1, I2. φ1(I1) ∧ φ2(I2) −→ F (I1, I2, ) is complete for F(M,m)

proof {... unfolding F ...}

lemma l4: F (I1, I2) is complete for F(M,m)

proof {

have φ1(I1) ∧ φ2(I2) −→ F (I1, I2, ) is complete for F(M,m)

from applying the universal elimination rule to lemma l3

moreover have φ1(I1) from lemma l1

moreover have φ2(I2) from lemma l2

ultimately show F (I1, I2) is complete for F(M,m)

by the conjunction introduction rule and modus ponens }

In this script, only the proof of lemma l1 needs to unfold the definition of I1.
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Thus, if the implementation of I1 changes, only this single proof needs to be
updated, as the proofs of lemmata l2 to l4 are not affected. In [123], Woos
et al. introduce the concept of interface lemmata, which establish properties
of functions (here property φ1 for function I1) and then hide implementation
details of these functions in later proofs by employing interface lemmata instead
of unfolding the function definitions (here the proof of lemma l4 uses lemma l1
instead of unfolding I1). In conjunction with properties such as 6.1, higher or-
der frameworks are well suited to the introduction of various interface lemmata
that describe the desired properties of functions to be passed to the procedu-
ral parameters of the framework. Therefore, they improve the maintainability
of mechanised formalisations, as changes to a single implementation of some
procedural parameter only affect the corresponding interface lemma.

Note here that functions passed to the procedural parameters of a higher
order function may themselves be higher order functions. For example, in some
implementation I = F (I1, I2), function I1 might merely be a call F1(I3, I4) to
some higher order function F1. This allows establishing properties analogous
to 6.1 for proving φ1(F1(I3, I4)), for example

∀I3, I4. φ3(I3) ∧ φ4(I4) −→ φ1(F1(I3, I4))

With respect to developing frameworks for the test strategies described in Sec-
tion 5.1, this allows implementing high level structures shared by some but
not all of the strategies, where these strategies still differ in certain lower level
aspects. For example, the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods all append sets of dis-
tinguishing traces after the same set of traces, which allows for a common im-
plementation, but differ in the selection of sets for each trace, which may be
extracted into a procedural parameter.

Finally, it is not mandatory that properties such as φ1 in property 6.1 are
limited in scope to implementations of a single procedural parameter. In some
cases, it may be required to show that implementations of several procedural
parameters interact in certain ways. That is, in the frameworks developed in
subsequent sections, completeness is often established via properties such as

∀I1, I2, I3. φ1(I1) ∧ φ2(I2, I3) ∧ φ3(I3) −→ F (I1, I2, I3) is complete for F(M,m)

For example, some of the frameworks developed in subsequent sections exhibit
separate parameters for separating traces in the state cover from each other and
for separating extensions of the state cover from the state cover. For strategies
such as the HSI-Method, it is not desirable to require the implementation of the
two procedural parameters to establish preservation of divergence in isolation
of each other, as this might require the implementation of the second parameter
to add again some state identifiers to traces in the state cover. Thus, a property
over both implementations may be added that ensures that they employ the
same state identifiers (see, for example, Lemma 6.3.1).
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6.3 Framework Based on the H-Condition
As described in Section 5.1, all strategies for language-equivalence testing con-
sidered in the present work can be proven m-complete using the S-Condition
(Lemma 4.1.5), since establishing convergence via Lemma 4.2.6 results in pre-
serving the divergences required by that condition. Thus, these strategies can
also be provenm-complete using the abstract H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.7), which
weakens requirements on the exact composition of the test suite.

There furthermore exist several intermediate steps of test suite construction
that are shared by all considered strategies. First, all strategies begin by se-
lecting a state cover of the reference model. Next, they all extend the traces
in the state cover with suitable extensions up to length m − n + 1. In the W,
Wp, HSI and H-Methods this is performed directly, whereas in the SPY and
SPYH-Methods this is performed by extending υq.(x/y) for unverified transi-
tions (q, x, y, q′) up to length m − n. Additionally, for each trace in the state
cover and each associated extension, all considered strategies except the H-
Method establish preservation of convergence along the trace followed by the
extension, combined with the state cover. The strategies differ. however, in
how they establish preservation of convergence, ranging from characterisation
sets in the W-Method to dynamically appending distinguishing traces in the
SPYH-Method.

Note here that the handling of extensions is split into three parts in the
SPY and SPYH-Methods: First, they handle the state cover in isolation, which
corresponds to handling all extensions of length 0. Next, they handle extensions
of υq beginning with x/y for each unverified transition (q, x, y, q′). Finally, they
handle extensions x/y such that υq.(x/y) /∈ L(M). In the following, I apply this
split in implementing the W, Wp, HSI, and H-Methods as well, as it covers all
required extensions (see Section 6.3.1) and these strategies do not prescribe the
order in which extensions are to be considered5.

The shared intermediate steps constitute a framework for a generic imple-
mentation of the considered strategies, which treats the concrete implementa-
tions of how these steps are to be performed as procedural parameters. Algo-
rithm 17 presents this framework as a higher order function with the following
five procedural parameters:

First, function getStateCover is expected to compute a state cover for
the reference model. Its application to the reference model constitutes the first
step of Algorithm 17.

Second, function handleStateCover is expected to create a test suite TS
that preserves divergence of a given state cover V , as well as a convergence
graph G corresponding to this test suite. The returned test suite is furthermore
expected to contain the state cover. This function thus performs a part in en-
suring satisfaction of the conditions (1.) and (2.) of the abstract H-Condition
by establishing that the given state cover V of reference model M is passed by

5More precisely, in the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods the order does not affect the generated
test suites.
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Algorithm 17: H-Framework

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Input : function getStateCover
Input : function handleStateCover
Input : function sortTransitions
Input : function handleUnverifiedTransition
Input : function handleUndefinedIOPair
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 V ← getStateCover(M)
2 (TS , G)← handleStateCover(M , V )
3 U ← {(q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM | υq.(x/y) 6= υq′} // unverified transitions
4 U ← sortTransitions(U ,V )
5 foreach t ∈ U do
6 (TS , G)← handleUnverifiedTransition(M,V, t,m,TS , G)

7 foreach q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO such that x/y /∈ LM (q) do
8 TS ← handleUndefinedIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G)

9 return TS

any I ∈ F(M,m)TS and that V is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving. Later
steps are hence not required to repeatedly check or establish these properties.
In Algorithm 17, this function is applied to the state cover computed via get-
StateCover. Function handleStateCover is inspired by the initial handling
of the state cover in the SPY and SPYH-Methods (see lines 2-4 of Algorithm 7
and lines 2-5 of Algorithm 11). For the W, Wp, HSI, and H-Methods, it covers
the handling of empty extensions of V .

Next, function sortTransitions is expected to sort the unverified transi-
tions based on a state cover. It is incorporated into the framework to support
the SPY and SPYH-Methods. In the remaining strategies, no such sorting is
required, but in the case of the H-Method it may impact the generated test suite
by controlling the order in which later steps are performed. In Algorithm 17, it
is based on the state cover computed via getStateCover.

Thereafter, function handleUnverifiedTransition is expected to han-
dle an unverified transition (q, x, y, q′) for a given state cover V by consider-
ing for υq.(x/y) all extensions γ of length up to m − n such that the proper
prefixes γ′ of γ satisfy υq.(x/y).γ′ ∈ L(M). For each such γ, it is expected
that handleUnverifiedTransition updates test suite TS to TS ′ such that
{υq.(x/y)}.pref (γ) is passed by any I ∈ F(M,m)TS ′ and {υq.(x/y)}.pref (γ)
is also F(M,m)TS ′ -divergence-preserving. That is, handleUnverifiedTran-
sition is expected to ensure that conditions (1.) and (2.) of the abstract H-
Condition are met for extension (x/y).γ of υq ∈ V . In Algorithm 17, this func-
tion is applied to all unverified transitions. It is designed to support implemen-
tation of the handling of unverified transitions in the SPY and SPYH-Methods
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(see the loops beginning in line 5 of Algorithm 7 and line 7 of Algorithm 11,
respectively), which also allows implementing the handling of non-empty exten-
sions as required by the W, Wp, HSI, and H-Methods.

Finally, function handleUndefinedIOPair is expected to update the test
suite for a given state cover V such that for a given state q ∈ Q, input x ∈ ΣI ,
and output y ∈ ΣO, it holds for all I ∈ F(M,m) that υq.(x/y) is contained in
L(I) if and only if it is contained in L(M). In Algorithm 17, this function is
applied to cover extension x/y /∈ LM (q) of υq.

Beginning with Algorithm 17, I assume that algorithms and their proce-
dural parameters do not modify their parameters, in order to avoid repeating
similar assumptions for all subsequent lemmata. For example, handleState-
Cover(M , V ) is assumed to not modifyM or V . This is equivalent to assuming
that arguments passed to function calls are copies of the values stored in the
passed variable. In the Isabelle/HOL formalisation described in Part III, this
assumption is not required explicitly, as I only employ pure functions (that is,
functions without side effects). The mechanised formalisation thus also pro-
vides implementations of previously introduced algorithms such as distribu-
teExtension (Algorithm 1) that explicitly return any modifications of inputs
as additional outputs.

The following lemma formalises these expectations and shows that any com-
bination of implementations of these functions satisfying the assumptions results
in a strategy for generating complete test suites.

Lemma 6.3.1. Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) be an FSM with with |Q| = n ≤
m. Suppose that the following properties hold over the arguments passed to the
procedural parameters of Algorithm 17:

φH
1 ) getStateCover(M) returns a state cover of M .

φH
2 ) For all TS , G, V , if handleStateCover(M,V ) returns (TS , G), then it

holds that

(a) V is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving,

(b) F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)V , and

(c) G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS .

φH
3 ) For all U, V , sortTransitions(U, V ) returns the same set of transitions

as U . That is, sortTransitions(U, V ) may only change the order in
which the elements of U are to be handled in the loop in line 5.

φH
4 ) For all TS ,TS ′, G,G′, transitions t = (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM , and state cover V

of M , if

• handleUnverifiedTransition(M,V, t,m,TS , G) returns the pair
(TS ′, G′),

• the test suite computed by handleStateCover(M,V ) is contained
in TS ,
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• V is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving,
• F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)V , and
• G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS ,

then all of the following holds:

(a) pref (TS ) ⊆ pref (TS ′),
(b) for each γ ∈ (ΣI ×ΣO)∗ with pref ((x/y).γ) \ {(x/y).γ} ⊆ LM (q) and
|γ| ≤ m− n it holds that
i. V ∪{υq.(x/y)}.pref (γ) is F(M,m)TS ′-divergence-preserving, and
ii. F(M,m)TS ′ ⊆ F(M,m)V ∪{υq.(x/y)}.pref (γ),

(c) G′ is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS ′ .

φH
5 ) For all TS ,TS ′, G, state covers V of M and q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO, it

holds that if handleUndefinedIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G) returns TS ′

and G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS , then

• pref (TS ) ⊆ pref (TS ′), and
• F(M,m)TS ′ ⊆ F(M,m){υq.(x/y)}.

Then, applying values M , m and functions getStateCover, handleState-
Cover, sortTransitions, handleUnverifiedTransition, and handle-
UndefinedIOPair to H-Framework results in a test suite TS such that its
prefix closure pref (TS ) is m-complete for testing language-equivalence against
reference model M . a

Proof. I establish this lemma by showing that under the given assumptions, the
obtained test suite satisfies the abstract H-Condition introduced in Lemma 4.1.7.
Furthermore, if some I ∈ F(M,m) does not pass the returned test suite with
respect to M , then it is by definition not language-equivalent to M . Hence, it
is sufficient to show exhaustiveness of the returned test suite. By φH

1 , line 1 of
Algorithm 17 assigns to V a state cover of M . Let I ∈ F(M,m). Therefore,
it is sufficient to show that, assuming I passes the returned test suite, for all
q ∈ Q and γ ∈ Xq all of the following hold:

1. I passes V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ), that is

L(I) ∩ (V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ)) = L(M) ∩ (V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ))

2. V ∪ {υq}.pref (γ) is {I}-divergence-preserving. That is, traces α, β ∈ V ∪
{υq}.pref (γ) that diverge in M also diverge in I.

where Xq is the set is the set of relevant extensions of υq, defined as follows

Xq := {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}

Let TS i and Gi denote the values of pref (TS ) and G after line i of Algo-
rithm 17 has been performed for the last time. For example, TS 2 is the prefix
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closure of the initial test suite created by handleStateCover, whereas G5 is
the value of G after handleUnverifiedTransition has been applied to all
t ∈ U4. As line 9 performs no actions other than returning TS without further
modification, TS 9 = TS 7 and G9 = G7 hold.

Before deriving (1.) and (2.), I establish some intermediate properties of
Algorithm 17. First, by φH

3 , lines 3 and 4 assign the same set of transitions to
U , namely the set of all transitions not covered by the state cover V .

Next, by φH
2 the call to handleStateCover in line 2 returns a valid conver-

gence graph G2 and a test suite TS 2. By assumption φH
4 and induction over the

size of U , which is finite by construction and φH
3 , it holds for each individual call

to function handleUnverifiedTransition in line 6 that the test suite passed
to it contains the test suite TS 2 computed by handleStateCover(M,V ) and
that the graph passed to it is a valid convergence graph (G2 in the base case,
the valid graph obtained by the previous call in the induction step). Thus, by
φH

4 , G5 is valid and the resulting test suite TS 5 contains TS 2 as well as the test
suites returned by all iterations of line 6. That is, TS 5 contains the combined
result of applying handleUnverifiedTransition to all t ∈ U .

Analogously, using φH
5 and the validity of G5, each graph passed to handle-

UndefinedIOPair in line 8 is valid and hence the final test suite TS 9 = TS 7

contains TS 5 as well as all test suites obtained by the calls to handleUnde-
finedIOPair.

I establish Satisfaction of (1.) and (2.) for all q ∈ Q and γ ∈ Xq by induction
on the length of γ. Note that by construction of Xq, there exist α and x/y such
that γ = α.(x/y), α ∈ LM (q), |α| ≤ m− n, and x/y ∈ ΣI × ΣO.

Base case: Let α = ε and hence γ = x/y. If x/y /∈ LM (q), then x/y is
considered at some point during execution of the loop in line 7 and handled
via handleUndefinedIOPair in line 8. As described above, the test suite
obtained from this call is contained in the returned TS 9 and hence, by φH

5 , as
I passes TS 9, then it also passes {υq.(x/y)}. By φH

2 , I also passes V and hence
satisfies (1.). Since x/y /∈ LM (q), V ∪{υq}.pref (γ) is {I}-divergence-preserving
if V is {I}-divergence-preserving. The latter is established by φH

2 and the fact
that I passing TS 9 implies I passing TS 2. Thus, (2.) also holds.

Suppose next that x/y ∈ LM (q). Then there must exist some transition
(q, x, y, q′) in M , which may be already covered by V . If υq.(x/y) = υq′ ,
then υq.(x/y) is contained in V and (1.) and (2.) are already established by
handleStateCover(M,V ) in line 2, following from φH

2 . Suppose next that
υq.(x/y) 6= υq′ . In this case, (q, x, y, q′) ∈ U holds and hence (q, x, y, q′) is con-
sidered in the loop in line 5. By property (b) of φH

4 for the case of the empty
extension ε, I passes V ∪{υq.(x/y)}.pref (ε) = V ∪{υq}.pref (x/y) and the latter
set is also {I}-divergence-preserving, which establishes (1.) and (2.).

Induction step: Let α = (x′/y′).α′ and hence γ = (x′/y′).α′.(x/y). Since
α ∈ LM (q), there must again exist some transition (q, x′, y′, q′) in M . If
υq.(x

′/y′) = υq′ , then υq.(x
′/y′).α′.(x/y) = υq′ .α

′.(x/y) and hence α′.(x/y) ∈
Xq′ . As α′.(x/y) is shorter than (x′/y′).α′.(x/y), (1.) and (2.) hold for q′ and
α′.(x/y) by the induction hypothesis. Furthermore, from υq.(x

′/y′) = υq′

it follows that υq.(x′/y′) ∈ V and hence V ∪ {υq}.pref ((x′/y′).α′.(x/y)) =
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V ∪ {υq.(x′/y′)}.pref (α′.(x/y)). Thus, (1.) and (2.) hold for q and γ.
Suppose next that υq.(x′/y′) 6= υq′ . In this case, (q, x′, y′, q′) is contained in

U and hence handleUnverifiedTransition is applied on q, V , (q, x′, y′, q′),
and m, and the resulting test suite is passed by I. Furthermore, α ∈ LM (q)
implies α′ ∈ LM (q-after-x′/y′). Since |α′.(x/y)| ≤ m − n, by φH

4 , (1.) and
(2.) therefore hold for q and γ = (x′/y′).α′.(x/y).

I have formalised the above proof in theory file H_Framework.thy, discussed
in Section 10.1. An implementation of Algorithm 17 in Isabelle/HOL is pre-
sented in Appendix E.

Interpreting conditions φH
1 to φH

5 as predicates over the procedural parame-
ters, Lemma 6.3.1 constitutes the property

∀I1, I2, I3, I4, I5. φH
1 (I1) ∧ φH

2 (I2) ∧ φH
3 (I3) ∧ φH

4 (I2, I4) ∧ φH
5 (I5)

−→ H-Framework(M,m, I1, I2, I3, I4, I5)

is complete for F(M,m) w.r.t. M

Thus, as described in Subsection 6.2.2, proving completeness of implementations
using framework H-Framework subsequently reduces to establishing proper-
ties of the functions passed to the procedural parameters.

Having presented a generic framework for implementing various test strate-
gies, it remains to be shown that it is possible to implement in it the strategies
selected in Section 5.1. This requires concrete implementations of the five func-
tional parameters of H-Framework (Algorithm 17): getStateCover, han-
dleStateCover, sortTransitions, handleUnverifiedTransition, and
handleUndefinedIOPair. These I provide in the remainder of this section.
Implementations in Isabelle/HOL as well as mechanised proofs that the pro-
vided implementations do satisfy the corresponding conditions of Lemma 6.3.1
are discussed in Part III.

6.3.1 getStateCover
State covers can be constructed by a simple reachability analysis of the reference
model, as each reachable state must by definition exhibit at least one trace in
L(M) reaching it. Thus, a state cover may be computed by a simple breadth-
first search as presented in Algorithm 18. An implementation in Isabelle/HOL
is given in Section 8.3, which also proves that this algorithm computes a valid
state cover and hence satisfies condition φH

1 of Lemma 6.3.1.

6.3.2 handleStateCover
In the handling of state covers – that is, in handling extensions of length 0 – none
of the considered strategies do exploit distribution of distinguishing traces over
convergent traces, as no convergences have been established at that point in the
test suite computation. Instead, they all simply add the entire state cover to the
test suite and then establish preservation of divergence by appending suitable
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Algorithm 18: getStateCoverByBFS(M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, hM ))

1 V ← {(q0, ε)} // map from states to reaching traces
2 X ← {q0} // set of states to consider successors of
3 while X 6= ∅ do
4 X ′ ← ∅ // states to consider in next iteration
5 foreach (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM such that q ∈ X ∧ q′ /∈ keys of V do
6 υq ← lookup q in V
7 update V with (q′, υq.(x/y))
8 X ′ ← X ′ ∪ {q′}
9 X ← X ′

10 return keys of V

distinguishing traces. Considering Table 6.1, this leaves as primary distinguish-
ing feature of implementations of handleStateCover the question whether
distinguishing traces are selected dynamically or not. Therefore, I provide two
higher order functions as implementations, which can be adapted to cover all
considered strategies by again providing suitable functions as arguments.

First, the dynamic choice of distinguishing traces can be realised via repeated
application of function SPYH-distinguish (Algorithm 9) as implemented in
handleStateCover-Dynamic (Algorithm 19). This constitutes a slight op-
timisation to the way in which the SPYH-Method applies SPYH-distinguish
(see lines 2-5 of Algorithm 11) by incrementally building the set of traces to
distinguish some υq from, instead of directly passing the entire state cover V ,
thus avoiding handling both (υq, υq′) and (υq′ , υq) separately. By this iterative
process, the inclusion of V into the test suite in line 1, and the assumptions on
initialisation and insertion operations on convergence graphs preserving their
validity (see Section 3.3), handleStateCover-Dynamic satisfies condition
φH

2 of Lemma 6.3.1. The function may also be employed to implement the
H-Method, as it performs no merge operations on its convergence graph.

The handling of state covers by strategies that append pre-computed sets
of distinguishing traces may be implemented via handleStateCover-Static
(Algorithm 20). This function applies after each υq in the provided state cover
the set of distinguishing traces obtained via parameter getDistinguishingSet.

In order to represent the HSI and SPY-Methods, a function computing har-
monised state identifiers such as getHSI (Algorithm 22) might be passed as
getDistinguishingSet. The W and Wp-Methods can be realised by passing
a function such as getCharSet (Algorithm 23) that computes a characterisa-
tion set6. Both functions rely in turn on a function getShortestDistTrace
(Algorithm 21) that computes a distinguishing trace for a given pair of distinct
states and is symmetric with respect to that pair.

6Recall that the Wp-Method appends state identifiers instead of the full characterisation
set only after extensions of length m − n + 1 for n ≤ m. In handling state covers it hence
coincides with the W-Method.
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Algorithm 19: handleStateCover-Dynamic

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : state cover V of M
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ and convergence graph G

1 TS ← V
2 G← CG-initialise(TS )
3 X ← ∅ // divergence-preserving subset of V
4 foreach q ∈ Q do
5 SPYH-distinguish(υq, X,TS , G)
6 X ← X ∪ {υq}
7 return (TS , G)

Algorithm 20: handleStateCover-Static

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : state cover V of M
Input : function getDistinguishingSet
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ and convergence graph G

1 TS ← V
2 foreach q ∈ Q do
3 TS ← TS ∪ {υq}.getDistinguishingSet(M, q)

4 G← CG-initialise(TS )
5 return (TS , G)

Algorithm 21: getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′)

1 return the shortest and lexicographically smallest trace in ∆M (q, q′)

Algorithm 22: getHSI(M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h), q)

1 return
⋃
q′∈Q\{q} getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′)

Algorithm 23: getCharSet(M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h), q)

1 return {getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′) | q, q′ ∈ Q ∧ q 6= q′}
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H-Framework

handleStateCover

handleStateCover-Static handleStateCover-Dynamic

getDistinguishingSet

getHSIgetCharSet

W Wp HSI SPY H SPYH Spartial

parameter of

parameter of

Figure 6.2: Overview of how various strategies may implement parameter han-
dleStateCover of H-Framework (Algorithm 17). An arrow from A to B
with a white triangle head indicates that B is a possible implementation of A.
Dotted arrows indicate which implementations are employed by each strategy.
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handleStateCover-Static satisfies condition φH
2 of Lemma 6.3.1 if the

sets obtained for each q ∈ Q via getDistinguishingSet constitute harmonised
state identifiers, which holds for both getHSI and getCharSet by construc-
tion. Note that in the latter two functions the computation of distinguishing
traces could be extracted again as a procedural parameter.

Figure 6.2 visualises how the different strategies implement handleState-
Cover. The Spartial -Method is introduced in Subsection 6.3.4, discussing im-
plementations for handleUnverifiedTransition, and does differ from the
SPYH-Method only in that procedural parameter of the H-Framework.

6.3.3 sortTransitions
Of the strategies considered in Section 5.1, only the SPYH-Method explicitly
sorts unverified transitions, using Algorithm 24. The other strategies apply no
sorting, which may be represented by an algorithm that immediately returns
unchanged the transition set passed to it7. Both strategies trivially satisfy
condition φH

3 of Lemma 6.3.1, as they do not add or remove any transitions.

Algorithm 24: SPYH-sortTransitions(U, V )

1 U ′ ← sort unverified transitions in ascending order by weight function
(q, x, y, q′) 7→ |υq|+ |υq′ |

2 return U ′

6.3.4 handleUnverifiedTransition
In contrast to the handling of state covers, the considered strategies all differ in
the handling of unverified transitions – that is, in the handling of non-empty ex-
tensions whose first IO-pair is in the language of the state whose reaching trace
they extend. All criteria of distinguishing the strategies presented in table 6.1
are to be considered in deriving concrete implementations of handleUnveri-
fiedTransition.

Analogous to the handling of state covers, I first provide intermediate im-
plementations for dynamic and static selection of distinguishing traces. Strate-
gies with static selection (W, Wp, HSI, SPY) differ in two aspects: First, by
their choices of sets of distinguishing traces, which entails the W-Method using
characterisation sets, the HSI and SPY-Methods employing harmonised state
identifiers, and the Wp-Method combining both approaches depending on the
length of the extension after which to append the set. Second, by whether they
distribute extensions over converging traces, as only the SPY-Method does.

Algorithm 25 provides an intermediate higher order function handleUT-
Static for strategies with static selection. It closely follows the SPY-Method

7As they do not prescribe specific orderings, the other strategies could also be implemented
using Algorithm 24.
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(see lines 6-14 of Algorithm 7) and is configurable in two ways to cover the
differentiating aspects of the W, Wp, HSI, and SPY-Methods: First, it takes as
additional argument a function getDistSetForLength, which analogously
to parameter getDistinguishingSet of handleStateCover-Static (Algo-
rithm 20) is to provide sets of distinguishing traces to append. This parameter
differs from getDistinguishingSet by additional parameters for m − n and
the length of the extension to append the distinguishing traces after, in order
to facilitate implementing the Wp-Method. The second aspect, distribution
over convergent traces, may be configured indirectly by selecting a suitable im-
plementation of convergence graph G. For example, a convergence graph that
returns only {α} for each lookup of [α]TS reduces calls to distributeExten-
sion(α, β,TS , G) to simply appending β after α in the test suite. This, in turn,
reduces lines 4 to 6 of Algorithm 25 to simply appending the obtained set of
traces after both υq.(x/y) and υq′ . It has been explained in Subsection 6.1.1
how this reduces to applying the set of traces as in the HSI-Method, which is
identical in this regard to the behaviour of the W and Wp-Methods. In the
following, I denote a convergence graph that implements lookup operations in
this way as Empty. In contrast, I denote convergence graphs whose lookup
implementations depend on previous insertions and mergings as Standard.

Algorithm 25: handleUT-Static

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : transition (q, x, y, q) ∈ hM
Input : integer m
Input : test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

Input : convergence graph G
Input : function getDistSetForLength
Output: test suite TS ′ ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ and convergence graph G′

1 l← m− n
2 foreach ω ∈

⋃l
i=0(ΣI × ΣO)i such that pref (ω) \ {ω} ⊆ LM (q′) do

3 if ω ∈ LM (q′) then
4 foreach γ ∈ getDistSetForLength(M, q′-after-ω, l, |ω|) do
5 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω.γ, TS , G)
6 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω.γ, TS , G)

7 else
8 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω, TS , G)
9 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω, TS , G)

10 CG-merge(G, υq.(x/y), υq′)
11 return (TS , G)

In a slight abuse of notation, I reuse functions getCharSet and getHSI
(Algorithms 23 and 22) as implementations of getDistSetForLength, ig-
noring the additional parameters. For the Wp-Method, an implementation is
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required that returns either the characterisation set already used to cover the
state cover (getCharSet) or a state identifier that is a subset of the charac-
terisation set (getHSI), the latter being returned only if the length k of the
considered extension is maximal (l). Algorithm 26 provides an implementation
in function getCharSetOrHSI.

Algorithm 26: getCharSetOrHSI(M, q, l, k)

1 if k = l then
2 return getHSI(M, q)
3 else
4 return getCharSet(M, q)

As visualised in the left-hand side of Fig. 6.3, the handling of unverified
transitions in the W, Wp, HSI and SPY-Methods can be implemented by suit-
able configurations of handleUT-Static. These satisfy condition φH

4 (a) of
Lemma 6.3.1, since all of the discussed functions only add test cases to the test
suite and never remove or shorten already contained test cases. Furthermore,
subcondition (i) of condition φH

4 (b) is ensured by the appending of suitable har-
monised state identifiers8 after the extensions collected in line 2 of Algorithm 25.
Since each such extension is either appended itself or a convergent trace of it
is already contained in the test suite, subcondition (ii) is also satisfied. Finally,
the assumptions on preservation of graph validity presented in Subsection 3.3
ensure that the graph obtained after finishing the loop remains valid. Addition-
ally, the final graph obtained by the merge operation in line 10 of Algorithm 25
remains valid, as satisfaction of conditions φH

4 (a) and φH
4 (b) by Lemma 4.2.6

implies that υq.(x/y) and υq′ are F(M,m)TS -convergent for value TS of the
test suite in line 10. Thus, φH

4 (c) also holds. Together with above results for
φH

4 (a) and φH
4 (b), this establishes that handleUT-Static satisfies condition

φH
4 of Lemma 6.3.1.
A schematic overview of this proof with references to the formalisation is

given in Fig. 11.2 in Chapter 10.
The remaining test strategies – H and SPYH-Method – handle an unveri-

fied transition (q, x, y, q′) in distinct ways. The H-Method (Algorithm 5) does
not establish convergence of υq.(x/y) with υq′ , as it only extends υq.(x/y) with
suitable extensions up to length m− n. In contrast, the SPYH-Method (Algo-
rithm 11) does establish convergence, which, by the sufficient condition given in
Lemma 4.2.5, requires extending not only υq.(x/y) but also υq′ and preserving
divergence between these extensions of both traces. The SPYH-Method employs
function distinguishFromSet to perform these steps, while the H-Method as
presented in Algorithm 5 handles unverified transitions implicitly as parts of

8Recall that getCharSetOrHSI and getCharSet contain the harmonised state iden-
tifier computed by getHSI and that these have also been applied after the traces in
the state cover by the assumption of condition φH

4 if the same functions are supplied to
handleStateCover-Static.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of how various strategies may implement parameter han-
dleUnverifiedTransition of H-Framework (Algorithm 17). An arrow
from A to B with a white triangle head indicates that B is a possible imple-
mentation of A. Dotted arrows indicate which implementations are employed
by each strategy. CG abbreviates the implementation of convergence graphs.

sets A,B,C to separate. Thus, a function for explicitly handling an unverified
transition according to the H-Method is required. In order to reuse existing
functions, which also allows reuse of proofs in the formalisation, I have chosen
to employ distinguishFromSet (Algorithm 12) for this purpose. Consider a
call of the form

distinguishFromSet(υq.(x/y), υq.(x/y), V, V,TS , G,m− n)

and suppose that convergence graph G is Empty as used above for the W,
Wp, and HSI-Methods. By providing υq.(x/y) as both the first and second
argument and following the implementation given in Algorithm 12, this call
performs twice the extensions of υq.(x/y) and their preservation of divergence
as required by the H-Method. Since the duplicate calls to SPYH-distinguish
and distributeExtension in lines 4 and 11 of Algorithm 12 do not modify
the test suites obtained by lines 1 and 10, respectively, this approach does
furthermore not consider any extensions not required by the H-Method. In the
Isabelle/HOL implementation of Algorithm 12, use of the same trace as first
and second argument skips the aforementioned superfluous repetitions.

Thus, it is possible to implement handleUnverifiedTransition for the
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SPYH-Method by applying distinguishFromSet as in the SPYH-Method,
while an implementation for the H-Method is obtained by calls to distinguish-
FromSet as previously described for an Empty convergence graph. Both ap-
proaches satisfy condition φH

4 of Lemma 6.3.1 by dynamically appending dis-
tinguishing traces to separate extensions from their prefixes and the state cover
as required, while also adding the extensions or convergent traces thereof. In
the case of the SPYH-Method, υq.(x/y) and υq′ may finally be merged in the
convergence graph, whose validity is preserved by the assumptions on merg-
ing given in Subsection 3.3 and the satisfaction of the sufficient condition for
convergence given in Lemma 4.2.59.

Condition φH
4 is therefore also satisfied by an implementation that decides

for each individual unverified transition (q, x, y, q′) whether to handle it as in the
H-Method or as in the SPYH-Method. The latter requires larger sets of traces
to be divergence-preserving than the former, but in contrast to the former addi-
tionally establishes convergence of υq.(x/y) and υq′ in order to increase options
for distribution over convergent traces. This approach of dynamically choosing
whether to establish convergence for the transition is one of the main contribu-
tions of the S-Method introduced by Soucha in [106]. As briefly discussed in
Section 5.2, I have not fully considered this strategy in this work. I have, how-
ever, incorporated the possibility of dynamically deciding whether to establish
convergence for a given transition into a higher order function handleUT-
Dynamic implemented in Algorithm 27. This function applies distinguish-
FromSet either as in the SPYH-Method (lines 4 and 5) or as suitable for
the H-Method (line 7). The decision between these approaches is performed
using a function doEstablishConvergence passed as additional argument
to handleUT-Dynamic. By implementing doEstablishConvergence as a
function False that just returns ’False’, convergence is never explicitly estab-
lished, thus realising the handling of transitions in the H-Method. Conversely,
by providing a function True that always returns ’True’, handleUT-Dynamic
behaves in accordance with the SPYH-Method. Finally, Algorithm 28 gener-
alises the heuristic of the S-Method as implemented in Algorithm 25 of [106].
This heuristic chooses to establish convergence for some transition (q, x, y, q′)
if there exists a still unverified transition such that in handling that transition
the convergence of υq.(x/y) and υq′ may extend the options available for dis-
tribution over convergent traces. More precisely, convergence is established for
(q, x, y, q′) if there exists an unverified transition whose source state is reachable
from q′ within at most m− n transitions. I denote the partial implementation
of the S-Method obtained by this heuristic as Spartial -Method.

The right-hand side of Fig. 6.3 visualises how the H, SPYH, and Spartial -
Methods implement handleUnverifiedTransition. In all other functional
parameters supplied to H-Framework, the SPYH and Spartial -Methods co-
incide, as already indicated in Fig. 6.2. The Spartial -Method differs from the
S-Method as implemented in [106] for example in selecting a divergence preserv-

9Employing this step also in implementing the H-Method has no effect, as lookup operations
on Empty are not affected by merging.
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Algorithm 27: handleUT-Dynamic

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : transition (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM
Input : integer m
Input : test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

Input : convergence graph G
Input : function doEstablishConvergence
Output: updated test suite TS and convergence graph G

1 l← m− n
2 distributeExtension(υq, (x/y),TS , G)
3 if doEstablishConvergence(M, (q, x, y, q′), l,TS ) then
4 distinguishFromSet(υq.(x/y), υq′ , V, V,TS , G, l)
5 CG-merge(G, υq.(x/y), υq′)

6 else
7 distinguishFromSet(υq.(x/y), υq.(x/y), V, V,TS , G, l)

8 return (TS , G)

Algorithm 28: S-Heuristic(M, (q, x, y, q′), l,TS )

1 return True iff there exists an unverified transition (q′′, x′, y′, q′′′) of M
such that there exists a path from q′ to q′′ of length at most l

ing state cover and in not employing state domains, a data structure introduced
in [106] for keeping track of divergence between convergent classes. See Chapter
11 of [106] for further contributions introduced with the S-Method.

6.3.5 handleUndefinedIOPair
In order to satisfy condition φH

5 of Lemma 6.3.1, implementations of function
handleUndefinedIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G) must ensure that any FSM I ∈
F(M,m) that passes the resulting test suite exhibits υq.(x/y) in its language if
and only if the reference model does. The W, Wp, HSI and H-Methods ensure
this by simply adding υq.(x/y) to the test suite, while the SPY and SPYH-
Methods may alternatively append x/y after some convergent trace α ∈ [υq]TS

via function distributeExtension (Algorithm 1). Analogous to configuring
whether to exploit convergence in handleUT-Static, this latter function may
also be employed to implement the behaviour required by the W, Wp, HSI
and H-Methods by selecting an Empty implementation of convergence graphs.
Algorithm 29 thus provides a suitable implementation of handleUndefine-
dIOPair for all considered strategies.
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Algorithm 29: handleUndefinedIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G)

1 distributeExtension(υq, (x/y),TS , G)
2 return TS

6.4 Framework Based on the SPY-Condition
In this section, I develop a variation on the H-Framework, introduced in the
previous section, that employs the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2) in its com-
pleteness proofs. While higher order function H-Framework covers all strate-
gies described in Section 5.1, it is based entirely on the (abstract) H-Condition,
that is, on establishing preservation of divergence over certain sets of traces.
Therefore, it may not be able to easily cover hypothetical new strategies based
on the SPY-Condition, which may be developed if new sufficient conditions for
preservation of convergence are found.

The new framework, called SPY-Framework, is designed to cover the W, Wp,
HSI, SPY and SPYH-Methods. It shares with H-Framework the procedural
parameters getStateCover, handleStateCover, and sortTransitions.
These are to perform the exact same steps and satisfy the same properties
as in H-Framework. Additionally, procedural parameter handleIOPair is
very similar to handleUndefinedIOPair, with the former being expected
to also return a valid convergence graph, as it is no longer used only in the
handling of undefined IO-pairs. Parameter handleUndefinedTransition of
H-Framework is replaced by parameter establishConvergence, which is
expected to update a test suite so that is establishes convergence of a υq.(x/y)
and υq′ for a given transition (q, x, y, q′) of the reference model.

Function SPY-Framework (Algorithm 30) implements this framework.
It differs from H-Framework (Algorithm 17) only in the first foreach-loop.
Where H-Framework employs handleUndefinedTransition to establish
preservation of divergence for the extensions of unverified transitions, Algo-
rithm 30 employs establishConvergence in order to iteratively create a tran-
sition cover satisfying the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2).

The following lemma formalises the properties to be satisfied by implemen-
tations of the procedural parameters and shows that applying suitable imple-
mentations to the procedural parameters results in a strategy for generating
complete test suites. This lemma differs from Lemma 6.3.1 only in the fourth
and fifth condition.

Lemma 6.4.1. Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) be an FSM with |Q| = n ≤ m.
Suppose that the following invariants hold over the arguments of Algorithm 30:

φSPY
1 ) getStateCover(M) returns a state cover of M .

φSPY
2 ) For all TS , G, V , it holds that if handleStateCover(M,V ) returns

(TS , G), then

(a) V is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving, and
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Algorithm 30: SPY-Framework

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Input : function getStateCover
Input : function handleStateCover
Input : function sortTransitions
Input : function establishConvergence
Input : function handleIOPair
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 V ← getStateCover(M)
2 (TS , G)← handleStateCover(M , V )
3 U ← {(q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM | υq.(x/y) 6= υq′} // unverified transitions
4 U ← sortTransitions(U ,V )
5 foreach t = (q, x, y, q′) ∈ U do
6 (TS , G)← handleIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G)
7 (TS , G)← establishConvergence(M,V, t,m,TS , G)
8 CG-merge(G, υq.(x/y), υq′)

9 foreach q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO such that x/y /∈ LM (q) do
10 (TS , G)← handleIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G)

11 return TS

(b) F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)V .

(c) G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS

φSPY
3 ) For all U, V , sortTransitions(U, V ) returns the same set of transi-

tions as U .

φSPY
4 ) For all TS ,TS ′, G,G′, transitions t = (q, x, y, q′) ∈ hM , and state cover

V of M , if

• establishConvergence(M,V, t,m,TS , G) returns (TS ′, G′),

• TS contains the test suite of handleStateCover(M,V ),

• V is F(M,m)TS -divergence-preserving,

• F(M,m)TS ⊆ F(M,m)V , and

• G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS ,

then all of the following holds:

(a) pref (TS ) ⊆ pref (TS ′),

(b) {υq.(x/y), υq′} is F(M,m)TS ′-convergence-preserving, and

(c) G′ is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS ′
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φSPY
5 ) For all TS ,TS ′, G,G′, state covers V of M and q ∈ Q, x ∈ ΣI , y ∈ ΣO,

it holds that if handleIOPair(M,V, q, x, y,TS , G) returns (TS ′, G′)
and G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS , then

• pref (TS ) ⊆ pref (TS ′),
• TS contains some γ.(x/y) where γ ∈ [υq]TS , and
• G is a valid convergence graph for M and F(M,m)TS .

Then application of SPY-Framework on M , m, and functions getState-
Cover, handleStateCover, sortTransitions, establishConvergence,
and handleIOPair results in a test suite TS such that pref (TS ) is complete
for testing language-equivalence against reference model M over fault domain
F(M,m). a

Analogous to Lemma 6.3.1, this lemma is proven by establishing that the
returned test suite satisfies the corresponding sufficient condition for complete-
ness – in this case the SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2) – as any collection of
implementations supplied to the procedural parameters that satisfy φSPY

1 to
φSPY

5 is sufficient to create the transition cover required by that condition.
Interpreting conditions φSPY

1 to φSPY
5 as predicates over the procedural pa-

rameters, Lemma 6.4.1 constitutes the property

∀I1, I2, I3, I4, I5. φSPY
1 (I1) ∧ φSPY

2 (I2) ∧ φSPY
3 (I3) ∧ φSPY

4 (I2, I4) ∧ φSPY
5 (I5)

−→ SPY-Framework(M,m, I1, I2, I3, I4, I5)

is complete for F(M,m) w.r.t. M

Thus, analogously to the H-Framework, proving completeness of implementa-
tions using the SPY-Framework reduces to establishing properties of the func-
tions passed to the procedural parameters.

As stated above, Lemma 6.3.1 and Lemma 6.4.1 coincide in all conditions
except φSPY

4 and φSPY
5 . Hence, implementations of procedural parameters

getStateCover, handleStateCover, and sortTransitions, discussed in
Section 6.3, may be reused here. Furthermore, handleIOPair may be im-
plemented analogously to handleUndefinedIOPair in the H-Framework (see
Subsection 6.3.5) via Algorithm 29, additionally returning the possibly modified
convergence graph obtained by calling distributeExtension (Algorithm 1).
This algorithm satisfies condition φSPY

5 of Lemma 6.4.1, as it already satisfies
condition φH

5 of Lemma 6.3.1, appends x/y to some trace converging with υq
as required, and returns a valid convergence graph by the assumed properties
on the preservation of validity of such graphs as detailed in Section 3.3. In the
remainder of this section, it therefore remains only to provide implementations
for establishConvergence.

6.4.1 establishConvergence
Implementations of establishConvergence required to represent the W, Wp,
HSI, SPY, and SPYH-Methods are closely related to the respective implemen-
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tations for these strategies of handleUnverifiedTransition (see Subsec-
tion 6.3.4). Due to the change in the fourth condition φH

4 from Lemma 6.3.1
to φSPY

4 of Lemma 6.4.1, implementations of establishConvergence are not
required to perform merging of convergent classes themselves. Instead, merging
is always performed in line 8 of SPY-Framework. This contrasts with H-
Framework, which considers merging only in some implementations of han-
dleUnverifiedTransition.

As discussed in Subsection 6.3.4, the W, Wp, HSI, and SPY-Methods all
establish convergence by the same overall procedure of appending sets of distin-
guishing traces, differing only in the selection of sets they apply and in whether
they distribute over convergent traces. Thus, an implementation of establish-
Convergence for these strategies is obtained by dropping the merging op-
eration from Algorithm 25, resulting in establishConv-Static implemented
in Algorithm 31. Function establishConv-Static satisfies condition φSPY

4 of
Lemma 6.4.1 by an argument analogous to that of handleUT-Static satisfying
condition φH

4 of Lemma 6.3.1.

Algorithm 31: establishConv-Static

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : transition (q, x, y, q) ∈ hM
Input : integer m
Input : test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

Input : convergence graph G
Input : function getDistSetForLength
Output: test suite TS ′ ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ and convergence graph G′

1 l← m− n
2 foreach ω ∈

⋃l
i=0(ΣI × ΣO)i such that pref (ω) \ {ω} ⊆ LM (q′) do

3 if ω ∈ LM (q′) then
4 foreach γ ∈ getDistSetForLength(M, q′-after-ω, l, |ω|) do
5 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω.γ, TS , G)
6 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω.γ, TS , G)

7 else
8 distributeExtension(M , υq, (x/y).ω, TS , G)
9 distributeExtension(M , υq′ , ω, TS , G)

10 return (TS , G)

In the case of the SPYH-Method, an implementation may be derived from
handleUT-Dynamic (Algorithm 27). Here, it is possible to omit several lines,
as it is no longer necessary to support the H or Spartial -Methods, which do not
establish convergence for each transition. More precisely, the implementation
establishConv-Dynamic given in Algorithm 32 is derived from Algorithm 27
by dropping the procedural parameter doEstablishConvergence and the
else-branch, as well as lines 2 and 5, which are already performed via SPY-
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Framework. Analogous to the implementation for the W, Wp, HSI, and SPY-
Methods, the argument for handleUT-Dynamic satisfying condition φH

4 of
Lemma 6.3.1 also establishes that establishConv-Dynamic satisfies condition
φSPY

4 of Lemma 6.4.1.

Algorithm 32: establishConv-Dynamic

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : transition (q, x, y, q) ∈ hM
Input : integer m
Input : test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

Input : convergence graph G
Input : function getDistSetForLength
Output: test suite TS ′ ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗ and convergence graph G′

1 S ← V
2 l← m− n
3 distinguishFromSet(υq.(x/y), υq′ , V, S,TS , G, l)
4 return (TS , G)

Fig. 6.4 summarises how establishConvergence may be implemented for
the various strategies, using different implementations of the convergence graph
to enable or disable distribution over convergent traces.

6.5 Framework Based on Separable Pairs
In this section, I introduce a framework designed to cover only those strategies
that are similar to the H-Method and do not employ distribution over convergent
traces. This is motivated by two aspects. First, the implementation of the H-
Method via the H-Framework is restricted in the order in which pairs of traces
are to be separated. For example, H-Framework requires implementations
to first separate pairs of traces in the state cover and only thereafter considers
extensions of the state cover. The H-Method presented in Algorithm 5 is less
restrictive, as it does not prescribe any order in which the pairs in A∪B∪C are to
be handled. Second, there exist strategies for related conformance relations that
closely resemble the H-Method, differing only in the sets of pairs to separate.
For example, the H-Method, the safety-complete H-Method described in [47],
and the exhaustive strategy for requirements-based testing presented in [49] all
compute test suites in the following three steps:

1. Compute an initial test suite TS containing a state cover V of reference
model M extended by traces of length up to m− n+ 1.

2. Compute a set of pairs of traces to separate inM . In the H-Method, these
are A∪B ∪C as described in the H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.7). The other
strategies employ abstractions of M .
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SPY-Framework

establishConvergence

establishConv-Static establishConv-Dynamic

getDistSetForLength CG

getCharSet
getCharSetOrHSI

getHSI
Empty Standard
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parameter ofparameter of
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Figure 6.4: Overview of how various strategies may implement parameter es-
tablishConvergence of SPY-Framework (Algorithm 30). An arrow from
A to B with a white triangle head indicates that B is a possible implementa-
tion of A. Dotted arrows indicate which implementations are employed by each
strategy. CG abbreviates the choice of implementation for convergence graphs.
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3. For each such pair (α, β), find one or more γ ∈ ∆M (M -after-α,M -after-β)
and add α.γ and β.γ to the test suite.

These steps constitute the Pair-Framework implemented as Pair-Framework
in Algorithm 33. By allowing more than a single distinguishing trace to be
appended after considered pairs, this framework is also suited to implement the
W and HSI-Methods.

Algorithm 33: Pair-Framework

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h)
Input : integer m
Input : function getInitialTestSuite
Input : function getPairs
Input : function getSeparatingTraces
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 TS ← getInitialTestSuite(M,m)
2 D ← getPairs(M,m)
3 foreach (α, β) ∈ D do
4 W ← getSeparatingTraces(M,α, β,TS )
5 TS ← TS ∪ {α, β}.W
6 return TS

Completeness of test suites for language-equivalence testing implemented via
Pair-Framework can be established via the H-Condition as described in the
following lemma, which introduces sufficient properties for implementations of
the procedural parameters.

Lemma 6.5.1. Let M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) be an FSM with with |Q| = n ≤ m.
let Xq, A, B, and C be defined as follows

Xq := {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}
A := V × V
B := V × {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq}
C := {(υq.α, υ.β) | q ∈ Q ∧ βXq ∧ α ∈ pref (β) \ {β}}}

Suppose that there exists a state cover V of M such that following invariants
hold over the arguments of Algorithm 33:

φPair
1 ) getInitialTestSuite computes the initial test suite required by the H-

Condition:

V ∪ {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq} ⊆ getInitialTestSuite(M)

φPair
2 ) getPairs computes the pairs required by the H-Condition:

{(α, β) ∈ A ∪B ∪ C | α, β ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α 6= M -after-β}
⊆ getPairs(M,m)
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φPair
3 ) getSeparatingTraces contains at least one distinguishing trace for

relevant pairs:

∀TS , α, β.
(α, β ∈ L(M) ∧ α, β are not TS -separable)
−→ ∆M (M -after-α,M -after-β)

∩ getSeparatingTraces(M,α, β,TS ) 6= ∅

Then, the application of Pair-Framework to values M , m, and functions
getInitialTestSuite, getPairs, and getSeparatingTraces results in a
test suite complete for language-equivalence testing of M against F(M,m). a

Proof. This result follows from Algorithm 33 generating a test suite satisfying
the weakened H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.3) if supplied with implementations of
its procedural parameters satisfying φPair

1 to φPair
3 .

6.5.1 getInitialTestSuite and getPairs
Simple implementations for procedural parameters getInitialTestSuite and
getPairs may be obtained by explicitly generating the smallest sets required
to satisfy conditions φPair

1 and φPair
2 of Lemma 6.5.1, respectively. This re-

quires both implementations to share a state cover for the reference model,
which may be supplied directly or via a suitable procedural parameter for a
function computing a state cover. Algorithms 34 and 35 provide implementa-
tions following the latter approach. Thereby, and by independently computing
the Xq sets, these two implementations are not fully compliant to the objective
of minimising code duplication as described in Section 6.2. In the case of the
Pair-Framework, this is justified, as it is designed to also accommodate strate-
gies using sets of pairs of traces to separate selected by criteria other than those
of the H-Condition. Furthermore, code refinement as discussed in Section 12.1
allows avoiding this duplication in the Isabelle/HOL implementations of these
functions. Function getStateCoverByBFS (Algorithm 18) discussed in Sub-
section 6.3.1 constitutes a suitable implementation for procedural parameter
getStateCover.

Algorithm 34: getInitialTestSuite-H

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Input : function getStateCover
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 V ← getStateCover(M)
2 foreach q ∈ Q do
3 Xq ← {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}
4 return V ∪ {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq}
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Algorithm 35: getPairs-H

Input : minimal OFSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣI , h) with |Q| = n
Input : integer m
Input : function getStateCover
Output: test suite TS ⊆ (ΣI × ΣO)∗

1 V ← getStateCover(M)
2 foreach q ∈ Q do
3 Xq ← {υq.α.(x/y) | α ∈ LM (q) ∧ |α| ≤ m− n ∧ x ∈ ΣI ∧ y ∈ ΣO}
4 A← V × V
5 B ← V × {υq.α | q ∈ Q ∧ α ∈ Xq}
6 C ← {(υq.α, υ.β) | q ∈ Q ∧ βXq ∧ α ∈ pref (β)}
7 return {(α, β) ∈ A ∪B ∪ C | α, β ∈ L(M) ∧M -after-α 6= M -after-β}

6.5.2 getSeparatingTraces
Whereas the W, HSI, and H-Methods share the same selection of initial test suite
and pairs to separate, they differ in the sets of traces applied in order to sep-
arate. First, the W-Method simply applies the characterisation set after every
trace to be separated from another trace. Thus, the W-Method supplies to pro-
cedural parameter getSeparatingTraces a function such as getCharSet’
implemented in Algorithm 36. This function performs the same computation as
getCharSet (Algorithm 23) discussed in Subsection 6.3.2, differing from the
latter only in its parameters, of which all but reference model M are ignored.

Algorithm 36: getCharSet’(M,α, β,TS )

1 return {getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′) | q, q′ ∈ Q ∧ q 6= q′}

Implementations of the HSI-Method must instead supply a function that
effectively applies fixed harmonised state covers. Note here that function Pair-
Framework appends the result of a call getSeparatingTraces(M,α, β,TS )
to both α and β. Thus, for the HSI-Method it is not sufficient to implement get-
SeparatingTraces by returning the harmonised state identifier of M -after-α
or M -after-β, as these may not be identical. Note furthermore, that by using
the pairs generated via getPairs-H, each α or β on which getSeparating-
Traces(M,α, β,TS ) is called must be separated from the traces in the state
cover. Therefore, application of a harmonised state identifier HM-after-α after
some α may be distributed over all calls to getSeparatingTraces where α is
passed as second or third parameter. This results in a harmonised state iden-
tifier analogous to the result of function getHSI (Algorithm 22). Using this
approach, function getDistTrace, implemented in Algorithm 37, constitutes
an implementation of getSeparatingTraces for the HSI-Method.

Finally, the H-Method may implement getSeparatingTraces with some
function that returns an empty set if the provided test suite is already sufficient
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Algorithm 37: getDistTrace(M,α, β,TS )

1 γ ← getShortestDistTrace(M,M -after-α,M -after-β)
2 return {γ}

to separate the traces. This is implemented in getDistTraceIfReq (Algo-
rithm 38), which falls back to getDistTrace if the test suite is not sufficient
and a distinguishing trace needs to be added. Function getDistTraceIfReq
is a very simple implementation that does not perform any heuristics in finding
a distinguishing trace that requires the least additions to the test suite, for ex-
ample by trying to find some distinguishing trace already appended to one of the
traces to separate. More sophisticated implementations might adapt function
bestPrefixOfSepSeq (Algorithm 13) for this purpose. Chapter 14 compares
the performance of two implementations of the H-Method, respectively employ-
ing getDistTraceIfReq and a more elaborate heuristic.

Algorithm 38: getDistTraceIfReq(M,α, β,TS )

1 if α and β are TS -separable then
2 return ∅
3 else
4 return getDistTrace(M,α, β,TS )

Figure 6.5 summarises how the W, HSI, and H-Methods may be implemented
via function Pair-Framework.
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Figure 6.5: Overview of how various strategies may implement the procedu-
ral parameter of Pair-Framework (Algorithm 33). An arrow from A to B
with a white triangle head indicates that B is a possible implementation of
A. Dotted arrows indicate which implementations are employed by each strat-
egy. As all considered strategies employ functions getInitialTestSuite-H
and getPairs-H, the corresponding dotted arrows have been omitted.
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Part III

Formalisation in
Isabelle/HOL
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Chapter 7

Overview

In this part, I describe mechanised formalisations of the frameworks developed
in Chapter 6, implemented using the generic proof assistant Isabelle1. These
formalisations are stored in several so-called theory files (with file extension
thy), which in turn contain definitions of functions and data types, lemmata,
and instructions to the code generator (see Section 12.1). The theory files de-
veloped for this work, as well as instructions on how to use them via Isabelle are
publicly available in the repository accompanying this work (see Section 1.4).
The subsequent descriptions of these theory files contain various keywords and
concepts of Isabelle and in particular of Isabelle/HOL, a higher-order logic the-
orem proving environment for Isabelle. I describe relevant keywords at their
first occurrence in code listings. For a comprehensive overview see the reference
manual [119], which is included in current Isabelle distributions, as are several
tutorials, including [6, 39, 40, 61, 76]. See [59] for another perspective on first
steps with Isabelle/HOL. Some best practices for the design and maintenance
of mechanised proofs are developed in [16, 123]. Further aspects of proof engi-
neering are discussed in [3, 56, 94, 109].

Figure 7.1 provides an overview over the theory files that describe and prove
complete implementations of the W, Wp, HSI, H, SPY, SPYH and Spartial -
Methods using the H, SPY and Pair-Frameworks2. The theory files may be
grouped as follows:

First, Util.thy and Prefix_Tree.thy provide results not immediately re-
lated to finite state machines. More precisely, Util.thy collects a large number
of auxiliary lemmata on functions already defined within Isabelle/HOL, as well
as some basic functions on lists, while Prefix_Tree.thy introduces a tree data
structure suitable for representing finite prefix-closed sets of IO-traces. While
extensive, these two theory files do mostly contain very basic results. For this

1https://isabelle.in.tum.de
2A complete dependency graph including theory files employed for refinements as well as

imported theory files of the Archive of Formal Proofs (https://www.isa-afp.org) and files
imported from the standard library of Isabelle/HOL is part of the publicly available repository
for the present work (see Section 1.4).
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Figure 7.1: Simplified dependency graph of the main theory files constituting
the mechanisation of the frameworks described in Chapter 6. The file extension
thy is omitted.
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reason, in the following I reference Util.thy only in the context of more elab-
orate results in other theory files that employ it, while an overview of the data
structure prefix_tree and its operations as developed in Prefix_Tree.thy is
provided in Appendix C.

Second, finite state machines as described in Chapter 2 are introduced in
theory files FSM_Impl.thy and FSM.thy, with further basic operations and no-
tions being mechanised in files Observability.thy (describing a language-
preserving transformation to establish observability), State_Cover.thy (de-
scribing state covers and simple breadth-first-search computations of them),
Minimisation.thy (describing a language-preserving minimisation algorithm)
and Distinguishability.thy (formalising an algorithm to compute minimal
length distinguishing traces). This group of files is described in further detail
in Chapter 8.

The next group contains all files describing convergence and convergence
graphs. This group consists of files Convergence.thy (defining the notion
of convergence), Convergence_Graph.thy (describing the operations required
on implementations of convergence graphs and formalising the notion of va-
lidity as described in Section 3.3), and Empty_Convergence_Graph.thy as well
as Simple_Convergence_Graph.thy, implementing convergence graphs Empty
and Standard as employed in Chapter 6. Chapter 9 describes these files in
further detail.

These first three groups provide all definitions and lemmata required to
define and then prove complete the frameworks developed in Chapter 6. Each
of the three frameworks is handled in a single theory file of the same name and
is discussed in Chapter 10.

Finally, implementations of the procedural parameters of the frameworks
are contained in theory file Intermediate_Implementations.thy, from which
I derive in Intermediate_Frameworks.thy partial applications of the frame-
works. For example, implementations of the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods via
SPY-Framework all use establishConvergence-Static (Algorithm 31)
and the Empty convergence graph, differing solely in the implementations
supplied to the single procedural parameter getDistSetForLength of func-
tion establishConvergence-Static. Thus, by providing a function that ap-
plies establishConvergence-Static and Empty to SPY-Framework and
which has as procedural parameter only getDistSetForLength, it is possible
to reduce repetition of code in the implementation of these three test strategies.
I provide a separate theory file for each considered test strategy, containing all
implementations of the respective strategy via the applicable frameworks. To-
gether with the intermediate implementations and frameworks, these are pre-
sented in Chapter 11.

7.1 Proof Effort
Table 7.1 provides an overview of the sizes of the developed theory files in terms
of lines of code, number of definitions and number of proven lemmata. Note
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that this table does not include several theory files that solely contribute to the
generation of executable implementations and their optimisation, or theory files
describing strategies for the reduction conformance relation. These are described
in further detail in Part IV and Appendix A, respectively. Appendix D provides
an overview of relevant functions defined in the theory files listed in Table 7.1.

In formalising and implementing the frameworks discussed in Chapter 6,
Isabelle/HOL has proven to be capable of proving a large number of lemmata
correct automatically. This is shown with a green bar in Fig. 7.2 and column
(bs) of Table 7.2, listing the number of lemmata which are each proven entirely
by a single invocation of automatic proof methods. Consider for example the
following lemma of name filter_map_elem from theory file Util.thy:

lemma filter_map_elem : "y ∈ set (map g (filter f xs)) =⇒
∃ x ∈ set xs . f x ∧ y = g x"

by auto

This lemma formalises the fact that if some element y is contained in the list
obtained from some list xs by first reducing xs to those elements satisfying
predicate f and then mapping function g over the result, then there must exist
an element x in the original list xs such that x satisfies f and g(x) is equivalent
to y3,4,5. The lemma is proven via by auto, which instructs Isabelle to try
to prove the lemma by a single application of proof method auto. No manual
guidance of the proof or elaboration of intermediate proof steps is required. See
Section 9.4.4 of [119] for an overview of fully automated proof methods available
in Isabelle.

In this category of proofs I also include lemmata for which Sledgehammer
has found a single line proof. Sledgehammer is a tool provided with Isabelle
distributions that applies various automated theorem provers and satisfiability-
modulo-theories solvers (SMT-solvers) in parallel to translations of proof goals
in Isabelle/HOL. If any of the applied provers or solvers finds a solution (that
is, a proof), then it is attempted to reconstruct this proof in Isabelle (see [79]),
for example by identifying the facts employed in the solution and supplying
these to the automatic theorem prover Metis (see [53]) that is part of Isabelle
and whose proofs are verified by the Isabelle kernel. See [6, 7, 8] for further
details on Sledgehammer. Sledgehammer has been evaluated in [11, 77], where
its suitability to work with structured proofs has been highlighted6.

3Note that in Isabelle/HOL, function application of g(x) is written without parentheses as
g x. This extends to functions with more than a single argument, such that map h zs applies
h to all elements in zs.

4In the following, I write Isabelle/HOL expressions in a typewriter font. This also applies
to arguments and may result in the use of different fonts for the same identifier. For example,
application of some Isabelle/HOL function f to some previously introduced x is written as (f
x), where x and x denote the same object.

5Function set obtains the set of all elements in a list.
6That is, in cases where Sledgehammer and other automated tools fail to find a proof for a

given lemma, it has been identified as a suitable workflow for the user to identify intermediate
properties sufficient to prove the lemma and then to prove these via Sledgehammer. I share
this view, as Sledgehammer has proven able to automatically prove many such intermediate
properties in my formalisation, allowing me to focus on higher level proof steps.
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Table 7.1: Overview of the sizes of the theory files constituting the mechanisa-
tion of the frameworks described in Chapter 6, counting the total lines of code
(kLOC), the number of function or type definitions (Def.) and the number of
lemmata (Lem.) proven in each file.

Theory File kLOC Def. Lem.

Convergence.thy 3.0 4 29
Convergence_Graph.thy 0.1 4 2
Distinguishability.thy 0.7 7 11
Empty_Convergence_Graph.thy 0.1 5 3
FSM.thy 6.4 96 300
FSM_Impl.thy 0.3 27 5
H_Framework.thy 1.8 5 7
H_Method_Implementations.thy 1.0 10 18
HSI_Method_Implementations.thy 0.2 6 9
Intermediate_Frameworks.thy 0.5 10 11
Intermediate_Implementations.thy 7.0 35 60
Minimisation.thy 1.8 4 42
Observability.thy 1.3 3 9
Pair_Framework.thy 1.4 6 9
Partial_S_Method_Implementations.thy 0.1 4 2
Prefix_Tree.thy 2.0 21 57
Simple_Convergence_Graph.thy 2.0 20 47
SPY_Framework.thy 1.5 3 2
SPY_Method_Implementations.thy 0.2 4 6
SPYH_Method_Implementations.thy 0.1 4 5
State_Cover.thy 0.7 6 14
Util.thy 3.8 31 181
W_Method_Implementations.thy 0.3 8 12
Wp_Method_Implementations.thy 0.3 6 11

Σ 36.6 329 852
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Figure 7.2: Number of lemmata in the theory files discussed in Part III that
are proven (a) by a one-line by command without further manual input, that is,
essentially fully automatically by Isabelle/HOL, (b) by a one-line by command
augmented with user specified facts or unfolding of some definitions, or (c) by
a more complex multi-line proof block. The exact numbers of these kinds of
lemmata are given in Table 7.2. File extensions have been omitted.
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Table 7.2: Overview of the composition of proofs in the theory files discussed in
Part III. The following columns are presented: (l) total number of lemmata; (b)
lemmata proven via by without a proof block; (bs, bm, bc) subsets of b represent-
ing proofs without further manual input, the subset thereof using proof method
metis, and proofs with user supplied facts and unfoldings; (p) lemmata with a
proof block; (pi, pc) number of such proofs using induction and contradiction,
respectively; (pn) proofs with nested proof blocks; (d) maximum nesting depth
of such proofs. Columns (bs), (bc), and (p) respectively correspond to the green,
orange, and blue bars in Fig. 7.2.

Theory File l b bs bm bc p pi pc pn d

Convergence 29 10 10 3 0 19 0 0 9 7
Convergence_Gr. 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -
Distinguishabi. 11 2 2 0 0 9 1 0 5 3
Empty_Converge. 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
FSM 300 155 116 26 39 145 20 3 61 5
FSM_Impl 5 3 2 0 1 2 0 0 1 1
H_Framework 7 3 3 0 0 4 0 1 4 4
H_Method_Imple. 18 10 10 0 0 8 1 0 1 7
HSI_Method_Imp. 9 7 7 0 0 2 0 0 2 2
Intermediate_F. 11 9 9 0 0 2 0 0 0 -
Intermediate_I. 60 16 13 5 3 44 7 0 34 10
Minimisation 42 13 12 0 1 29 6 1 20 5
Observability 9 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 9 5
Pair_Framework 9 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 7 4
Partial_S_Meth. 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Prefix_Tree 57 26 23 2 3 31 8 0 20 6
Simple_Converg. 47 13 13 0 0 34 11 0 25 5
SPY_Framework 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 6
SPY_Method_Imp. 6 4 4 0 0 2 0 0 2 2
SPYH_Method_Im. 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
State_Cover 14 2 2 1 0 12 0 1 9 5
Util 181 95 67 19 28 86 39 2 60 6
W_Method_Imple. 12 12 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 -
Wp_Method_Impl. 11 6 5 1 1 5 0 0 3 4

Σ 852 397 321 58 76 455 99 8 274
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The following lemma of Util.thy constitutes an example of this process, as
the facts supplied to the single invocation of metis have all been automatically
identified by Sledgehammer. The lemma formalises the simple fact that the
number of elements obtained by filtering in a prefix of list xs is at most that
obtained by filtering xs itself7.

lemma filter_take_length :
"length (filter P (take i xs)) ≤ length (filter P xs)"
by (metis append_take_drop_id filter_append le0

le_add_same_cancel1 length_append)

As almost all invocations of metis in my formalisation have been derived from
applying Sledgehammer, Table 7.2 separately lists the number of proofs consist-
ing only of a single invocation of metis in column (bm).

Next, the orange bar in Fig. 7.2 and column (bc) in Table 7.2, respectively
show the number of lemmata that require only limited manual input, such as
providing a rough proof idea (e.g. induction or case analysis), selecting certain
facts from the previously established lemmata to use in the proof, or unfolding
certain definitions employed in the lemma. Consider the following lemma of
Util.thy, which formalises the fact that the list obtained by replicating a list
xs n times and concatenating the result has length n · |xs|:

lemma concat_replicate_length :
"length (concat (replicate n xs)) = n * (length xs)"
by (induction n; simp)

This lemma is easily proven to hold by induction over the number n of replica-
tions, since zero replications produce the empty list, which is trivially of length
0, and (n + 1) replications are identical to appending xs to n replications of it,
which by the induction hypothesis is of length n · |xs|, resulting in the desired
combined length (n + 1) · |xs|. Via by (induction n; simp), I merely provide
to Isabelle/HOL the overall proof idea, namely the induction on n, while the
fully automated proof method simp is sufficient to dispatch any arising proof
goal. Note here that Sledgehammer would also have been able to find a single-
line metis proof for this lemma. This does not hold, however, for all lemmata
proven in this way (assuming some practical time bound on the invocation of
Sledgehammer). Further examples of lemmata in this category are given in
Section 8.2.2.

All lemmata of my formalisation not proven via a single invocation of au-
tomatic proof methods following keyword by are proven via a proof block,
implementing proofs in the Isar (Intelligible Semi-Automated Reasoning) proof
language introduced in [121]. Note that there exist other styles of proofs, such as
chains of apply steps (see [119]). I have not employed these in my formalisation.

As a first example for Isar, consider the following lemma of Util.thy, which
formalises that the cardinality of a set A containing only singletons is equivalent
to the cardinality of the union of all sets it contains:

7Expression (take i xs) returns the first i elements of xs. Note that lists in Isabelle/HOL
are finite by construction.
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lemma card_union_of_singletons :
assumes "

∧
S . S ∈ A =⇒ (∃ x . S = {x})"

shows "card (
⋃

A) = card A"
proof -
let ?f = "λ x . {x}"
have "bij_betw ?f (

⋃
A) A"

unfolding bij_betw_def inj_on_def using assms by fastforce
then show ?thesis
using bij_betw_same_card by blast

qed

Here, the premise on the structure of A is encoded using the universal quantifier∧
as “for all set S, if S is contained in A, then there exists a value x such

that S is the singleton {x}”, and cardinality is obtained by predefined function
card. The proof block is bounded by the initiating keyword proof and the
closing qed. It establishes the lemma by defining a function ?f that wraps its
inputs into a singleton, followed by showing that this function constitutes a
bijection between set A and the union of all sets in A, encoded using predefined
predicate bij_betw. This is sufficient to prove the cardinalities equal by using
the predefined lemma bij_betw_same_card.

The number of lemmata whose proofs are proof blocks are indicated as the
blue bars in Fig. 7.2 and column (c) in Table 7.2. Note that intermediate results
in a proof block may themselves be established via a proof block, allowing the
nesting of proofs. Proof methods employed in such intermediate proofs are not
considered in Fig. 7.2 and Table 7.2. Table 7.2 lists the number of lemmata
whose proof blocks contain nested proof blocks in column (pn) and gives the
maximum depth of such nesting in column (d). The maximum nesting depth
of 10 occurs in a correctness proof for bestPrefixOfSepSeq (Algorithm 13),
resulting from several nested case distinctions. Column (pn) includes proofs
ranging from the 5 lines of card_union_of_singletons to several hundred lines
in the proofs of non-trivial results such as the H-Condition (Definition 4.1.3,
formalised in Section 10.1).
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Chapter 8

Finite State Machines

In this chapter, I introduce the data types employed to represent finite state
machines, as well as the mechanised formalisations of several basic operations
and properties of FSMs. To this end, Section 8.1 describes the unconstrained
data type fsm_impl which is augmented to type fsm via a well-formedness con-
straint in Section 8.2. The latter section also describes formalisations of the
basic properties of FSMs introduced in Chapter 2, such as paths, language,
and observability. Thereafter, Section 8.3 formalises state covers and presents
a simple breadth-first-search based algorithm of computing state covers. Next,
in Section 8.4 a classical algorithm for transforming an FSM into a language-
equivalent observable FSM is implemented and proven correct. Section 8.5 for-
malises the concept of OFSM-Tables as introduced in [82], generalising so-called
Pk-Tables (see [37]) to observable FSMs. OFSM-Tables are then employed to
transform an observable FSM into a language-equivalent minimal observable
FSM by partitioning the states into classes of language-equivalent states. Fi-
nally, Section 8.6 formalises the use of these tables to compute distinguishing
traces of minimal length for a given pair of distinct states.

An overview of relevant functions defined in theory files discussed in this
chapter is given in Appendices D.1 to D.6.

8.1 Underlying Data Type for FSMs
As underlying representation of finite state machines, I have chosen a simple
data type fsm_impl defined as follows in FSM_Impl.thy:

datatype (’state, ’input, ’output) fsm_impl
= FSMI (initial : ’state)

(states : "’state set")
(inputs : "’input set")
(outputs : "’output set")
(transitions : "(’state × ’input × ’output × ’state) set")

Here the first line via keyword datatype introduces a new type constructor
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fsm_impl that has three type parameters: ’state, ’input and ’output. As
their names imply, these type parameters respectively describe the types of
states, inputs, and outputs. That is, an FSM M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h) with
Q ⊂ N, ΣI ⊂ Z, and Boolean outputs is of type (nat,int,bool) fsm, where
nat, int, and bool are the predefined Isabelle/HOL types for natural numbers,
integers, and Booleans, respectively. Note that in Isabelle/HOL arguments for
the type parameters are provided in front of the type constructor.

After the equals sign, a single constructor FSMI is defined with 5 arguments,
corresponding to the representation of a finite state machine as a 5-tuple. The 5
components of an FSMmay be retrieved via functions initial, states, inputs,
outputs, transitions, respectively obtaining the initial state, state set, input
alphabet, output alphabet and transition set of a given FSM. In this definition,
’a set is the Isabelle/HOL type for (possibly infinite) sets of elements of the
same type ’a, while ’a × ’b is the type for pairs whose left and right elements
are of type ’a and ’b, respectively. Tuples of more than 2 elements, such
as the type of transitions in the set returned by function transitions, are
represented as pairs nested to the right. For example, if m is a (nat,int,bool)
fsm, then outputs m returns a bool set representing the output alphabet of
m, while transitions m returns a (nat × int × bool × nat) set, which
is identical to type (nat × (int × (bool × nat))) set.

In Isabelle/HOL, the set {a, b, c} may simply be written as {a,b,c}, assum-
ing that a, b, c are of the same type. Similarly, a tuple (a, b, c, d) may be written
as (a,b,c,d), which is syntactic sugar for (a,(b,(c,d))). Thus, FSM M8.1

depicted in Fig. 8.1 may be represented as

FSMI 0 {0,1,2,3} {0,1} {0,1} { (0,0,0,1), (0,1,0,0), (0,2,1,2),
(1,0,0,1), (1,1,0,1), (1,2,1,0),
(2,0,0,1), (2,1,1,3), (2,2,1,2),
(3,0,0,1), (3,1,0,3), (3,2,1,1) }

Note that, while natural, the above definition of finite state machines is
only one of several possible encodings. For example, in [19], Brucker and Wolff
represent the transition relation of an automaton over state type ’state, input
type ’input, and output type ’output not by type

(’state× ’input× ’output× ’state) set

but by the isomorphic type

’state⇒ (’input⇒ (’output× ’state) set)

I have decided upon the representation as a set of tuples, as it allows for more
natural traversal of all transitions of an FSM1 and lends itself more directly to

1Note that Brucker and Wolff in [19] consider automata whose state spaces and hence
transition sets are not necessarily finite, in which case the explicit storage as a set is not
feasible in practice for standard implementations of sets. In the present work this is not
required, as FSMs contain only finitely many transitions (as discussed in the next section).
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Figure 8.1: FSM M8.1.

refinement (see Section 12.4). My formalisation supports viewing the transition
relation as a function via functions h and h_obs introduced later in this section.

To simplify signatures, type synonyms are introduced for transitions (4-
tuples consisting of source state, input, output, and target state) and paths (lists
of transitions). As exemplified in these type synonyms, I will often employ type
variables ’a, ’b, ’c instead of the more expressive but longer ’state, ’input,
and ’output.

type_synonym (’a,’b,’c) transition = "(’a × ’b × ’c × ’a)"

type_synonym (’a,’b,’c) path = "(’a,’b,’c) transition list"

Thereafter, theory file FSM_Impl.thy introduces all low-level functions that
directly create or modify values of type fsm_impl, such as the creation of FSMs
from a given list of transitions, implemented in the following function:

fun fsm_impl_from_list :: "’a ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) transition list ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl"

where
"fsm_impl_from_list q [] = FSMI q {q} {} {} {}" |
"fsm_impl_from_list q (t#ts) =

(let ts’ = set (t#ts)
in FSMI (t_source t)

((image t_source ts’) ∪ (image t_target ts’))
(image t_input ts’)
(image t_output ts’)
(ts’))"
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Here, fun is one of several keywords in Isabelle/HOL that serve to define
new functions2. It is followed by the name of the function to define, here
fsm_impl_from_list, a double colon, the type signature of the function, key-
word where and finally a |-separated list of defining equations. The type sig-
nature specifies the type of the function to define, which here is a function that
takes as arguments an ’a and a (’a,’b,’c) transition list and returns an
(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl3. Finally, the defining equations may use pattern match-
ing to describe the function to define. For fsm_impl_from_list, I separately
consider two patterns on the provided list of transitions. In the first defining
equation, pattern [] is used to match the empty list. In this case, the function
uses its first argument, q, to create an fsm_impl whose initial and only state is
q, and that uses empty sets for input and output alphabets, as well as transi-
tions. The second defining equation considers the case where the provided list
of transitions consists of a transition t and a remaining list of transitions ts4.
In this case, the first argument q is not considered further and an fsm_impl is
created that uses as initial state the source of transition t, as states, inputs, or
outputs respectively the sets of all sources or targets, inputs, or outputs of the
provided list of transitions, and finally as transition set a set whose elements
are the provided transitions5.

An example of a function modifying an existing FSM is add_transition,
which adds a transition to a given FSM if that transition uses only states, inputs,
and outputs already defined in the FSM:

fun add_transition :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) transition ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl"

where
"add_transition M t =

(if t_source t ∈ states M ∧ t_input t ∈ inputs M ∧
t_output t ∈ outputs M ∧ t_target t ∈ states M

then FSMI (initial M)
(states M)
(inputs M)
(outputs M)
(insert t (transitions M))

else M)"

2More precisely, it is a shorthand notation for a particular usage of keyword function
as described in [61]. Functions in Isabelle/HOL are required to be total, which needs to be
proven at the end of a function definition performed via function. Keyword fun provides
default methods to attempt to automatically prove termination (and also completeness and
compatibility of patterns, see [61]). These have proven sufficient for most functions in the
present work. A partial example for a manual termination proof is given in Subsection 8.5.2.

3In Isabelle/HOL, ’a ⇒ ’b is the type of functions that take a single argument of type ’a
and return a value of type ’b. Type constructor ⇒ is right-associative, such that (’a ⇒ ’b
⇒ ’c) is identical to (’a ⇒ (’b ⇒ ’c))

4[] and # are the constructors of data type list. [] is the empty list, whereas # takes
an ’a and an ’a list and prepends the single element to the front of that list.

5The predefined function image obtains the image of a given function over a given set.
That is, expression (image f A) evaluates to {f(x) | x ∈ A}.
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Finally, FSM_Impl.thy provides functions for interpreting the set of transi-
tions of an FSM as functions mapping states and inputs or IO-pairs to responses
and/or reached states. First, function h applied to an FSM maps each pair of
state and input to all pairs of output and state such that the 4-tuple of these
values constitutes a transition:

fun h :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl ⇒ (’a × ’b) ⇒ (’c × ’a) set" where
"h M (q,x) = { (y,q’) . (q,x,y,q’) ∈ transitions M }"

This function uses Isabelle/HOL set-builder notation to build the set of all pairs
(y, q′) such that (q, x, y, q′) ∈ transitions M holds.

Function h_obs uses return type ’a option to encode for given FSM M ,
state q, input x and output y, whether there exists exactly one state q′ such that
(q, x, y, q′) is a transition of M . If this is the case, then (Some q’) is returned.
Otherwise, Nothing is returned.

fun h_obs :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’b ⇒ ’c ⇒ ’a option" where
"h_obs M q x y = (let

tgts = snd ‘ Set.filter (λ (y’,q’) . y’ = y) (h M (q,x))
in if card tgts = 1

then Some (the_elem tgts)
else None)"

As the name h_obs indicates, this function is mostly used in the context of
observable FSMs. For such FSMs, there is at most one q′ satisfying the above
condition. That is, (h_obs M q x y) returns (Some q) if and only if (q, x, y, q′)
is a transition of M6.

Section 12.2 of Part IV introduces refinements on data types fsm_impl and
fsm that facilitate storage of mappings for h and h_obs in order to avoid repeated
computations over the entire set of transitions.

8.2 Well-Formed FSMs
The data type fsm_impl introduced in the previous section is sufficient to repre-
sent the raw components of a finite state machine, but does not in itself enforce
any relations between or properties of them. That is, fsm_impl contains values
that do not satisfy the properties required of FSMs by Definition 2.2.1: First,
the initial state should be contained in the set of states. Next, the sets consti-
tuting a finite state machine should be finite7. Finally, the states, inputs, and
outputs occurring in the transitions should be contained in the respective sets
of the FSM. These are common requirements on FSMs (see, for example, [28,

6Expression (f ‘ A) is equivalent to (image f A). Function snd obtains the second element
of a pair. Function the_elem obtains the single element in a singleton set.

7This requirement could have been enforced by using finite sets (type fset) instead of
possibly infinite sets (type set) for these components. After experimenting with this imple-
mentation, I have decided not to do so as I found working with regular sets less cumbersome
and also better supported with respect to proof search and automated proof methods.
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44, 47, 72, 89]). Some authors (e.g. [107]) furthermore require the input and
output alphabets to be non-empty, which I do not require here.

In theory file FSM.thy, satisfaction of these requirements is checked by pred-
icate well_formed_fsm:

abbreviation(input) "well_formed_fsm (M :: (’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl)
≡ (initial M ∈ states M
∧ finite (states M)
∧ finite (inputs M)
∧ finite (outputs M)
∧ finite (transitions M)
∧ (∀ t ∈ transitions M . t_source t ∈ states M ∧

t_input t ∈ inputs M ∧
t_target t ∈ states M ∧
t_output t ∈ outputs M))"

Here keyword abbreviation indicates that well_formed_fsm M is merely a
syntactic constant that is replaced by the expression on the right of the ≡
symbol. That is, no unfolding of definitions is required here.

Using this predicate, I then introduce the type for FSMs used throughout the
reminder of the formalisation, namely the type fsm containing all fsm_impl val-
ues that satisfy well_formed_fsm. This is performed using keyword typedef,
which introduces a new type by constraining an existing type (for further details,
see [119]):

typedef (’state, ’input, ’output) fsm =
"{ M :: (’state, ’input, ’output) fsm_impl . well_formed_fsm M }"

As types must be inhabited in Isabelle/HOL, the typedef declaration must
include a proof that a well-formed FSM exists. This is easily be shown by
providing an FSM with a single state and no inputs, outputs, or transitions,
which is trivially well-formed. In Isabelle/HOL, this proof may be implemented
in a human-readable style, using the following Isar proof (see [121]).

proof -
obtain q :: ’state where "True" by blast
have "well_formed_fsm (FSMI q {q} {} {} {})" by auto
then show ?thesis by blast

qed

The keyword obtain employed in the second line serves to implement proof
steps such as ”Let x be an object of type t such that x satisfied property P ”,
which may be written in Isar as

obtain x :: ’t where "P x"

As the existence of such an x has to be shown, this introduces the proof goal of
showing (∃x. P (x)). In the above proof, I merely require q to be some arbitrary
state and hence use the trivially true property True for (P x). Since types in
Isabelle/HOL must be inhabited, the existence of such a q may easily established
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by proof method blast8. Using state q, it is then possible to represent an
fsm_impl whose initial and only state is q and who does not contain inputs,
outputs or transitions, namely FSMI q {q} {} {} {}. In the third line of above
proof, keyword have is used to introduce the fact that this fsm_impl is well-
formed, which is automatically proven by method auto. Finally, the fourth line
employs then to use the previously established fact in the proof of ?thesis,
which is a shortcut for the goal

∃x. x ∈ {M | well_formed_fsm M}

This result can again be established by proof method blast. Note here that
the above proof is more elaborate than strictly necessary, in order to present a
first glimpse at several Isar keywords.

In the remainder of this section, I present key aspects of the formalisation
provided in FSM.thy, including further small examples of proofs as well as var-
ious definitions. While numerous (see Table 7.1), the lemmata established in
FSM.thy are mostly very basic properties of FSMs and can often be proven
entirely via automatic proof methods available in Isabelle/HOL. For example,
there are more than 20 lemmata on the splitting and combining of paths and
the states they reach, of which only 5 require more than a single line of proof.
Table 7.2 provides further details on the degree of automation achieved. For an
overview of the relevant functions defined in FSM.thy see Appendix D.2.

8.2.1 Lifting
Function definitions over type fsm_impl may be lifted to type fsm via the
Lifting and Transfer packages introduced in [51]. For example, the function
fsm_impl_from_list defined in the previous section may be lifted in order to
obtain an fsm instead of an fsm_impl from a list of transitions.

lift_definition fsm_from_list :: "’a ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) transition list ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) fsm"

is FSM_Impl.fsm_impl_from_list

Obviously, not every function may simply be lifted in this way, as not every
value of type fsm_impl is well-formed. Thus, in order to lift a function, it must
be proven that if it generates only well-formed FSMs. In the following proof,
this is performed automatically via structural induction on the list argument,
which is given a concrete name ts via keyword fix:

proof -
fix q :: ’a
fix ts :: "(’a,’b,’c) transition list"
show "well_formed_fsm (fsm_impl_from_list q ts)"
by (induction ts; auto)

qed
8See Section 9.4.4 of the reference manual [119] for an overview of available fully automated

proof methods.
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8.2.2 Paths
As introduced in Definition 2.2.2, the notion of paths in an FSM is the underlying
concept for the language of an FSM and hence for the language-equivalence
conformance relation. I have defined paths as lists of transitions and introduce
the inductive predicate path to check for a given FSM M and state q whether
some list of transitions constitutes a path in M starting at q:

inductive path :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ (’a,’b,’c) path ⇒ bool"
where
nil[intro!] : "q ∈ states M =⇒ path M q []" |
cons[intro!] : "t ∈ transitions M =⇒

path M (t_target t) ts =⇒
path M (t_source t) (t#ts)"

Two cases nil and cons are considered. The former is the base case of the
empty path (represented as the empty list []) and specifies that if q is a state of
M , then [] is a path in M starting at q. The second case, cons, specifies how a
path is obtained by prepending a transition to another path: if t is a transition
in M and ts is a path in M from the target of t, then (t#ts) is a path in
M from the source of t (recall that (t#ts) is the list obtained by prepending
element t to list ts).

Using this definition of paths, many basic properties of paths are proven in
FSM.thy. For example, the following lemma states that if p is a path in M from
q9, then q must be a state of M :

lemma path_begin_state :
assumes "path M q p"
shows "q ∈ states M"
using assms by (cases; auto)

This is proven using the assumption (keyword using) by considering via proof
method cases the two cases in which pmay be a path (based on the assumption,
Isabelle/HOL here automatically selects the rule based on predicate path for
the case analysis): If case nil applies, then q must be a state of M as this is
required for case nil to apply. If case cons applies, then the first element of p
must be a transition t ofM such that q is the source of t. By the well-formedness
of fsm M , the source of t – and hence q – must furthermore be a state of M .
Each of these cases is proven automatically by proof method auto, which is
chained to the case analysis via a semicolon.

As a further example on the ability of Isabelle/HOL to automatically prove
similar lemmata with minimal guidance, consider the following two lemmata,
which show that if the concatenation of paths p1 and p2 (written as (p1@p2))
constitutes a path in M from q, then its prefix p1 constitutes a path in M from
q and its suffix p2 constitutes a path in M from the state reached via p1 applied
to q10.

9This assumption is specified using keyword assume.
10The state reached from a state q via a list of transitions ts is expressed via function target

as (target q ts). For an overview of functions defined in FSM.thy see Appendic D.2.
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lemma path_prefix :
assumes "path M q (p1@p2)"
shows "path M q p1"
using assms
by (induction p1 arbitrary: q; auto; (metis path_begin_state))

lemma path_suffix :
assumes "path M q (p1@p2)"
shows "path M (target q p1) p2"
using assms by (induction p1 arbitrary: q; auto)

The introduction of path enables formalisation of the notion of reachable
states. The following definition introduces a predicate reachable that indicates
a state q to be reachable in M if and only if there exists a path from the initial
state of M that reaches q:

definition reachable :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool" where
"reachable M q = (∃ p . path M (initial M) p ∧

target (initial M) p = q)"

Here, keyword definition provides a further way of introducing functions. It
differs from fun or functionmainly in that it does not allow recursion or pattern
matching on the inputs. It thus avoids checks concerning pattern completeness
and termination (see [61]).

Finally, function after introduced in Definition 2.3.2, which specifies the state
reached by some IO-trace in an observable FSM, is implemented as follows:

fun after :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ (’b × ’c) list ⇒ ’a" where
"after M q [] = q" |
"after M q ((x,y)#io) = after M (the (h_obs M q x y)) io"

Recall that (h_obs M q x y) returns Some q’ if and only if q′ is the unique
state such that (q,x,y,q’) is a transition in M . Function the is a predefined
function in Isabelle HOL that extracts the q′ from Some q’ and is undefined
if applied to a None. Thus, (after M q ((x,y)#io)) is undefined if there
does not exist exactly one transition in M from q with input x and output y. I
abbreviate M -after-α as (after_initial M α):

abbreviation "after_initial M io ≡ after M (initial M) io"

8.2.3 Language
The language of an FSM is derived from the IO-projections of its paths. As
paths are represented as lists of transitions, I implement the IO-projection as
the mapping of each transition t in a path to the pair containing the input and
output of t:

abbreviation "p_io p ≡ map (λ t . (t_input t, t_output t)) p"
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The language of state q of FSMM then is the union of all IO-projections (p_io
p) for all paths p from q in M :

fun LS :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ (’b × ’c) list set" where
"LS M q = { p_io p | p . path M q p }"

That is, (LS M q) is the representation of LM (q). I abbreviate the language of
the initial state of M , that is, the language of M , as (L M):

abbreviation "L M ≡ LS M (initial M)"

These basic definitions and properties on paths and languages are already
sufficient to establish some nontrivial properties. For example, the following
lemma shows that two FSMs are language-equivalent if there exists an isomor-
phism on the reachable states. That is, two FSMs M1 = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h1) and
(S, s0,ΣI ,ΣO, h2) are language-equivalent if there exists a bijective function f
from the reachable states ofM1 to those ofM2 such that f(q0) = s0 and further-
more for reachable states q, q′ ∈ Q and arbitrary x, y it holds that (q, x, y, q′) is
a transition of M1 if and only if (f(q), x, y, f(q′)) is a transition of M2:

lemma language_equivalence_from_isomorphism_reachable :
assumes "bij_betw f (reachable_states M1) (reachable_states M2)"
and "f (initial M1) = initial M2"
and "

∧
q x y q’ . q ∈ reachable_states M1 =⇒

q’ ∈ reachable_states M1 =⇒
(q,x,y,q’) ∈ transitions M1
←→ (f q,x,y,f q’) ∈ transitions M2"

shows "L M1 = L M2"

The proof I provide for this lemma in FSM.thy essentially reduces to es-
tablishing that if (q0, x, y, q), . . . , (q

′, x′, y′, q′′) constitutes a path in M1 then
(f(q0), x, y, f(q)), . . . , (f(q′), x′, y′, f(q′′)) is a path with the same IO-projection
in M2, while it analogously holds that if (s0, x, y, s), . . . , (s

′, x′, y′, s′′) is a path
in M2 then (f−1(s0), x, y, f−1(s)), . . . , (f−1(s′), x′, y′, f−1(s′′)) is a path with
the same IO-projection in M1.

8.2.4 Basic Properties
Using type fsm and logical connectives predefined in Isabelle/HOL, basic prop-
erties of FSMs as discussed in Chapter 2 may be defined in a natural way.
For example, I have formalised the notions of Definition 2.2.4 in the following
predicates:

fun deterministic :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ bool" where
"deterministic M =

(∀ t1 ∈ transitions M . ∀ t2 ∈ transitions M .
(t_source t1 = t_source t2 ∧ t_input t1 = t_input t2)
−→ (t_output t1 = t_output t2 ∧ t_target t1 = t_target t2))"
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fun observable :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ bool" where
"observable M =

(∀ t1 ∈ transitions M . ∀ t2 ∈ transitions M .
(t_source t1 = t_source t2 ∧ t_input t1 = t_input t2 ∧
t_output t1 = t_output t2)
−→ t_target t1 = t_target t2)"

fun completely_specified :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ bool" where
"completely_specified M = (∀ q ∈ states M .

∀ x ∈ inputs M .
∃ t ∈ transitions M .
t_source t = q ∧ t_input t = x)"

fun minimal :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ bool" where
"minimal M = (∀ q ∈ states M . ∀ q’ ∈ states M .

q 6= q’ −→ LS M q 6= LS M q’)"

8.2.5 Distinguishing Traces
While not yet describing strategies of their computation, theory file FSM.thy
already formalises the notion of distinguishing traces in accordance with Defi-
nition 2.4.1:

definition distinguishes :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒
(’b ×’c) list ⇒ bool" where

"distinguishes M q1 q2 io =
(io ∈ LS M q1 ∪ LS M q2 ∧ io /∈ LS M q1 ∩ LS M q2)"

This is extended to the notion of minimal distinguishing traces, which are
shortest possible distinguishing traces of a given state pair:

definition minimally_distinguishes :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒
(’b ×’c) list ⇒ bool" where

"minimally_distinguishes M q1 q2 io =
(distinguishes M q1 q2 io ∧

(∀ io’ . distinguishes M q1 q2 io’ −→ length io ≤ length io’))"

Minimal distinguishing traces are employed in several proofs, as for example
that of Lemma 4.2.5 (further discussed in Subsection 9.1.2). To avoid duplica-
tion of proof steps, the following lemma is introduced, which obtains a minimal
distinguishing trace for any pair of states q1, q2 with distinct languages in M :

lemma minimally_distinguishes_ex :
assumes "LS M q1 6= LS M q2"

obtains v where "minimally_distinguishes M q1 q2 v"
proof -
let ?vs = "{v . distinguishes M q1 q2 v}"
define vMin where "vMin = arg_min length (λv . v ∈ ?vs)"
obtain v’ where "distinguishes M q1 q2 v’"
using assms unfolding distinguishes_def by blast
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then have "vMin ∈ ?vs ∧
(∀ v’’ . distinguishes M q1 q2 v’’ −→

length vMin ≤ length v’’)"
unfolding vMin_def
using arg_min_nat_lemma[of "λv . distinguishes M q1 q2 v" v’ length]
by simp

then show ?thesis
using that[of vMin] unfolding minimally_distinguishes_def by blast

qed

This proof showcases several Isar keywords not encountered in previously dis-
cussed proofs. The first step of the proof (that is, the first line following keyword
proof) via let introduces abbreviation ?vs for the set of all distinguishing traces
of q1 and q2. Next, vMin is defined as an element of ?vs of minimal length via
pre-defined function arg_min. More precisely, vMin is a value that satisfies pred-
icate (λ v. v ∈ ?vs) such that no other value also satisfying this predicate
has a smaller length than vMin. However, since ?vs may at this point in the
proof still be empty, it is not possible to retrieve these facts on vMin yet. Thus,
the next line obtains an arbitrary distinguishing trace v′ using the assumption
of the lemma and unfolding the definition of predicate distinguishes. Since
the languages differ, there must exist some trace contained in the language of
exactly one of the states. By construction, this v′ satisfies the containment
predicate (λ v. v ∈ ?vs) used in the definition of vMin. As length evaluates
to nat and type nat has a minimal value, namely 0, every non-empty set of
traces has a trace of minimal length. This argument is available in the pre-
defined lemma arg_min_nat_lemma, which is now invoked to make available
the properties of vMin. Finally, these properties suffice to show that vMin is a
minimally distinguishing trace.

Minimal distinguishing traces are also employed in Lemma 4.2.4, which I
have formalised in Isabelle/HOL as follows:

lemma minimally_distinguishes_proper_prefixes_card :
assumes "observable M"
and "minimal M"
and "q1 ∈ states M"
and "q2 ∈ states M"
and "minimally_distinguishes M q1 q2 w"
and "S ⊆ states M"

shows "card {w’ . w’ ∈ set (prefixes w) ∧ w’ 6= w ∧
after M q1 w’ ∈ S ∧ after M q2 w’ ∈ S}

≤ card S - 1"

The assumptions of this lemma are immediately recognisable as identical to those
of Lemma 4.2.411. Compare next the conclusion of this lemma (that is, the part

11Following the presentation of Lemma 8.8 of [106], Lemma 4.2.4 furthermore assumes the
set S to be non-empty. The proof given in the Isabelle/HOL formalisation does not require
this assumption, as for empty S, expression (card S - 1) evaluates to 0, since for type nat
it holds by definition that 0− 1 = 0.
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after show) with that of Lemma 4.2.4:

|{w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S}| ≤ |S| − 1

The conclusions effectively differ only syntactically, as the formalisation in Is-
abelle/HOL uses predefined function card to obtain the cardinality of a given
set12 and expresses (w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w}) via the equivalent expression (w’ ∈
set (prefixes w) ∧ w’ 6= w)13.

Proof. The mechanised proof I provide for this lemma is a generalisation of the
proof given by Soucha in [106] to minimal and possibly partial OFSMs and
performs an induction on the size of S. For |S| = 0, both calls to card in the
conclusion return 0 of type nat. Here 0− 1 = 0 holds for nat in Isabelle/HOL,
simplifying the conclusion to the trivially true 0 ≤ 0.

In the induction step, let |S| = k + 1 for some k ∈ N and suppose that
the lemma holds for all subsets S′ of the states of M of size at most k. Let
w = w′.w′′ where w′ denotes the maximum length proper prefix of w such
that q1-after-w′, q2-after-w′ ∈ S. If no such w′ exists, the conclusions follows
analogously to the |S| = 0 case.

Next, partition S into disjoint sets S1, S2 where S1 denotes the set of states
q ∈ S such that w′′ ∈ LM (q) and S2 := S \ S1. Note that k = |S| = |S1|+ |S2|,
S = S1 ∪ S2, and S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ hold. As w′.w′′ minimally distinguishes q1 and
q2, w′′ minimally distinguishes q1-after-w′ and q2-after-w′, and therefore both
S1 and S2 are non-empty. Hence, |S1| < k and |S2| < k hold, allowing the
application of the induction hypothesis to S1 and S2.

Partition W := {w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S}
into three sets

W1 := {w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S1 ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S1}
W2 := {w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S2 ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S2}
W ′ := {w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S1 ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S2}

∪ {w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ q-after-w′ ∈ S2 ∧ q′-after-w′ ∈ S1}

and note that, by definition of S1,S2, minimality of w, and maximality of w′,
if follows that W ′ = {w′}. Applying the induction hypothesis to S1 and S2

additionally yields |W1| ≤ |S1|−1 and |W2| ≤ |S2|−1, which imply the following:

|W | = |W1|+ |W2|+ |W ′| ≤ (|S1| − 1) + (|S2| − 1) + 1 = |S1|+ |S2| − 1 = |S| − 1

This provides the desired inequality.
12For infinite sets, card returns 0. As the states of M and the set of prefixes of w are finite,

this is not relevant for the sets considered in the above lemma.
13Function prefixes returns a list, hence the additional use of set.
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8.3 State Covers
Theory file State_Cover.thy formalises state covers as sets of lists of IO-pairs
(that is, as sets of IO-traces) via a type synonym. Predicate is_state_cover
then checks whether a given set SC constitutes a state cover of FSM M as
defined in Definition 2.3.3:

type_synonym (’b,’c) state_cover = "(’b×’c) list set"

fun is_state_cover :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’b,’c) state_cover ⇒ bool"
where
"is_state_cover M SC =

([] ∈ SC ∧ (∀ q ∈ reachable_states M . ∃ io ∈ SC .
q ∈ io_targets M io (initial M)))"

Here, function application (io_targets M io q), defined in FSM.thy, collects
all states reachable inM from state q via paths whose IO-projection is io. Thus,
(is_state_cover M SC) holds if SC contains the empty trace [], reaching the
initial state, and furthermore contains for every reachable state q of M an IO-
trace reaching that state.

State covers of type state_cover do not carry information on which con-
tained traces serve to reach which state of an FSM. Since many algorithms
and proofs require this information, I introduce type state_cover_assignment,
which describes functions from states to IO-traces:

type_synonym (’a,’b,’c) state_cover_assignment = "’a ⇒ (’b×’c) list"

A given function f then is a state cover assignment of M if it assigns the empty
trace to the initial state ofM and assigns to each reachable state q ofM a trace
that reaches q.

fun is_state_cover_assignment ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’a,’b,’c) state_cover_assignment ⇒ bool"
where
"is_state_cover_assignment M f =

(f (initial M) = [] ∧
(∀ q ∈ reachable_states M . q ∈ io_targets M (f q) (initial M)))"

By this predicate, applying a state cover assignment to all reachable states of
an FSM results in a state cover containing exactly one trace for each reachable
state. Thus, state cover assignment alone cannot represent non-minimal state
covers. In subsequent definitions and lemmata, I usually employ name V for
state cover assignments.

The main objective of theory file State_Cover.thy has been the verified
computation of state cover assignments. For this purpose, I have implemented
a simple breadth-first-search based algorithm for assigning reaching paths to
reachable states in function reaching_paths_up_to_depth. To simplify the
presentation, I provide a shortened pseudocode implementation of this function
in Algorithm 39. The function uses five arguments: FSM M , a set nx of states
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of M constituting the starting points for the breadth-first-search, a set done of
states already visited during the search, a partial assignment V mapping states
to paths reaching them, and some k ∈ N specifying the maximum depth to
consider in the search. In each of the k iterations of the loop in Algorithm 39,
all transitions (q, x, y, q′) of M are considered that emanate from states in nx
and that do not target states already in nx or done. For each such transition,
V is updated such that the path assigned to target q′ is the path assigned to q
appended with transition (q, x, y, q′). Thus, if (V q) is a path reaching q in M ,
the updated value of (V q′) is a path to q′.

Note that V as returned by reaching_paths_up_to_depth is a map, which
is represented in Isabelle/HOL as a function returning values of type option.
That is, if state q is assigned some path p in V , then (V q) = Some p holds. If
q is not assigned any value in V , then (V q) = None holds.

Algorithm 39: reaching_paths_up_to_depth(M , nx , done, V , k)

1 i← 0
2 while i < k do
3 ts← {(q, x, y, q′) ∈ transitions M | q ∈ nx ∧ q′ /∈ nx ∪ done}
4 for (q, x, y, q′) ∈ ts do
5 update V such that (V q′) := (V q).(q, x, y, q′)

6 nx ← {t_target t | t ∈ ts}
7 done ← done ∪ nx
8 i← i+ 1

9 return V

I then employ this algorithm in function get_state_cover_assignment,
which supplies to reaching_paths_up_to_depth the parameters required to
ensure that the returned assignment of paths to states assigns to each reachable
state a path reaching it. From this, a state cover assignment is obtained by
replacing the assigned paths with their IO-projections.
fun get_state_cover_assignment ::

"(’a::linorder,’b::linorder,’c::linorder) fsm ⇒
(’a,’b,’c) state_cover_assignment"
where
"get_state_cover_assignment M = (let

q0 = initial M;
fp = reaching_paths_up_to_depth M {q0} {} [q0 7→[]] (size M-1)

in (λ q . case fp q of Some p ⇒ p_io p | None ⇒ []))"

More precisely, reaching_paths_up_to_depth is called to start search from
the initial state only (nx = {initial M}), with no previously handled states
(done = {}) and having assigned the empty path to the initial state. Since
any reachable state is reachable by a path that does not visit any state twice,
searching up to depth k = |M | − 1 is sufficient to cover all reachable states14.

14The size |M | is computed by (size M), defined in FSM.thy.
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Thus, this function constitutes an implementation of getStateCoverByBFS
(Algorithm 18) adapted to state cover assignments.

Note here that the mapping returned by get_state_cover_assignment
returns the empty trace [] for any q to which the assignment obtained via
reaching_paths_up_to_depth does not assign a path. For all other states, the
IO-projection (p_io p) of assigned path p is returned.

Also note here that function get_state_cover_assignment is defined only
on (’a,’b,’c) fsm where the types ’a, ’b, ’c are all of sort (or type class15)
linorder. That is, the function may only be applied to FSMs whose states,
inputs and outputs are of types on whose values a default linear order has
been defined, such as ≤ on nat or int. This is required due to some internal
steps of reaching_paths_up_to_depth, which suppose an order in which to
consider the transitions of a given FSM. This is not a serious restriction, as the
finiteness of component sets of a well-formed FSM implies enumerability of their
elements, allowing for the renaming of these elements with natural numbers. For
example, FSM.thy provides function rename_states that may be employed for
this purpose (see Appendix D.2).

The following lemma constitutes the main result of State_Cover.thy, show-
ing that get_state_cover_assignment does compute a state cover assignment.

lemma get_state_cover_assignment_is_state_cover_assignment :
"is_state_cover_assignment M (get_state_cover_assignment M)"

The proof of this lemma consists of two steps. First, it is shown that func-
tion reaching_paths_up_to_depth applied to the arguments provided to it in
get_state_cover_assignment returns an assignment fp of paths to states such
that fp assigns some p to each q reachable in at most |M | − 1 transitions, and
that if fp assigns some p to q, then p is a path in M reaching q16. Second,
it is shown that all reachable states of M are reachable in at most |M | − 1
transitions17.

8.4 Observability Transformation
Theory file Observability.thy presents a classical algorithm for transforming
an arbitrary FSM into a language-equivalent observable FSM. Consider an FSM
M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h) and let M ′ = (P(Q), {q0},ΣI ,ΣO, h′) where

h′ :=
{

(A, x, y, {q′ | ∃q ∈ A. (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h})
∣∣∣ A ⊆ Q}

Then it can be proven via induction that there exists a path from A to B in M ′
if and only if there exists a path with the same IO-projection in M from some

15For the development of type classes in Isabelle see [75, 122]. A tutorial on their use with
current Isabelle distributions is given in [40].

16A generalised version of this result is available in State_Cover.thy as lemma
reaching_paths_up_to_depth_set.

17This result is available in FSM.thy as lemma reachable_k_states.
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Figure 8.2: Non-observable FSM M8.4 and language-equivalent OFSM M ′8.4.

state q ∈ A to some q′ ∈ B. Hence, as initial state q0 of M is the only state in
the initial state {q0} of M ′, M and M ′ are language-equivalent. Furthermore,
M ′ is observable by construction, as the target for any A, x, y is uniquely
determined, if it exists. However, this construction of M ′ always results in an
exponential increase in the number of state, of which a large number may not
be reachable.

In order to avoid the effort of completing this power set construction, I
have chosen to formalise a classical algorithm originally presented in Appendix
II of [71], which enumerates only the reachable states of M ′, thus avoiding
superfluous computations on the potentially very large number of unreachable
states of M ′. For a given reachable state A of M ′, this algorithm creates the
transitions emanating from A by collecting for each IO-pair x/y all transitions
ofM labelled with that IO-pair whose source lies in A. The union of the targets
of these transitions then constitutes a state B in M ′, and (A, x, y,B) is added
to the transitions of M ′. This process begins with the initial state {q0} of M ′
and continues until the emanating transitions of all reachable states have been
considered.

Consider FSM M8.4 presented in Fig. 8.2a and observable FSM M ′8.4 ob-
tained by applying the above process to M8.4. The initial state of M ′8.4 is the
set {q0} containing only the initial state of M8.4. In M8.4, the exist three tran-
sitions emanating from q0: one labelled with IO-pair 1/1 reaching q2 and two
transitions labelled 0/1 reaching q1 and q2. Thus, in M ′8.4 there exist two tran-
sitions emanating from {q0}, namely ({q0}, 1, 1, {q2}) and ({q0}, 0, 1, {q1, q2}),
introducing two new states of M ′8.4 as targets. Consider next the state {q1, q2}.
Transitions emanating from this state are created by combining transitions em-
anating in M8.4 from q1 or q2. For example, both states exhibit a self-loop
with label 1/0 and hence M ′8.4 contains transition ({q1, q2}, 1, 0, {q1, q2}). Fur-
thermore, q1 and q2 reach q1 via 0/0 and 1/1, respectively, introducing transi-
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tions ({q1, q2}, 0, 0, {q1}) and ({q1, q2}, 1, 1, {q1}). Note here that the fact that
0/0 /∈ LM8.4(q2) and 1/1 /∈ LM8.4(q1) does not prevent these transitions from
being added to M ′8.4. These transitions introduce a further state {q1} of M ′8.4.
After handling {q2} and {q1}, the construction of M ′8.4 is complete. The result-
ing FSM exhibits the transitions and states depicted in Fig. 8.2b.

I have implemented the iterative construction process of an observable FSM
M ′ from a given FSMM as a breadth-first-search on the states ofM ′ in function
make_observable_transitions, which for a set tsbase of transitions of M , set
nx of states of M ′ to explore in the next iteration, set done of already explored
states of M ′ and partial transition relation tsobs of M ′ returns the completed
transition relation. Similarly to reaching_paths_up_to_depth in the previous
section, I present in Algorithm 40 only a simplified pseudocode representation
of this function18.

Algorithm 40: make_observable_transitions(tsbase,nx ,done,tsobs)

1 while nx 6= ∅ do
2 nx’ ← ∅
3 for A ∈ nx do
4 for x, y such that ∃q, q′. (q, x, y, q′) ∈ tsbase ∧ q ∈ A do
5 B ← {q′ | ∃q. (q, x, y, q′) ∈ tsbase ∧ q ∈ A}
6 tsobs ← tsobs ∪ {(A, x, y,B)}
7 nx’← nx’ ∪ {B}

8 done ← done ∪ nx
9 nx ← nx’ \ done

10 return tsobs

Function make_observable_transitions is called by the main function of
Observability.thy, make_observable, which supplies to the former the tran-
sitions of M , as well as the initial state of M ′ and its emanating transitions.
Using the list of transitions obtained by this call, make_observable then con-
structs M ′ by fixing its initial state, setting the input and output alphabets to
those of M and finally using as state set the all states occurring in the obtained
transitions.

The following lemma verifies the correctness of make_observable, that is,
its ability to obtain for a given FSM M a language-equivalent FSM M ′ that is
observable and retains the alphabets of M .

lemma make_observable_language_observable :
shows "L (make_observable M) = L M"
and "observable (make_observable M)"
and "initial (make_observable M) = {|initial M|}"

18The concrete implementation of make_observable_transitions in Observability.thy is
less readable without further explanation due to the use of various functions on type fset,
which I employ instead of set to represent sets of states of M .
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and "inputs (make_observable M) = inputs M"
and "outputs (make_observable M) = outputs M"

8.5 Minimisation
In theory file Minimisation.thy, I formalise an algorithm to transform an ob-
servable FSM into a language-equivalent minimal observable FSM. This is based
on a generalisation of OFSM-Tables as introduced in [82]. OFSM-Tables are in
turn a generalisation of so-called Pk-Tables (see [37]) to observable FSMs.

8.5.1 OFSM-Tables
For a given observable FSM M , the k-th OFSM-Table serves to partition the
states of M into classes of states whose languages coincide up to length k. That
is, in the 0-th table, all states reside in a single class, while in the first table
states q and q′ of M reside in the same class if and only if for every IO-pair x/y
it holds that x/y is contained either in the language of both states or in neither
language.

OFSM-Tables are constructed iteratively, trying to further partition classes
by finding IO-pairs which lead pairs of states in the same class to states that
reside in different classes in preceding tables. More precisely, the (k + 1)-th
table is derived from the k-th table by creating a row for each state q of M
and column for each IO-pair x/y, entering in the corresponding cell either ’-’
if x/y /∈ LM (q), or otherwise the class that q-after-x/y resides in in the k-th
table. States q, q′ then reside in the same class in the (k + 1)-th table if and
only if they do so in the k-th table and additionally their rows coincide.

Consider, for example, FSM M8.5 depicted in Fig. 8.3. Table 8.1a provides
a tabular representation of the transition relation of M8.5, specifying for each
state q and each IO-pair x/y of M8.5 the state reached by that pair from q, if
it exists, otherwise using ’-’. All states reside in the same initial class c0 =
{q0, q1, q2, q3, q4}. Based upon this representation, Table 8.1b shows the first
OFSM-Table. Here, all cells not containing ’-’ contain 0, indicating class c0,
as in the 0-th table all states reside in the same class. As states q0, q1, q2 all
contain 0/0, 0/1, 1/1 but not 1/0 in their languages, they thus exhibit the same
rows in the first OFSM-Table and are grouped into class c1. The second class
is formed by q3 and q4, who share the same rows but differ from those of c1.
That is, the states in c1 are distinguishable via a single input from those in c2
by any IO-pair for which the rows differ. However, no single input is sufficient
to distinguish pairs of states in a single of the two classes.

Next, Table 8.1c shows the second OFSM-Table, where in each cell for state
q and IO-pair x/y ∈ LM (q) the class of q-after-x/y in the first OFSM-Table
(Table 8.1b) is entered. By this update, the row of state q2 now differs for IO-
pair 0/0 from those of q0 and q1 with which it has been grouped together in the
first table and which still share the same rows in the second. That is, applying
0/0 to q0 and q2, respectively, reaches states that reside in different classes in
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Figure 8.3: FSM M8.5.

the first table and hence can be distinguished e.g. by applying 0/0 again. Thus,
class c1 is split into c3 = {q0, q1} and c4 = {q2}. States q3 and q4 remain in
class c2, as their rows remain identical.

Finally, the third OFSM-Table for M8.5 is given in Table 8.1d. Here the
partition induced by the classes of the previous table remains unchanged, as the
states in c3 = {q0, q1} and c2 = {q3, q4} respectively again exhibit identical rows.
As this table introduces no new classes, all subsequent tables are identical to it.
States assigned to the same class in this table are not distinguishable, since if
some distinguishing trace ω were to exist for them, then the states would reside
in different classes in the |ω|-th OFSM-Table. Thus, in M8.5 states q0 and q1

exhibit the same language, as do states q3 and q4.
I formalise OFSM-Tables as a function ofsm_table where call (ofsm_table

M f k q) returns the class assigned to state q of M in the k-th OFSM-Table.
This function generalises the concept of OFSM-Tables presented above by al-
lowing alternative partitions in the 0-th OFSM-Table, which are supplied via
procedural parameter f , assigning to each state its class in the 0-th OFSM-
Table. That is, two states q, q′ of M reside in the same class in (ofsm_table M
f k) if and only if they are not distinguishable by any trace of length at most
k and furthermore each trace α ∈ LM (q) ∩ LM (q′) of length at most k satisfies

f(q-after-α) = f(q′-after-α)

For states q, q′ it is assumed that f(q) contains q′ if and only if f(q′) contains
q19. Thus, (ofsm_table M f 0 q) simply returns f(q). For (ofsm_table M
f (Suc k) q), that is, the (k + 1)-th table, first the class assigned to q in the
k-th table (ofsm_table M f k q) is computed and then q is assigned the set
of all states q′ in that class such that for all IO-pairs x/y it holds that either
x/y is not in the language of either state or that x/y is in the language of both
states and q-after-x/y resides in the same class as q’-after-x/y in the k-th table.

19In subsequent sections, f usually assigns to each state the set of all states of M .
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Table 8.1: Tabular representation (also representing OFSM-Table 0) and
OFSM-Tables 1 to 3 of FSM M8.5 using the following classes: c0 =
{q0, q1, q2, q3, q4}, c1 = {q0, q1, q2}, c2 = {q3, q4}, c3 = {q0, q1}, c4 = {q2}.

(a) Tabular representation of M8.5

qi 0/0 0/1 1/0 1/1 ci
0 q3 q2 - q1 0
1 q3 q2 - q0 0
2 q2 q2 - q2 0
3 - q1 q4 - 0
4 - q0 q4 - 0

(b) 1st OFSM-Table

qi 0/0 0/1 1/0 1/1 ci
0 0 0 - 0 1
1 0 0 - 0 1
2 0 0 - 0 1
3 - 0 0 - 2
4 - 0 0 - 2

(c) 2nd OFSM-Table

qi 0/0 0/1 1/0 1/1 ci
0 2 1 - 1 3
1 2 1 - 1 3
2 1 1 - 1 4
3 - 1 2 - 2
4 - 1 2 - 2

(d) 3rd OFSM-Table

qi 0/0 0/1 1/0 1/1 ci
0 2 4 - 3 3
1 2 4 - 3 3
2 4 4 - 4 4
3 - 3 2 - 2
4 - 3 2 - 2

This is implemented as follows, using h_obs to both check whether x/y is in the
language of some state and, if it is, to obtain the state reached by it20.

fun ofsm_table ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’a ⇒ ’a set) ⇒ nat ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a set"
where
"ofsm_table M f 0 q = (if q ∈ states M then f q else {})" |
"ofsm_table M f (Suc k) q = (let

prev_table = ofsm_table M f k
in {q’ ∈ prev_table q . ∀ x ∈ inputs M . ∀ y ∈ outputs M .

(case h_obs M q x y of
Some qT ⇒ (case h_obs M q’ x y of

Some qT’ ⇒ prev_table qT = prev_table qT’ |
None ⇒ False) |

None ⇒ h_obs M q’ x y = None) })"

Note that this algorithm, while intuitive and easy to use in proofs, is not very
efficient, as it performs possibly many separate recursive calls in each invocation
and does not store intermediate results. Furthermore, later applications require
the classes of all states of an FSM, which further repeats computations due to
the lack of storing intermediate tables. Theory file OFSM_Tables_Refined.thy
discussed in Section 12.3 introduces functions for a more efficient way of com-

20As OFSM-Tables are only suitable to be applied to observable FSMs, this does not con-
stitute a restriction.
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puting the required tables and storing them as maps instead of functions. Due
to the use of code equations (see Chapter 12), proofs on algorithms described in
the remainder of this section and also in Section 8.6, which also rely on OFSM-
Tables, need not be modified or repeated to make use of these more efficient
implementations.

8.5.2 A Minimisation Algorithm
An observable FSM M may be transformed into a language-equivalent mini-
mal observable FSM M ′ by conflating language-equivalent states. Let M =
(Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h). For each q ∈ Q, let [q] := {q′ ∈ Q | LM (q) = LM (q′)} de-
note the set of all states of M that exhibit the same language as q. Note that
{[q] | q ∈ Q} constitutes a partition of Q and that {(q, q′) | q, q′ ∈ Q ∧ q′ ∈ [q]}
constitutes an equivalence relation. Using the equivalence classes [q] instead of
q for each state of M , M ′ is constructed as

M ′ := ({[q] | q ∈ Q} , [q0],ΣI ,ΣO, h
′) , where

h′ := {([q], x, y, [q′]) | (q, x, y, q′) ∈ h}

This construction is an adaption of the classical algorithm for minimisation of
deterministic finite automata (DFA) (see, for example, [46]). Here, an observable
FSM is effectively interpreted as a DFA with the same set of states whose
transitions are obtained by interpreting each transition (q, x, y, q′) of the FSM
as a transition (q, (x, y), q′). That is, the IO-pairs of the FSM are considered
as symbols in the input alphabet of the DFA, where observability of the FSM
ensures determinism of the automaton.

Class [q] for each q ∈ Q may be computed via OFSM-Tables. More precisely,
language-equivalent states may be identified by finding the first OFSM-Table
such that subsequent tables do not change the partition, as the classes induced
by this table are the desired equivalence classes. I implement the search for
this ”last” OFSM-Table in function (ofsm_table_fix M f k), which returns
(ofsm_table M f n) for the smallest n ≥ k such that for all states q the classes
assigned in (ofsm_table M f n) and (ofsm_table M f (Suc n)) coincide21.
That is, (ofsm_table_fix M f 0 q) returns [q] if f assigns to each state q ∈ Q
the set Q.

function ofsm_table_fix ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’a ⇒ ’a set) ⇒ nat ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a set"
where
"ofsm_table_fix M f k = (let

cur_table = ofsm_table M (λq. f q ∩ states M) k;
next_table = ofsm_table M (λq. f q ∩ states M) (Suc k)

21More precisely, (ofsm_table_fix M f k) passes to the recursive calls as procedural pa-
rameter a function derived from f by restricting f(q) for each q to a subset of the states of
M . I have added this restriction to simplify the termination proof by establishing finiteness of
the classes assigned by f . For the values of f passed to ofsm_table_fix in the present work,
this poses no restriction.
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in if (∀ q ∈ states M . cur_table q = next_table q)
then cur_table
else ofsm_table_fix M f (Suc k))"

by pat_completeness auto

I include the implementation here for the purpose of showcasing a function
where keyword fun is not sufficient to define the function, as the termination
criterion for trying values k, . . . ,n is not obvious to the applied automated
proof methods of Isabelle/HOL. Thus, termination needs to be proven manually,
following keyword termination. To this purpose, I employ the simple measure
of counting the combined sizes of the classes assigned to each state ofM , without
any special handling of duplicates:

termination
apply (relation "measure (λ (M, f, k) .

∑
q ∈ states M .

card (ofsm_table M (λq. f q ∩ states M) k q))")

This measure decreases in the recursive calls, as these only occur if the k-th and
(k+1)-th table differ, which is only possible if some states q1, q2 were assigned to
the same class c in the k-th table and have been assigned new classes c1, c2 ( c.
Thus, the sizes of classes assigned to q1 and q2 must decrease. Furthermore, no
state is assigned a larger class in the (k+1)-th table than in the k-th table. I
here omit the formalisation of this argument, which follows after above listing
in Minimisation.thy.

Finally, the construction of language-equivalent minimal observable FSM
M ′ from observable FSM M as described in the beginning of this subsection is
implement in function minimise, using ofsm_table_fix to compute equivalence
classes. Evaluation of (minimise M) thus maps every transition (q, x, y, q′) ofM
to ([q], x, y, [q′]) and sets the initial state of the returned FSM to [initial M].
Correctness of this implementation is established via the following lemmata,
which show that if M is observable, then (minimise M) is observable, minimal,
and language-equivalent to M .

lemma minimise_observable:
assumes "observable M"
shows "observable (minimise M)"

lemma minimise_minimal:
assumes "observable M"
shows "minimal (minimise M)"

lemma minimise_language:
assumes "observable M"
shows "L (minimise M) = L M"

The first of these lemmata follows immediately from the construction of M ′
and the observability ofM . The remaining two lemmata follow from establishing
that LM (q) = LM ′([q]) and the fact that if [q] 6= [q′], then LM (q) 6= LM (q′).

As detailed in the previous subsection and Table 8.1d, for FSMM8.5 depicted
in Fig. 8.3, there exist three classes of language-equivalent states: c3 = {q0, q1},
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c4 = {q2}, and c2 = {q3, q4}. That is, [q0] = [q1] = c3, [q2] = c4, and [q3] =
[q4] = c2. Thus, minimisation of M8.5 returns FSM M ′8.5 depicted in Fig. 8.4.

{q0, q1} {q3, q4}

{q2}

1/1

0/0

0/1

0/0
0/1
1/1

0/1

1/0

Figure 8.4: Minimisation M ′8.5 of FSM M8.5 of Fig. 8.3.

8.6 Computation of Distinguishing Traces
The OFSM-Tables formalised in the previous section are of use not only in
minimisation but also in computing distinguishing traces of minimal length.
Suppose that states q, q′ of observable FSM M reside in the same class in the
k-th table but are assigned distinct classes in the (k + 1)-th table. This is only
possible if the rows for q and q′ differ in the latter table. That is, if there exists
some IO-pair x/y such that either k = 1 and x/y distinguishes q and q′, or if
k > 1, x/y ∈ LM (q)∩LM (q′), and the states q-after-x/y and q′-after-x/y reside
in distinct classes in the k-th table. In the latter case, x/y is the first IO-pair
of a distinguishing trace whose subsequent pairs are obtained by repeating the
same process on q-after-x/y and q′-after-x/y. Note here that q-after-x/y and
q′-after-x/y must reside in the same class in all tables before the k-th table, as
otherwise q and q′ would already reside in distinct classes in the k-th table.

For example, the second OFSM-Table (Table 8.1c) for FSM M8.5 depicted
in Fig. 8.3 shows that IO-pair 0/0 leads states q0 and q2 to states q3 and q2,
respectively, which reside in distinct classes in the first OFSM-Table. In turn,
the first OFSM-Table (Table 8.1b) shows that IO-pair 1/0 distinguishes q3 and
q2, as it is contained only in the language of q3. Thus, (0/0).(1/0) = 01/00 ∈
LM (q0) \ LM (q2) constitutes a distinguishing trace of q0 and q2 in M8.5.

This process of iteratively selecting IO-pairs leading to states residing in dis-
tinct classes of the previous table is implemented in Distinguishability.thy
as function assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table. The se-
lection of some specific IO-pair as described above is performed via function
select_diverging_ofsm_table_io.
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fun assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table ::
"(’a,’b::linorder,’c::linorder) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ nat ⇒

(’b×’c) list"
where
"assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table M q1 q2 0 = []" |
"assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table M q1 q2 (Suc k) =

(case select_diverging_ofsm_table_io M q1 q2 (Suc k) of
((x,y),(Some q1’,Some q2’)) ⇒ (x,y) #

assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table M q1’ q2’ k |
((x,y),_) ⇒ [(x,y)])"

In order to compute minimal distinguishing traces, the index k of the first
OFSM-Table in which the states that are to distinguish are assigned distinct
classes needs to be supplied. I implement the search for this index in func-
tion find_first_distinct_ofsm_table and combine the two functions into
function get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables.

fun get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables ::
"(’a,’b::linorder,’c::linorder) fsm ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ (’b × ’c) list"
where
"get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables M q1 q2 = (let

k = find_first_distinct_ofsm_table M q1 q2
in assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table M q1 q2 k)"

The following lemma establishes that this function, applied to states q1 6= q2

of a minimal OFSM M computes a distinguishing trace of minimal length. Its
proof is based on the definition of OFSM-Tables and induction on the index k
of the first OFSM-Table assigning different classes to q1 and q2.

lemma
get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables_is_minimally_distinguishing:
fixes M :: "(’a,’b::linorder,’c::linorder) fsm"
assumes "observable M"
and "minimal M"
and "q1 ∈ states M"
and "q2 ∈ states M"
and "q1 6= q2"
shows "minimally_distinguishes M q1 q2

(get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables M q1 q2)"
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Chapter 9

Convergence

The establishment of convergence between certain traces in the system under
test constitutes the main feature of the SPY and SPYH-Methods (see [103,
108]), allowing these methods to reduce test suite size by distributing separat-
ing traces over convergent traces. In this chapter, I introduce the formalisation
of various concepts related to convergence. To this end, Section 9.1 introduces
the formalised definition of convergence in OFSMs, as well as sufficient condi-
tions on establishing convergence in an OFSM based on some test suite. Next,
Section 9.2 defines the requirements on convergence graphs introduced in Sub-
section 3.3, which provide an interface between concrete implementations of
convergence graphs and the various steps in test strategies employing them. Fi-
nally, Sections 9.3 and 9.4 introduce two implementations of convergence graphs
Empty and Standard as employed in Part 6 and first introduced in Subsec-
tion 6.3.4.

Appendices D.7 to D.10 provide an overview of the functions implemented
in the theory files described in this chapter.

9.1 Establishing Convergence
In theory file Convergence.thy, I employ a definition of convergence that is
slightly more general than that given in Definition 2.5.1 by requiring equality
of the language of reached states instead of identity of the reached states:

fun converge ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’b × ’c) list ⇒ (’b × ’c) list ⇒ bool"
where
"converge M π τ =

(π ∈ L M ∧ τ ∈ L M ∧
(LS M (after_initial M π) = LS M (after_initial M τ)))"

Thus, converge is also applicable to non-minimal OFSMs, allowing the weak-
ening of the assumptions of some lemmata. On minimal OFSMs the definition
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coincides with that given in Definition 2.5.1, as two states of a minimal FSM
exhibit the same language if and only if they are the same state.

The preservation of convergence or divergence on some set of traces follows
Definitions 2.5.3, but is implemented between a given reference model M1 and
a given system under test M2, instead of between M1 and a set of FSMs. Thus,
(preserves_divergence M1 M2 A) holds if and only if A is {M2}-convergence-
preserving with respect to M1.

fun preserves_convergence ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’d,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’b × ’c) list set ⇒ bool"
where
"preserves_convergence M1 M2 A =

(∀ α ∈ L M1 ∩ A . ∀ β ∈ L M1 ∩ A .
converge M1 α β −→ converge M2 α β)"

fun preserves_divergence ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’d,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’b × ’c) list set ⇒ bool"
where
"preserves_divergence M1 M2 A =

(∀ α ∈ L M1 ∩ A . ∀ β ∈ L M1 ∩ A .
¬ converge M1 α β −→ ¬ converge M2 α β)"

An implementation directly representing Definition 2.5.3 could thus easily be
defined by requiring (preserves_divergence M1 M2 A) to hold for allM2 in a
given set of FSMs. However, in subsequent lemmata and definitions I continue
to express relations originally defined between reference model M and a set of
FSM (usually F(M,m)) as relations between M and a single other FSM. I have
chosen this approach, as there is no single class of FSMs suitable for all lemmata.
In particular, F(M,m) is more restrictive than strictly necessary, for example
when considering lemmata that do not require minimality or observability ofM
or the behaviour of the system under test.

9.1.1 Lemma 4.2.3
For example, the original formulation of Lemma 4.2.3 in [106] (a revised form
of Lemma 3 of [103]) relates M to some N ∈ F(M,m), but does not require all
properties implied by containment in F(M,m) in the proof, such as the upper
bound m on size. Furthermore, F(M,m)-divergence-preservation is required on
some traces, while the proof requires only {N}-divergence-preservation. Thus,
in Lemma 4.2.3 I relate M (M1) to an arbitrary N (M2) of which I assume
only minimality and observability instead of N ∈ F(M,m), avoiding unnec-
essary assumptions. The following lemma finally formalises Lemma 4.2.3 in
Convergence.thy.

lemma
preserves_divergence_minimally_distinguishing_prefixes_lower_bound :
fixes M1 :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm"
fixes M2 :: "(’d,’b,’c) fsm"
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assumes "observable M1"
and "observable M2"
and "minimal M1"
and "minimal M2"
and "converge M1 u v"
and "¬converge M2 u v"
and "u ∈ L M2"
and "v ∈ L M2"
and "minimally_distinguishes M2 (after_initial M2 u)

(after_initial M2 v) w"
and "wp ∈ set (prefixes w)"
and "wp 6= w"
and "wp ∈ LS M1 (after_initial M1 u) ∩

LS M1 (after_initial M1 v)"
and "preserves_divergence M1 M2

{α@γ | α γ. α ∈ {u,v} ∧ γ ∈ set (prefixes wp)}"
and "L M1 ∩ {α@γ | α γ. α ∈ {u,v} ∧ γ ∈ set (prefixes wp)}

= L M2 ∩ {α@γ | α γ. α ∈ {u,v} ∧ γ ∈ set (prefixes wp)}"
shows "card (after_initial M2 ‘

{α@γ | α γ. α ∈ {u,v} ∧ γ ∈ set (prefixes wp)})
≥ 1 + length wp + (card (FSM.after M1 (after_initial M1 u) ‘

(set (prefixes wp))))"

Compare this to the natural language version given in Lemma 4.2.3, which I
repeat below for easier reference, replacing the names employed in the original
statement with those used in the Isabelle/HOL formalisation:

Lemma. Let M1 and M2 be minimal OFSMs (assumptions 1-4). Suppose that
u, v ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2) converge in M1 but not in M2 (assumptions 5-8). Fur-
thermore suppose that w ∈ ∆M2

(M2-after-u,M2-after-v) is a minimal length
trace distinguishing the states reached by u,v in M2 (assumption 9). Let wp be
some proper prefix of w (assumptions 10,11) such that wp ∈ LM1(M1-after-u)∩
LM1

(M1-after-v) (assumption 12) and suppose that {u, v}.pref (wp) is {M2}-
divergence-preserving (assumption 131). Finally suppose that M2 passes trace
set {u, v}.pref (wp) with respect to M1 (assumption 14).

Then the traces in {u, v}.pref (wp) reach at least

|wp |+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

wp
′∈pref (wp)

{M1-after-u.wp
′}

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 1

distinct states of M2 a

I prove the above lemma via a generalisation of the proof originally provided
by Soucha in [106] for complete deterministic FSMs, where I follow a proof
developed by Wen-ling Huang and provided to me via email on June 28, 2021.

1In the Isabelle/HOL formalisation I unfold the set {u, v}.pref (wp) to the equivalent
{α.γ | α ∈ {u, v} ∧ γ ∈ pref (wp)}.
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Proof. Let k = |wp | and let wi denote the prefix of w of length 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Note
that wi by construction also is a prefix of wp . Let qu, qv and tu, tv denote the
states reached by u,v in M1, M2 respectively.

As wp minimally distinguishes tu and tv, u.wi and v.wi must diverge in M2

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Let ai, bi denote the states of M2 reached by u.wi and v.wi,
respectively.

In M1, such u.wi and v.wi must converge in some qi due to the conver-
gence of u and v in that FSM. This allows the set {0, . . . , k} to be partitioned
into pairwise disjoint, non-empty classes {I1, . . . , Il} such that i, j ∈ {0, . . . , k}
are contained in the same class if and only if qi = qj holds. Note that all
qi, ai, bi are well-defined for 0 ≤ i ≤ k due to u, v ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2)2 and
wp ∈ LM1(M1-after-u) ∩ LM1(M1-after-v). Also note that, as it is a partition,
the union of all Ii contains exactly the set {0, . . . , k}, and hence has the same
cardinality:

l∑
i=1

|Ii| = k + 1 (9.1)

Furthermore, as each Ii contains only indices of prefixes reaching the same state,
which is not reached by any other Ij with j 6= i, l also denotes the number of
distinct states of M1 visited by prefixes of wp :∣∣∣∣∣∣

⋃
wp

′∈pref (wp)

{M1-after-u.wp
′}

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
k⋃
i=0

{qi}

∣∣∣∣∣ = l (9.2)

Next, let Si :=
⋃
j∈Ii{aj , bj} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l it holds

that Si ∩ Sk = ∅, since Ii ∩ Ij = ∅ following from i 6= j, which implies qi 6= qj
and hence {ai, bi}∩{aj , bj} = ∅ due to the assumed preservation of convergence
in M2 over {u, v}.pref (wp) with respect to M1. Therefore, the combined size of
the Si sets may be defined as follows:∣∣∣∣∣

l⋃
i=1

Si

∣∣∣∣∣ =

l∑
i=1

|Si| (9.3)

Additionally, the fact that {I1, . . . , Il} partitions {0, . . . , k} implies that the
following holds by definition of Si:∣∣∣∣∣

l⋃
i=1

Si

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
k⋃
i=0

{ai, bi}

∣∣∣∣∣ (9.4)

Combining (9.3) and (9.4) allows describing the number of distinct states of
M2 reached by prefixes of wp in terms of the Si sets:∣∣∣∣∣

k⋃
i=0

{ai, bi}

∣∣∣∣∣ =

l∑
i=1

|Si| (9.5)

2Recall that convergence in M1 implies containment in L(M1).
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Furthermore, Lemma 4.2.4 (formalised in Subsection 8.2.5) may be applied
to obtain an upper bound on the size of each Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, as Si is a subset
of the states of minimal OFSM M2 and w minimally distinguishes states tu, tv
of M2. That is,

|{w′ | w′ ∈ pref (w) \ {w} ∧ tu-after-w′ ∈ Si ∧ tv-after-w′ ∈ Si}| ≤ |Si| − 1

holds, which, by definitions of traces wj , which are proper prefixes of w, as well
as of ai and bi may be refined to

|{wj | 0 ≤ j ≤ k ∧ aj ∈ Si ∧ bj ∈ Si}| ≤ |Si| − 1 (9.6)

By definition of Si, the set on the left hand side of this inequality contains wj
for all j ∈ Ii. As prefixes of w of different length are trivially distinct, the set
on the left hand side thus contains at least |Ii| distinct elements. Hence, the
following lower bound on the size of each Si with 1 ≤ i ≤ l may be derived:

|Si| ≥ |Ii|+ 1 (9.7)

Using the above results, the number of distinct states of M2 reached by
traces in {u, v}.pref (wp), that is, |

⋃k
i=0{ai, bi}|, may finally be limited by the

desired lower bound as follows:∣∣∣∣∣
k⋃
i=0

{ai, bi}

∣∣∣∣∣ =

l∑
i=1

|Si| (by (9.5))

≥
l∑
i=1

(|Ii|+ 1) (by (9.7))

= l +

l∑
i=1

|Ii|

= k + l + 1 (by (9.1))

= |wp |+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

wp
′∈pref (wp)

{M1-after-u.wp
′}

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 (by (9.2))

9.1.2 Lemma 4.2.5
The main result on convergence available in theory file Convergence.thy con-
sists in a formalisation of Lemma 4.2.5 and its abstraction Lemma 4.2.6, which
describe sufficient conditions for the establishment of convergence of two traces
in the system under test. The first of these lemmata is stated in Isabelle/HOL
as follows:
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lemma sufficient_condition_for_convergence :
fixes M1 :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm"
fixes M2 :: "(’d,’b,’c) fsm"
assumes "observable M1"
and "observable M2"
and "minimal M1"
and "minimal M2"
and "size_r M1 ≤ m"
and "size M2 ≤ m"
and "inputs M2 = inputs M1"
and "outputs M2 = outputs M1"
and "converge M1 π τ"
and "L M1 ∩ T = L M2 ∩ T"
and "

∧
γ x y . length (γ@[(x,y)]) ≤ m - size_r M1 =⇒

γ ∈ LS M1 (after_initial M1 π) =⇒
x ∈ inputs M1 =⇒ y ∈ outputs M1 =⇒
∃ SC α β . SC ⊆ T

∧ is_state_cover M1 SC
∧ {ω@ω’ | ω ω’ . ω ∈ {α,β} ∧

ω’ ∈ set (prefixes (γ@[(x,y)]))} ⊆ SC
∧ converge M1 π α
∧ converge M2 π α
∧ converge M1 τ β
∧ converge M2 τ β
∧ preserves_divergence M1 M2 SC"

and "∃ SC α β . SC ⊆ T
∧ is_state_cover M1 SC
∧ α ∈ SC ∧ β ∈ SC
∧ converge M1 π α
∧ converge M2 π α
∧ converge M1 τ β
∧ converge M2 τ β
∧ preserves_divergence M1 M2 SC"

shows "converge M2 π τ"

For easier reference, I again copy the natural language description of the
lemma (given in Lemma 4.2.5) below, replacing the names employed in the orig-
inal statement with those used in the Isabelle/HOL formalisation and relating
reference model M1 with some specific M2 in the fault domain F(M1,m):

Lemma. Let M1 and M2 be minimal OFSMs (assumptions 1-4) over the same
input and output alphabets (assumptions 7,8) and suppose that M1 has n reach-
able states such that n ≤ m (assumption 5), while M2 has at most m states
(assumption 6)3. Suppose that π, τ converge in M1 (assumption 9) and let TS
be a test suite passed by M2 with respect to M1 (assumption 10). Furthermore
suppose that for all IO-traces γ of length at most m − n over the inputs and
outputs of M1 whose proper prefixes are in the language of M1-after-π, there

3That is, assumptions 1-8 imply M2 ∈ F(M1,m).
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exist some α ∈ [π]TS
4, β ∈ [τ ]TS and a state cover SC ⊆ TS of M1 that

contains {α, β}.pref (γ) and is {M2}-divergence-preserving with respect to M1

(assumptions 11,12). Then π and τ converge in M2. a

The assumption on coverage of IO-traces γ is encoded in two separate as-
sumptions in the formalisation. Assumption 12 covers case γ = ε, whereas
assumption 11 covers case γ = γ′.(x/y), ensuring that γ′ is in the language of
the state of M1 reached by π (and hence τ) and that x/y constitutes an IO-pair
over the alphabets of M1.

Proof. Similarly to the previous subsection, I prove this lemma using a gener-
alisation of the proof developed by Simão et al. in Theorem 2 of [103], based
primarily on Lemma 4.2.3 (see the previous subsection) and Lemma 4.2.4 (see
Subsection 8.2.5).

Suppose that π and τ do not converge in M2. Then there must exist a
distinguishing trace γ of M2-after-π and M2-after-τ . As π and τ converge in
M1, it follows for every γ′ that π.γ′ ∈ L(M1) holds if and only if τ.γ′ ∈ L(M1)
holds. Furthermore, by assumptions 11 and 12, for every prefix γ′ of γ of length
at most m− n it holds that π.γ′ ∈ L(M2) holds if and only if τ.γ′ ∈ L(M2), as
otherwise M2 could not pass TS . Thus, γ must be of length at least m−n+ 1,
as it is a distinguishing trace of M2-after-π and M2-after-τ , where π, τ ∈ L(M2)
by assumption 12.

Let γ′ be the prefix of γ of length m−n. By assumptions 11 and 12 (depend-
ing on the length of γ′), there exist α ∈ [π]TS , β ∈ [τ ]TS and a state cover SC ⊆
TS such that {α, β}.pref (γ′) ⊆ SC and SC is {M2}-divergence-preserving with
respect to M1. By Lemma 4.2.3, minimality of γ and |γ′| = m− n, the number
of distinct states reached in M2 via {α, β}.pref (γ′) is at least

(m− n) +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

γ′′∈pref (γ′)

{M1-after-α.γ′′}

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 (9.8)

Since SC is a state cover of M1, reaching all n distinct reachable states of it,
and α, β converge in M1, there exist n− |

⋃
γ′′∈pref (γ′)M1-after-α.γ′′| traces in

SC reaching distinct states in M1 not reached by {α, β}.pref (γ′). As the latter
is a subset of SC and SC is {M2}-divergence-preserving, these traces must also
in M2 reach n − |

⋃
γ′′∈pref (γ′)M1-after-α.γ′′| distinct states not reached via

{α, β}.pref (γ′). Thus, by (9.8), the traces in {α, β}.pref (γ′) must reach m+ 1
distinct states of M2, contradicting the assumption that M2 contains at most
m states.

In theory file Convergence.thy, I establish the abstraction of Lemma 4.2.5
to Lemma 4.2.6 in lemma establish_convergence_from_pass5. This lemma

4As M2 is assumed to pass TS , notation α ∈ [π]TS is unfolded to the conjunction of
(converge M1 π α) and (converge M2 π α).

5The Isabelle/HOL formalisation of this lemma superficially differs from the statement
of Lemma 4.2.6 in Section 4.2 in that it does not explicitly name test suites TS or TS ′.
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later is employed instead of the above result in establishing correctness of certain
steps of the SPY and H-Frameworks, as it does not require finding or storing
witnesses for the various SC , α, and β, simplifying the mechanisation of some
proofs.

9.1.3 Completeness from Convergence
I conclude theory file Convergence.thy with a formalisation of Corollary 4.2.2,
which describes a sufficient condition for m-completeness based on establishing
a transition cover with certain properties. This first requires formalising the
definition of transition covers following Definition 2.3.4.

definition transition_cover ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ (’b × ’c) list set ⇒ bool"
where
"transition_cover M A =

(∀ q ∈ reachable_states M . ∀ x ∈ inputs M . ∀ y ∈ outputs M .
∃ α. α ∈ A ∧ α@[(x,y)] ∈ A ∧ α ∈ L M ∧ after_initial M α = q)"

The formalisation of Corollary 4.2.2 may then be stated as follows:

lemma initialised_convergence_preserving_transition_cover_is_complete :
fixes M1 :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm"
fixes M2 :: "(’d,’b,’c) fsm"
assumes "observable M1"
and "observable M2"
and "minimal M1"
and "minimal M2"
and "inputs M2 = inputs M1"
and "outputs M2 = outputs M1"
and "L M1 ∩ T = L M2 ∩ T"
and "A ⊆ T"
and "transition_cover M1 A"
and "[] ∈ A"
and "preserves_convergence M1 M2 A"

shows "L M1 = L M2"

Here, the first six assumptions describe the usual structural requirements on
reference model M1 and system under test M2 – not requiring any upper bound
on the size of the latter – while the remaining assumptions require test suite
TS to contain an initialised (i.e. containing ε) convergence-preserving transition
cover A of M1.

This lemma may be proven by establishing the existence of an isomorphism
between M1 and M2, as shown in [103, Theorem 1]. The proof I provide in
Convergence.thy roughly follows this approach, without making the isomor-
phism explicit. In doing so, I first show that from the properties on A it may be

Instead, the formalisation further unfolds the required properties on TS and TS ′. That is,
the assumption that passing TS implies passing TS ′ is combined with the assumption that
M2 passes TS into the assumption that M2 passes TS ′, where set TS ′ is in turn unfolded
into the relevant sets for each γ.
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derived that any pair of traces α, β that converges in M1 also converges in M2,
using structural induction on β. This immediately implies L(M1) ⊆ L(M2).
Finally, I show the converse via contradiction, using the fact that any minimal
distinguishing trace γ.(x/y) of M1 and M2 requires γ ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2) and
hence implies the existence of some ω.(x/y) ∈ A where ω converges with γ in
both FSMs. No such ω.(x/y) ∈ A may exist, however, as A is contained in TS ,
which is passed by M2 with respect to M1.

9.2 Required Invariants on Convergence Graphs
The remainder of this chapter describes my formalisation of convergence graphs.
As introduced in Section 3.3, these constitute data structures that facilitate
storage and retrieval of traces that have been established as convergent during
testing. In Chapter 6, I have sketched two implementations of convergence
graphs, called Empty and Standard. The H and SPY-Frameworks employ
these implementations only via a small set of functions supporting the following
operations:

• Lookup of traces convergent with some trace α. That is, collecting all
β ∈ [α]M1 ∩ [α]M2 or a subset thereof, where M1 and M2 are the reference
model and system under test, respectively.

• Insertion of a trace into the graph.

• Initialisation of a convergence graph for a given test suite.

• Merging of the classes of two traces α, β. By Lemma 2.5.2, this might in-
clude merging of all common extensions of these traces, that is, of α.γ, β.γ
for some or all traces γ.

That is, the H and SPY-Frameworks view convergence graphs as an abstract
data type defined by these four operations. This allows for easy substitution
of implementations of convergence graphs, for example between multiple imple-
mentations of Standard.

In order to prove correctness of steps in the frameworks that employ con-
vergence graphs via the provided operations, certain invariants over these oper-
ations are required. These invariants are defined in Convergence_Graph.thy.
In the following, I use names lookup, insert, initial, and merge for the four
operations described above.

The most fundamental invariant is the requirement that a lookup of trace
α in some graph G does not return any trace that does not converge with α
in M1 or M2. Here I additionally constrain α to be contained in both L(M1)
and L(M2), as within the H and SPY-Frameworks, lookups are only applied
to traces in L(M1) that are also contained in a test suite passed by M2. This
allows requiring that the lookup on such α always returns α, as it converges
with itself. Thus, implementations using such lookup may assume that at least
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one trace is returned for valid inputs. The invariant on lookup then is defined
as follows:

inv1
lookup(G) := ∀α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2).

α ∈ (lookup G α)

∧ ∀β ∈ (lookup G α). β ∈ [α]M1 ∩ [α]M2

In the formalisation, this invariant is expressed in Convergence_Graph.thy via
(convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup G). Note that this invari-
ant does not require (lookup G α) to return all convergent traces, or any trace
other than α at all.

The invariants for the remaining operations, which all return convergence
graphs, then require that the returned convergence graph still satisfies the in-
variant for lookup. Thus, the invariant for insert requires that insertion of
some trace α contained in both L(M1) and L(M2) into a graph G which satis-
fies the invariant for lookup retains that invariant:

inv2
insert,lookup :=

∀ G, α. α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2) ∧ inv1
lookup(G) −→ inv1

lookup(insert G α)

This invariant is defined as predicate convergence_graph_insert_invar to be
applied to M1, M2, and functions lookup and insert. Note that this invariant
does not require the graph produced by the insertion of α into graph G to differ
from G in any way.

Similarly, the invariant on initial only requires the returned graph to sat-
isfy the invariant for lookup, assuming that the provided test suite is finite and
passed by M2 with respect to M1. In many implementations, insert is merely
a shorthand for repeated insert operations of suitable traces in the test suite
into an initially empty graph.

inv3
initial,lookup := ∀ TS .L(M1) ∩ TS = L(M2) ∩ TS ∧ TS is finite

−→ inv1
lookup(initial M1 TS )

The invariant is formalised as expression (convergence_graph_initial_invar
M1 M2 lookup initial). Note that in the formalisation the test suite is of type
prefix_tree (see Appendix C).

Finally, the invariant on merge also merely requires preservation of the in-
variant on lookup, assuming that the graph to which merge is applied already
satisfies the invariant and that the provided traces are safe to merge (that is,
that they do converge in both M1 and M2).

inv4
merge,lookup :=

∀ G,α, β. β ∈ [α]M1 ∩ [α]M2 ∧ inv1
lookup(G) −→ inv1

lookup(merge G α β)

The subsequent sections show how these invariants are satisfied by imple-
mentations of Empty and Standard.
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9.3 Empty Convergence Graph
As introduced in Subsection 6.3.4, Empty is a convergence graph that returns
just {α} for lookups on any α. This requires no storage of information in
the graph itself, as α is given in the query. Hence I implement Empty in
Empty_Convergence_Graph.thy by type unit, which is inhabited by only the
single value ().

type_synonym empty_cg = unit

As the lookup operation on Empty, empty_cg_lookup, always returns only
the input trace, invariant inv1

empty_cg_lookup trivially holds on the only possible
graph (). The remaining operations empty_cg_insert, empty_cg_initial,
and empty_cg_merge can only return this (), and hence they trivially also
satisfy their respective invariants.

9.4 Simple Convergence Graph
In Simple_Convergence_Graph.thy, I provide a very simple implementation
of Standard, that is, of a convergence graph that retains the traces inserted
into it and keeps track of their classes of convergent traces, supporting proper
merging.

More precisely, this implementations provides a type synonym simple_cg
for list of classes of convergent traces, where classes are in turn represented as
finite sets (fset) of list values.

type_synonym ’a simple_cg = "’a list fset list"

That is, a convergence graph of type simple_cg is a list [C1, . . . , Ck] where each
class Ci for 0 ≤ i ≤ k is a finite set of pairwise convergent traces. Note that
the type simple_cg is not constrained to contain only such lists that contain
pairwise disjoint set. I have chosen to omit such constraints here in order to keep
the implementation simple and allow experimentation with different operations
on this type, not all of which ensure disjointness of contained sets.

The following subsections discuss the implementations of the lookup, inser-
tion and merge operations of this implementation.

9.4.1 Lookup Operations
In the absence of distinctness constraints on the classes in a simple_cg, some
trace α may be contained in several classes, and hence the simplest lookup of
some trace α is performed by combining all classes containing α, inserting α
itself in case no such class is found. This is implemented as simple_cg_lookup:

simple_cg_lookup G α := {α} ∪

 ⋃
C∈G,α∈C

C
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While simple to implement, this approach to lookups for α in graph G can only
find β that are explicitly stored in the same classes as α. Consider graph G1

defined as follows:

G1 := [{α1, . . . , αk}, {α1.β1, . . . , α1.βm}, {α2.β1}]

In this graph, (simple_cg_lookup G1 α2.β1) returns only the set {α2.β1}. By
Lemma 2.5.2, however, the fact that α1 and α2 converge, as per the first set
in G1, may be used to derive that α1.β1 and α2.β1 converge. By analogous
argument, it follows that α2.β1 converges with all traces αi.βj such that 1 ≤
i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ m hold. This includes set {α1.β1, . . . , α1.βm} in G1. That is,
simple_cg_lookup does not make use of convergences of prefixes of the looked
for trace, and hence may omit returning some convergent traces in the graph.

One possible approach in strengthening the lookup via Lemma 2.5.2 would
be to extend the graph until it explicitly contains all convergent traces derivable
by that lemma. This would, however, often lead to an exponential increase in
the size of the graph. For example, G1 contains k + m + 1 traces, whereas the
extension of G1 would contain at least k+ k ·m traces, as it would include sets
{α1, . . . , αk} and {αi.βj | 1 ≤ i ≤ k ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.

Instead of explicitly extending the graph, I provide an alternative lookup
function simple_cg_lookup_with_conv that applies Lemma 2.5.2 by consid-
ering for a given trace α all partitions into prefix and suffix α′.α′′ = α and
searching via simple_cg for all traces β convergent with α′ in the graph. For
such β, trace β.α′′ is included in the result, as it converges with α.

simple_cg_lookup_with_conv G α :=

{α} ∪ {β.α′′ | ∃C ∈ G.∃α′. α = α′.α′′ ∧ α′, β ∈ C}

Both presented lookup functions satisfy the invariant on lookups (inv1) on
some G if traces contained in the same class in G converge in both M1 and M2.
The converse also holds, as only traces in L(M1) ∩ L(M2) may thus converge6.

9.4.2 Insertion Operations
Insertion of trace α into graph G = [C1, . . . , Ck] is supported via function
simple_cg_insert’, which returns G if it already contains a class contain-
ing α, and otherwise returns [{α}, C1, . . . , Ck]. That is, otherwise it returns the
graph obtained by adding a new class containing only α to G. This function
trivially satisfies the invariant on insertions (inv2) with respect to the two previ-
ously discussed lookup operations, as it either leaves input graph G unchanged,
where G satisfies the lookup invariant by assumption, or else inserts a singleton
class containing α, which is contained in L(M1) and L(M2) by assumption. As
it is a singleton, this added class has no impact on the result obtained by ei-
ther lookup function. Note that simple_cg_insert’ does not try to insert the

6Furthermore, I show in theory file Simple_Convergence_Graph.thy with lemma
simple_cg_lookup_invar_with_conv_eq that on observable FSMs and arbitrary G,
inv1

simple_cg_lookup_with_conv(G) holds if and only if inv1
simple_cg_lookup(G) holds.
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given trace into a class of convergent traces, if any such class already exists in
the graph, in order to keep the implementation simple and short. Modifications
of existing classes are to be performed via the merge operation discussed in the
next subsection.

From simple_cg_insert’ two functions are immediately derived. First,
(simple_cg_insert G α) uses simple_cg_insert’ to insert into G not only
α but also all proper prefixes of α. Satisfaction of the insertion invariant for it
derives directly from that of simple_cg_insert’.

Second, (simple_cg_initial M1 TS ) employs simple_cg_insert’ to in-
sert into an initially empty graph G0 = [] all traces in TS ∩ L(M1). As G0

by construction satisfies the lookup invariant for both lookup operations, I de-
rive inv3 for simple_cg_initial via induction on the number of traces in TS
to add, where after base case G0 each step performs simple_cg_insert’ and
hence retains satisfaction of the lookup invariant of the intermediate graph.

9.4.3 Merge Operations
Finally, function simple_cg_merge provides an implementation of the merging
of two traces α, β in some simple_cg G. As an initial step, this function adds
class {α, β} to G, representing the convergence of these traces. Thereafter,
it performs the following two reduction steps until they are both no longer
applicable:

1. Classes Ci, Cj , i 6= j, of G may be merged if there exist some traces π, τ, γ
and a class C of G such that π, τ ∈ C while also π.γ ∈ Ci and τ.γ ∈ Cj
hold. That is, classes may be merged by direct application of property
(1.) of Lemma 2.5.2.

2. Classes Cj , Cj , i 6= j, of G may be merged if there exists some π ∈ Ci∩Cj ,
as convergence constitutes an equivalence relation on traces7.

This implementation follows the outline given for the convergence graph of the
SPY-Method described in [103], but employs simpler data structures than the
union-find data structure (see [36]) discussed there.

As an example, consider the merging of traces α and β in graph G :=
[{α, π.ω}, {β, τ}, {α.γ, β.γ}, {τ.γ, π}, {β.γ.π}], resulting in the following evalua-
tion, which reduces the number of classes from five to two:

simple_cg_merge G α β

 [{α, β}, {α, π.ω}, {β, τ}, {α.γ, β.γ}, {τ.γ, π}, {β.γ.ω}] (initial step)
 [{α,β, π.ω}, {β, τ}, {α.γ, β.γ}, {τ.γ, π}, {β.γ.ω}] ((2.) on α)
 [{α, β, π.ω, τ}, {α.γ, β.γ}, {τ.γ, π}, {β.γ.ω}] ((2.) on β)
 [{α, β,π.ω, τ}, {α.γ,β.γ, τ.γ,π}, {β.γ.ω}] ((1.) on α, τ ,γ)
 [{α, β, π.ω, τ, β.γ.ω}, {α.γ, β.γ, τ.γ, π}] ((1.) on π,β.γ,ω)
7Note that this step is merely a special case of the previous step where π = τ and γ = ε. It

is included as a separate step in the algorithm, as it is easier to check and may quickly reduce
the number of classes in certain graphs, simplifying application of the first step.
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I establish invariant inv4 for simple_cg_merge by induction on the number
of steps performed until neither step is applicable. Note that this number is
well defined, as every step merges two classes in the finite graph, thus reducing
the length of the graph by one. For each type of step it holds that if classes
in G contain only pairwise convergent traces, then so do merged classes Ci and
Cj . By Lemma 2.5.2, it follows that the merged class Ci ∪ Cj also contains
only pairwise convergent traces. As the other classes in G are not modified, the
graph obtained by applying either step thus still satisfies the lookup invariant
for both previously discussed lookup functions.

As its name implies, simple_cg is a very simple implementation of con-
vergence graph Standard, employing data structures and functions that are
simple and easy to reason about. More efficient data structures and function
implementations are discussed for minimal complete DFSMs in [106, Chapters
8 and 10]. For the accompanying implementation see [105]. I have developed
an analogous implementation in the libfsmtest open source library (see [4]).
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Chapter 10

Frameworks

In this chapter, I introduce the formalisation of the three frameworks developed
in Sections 6.3 to 6.5. As depicted in Fig. 7.1, each framework is formalised in
a separate theory file. For each framework, the corresponding theory file imple-
ments the framework (Algorithm 17, 30, or 33) and establishes the corresponding
completeness lemma (Lemma 6.3.1, 6.4.1, or 6.5.1). I exemplify this approach
for the H-Framework in Section 10.1. For the SPY and Pair-Frameworks I pro-
vide short overviews in Sections 10.2 and 10.3. Appendices D.11 to D.13 list
functions developed in the theory files discussed in this chapter.

10.1 H-Framework
Formalisation of the H-Framework in theory file H_Framework.thy consists of
two steps. First, the abstract H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.7) is formalised and
proven to be a sufficient condition for completeness in Subsection 10.1.1. Next,
it is shown that under certain assumptions on its procedural parameters, the
H-Framework generates complete test suites. To this end, Subsection 10.1.2
briefly discusses the formalisation of both the implementation of Algorithm 17
in Isabelle/HOL and Lemma 6.3.1. I omit describing here the formalised proof
of Lemma 6.3.1, as it closely follows the proof given in Section 6.3.

10.1.1 Sufficiency of the Abstract H-Condition
I formalise satisfaction of conditions (1.) and (2.) described in Lemma 4.1.7
by some reference model M and implementation I for some V and m as the
following predicate:

"satisfies_abstract_h_condition M I V m = (∀ q γ .
q ∈ reachable_states M −→
length γ ≤ Suc (m-size_r M) −→
list.set γ ⊆ inputs M × outputs M −→
butlast γ ∈ LS M q −→
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(let traces = (V ‘ reachable_states M)
∪ {V q @ ω’ | ω’. ω’ ∈ list.set (prefixes γ)}

in (L M ∩ traces = L I ∩ traces)
∧ preserves_divergence M I traces))"

Here, predefined function butlast applied to a non-empty list returns the largest
proper prefix of that list, while applied to the empty list it returns the empty
list. Thus, the four premises of the definition specify containment of γ in Xq

as defined in Lemma 4.1.7. The let expression furthermore gives name traces
to set {V (q) | q ∈ M} ∪ {υq}.pref (γ). Note that this formalisation considers
only reachable states q and hence constitutes a slight weakening of the required
conditions. Furthermore, instead of a state cover, V is a state cover assignment
as discussed in Section 8.3.

Formalisation of Lemma 4.1.7 now merely consists of listing the remaining
assumptions on M , I, V and m:
lemma abstract_h_condition_exhaustiveness :
assumes "observable M"
and "observable I"
and "minimal M"
and "size I ≤ m"
and "m ≥ size_r M"
and "inputs I = inputs M"
and "outputs I = outputs M"
and "is_state_cover_assignment M V"
and "satisfies_abstract_h_condition M I V m"

shows "L M = L I"

I prove this lemma by employing a standard proof for the classical H-
Condition (see Lemma 4.1.2) as described in, for example, [82, Section 4.7].
This proof by contradiction assumes L(M) 6= L(I) and derives the existence
of a non-empty minimal trace to a failure τ extending υq = V (q) for some
reachable state q of M . From the minimality of τ and the assumption that the
abstract H-Condition holds, it follows that no failure is observed while applying
the prefix of length m − n + 1 of τ after V (q). Furthermore, by the abstract
H-Condition, the traces obtained by applying V to Q and those obtained by
appending non-empty prefixes of τ of length up to m− n+ 1 to V (q) are {I}-
divergence-preserving with respect to M . By minimality of τ , they must also
constitute n + m − n + 1 = m + 1 distinct traces and hence contain a pair
of distinct traces α, β that converge in I, which, by assumption, has at most
m states. Thus, as {α, β} is {I}-divergence-preserving, these traces must also
converge in M . Finally, consider the distribution of {α, β} over the set of traces
they originate from: both, one, or none of the traces are obtained by applying
V to Q. In the first case, a contradiction is derived from {α, β} being {I}-
divergence-preserving and V (q), V (q′) diverging in M for each pair of distinct
reachable states q, q′. In each remaining case, a contradiction is derived by con-
structing a trace to a failure extending some υ ∈ {V (q) | q ∈ Q} that is shorter
than τ , contradicting the minimality of the latter.

Fig. 10.1 visualises these main steps of the proof.
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The abstract H-Condition is
satisfied w.r.t. M , I, V , and m.

V is a state cover
assignment of M .

Assumptions on M and I,
including |M |, |I| ≤ m.

Assume L(M) 6= L(I).∀q ∈ Q.V (q) ∈ L(M) ∩ L(I)

Some minimal length trace τ 6= ε exists such that
∃q ∈ Q.V (q).τ ∈ L(M) \ L(I) ∪ L(I) \ L(M).
Let q ∈ Q be such a state.

∀q ∈ Q, τ. |τ | ≤ m− n+ 1 −→
(V (q).τ ∈ L(M)←→ V (q).τ ∈ L(I))

{V (q) | q ∈ Q} ∩ {V (q).τi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− n+ 1} = ∅
follows from minimality of τ .

There exist τ ′, (x/y), τ ′′ such that
τ = τ ′.(x/y).τ ′′,
τ ′′ 6= ε,
|τ ′.(x/y)| = m− n+ 1, and
V (q).τ ′ ∈ L(M) ∩ L(I) hold.

α and β must converge in M ,
as divergence is preserved.

There exist distinct traces α, β in
{V (q) | q ∈ Q} ∪ {V (q).τi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− n+ 1}
that converge in I, as |{V (q) | q ∈ Q}| = n.

case analysis on α, β

case 1:
α, β ∈ {V (q) | q ∈ Q}

Contradiction, as distinct traces in
{V (q) | q ∈ Q} must diverge in M .

case 2 (w.l.o.g.):
α ∈ {V (q) | q ∈ Q} and

β ∈ {V (q).τi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− n+ 1}

Some 1 ≤ i ≤ m− n+ 1 and τ ′′′ exist
such that β = τi and τ = τi.τ

′′′, where
|τi| > 0 and hence |τ ′′′| < |τ |.

Contradiction, as τ ′′′ is a shorter trace to a failure
than τ if applied after α ∈ {V (q) | q ∈ Q}.

case 3:
α, β ∈ {V (q).τi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− n+ 1}

Some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m− n+ 1 exist (w.l.o.g.)
such that α = τi and β = τj and hence there
exist τ ′′′, τ ′′′′ such that τj = τi.τ

′′′, τ = τj .τ
′′′′,

where τ ′′′ 6= ε and thus |τi.τ ′′′′| < |τ |.

Contradiction, as τi.τ ′′′′ is a shorter trace
to a failure than τ (both extending V (q)).

Figure 10.1: Proof sketch of lemma abstract_h_condition_exhaustiveness
of theory file H_Framework.thy, which employs a proof by contradiction
to establish that the abstract H-Condition is a sufficient condition for m-
completeness. Assumes M = (Q, q0,ΣI ,ΣO, h), |M | = n, and – for brevity
of the presentation – that all states in M are reachable. Arrows indicate the
development of the argument. Trace τi denotes the prefix of length i of τ .
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10.1.2 Completeness of the H-Framework
The implementation of the H-Framework as a higher order function follows the
pseudocode implementation given in Algorithm 17. The usage of convergence
graphs is made explicit by extending Algorithm 17 by four additional procedural
parameters for the initialisation, insertion, merge, and lookup operations of
the convergence graph to be employed (see Chapter 9). As an example of
translating pseudocode functions developed in Chapter 6 to Isabelle/HOL, the
implementation of Algorithm 17 is discussed in Appendix E.

The explicit handling of operations on convergence graphs also affects the
formalisation of Lemma 6.3.1, as the required invariants on these operations
(introduced in Section 9.2) have to be added as assumptions, which are then
passed to the conditions φH

1 to φH
5 as required. In order to simplify the presen-

tation, I have extracted the definitions of conditions φH
2 , φH

4 , and φH
5 into pred-

icates separates_state_cover, handles_transition, and handles_io_pair,
respectively. In addition to the definitions of φH

2 , φH
4 , and φH

5 presented in
Lemma 6.3.1, these predicates also require the respective procedural parameter
of the H-Framework to return a finite test suite if the test suite passed to it is
finite. This property is required to establish finiteness of test suites generated
by the H-Framework and has been omitted in Section 6.3 for brevity. Condi-
tions φH

1 and φH
3 are sufficiently simple to be stated directly. Employing these

changes, Lemma 6.3.1 is formalised as follows, abbreviating the test suite ob-
tained by application of the h_framework as ?TS (the full definition of which I
omit here due to space constraints):

lemma h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness :
fixes M :: "(’a::linorder,’b::linorder,’c::linorder) fsm"
fixes I :: "(’e,’b,’c) fsm"
fixes cg_insert :: "(’d ⇒ (’b×’c) list ⇒ ’d)"
assumes "observable M" and "observable I" and "minimal M"
and "minimal I" and "size_r M ≤ m" and "size I ≤ m"
and "inputs I = inputs M" and "outputs I = outputs M"
and "is_state_cover_assignment M (get_state_cover M)"
and "

∧
X. set X = set(sort_transitions M (get_state_cover M) X)"

and "convergence_graph_initial_invar M I cg_lookup cg_initial"
and "convergence_graph_insert_invar M I cg_lookup cg_insert"
and "convergence_graph_merge_invar M I cg_lookup cg_merge"
and "separates_state_cover

handle_state_cover M I cg_initial cg_insert cg_lookup"
and "handles_transition handle_unverified_transition M I

(get_state_cover M)
(fst (handle_state_cover M (get_state_cover M)

cg_initial cg_insert cg_lookup))
cg_insert cg_lookup cg_merge"

and "handles_io_pair
handle_unverified_io_pair M I cg_insert cg_lookup"

shows "(L M = L I) ←→ ((L M ∩ set ?TS) = (L I ∩ set ?TS))"
and "finite_tree ?TS"
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The mechanised proof of this lemma formalises the natural language proof given
for Lemma 6.3.1 in Section 6.3. Finiteness of the generated test suite follows
from an analogous argument using the updated assumptions, as the test suite
initially obtained via handleStateCover is finite by φH

2 and then extended
by finitely many applications of handleUnverifiedTransition and handle-
UndefinedIOPair, which retain finiteness by φH

4 and φH
5 , respectively.

10.2 SPY-Framework
As discussed in Section 6.4, the SPY-Framework is very similar to the H-
Framework and differs from the latter only in always merging υq.(x/y) and
υq′ after verifying a transition (q, x, y, q′), and in deriving completeness via the
SPY-Condition (Corollary 4.2.2). Thus, many aspects of the formalisation of
the H-Framework may be reused in formalising the SPY-Framework, and the
implementation of the SPY-Framework as function spy_framework in theory file
SPY_Framework.thy closely resembles that of function h_framework described
in Appendix E.

The sufficient condition for completeness used in Lemma 6.4.1 has already
been formalised in Subsection 9.1.3.

10.3 Pair-Framework
Introduced in Section 6.5, the Pair-Framework is a simpler framework that does
not directly support exploitation of convergence and is suitable for implement-
ing the W, HSI, and H-Methods. It is implemented as function pair_framework
in Pair_Framework.thy, formalising Algorithm 33. Completeness is estab-
lished by formalising Lemma 6.5.1 as lemma pair_framework_completeness,
which shows that under certain assumptions on its procedural parameters,
pair_framework generates a test suite satisfying the weakened H-Condition in-
troduced as Lemma 4.1.3. In order to allow future reuse, the latter lemma is also
formalised in Pair_Framework.thy as lemma h_condition_completeness, es-
tablished by deriving the weakened H-Condition from the abstract H-Condition
(Lemma 4.1.7). Finiteness of test suites generated by pair_framework is estab-
lished in lemma pair_framework_finiteness.
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Chapter 11

Test Strategies

The final steps of formalising the definitions and results of Part II consist in first
providing concrete implementations of the functions discussed in Chapter 6 to
be passed as arguments for the procedural parameters of the H, SPY, and Pair-
Frameworks, followed by implementing the test strategies selected in Section 5.1
via the frameworks, and finally establishing the completeness and finiteness
properties of test suites generated by such implementations.

11.1 Intermediate Implementations
The first of these steps is straightforward, as it essentially consists only of
translating most of the algorithms introduced in Chapter 6 into Isabelle/HOL
functions. Collected in theory file Intermediate_Implementations.thy, these
translations differ from the pseudocode algorithms of Chapter 6 only in a more
explicit handling of the initialisation, insertion, lookup, and merge operations on
convergence graphs, and in the introduction of some further heuristic functions
omitted in Chapter 6 for brevity.

For example, two additional heuristics govern the selection of traces in
distributeExtension(M , α, γ, TS , G) (Algorithm 1), as the algorithm given
in Section 3.3 does not provide instructions on how a trace β is selected from
CG-lookup(G,α) in order to be appended with γ. Both heuristics try to find
some β such that inserting β.γ into test suite (tree) TS adds as few new edges
as possible, avoiding the addition of new branches (that is, increasing the num-
ber of distinct maximal traces) if at all possible. The heuristics differ in how
they count edges and branches of TS : append_heuristic_io views TS as it is
implemented, that is, as a tree whose edges are labelled with IO-pairs, whereas
append_heuristic_input considers only the input projection of TS . Thus, in
the former, adding some trace 00/11 to {00/10} would introduce a new branch,
whereas in the latter it would not, since both traces share the same input por-
tion. Depending on usage, append_heuristic_input may thus lead to more
branches in the test suite, but fewer distinct input sequences.
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Appendix D.14 provides an overview on the functions implemented in the-
ory file Intermediate_Implementations.thy and references the algorithms of
Chapter 6 they implement. Note that this theory files does not contain some
algorithms of Chapter 6 that either have been implemented in previously dis-
cussed theory files, such as the frameworks themselves, or that are specific to
a single test strategy and not reused in implementing other strategies, such
as S-Heuristic (Algorithm 28), which is employed only in implementing the
Spartial -Method. The latter type of functions are listed in Appendices D.16
to D.18.

11.2 Intermediate Frameworks
As described in Chapter 6 and visualised in Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3, and Fig. 6.4, there
exists significant overlap between the implementations of certain test strategies.
For example, in the H-Framework, the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods only differ
in the heuristic used in getDistSetForLength. For all other procedural pa-
rameters of the H-Framework, they employ the same functions. Similarly, in the
same framework the implementations of the H, SPYH, and Spartial -Methods dif-
fer only in the heuristic they employ to decide whether to establish convergence
for some trace to handle in handleUT-Dynamic1.

Thus, I have implemented in theory file Intermediate_Frameworks.thy a
selection of intermediate frameworks that partially apply the H, SPY, and Pair-
Frameworks in order to simplify implementations and completeness proofs on
groups of test strategy implementations. For example, for the H-Framework,
the following intermediate frameworks are sufficient to allow implementation
of all required strategies. These all apply getStateCoverByBFS (Algo-
rithm 18) and handleUndefinedIOPair (Algorithm 29) to the H-Framework.
Appendix D.15 lists all available intermediate frameworks.

• h_framework_dynamic

applies handleStateCover-Dynamic (Algorithm 19) and handleUT-
Dynamic (Algorithm 27). Unverified transitions are sorted via SPYH-
sortTransitions (Algorithm 24)2. Operations on convergence graphs
are implemented using convergence graph Standard (implemented as
simple_cg, see Section 9.4). Procedural parameter doEstablishCon-
vergence of handleUT-Dynamic is added as the sole remaining pro-
cedural parameter of the framework. Thus, this framework supports im-
plementing the H, SPYH, and Spartial -Methods.

1In Fig. 6.3 the H-Method also differs from the SPYH and Spartial -Methods by employing
convergence graph Empty instead of Standard. However, as the H-Method never merges
any convergent classes in its implementation using the H-Framework, it may equivalently
be implemented using Standard as implemented in Section 9.4. I have chosen this latter
implementation here, as it allows grouping the H-Method with the SPYH and Spartial -Methods
in the H-Framework.

2The H-Method does not prescribe a specific sorting on the unverified traces and hence may
also use SPYH-sortTransitions. The Spartial -Method coincides with the SPYH-Method in
the sorting algorithm by definition (see Subsection 6.3.4).
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• h_framework_static_with_empty_graph

applies handleStateCover-Static (Algorithm 20) and handleUT-
Static (Algorithm 25) and does not sort unverified transition. Operations
on convergence graphs are implemented using convergence graph Empty
(that is, the operations introduced in Section 9.3). Procedural parame-
ter getDistSetForLength of handleUT-Static is added as the sole
remaining procedural parameter of the framework. Thus, this framework
supports implementing the W, Wp, and HSI-Methods.

• h_framework_static_with_simple_graph

is identical to the previous intermediate framework except in that it em-
ploys operations on convergence graph Standard as introduced in Sec-
tion 9.4. Thus, this framework supports implementing the SPY-Method
for arbitrary functions for computing harmonised state identifiers.

Fig. 11.1 and 11.2 visualise how establishing completeness properties on these
intermediate frameworks simplifies establishing completeness of concrete test
strategies implemented with their help. For example, the fourth block from
the bottom left hand side of Fig. 11.1 represents the result that test suites
obtained by h_framework_dynamic applied to some minimal OFSM M , upper
bound m and concrete implementation d of doEstablishConvergence are
m-complete. This is established in Intermediate_Frameworks.thy as lemma
h_framework_dynamic_completeness_and_finiteness.

Fig. 11.1 shows the main steps how this result is established in the for-
malisation. The proof relies on the sufficiency condition of the H-Framework
(Lemma 6.3.1, see Subsection 10.1.2) and derives completeness by showing how
the functions supplied to the procedural parameters of the H-Framework by
h_framework_dynamic (abbreviated as f1 to f5 in Fig. 11.1) satisfy conditions
φH

1 to φH
5 . Of these, φH

1 requires showing that getStateCoverByBFS (Al-
gorithm 18) computes a state cover, which I have already established in Sec-
tion 8.3 for its formalisation as function get_state_cover_assignment. Next,
φH

3 requires SPYH-sortTransitions (Algorithm 24) to at most change the
order of the given collection of transitions, without adding or removing tran-
sitions. This depends solely on the employed underlying sorting algorithm
and is not affected by the weights assigned to transitions. In my formal-
isation, I employ merge-sort function mergesort_by_rel of AFP-entry [63],
which provides the required property. Condition φH

2 thereafter requires func-
tion handleStateCover-Dynamic (Algorithm 19) to separate the traces in
the state cover and initialise a valid convergence graph. This is established in
lemma handle_state_cover_dynamic_separates_state_cover of theory file
Intermediate_Implementations.thy analogous to the description in Subsec-
tion 6.3.2, relying on properties of SPYH-distinguish. Similarly, establish-
ing satisfaction of condition φH

5 for handleUndefinedIOPair (Algorithm 29)
follows the description given in Subsection 6.3.5 and is formalised in lemma
verifies_io_pair_handled.
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Finally, establishing condition φH
4 on handleUT-Dynamic requires a more

elaborate argument, as sketched in Subsection 6.3.4. This follows from the nest-
ing of several algorithms: handleUT-Dynamic calls distinguish_from_set
(Algorithm 12), which in turn employs SPYH-distinguish (Algorithm 9),
which uses bestPrefixOfSepSeq (Algorithm 13), which in the formalisation
exhibits an additional procedural parameter getDist for a function computing
distinguishing traces. Function h_framework_dynamic here employs the func-
tion based on OFSM-Tables introduced in Section 8.6, abbreviated as ∆OFSM

in Fig. 11.1. Many of these functions also employ distributeExtension (Al-
gorithm 1) in order to insert traces into the test suite.

Recall that φH
4 also depends on the function employed to handle state covers,

which in the case of h_framework_dynamic is handleStateCover-Dynamic.
Lemma handleUT_dynamic_handles_transition provides an interface lemma
abstracting from the use of a concrete implementation for getDist and the
handling of state covers, and instead shows that φH

4 holds for any such im-
plementations as long as the former generates valid distinguishing traces and
the test suite passed to h_framework_dynamic ensures preservation of diver-
gence in the state cover assignment used. Fig. 11.1 visualises these assump-
tions via dotted lines and shows how handleUT_dynamic_handles_transition
is derived from the properties of its constituent functions. First, it is estab-
lished that the test suite returned by handleStateCover-Dynamic is finite
and contains the test suite supplied as input, by showing that this holds ini-
tially for distributeExtension and in turn for SPYH-distinguish, distin-
guishFromSet, and finally handleStateCover-Dynamic. Next, from the
assumption on getDist (denoted ∆ in Fig. 11.1), it follows that calls to best-
PrefixOfSepSeq do return prefixes of distinguishing traces. Furthermore,
distributeExtension(M , α, γ,TS , G) by definition inserts into TS some β.γ
such that β converges with α in the reference model and all I ∈ F(M,m)TS

if G is a valid convergence graph. These properties suffice to derive the fact
that calls to SPYH-distinguish(α,X,TS , G) augment TS to separate α from
all diverging traces in X, as for each not already separated trace υ ∈ X
a new separating trace is selected via getDist and appended to convergent
traces of α and υ, respectively, via distributeExtension. From this and
an induction on k it follows that distinguishFromSet(α, β, V,X,TS , G, k)
establishes preservation of divergence on X ∪ {α, β}.pref (γ) for all traces γ
of length at most k whose proper prefix is in LM (M -after-α). Hence, from
the application of distinguishFromSet in handleUT-Dynamic it can be
derived that φH

4 holds for handleUT-Dynamic regardless of the value re-
turned by the heuristic doEstablishConvergence. Preservation of the valid-
ity of supplied convergence graphs follows from a similar argument through the
various constituent functions of handleUT-Dynamic. Thus, finally, lemma
handleUT_dynamic_handles_transition follows and from this it follows that
condition φH

4 holds for the implementation of h_framework_dynamic, since the
assumptions on the former lemma have been established for ∆OFSM in Sec-
tion 8.6 and for the preservation of divergence via φH

3 .
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∀ f1,f2,f3,f4,f5 . h_fw(f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,m) is m-complete and finite
[h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness]

h_fw_dynamic(m,d) is m-complete
[h_framework_dynamic_completeness_and_finiteness]

h_fw_dynamic(m,d) =
h_fw(M,f1,f2,f3,f4(d),f5,m)

spyh_h(m) is m-complete [l6] spyh_h(m) = h_fw_dynamic(m,const TRUE)

h_h(m) is m-complete [l7] h_h(m) = h_fw_dynamic(m,const FALSE)

partial_s_h(m) is m-complete [l8] partial_s_h(m) =
h_fw_dynamic(m,do_establish_convergence)

φH
1 (f1)
[l1]

φH
2 (f2)
[l2]

φH
3 (f3)
[l3]

φH
4 (f3,f4)

[l4]
φH

5 (f5)
[l5]

f4(d) = handleUT_dynamic(d,∆OFSM)
∀d,∆. φ4(_, handleUT_dynamic(d,∆))
[handleUT_dynamic_handles_transition]

handleUT_dynamic
does not remove test cases

handleUT_dynamic
retains finiteness

distinguish_from_set
does not remove test cases
[distinguish_from_set_subset]

spyh_distinguish
does not remove test cases
[spyh_distinguish_subset]

distribute_extension
does not remove test cases
[distribute_extension_subset]

distinguish_from_set
retains finiteness

[distinguish_from_set_finite]

spyh_distinguish
retains finiteness

[spyh_distinguish_finite]

distribute_extension
retains finiteness

[distribute_extension_finite]

handleUT_dynamic
handles transitions (q, x, y, q′) by
calling distinguish_from_set

distinguish_from_set applied
to parameters α, β, V,X, l with
V ⊆ X preserves for each |γ| ≤ l

all divergences in
X ∪ {α, β}.pref (γ) and

retains conv. graph invariants
[distinguish_from_set_properties]

spyh_distinguish(α,X)
distinguishes α from all traces in X

and retains convergence graph invariants
[[spyh_distinguish_establishes_divergence]]

∆OFSM returns a distinguishing trace
[get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables_distinguishes]

divergences in V
are already preserved

get_prefix_of_separating_sequence
returns the prefix of a distinguishing trace
[get_prefix_of_separating_sequence_result]

distribute_extension(α,γ,TS,G)
appends γ to some β ∈ [α]TS

[distribute_extension_adds_sequence]

∆ returns a
distinguishing trace

Figure 11.1: Schematic overview of primary lemmata used in establishing
completeness of the H, SPYH, and Spartial -Methods implemented via the H-
Framework. Solid arrows represent implications, dotted arrows indicate assump-
tions. Names in brackets indicate lemmata of the formalisation. Abbreviations
[l1] to [l8] are detailed in Table 11.1. Prefix h_fw abbreviates h_framework.
∆OFSM is developed in Section 8.6. Only selected parameters are shown.
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∀ f1,f2,f3,f4,f5 . h_fw(M1,f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,m) is m-complete and finite
[h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness]

φH
1 (f1)
[l1]

φH
2 (f2)
[l3]

φH
3 (f3)
[l14]

φH
4 (f3,f4)

[l15]
φH

5 (f5)
[l5]

f3(∆) = handle_state_cover_static(∆)
f4(∆) = handleUT_static(∆)

∀∆. φH
4 (f3(∆), f4(∆))

[handleUT_static_handles_transition]

∀∆. φH
4 (f3(∆), establish_convergence_static(∆))

[establish_convergence_static_verifies_transition]

subset and finiteness
retainment analogous
to the dynamic case

[l12]

establish_convergence_static
handles transitions (q, x, y, q′)

[l13]

establish_convergence_static(∆)
preserves divergences in

V ∪ {υq.(x, y)}.pref (γ) and
retains convergence graph invariants

[[establish_convergence_static_properties]]

establish_convergence_static(∆)
distributes {γ}.∆(q′-after-γ)
over [υq.(x/y)]TS , [υq′ ]TS

via distribute_extension

distribute_extension(α,γ,TS,G)
appends γ to some β ∈ [α]

[distribute_extension_adds_sequence]

handle_state_cover_static(∆)
appends ∆(q) after each υq ∈ V

[handle_state_cover_static_applies_dist_sets]

∆(q) returns a finite
harmomised state
identifier for q

h_fw_static_empty(m)
is m-complete [l16]

h_fw_static_empty(M1,m,∆) =
h_fw(M,f1,f2,f3(∆),f4(∆),f4(d),f5,m)

using cg_empty

w_h(m) is m-complete [l18] w_h(m) = h_fw_static_empty(m,∆W )

wp_h(m) is m-complete [l19] wp_h(m) = h_fw_static_empty(m,∆Wp)

hsi_h(m) is m-complete [l20] hsi_h(m) = h_fw_static_empty(m,∆HSI)

h_fw_static_simple(m)
is m-complete [l17]

h_fw_static_simple(M1,m,∆) =
h_fw(M,f1,f2,f3(∆),f4(∆),f4(d),f5,m)

using cg_simple

spy_h(m) is m-complete [l21] spy_h(m) = h_fw_static_simple(m,∆HSI)

satisfied by
∆W [l9],
∆Wp [l10],
∆HSI [l11]

Figure 11.2: Schematic overview of the most important lemmata employed in
establishing completeness of test suites generated by the W, Wp, HSI, and
SPY-Methods implemented using the H-Framework. Notation is analogous to
Fig. 11.1. Functions ∆W , ∆Wp, and ∆HSI are defined in Algorithms 23, 26,
and 22, respectively.
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Table 11.1: Full names of lemmata employed in Fig. 11.1 and Fig. 11.2.

abbr. name of lemmata in formalisation

[l1] get_state_cover_assignment_is_state_cover_assignment
[l2] handle_state_cover_dynamic_separates_state_cover
[l3] sort_unverified_transitions_by_state_cover_length_retains_set
[l4] handleUT_dynamic_handles_transition
[l5] verifies_io_pair_handled
[l6] spyh_method_via_spy_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l7] h_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l8] partial_s_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l9] distinguishing_set_distinguishes, distinguishing_set_finite
[l10] distinguishing_set_or_state_identifier_distinguishes,

distinguishing_set_or_state_identifier_finite
[l11] get_HSI_distinguishes, get_HSI_finite
[l12] establish_convergence_static_subset,

establish_convergence_static_finite
[l13] establish_convergence_static_verifies_transition
[l14] handle_state_cover_static_separates_state_cover
[l15] handleUT_static_handles_transition
[l16] h_framework_static_with_empty_graph_completeness_and_finiteness
[l17] h_framework_static_with_simple_graph_completeness_and_finiteness
[l18] w_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l19] wp_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l20] hsi_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
[l21] spy_method_via_h_framework_completeness_and_finiteness
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11.3 Test Strategy Implementations
For each of the test strategies discussed in Section 5.1, a theory file with suffix
_Implementations.thy contains the implementations of the respective strat-
egy in using the intermediate frameworks (see Fig 7.1). These implementations
supply concrete implementations to the remaining procedural parameters as in-
dicated in Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3, and Fig. 6.4. Each implementation exhibits at least
two inputs: reference model M and upper bound m. Some implementations
exhibit further Boolean parameters that govern choices of heuristics (see Sec-
tion 11.1) and whether the insertion of traces into the test suite should trigger
the additional insertion of certain related traces3.

Completeness and finiteness proofs on these implementations reduce to em-
ploying the completeness and finiteness results of the used intermediate frame-
works and showing that any remaining procedural parameters satisfy the as-
sumptions stated in these results. For example, Fig. 11.1 shows how complete-
ness of the implementations of the H, SPYH, and Spartial -Methods using the H-
Framework can be directly derived from the completeness property of intermedi-
ate framework h_framework_dynamic, which imposes no requirements on on the
single remaining procedural parameter doEstablishConvergence. Similarly,
Fig. 11.2 shows that in order to prove complete the test suites generated by im-
plementations of the W, Wp, HSI, and SPY-Methods using the H-Framework
using intermediate frameworks h_framework_static_with_empty_graph and
h_framework_static_with_simple_graph, it suffices to show that the func-
tions they supply to procedural parameter getDistSetForLength return (fi-
nite) harmonised state identifiers.

This approach furthermore minimises the effort required to implement vari-
ations of test strategies that differ from the already implemented strategies
only in implementations of one or more procedural parameters of intermedi-
ate frameworks. For example, an alternative implementation of the W-Method
might use a more sophisticated method to compute characterisation sets than
getCharSet (Algorithm 23) such as getCharSet-reduced, implemented
in Algorithm 41. In contrast to getCharSet, this function avoids inserting
distinguishing trace getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′) into the intermediate
characterisation set if the latter already contains a distinguishing trace for q and
q′, thus avoiding superfluous entries. An implementation of the W-Method using
getCharSet-reduced is obtained by simply passing getCharSet-reduced
instead of getCharSet to h_framework_static_with_empty_graph. The es-
tablishment of completeness and correctness of this new strategy furthermore
reduces to proving that getCharSet-reduced returns finite harmonised state
identifiers.

Similarly, the implementation of the H-Method using the Pair-Framework
as introduced in Section 6.5 can be improved by adding a heuristic to get-

3For example, insertion of x̄/ȳ might trigger the insertion of all possible traces with the
same input portion x̄. This completion may improve the effect of some heuristics and does
not increase the size of the test suite if test cases are to be eventually converted to input
sequences.
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Algorithm 41: getCharSet-reduced(M, q)

1 W ← ∅
2 foreach (q, q′) ∈ Q×Q do
3 if there exists no γ ∈ pref (W ) ∩∆M (q, q′) then
4 W ←W ∪ {getShortestDistTrace(M, q, q′)}

5 return W

DistTraceIfReq (Algorithm 38) that tries to find a distinguishing trace re-
quiring as few new edges and branches in the test suite (tree) as possible. In
H_Method_Implementations.thy, I have implemented this alternative function
as add_cheapest_distinguishing_trace. It essentially follows the heuristic
already implemented for the H and SPY-Frameworks in bestPrefixOfSepSeq
(Algorithm 13), without the need to consider convergence graphs, as the Pair-
Framework does not employ these.

The following implementations of test strategies are available in my formal-
isation, where curly brackets indicate a group of distinct prefixes for a given
suffix:

• {w,wp,hsi,h,spy,spyh,partial_s}_method_via_h_framework

Implementations of test strategies as described for the H-Framework in
Section 10.1.

• w_method_via_h_framework_2

Implementation of the W-Method in the H-Framework using function
getCharSet-reduced as described above.

• {w,wp,hsi,spy,spyh}_method_via_spy_framework

Implementations of test strategies as described for the SPY-Framework in
Section 10.2.

• {w,hsi,h}_method_via_pair_framework

Implementations of test strategies as described for the Pair-Framework in
Section 10.3.

• h_method_via_pair_framework_2

Implementation of the H-Method in the Pair-Framework with optional
completions of inserted traces.

• h_method_via_pair_framework_3

Implementation of the H-Method in the Pair-Framework with further op-
tional completions of inserted traces and employing heuristic function
add_cheapest_distinguishing_trace described above.
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Part IV

Verified Executable
Implementations
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Chapter 12

Code Generation

This chapter discusses the generation of trustworthy executable implementations
of the strategies discussed in Section 11.3 via the code generation capabilities
of Isabelle/HOL. First, Section 12.1 introduces these capabilities and provides
examples from my formalisation. Next, Sections 12.2 to 12.4 show examples
of refinements performed to obtain more efficient implementations that retain
correctness properties. Finally, Section 12.5 discusses the generation of imple-
mentations to be employed by the tools introduced in Chapter 13.

12.1 Code Generation With Isabelle/HOL
The Isabelle/HOL distribution contains code generation facilities able to create
executable implementations from many definitions, targeting several functional
programming languages including Haskell, Standard ML (SML), OCaml and
Scala. A partial correctness proof for this translation is given in [42], showing
that if the generated program terminates in the target language without an error
or exception being thrown, then it returns the same value as the implementation
in Isabelle/HOL1. In [41, 42] it is also demonstrated how the code generator may
be employed to facilitate program and data refinement in order to obtain more
efficient implementation, which is applied to my formalisation in subsequent
sections. An extended tutorial on the code generator is given in [39].

The code generation capabilities have been employed to obtain verified im-
plementations of a wide variety of algorithms, including LTL model-checkers
(see [30]), theorem provers (see [98]), SAT solvers and SAT certificate checkers
(see [34, 65]), linear mixed integer arithmetic solvers (see [15]), computations of
enclosures of solutions of ordinary differential equations (see [54]), factorisation
algorithms (see [25]), or file comparison algorithms (see [118]). In many cases
the obtained implementations are sufficiently efficient to be applied to practical

1Note that this proof has been established on paper. Mechanised verification of the code
generation and subsequent compilation for Isabelle/HOL has been performed for the target
language CakeML in [52].
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problems. The development of executable implementations is also already of use
during the development of the formalisation itself, as the Quickcheck tool inte-
grated in Isabelle/HOL (see [21]) uses these to try to find counterexamples for
stated but not-yet-proven lemmata. Quickly finding such counterexamples helps
identifying invalid conjectures and thus avoids lengthy unsuccessful attempts at
proving them.

Code generation is based on the equations used in Isabelle/HOL definitions.
For example, recall the formalisation of predicate observable from Subsec-
tion 8.2.4, which checks whether a given FSM is observable:
fun observable :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm ⇒ bool" where

"observable M =
(∀ t1 ∈ transitions M . ∀ t2 ∈ transitions M .

(t_source t1 = t_source t2 ∧ t_input t1 = t_input t2 ∧
t_output t1 = t_output t2)
−→ t_target t1 = t_target t2)"

This is translated into the following function in Haskell:

observable ::
forall a b c. (Eq a, Eq b, Eq c) => Fsm a b c -> Bool;

observable m =
ball (transitions m)

(\ t1 ->
ball (transitions m)

(\ t2 ->
(if fst t1 == fst t2 &&

fst (snd t1) == fst (snd t2) &&
fst (snd (snd t1)) == fst (snd (snd t2))

then snd (snd (snd t1)) == snd (snd (snd t2))
else True)));

That is, both quantifications over the set of transitions of the given FSM are
translated into calls of function ball, which checks whether a given predicate
holds for all elements of a set (see below). Furthermore, an implication P −→ Q
is translated into a statement (if P then Q else True). Finally, the projec-
tions for the components of a transition, such as t_source, are unfolded to the
operations on tuples they represent2. Note that the translation to Haskell also
makes explicit that arbitrary types in Isabelle/HOL by default support equality
checks via =, which in Haskell requires all three type parameters of observable
to instantiate class Eq. When translating to languages that do not themselves
support type classes directly, the functions defined in type class instantiations
are added as procedural parameters to the generated functions (see [42]).

The translation of (∀x ∈ A.P (x)) into (ball A P) is predefined in Is-
abelle/HOL and the implementation of ball itself depends on the represen-
tation of sets (see also Section 12.4). The default generated implementation of

2Recall that transitions are 4-tuples (q, x, y, q′), which in Isabelle/HOL are represented
as nested pairs (q, (x, (y, q′))). First and second element of a pair are accessed in both Is-
abelle/HOL and Haskell via functions fst and snd, respectively.
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the type of sets in Isabelle/HOL uses lists – which in Isabelle/HOL are of finite
length – to represent either a finite set (Set xs) whose elements are stored in
list xs, or a set (Coset xs) that is the complement of (Set xs). This type is
exported to Haskell as follows:

data Set a = Set [a] | Coset [a];

Of these, ball is only well defined on (Set xs), in which case it employs the
predefined function all to check satisfaction of the predicate for all elements:

ball :: forall a. Set a -> (a -> Bool) -> Bool;
ball (Set xs) p = all p xs;

On a (Coset xs), ball is not defined, as the construction of the complement of
(Set xs) would require generating the universe of all values of the same type
as those in list xs, which the code generator by default only supports for types
with a finite number of values3.

By this constraint, the definition of function h described in Section 8.1 is
not immediately suitable for code generation, as for (h M (q,x)) it implicitly
quantifies over all possible y and q′ such that (q, x, y, q′) is a transition of M .

fun h :: "(’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl ⇒ (’a × ’b) ⇒ (’c × ’a) set" where
"h M (q,x) = { (y,q’) . (q,x,y,q’) ∈ transitions M }"

In order to enable code generation without the need to always consider the suit-
ability for this purpose while developing a definition, the code generator allows
specification of separate code equations. These are alternative definitions to be
employed by the code generator instead of the original definition of some func-
tion, and the code generator requires proof that both definitions are equivalent.
For example, theory file FSM_Impl.thy defines the following lemma to provide
a definition of h suitable for code generation:

lemma h_code[code] :
"h M (q,x) = (let

m = set_as_map (image (λ(q,x,y,q’). ((q,x),y,q’)) (transitions M))
in (case m (q,x) of Some yqs ⇒ yqs | None ⇒ {}))"

Here, set_as_map is a function (suitable for code generation) that obtains for a
given set A of pairs a mapping f such that f(x) := {y | (x, y) ∈ A}. Attribute
code of the lemma indicates its use as a code equation for the code generator4.

12.2 Data Refinement: Updated FSMData Type
The data type for FSMs as introduced in Section 8.1 does store transitions
only in a single set. Hence, each call to h presented above requires renewed

3More precisely, the code generator in the absence of alternative instructions only supports
generating the universe of some type if that type instantiates class enum.

4Note that a simpler implementation of h might be achieved by filter and image opera-
tions on sets. I have chosen the presented implementation to highlight the construction of an
intermediate mapping from the transitions of the FSM, which is repeated for each call to h
and hence might allow for common subexpression elimination (see [74]).
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non-trivial computation to select the desired entries from this set. Further-
more, many functions developed in Part III repeatedly employ h or the related
h_obs (see Section 8.1), so that each implemented test strategy performs a
large number of calls to these functions. In order to avoid repeated compu-
tation of the same intermediate steps, in particular due to repeated calls with
the same inputs during execution of a test strategy, I introduce in theory file
FSM_Code_Datatype.thy a refinement of data type fsm_impl (and hence also
fsm) that stores the views on the transition relation required by h and h_obs
as mappings, allowing these functions to be implemented as simple lookups.

First, data type fsm_with_precomputations_impl exhibits a single con-
structor FSMWPI that essentially extends constructor FSMI of fsm_impl with
mappings h_wpi and h_obs_wpi5.

datatype (’a,’b,’c) fsm_with_precomputations_impl =
FSMWPI (initial_wpi : ’a)

(states_wpi : "’a set")
(inputs_wpi : "’b set")
(outputs_wpi : "’c set")
(transitions_wpi : "(’a × ’b × ’c × ’a) set")
(h_wpi : "((’a × ’b), (’c × ’a) set) mapping")
(h_obs_wpi: "(’a × ’b, (’c,’a) mapping) mapping")

From this type, a type of well-formed FSMs fsm_with_precomputations
is obtained analogous to the definition of type fsm in Section 8.2 via a well-
formedness predicate. In contrast to fsm, this predicate here also requires h_wpi
and h_obs_wpi to be well-formed, for example by requiring that if a value exists
in (h_wpi M) for key (q,x), then this is the set produced by (h M (q,x)), and
that if no such value exists, then (h M (q,x)) would return the empty set.

The code generator is instructed to employ fsm_with_precomputations as
a refinement of fsm_impl by adding translations between the two types intro-
duced above, providing a function FSMWP for obtaining an fsm_impl from an
fsm_with_precomputations – which simply maps the first five fields of the
latter to the parameters of constructor FSMI of the former – and finally config-
uring the code generator to replace constructor FSMI with this function using
code_datatype. For more details on this approach see Section 3.2 of [39].

definition FSMWP ::
"(’a,’b,’c) fsm_with_precomputations ⇒ (’a,’b,’c) fsm_impl"
where
"FSMWP M = FSMI (initial_wp M)

(states_wp M)
(inputs_wp M)
(outputs_wp M)
(transitions_wp M)"

code_datatype FSMWP

5The mappings are not stored as Isabelle/HOL maps, which are regular functions, but as
values of type mapping, which serves as an abstract interface for maps to be employed in code
generation (see Section 12.4).
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Values of type fsm_impl created using FSMWP retain well-formedness as de-
scribed in Section 8.2 by the well-formedness of fsm_with_precomputations,
which also allows replacing the previously developed implementation of h with
a lookup as intended. The replacement of the previous code equation for h is
indicated to the code generator via attribute code drop.
declare [[code drop: FSM_Impl.h]]
lemma[code] : "h (FSMWP M) = (λ (q,x) .

case Mapping.lookup (h_wp M) (q,x) of Some yqs ⇒ yqs | None ⇒ {})"

Finally, due to the replacement of FSMI with FSMWP, functions of theory file
FSM_Impl.thy that have directly used the former constructor have to be given
code equations implementing them using the latter. In particular, it has to be
ensured that the extended well-formedness property of the new data type is
retained during construction of FSMs.

Note that no changes to FSM_Impl.thy or FSM.thy have been required to
implement this refinement. No proof in the theory files discussed in Part III
is to be modified and the results established therein automatically hold for the
updated implementations.

12.3 Program Refinement: OFSM-Tables
As discussed in Subsection 8.5.1, the computation of the k-th OFSM-Table
via function ofsm_table as implemented in Minimisation.thy is simple and
intuitive but not efficient, as during its recursive definition it does not store
intermediate results and hence repeatedly computes preceding tables. This neg-
atively impacts the performance of both minimisation (see Subsection 8.5.2) and
the computation of distinguishing traces as implemented in Section 8.6, which
make heavy use of OFSM-Tables.

Theory file OFSM_Table_Refinement.thy refines ofsm_table by introducing
a function compute_ofsm_tables that creates a list containing the first to k-th
OFSM-Table by iteratively applying a function next_ofsm_table to obtain the
(i+ 1)-th from the already computed i-th table without the need to repeatedly
compute preceding tables. More precisely, (compute_ofsm_tables M k) ef-
fectively returns the same list as [initial_ofsm_table, ofsm_table M (λq.
states M) 1, ..., ofsm_table M (λq. states M) k], where helper func-
tion initial_ofsm_table assigns to each input the set of all states of M .

This function enables refining the minimisation algorithm presented in Sub-
section 8.5.2 by computing the (|M | − 1)-th table using compute_ofsm_tables
instead of employing ofsm_table_fix. Both tables must be identical, as there
cannot exist more than |M | distinct classes in an OFSM-Table and each step
from the i-th to the (i+1)-th table either increases the number of distinct classes
or leaves the table unchanged, in which case all subsequent tables are identical.

The computation of a distinguishing traces can be refined analogously. Note
that after such refinement, the computation of OFSM-Tables is still repeated
for each call to get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables. This con-
stitutes a further opportunity for refinement by computing all tables up to
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the (|M | − 1)-th table once and reusing this list of tables in subsequent calls.
For this purpose, OFSM_Table_Refinement.thy furthermore defines a version
of get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables that uses a given list of
OFSM-Tables instead of computing them itself. Via refinement, all calls to
get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables in the implemented test
strategies are replaced with a call to this function.

12.4 Containers Framework
The mechanised formalisation developed in Part III extensively employs the
predefined data types set and map. As described above, these are, in the ab-
sence of further instructions to the code generator, implemented as lists and
functions6, respectively. On these representations, many standard operations
are inefficient, such as checking whether a set contains a certain element, or not
suitable for code generation, such as computing the domain of a map whose
keys are of a type inhabited by infinitely many values.

The Containers framework presented in [70], available in the Archive of
Formal Proofs as [69], provides several alternative implementations of sets and
maps, as well as mechanisms for automatically selecting suitable implementa-
tions for the code generator based on type classes7. In executable implemen-
tations derived for the present work, sets and maps are thus implemented via
red-black-trees, providing more efficient operations than lists. For sets, this
replacement of implementations merely requires importing the framework into
the formalisation, whereas for maps some data refinement is required, as the
framework does not provide new code equations directly for type map, which
is just a synonym for regular functions. Instead, the framework provides code
equations for type mapping, and I provide in my formalisation code equations
that replace usages of map with mapping. Appendix C exemplifies the use of
mapping in providing efficient representations of prefix-closed sets of lists.

12.5 Generated Implementations
Final instructions to the code generator are provided in a separate theory file
Test_Suite_Generator_Code_Export.thy. For each of the test strategy im-
plementations discussed in Section 11.3, this theory file defines two new func-
tions, returning different representations of test suites and introducing the op-
tional step of first transforming the reference FSM into a language-equivalent
minimal observable FSM8. These functions also fix the types of states, in-

6More precisely, type (’a,’b) map is a synonym for the type (’a ⇒ ’b option) of func-
tions that map each key either to None, in which case the map contains no value for that key,
or to some (Some y), in which case the map contains value y for the key.

7In [67], Lammich et al. discuss data refinement and compare the Containers framework
to the complementary but more heavy-weight Autoref framework (see [64]).

8This transformation is performed via function to_prime defined in theory file
Prime_Transformation.thy, which first transforms a given FSM into a language-
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puts, and outputs as integer, which are translated during code generation
to arbitrary-precision integer types of the target language9. For example, from
w_method_via_h_framework the following two functions are derived:

definition w_method_via_h_framework_ts ::
"(integer,integer,integer) fsm ⇒
integer ⇒
bool ⇒
((integer×integer)×bool) list list"

definition w_method_via_h_framework_input ::
"(integer,integer,integer) fsm ⇒
integer ⇒
bool ⇒
integer list list"

Both functions expect three parameters: a reference FSM M , the upper bound
on the additional number k of states of considered implementations, and a flag
whether the reference model is already minimal, observable, and containing only
reachable states. If this flag is not set, then both functions transform the refer-
ence model. Thereafter, a test suite TS is computed for fault domain F(M,m)
using m = |M | + k. The functions differ only in the representation of the re-
turned test suite. Functions with suffix _ts extend each IO-pair in each trace
of TS with a Boolean flag (using abbreviated values T,F) indicating whether in
M the pair is in the language of the state reached by the preceding pairs. For
example, some (x1/y1).(x2/y2).(x3/y3) /∈ L(M) with (x1/y1).(x2/y2) ∈ L(M)
would result in augmented trace (x1/y1, T).(x2/y2, T).(x3/y3, F). This augmen-
tation encodes information on the containment in L(M) of prefixes of traces
in TS and hence M itself is no longer required when the resulting test suite is
applied to an SUT.

In contrast, functions with suffix _input return the input portions of traces
in TS , which reduces the space required to store test suite, but requires re-
sponses of the SUT observed in testing to be compared against the behaviour
of the reference model M . Furthermore, the reduction to input sequences loses
information on opportunities to stop application of some test case x̄/ȳ early, as
testing has to consider all responses to prefixes x̄, not all of which are necessarily
included in TS (see Appendix B). In both cases, I have chosen to represent the
resulting test suite as a list of lists instead of a set of lists, in order to simplify
the handling of test suites in the tools presented in Chapter 13.

Finally, Test_Suite_Generator_Code_Export.thy generates code for func-
tion fsm_from_list (introduced in Subsection 8.2.1) to facilitate creation of
values of type fsm, as well as for several functions describing transformations of
FSMs. Test strategies for reduction testing (see Appendix A) are also exported.

equivalent observable FSM via make_observable (see Section 8.4), which is then min-
imised via minimise (see Section 8.5) and finally restricted to its reachable states via
restrict_to_reachable_states of FSM.thy.

9For Haskell and SML, this results in types Integer and IntInf.int, respectively.
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Chapter 13

Toolset

In order to apply the test strategies implemented in Part III to practical systems
under test, I provide a pair of small tools consisting of a test suite generator
and a test harness that applies generated test suites to a given SUT. These are
introduced in Sections 13.1 and 13.2, respectively. Thereafter, Section 13.3 dis-
cusses the benefits of employing code generated from Isabelle/HOL with respect
to tool qualification. The subsequent Chapter 14 provides an evaluation of the
test strategy implementations on randomly generated FSMs and compares ob-
served results with those of hand-written implementations. The described tools,
evaluation data, and further examples are available in the repository accompa-
nying the present work (see Section 1.4). Fig. 13.1 visualises the components of
this tool set and how they are employed to test an SUT against a given reference
model.

13.1 Test Suite Generator
The generator is implemented as a command line tool test-suite-generator
written in Standard ML, which imports the generated code described in Sec-
tion 12.5. Using these imports, the tool generates a test suite for a given ref-
erence model M , a given strategy identified by some name (for example us-
ing string H_Pair to select h_method_via_pair_framework), a flag indicating
whether M is already prime (i.e. observable, minimal, and containing only
reachable states), and a number k ∈ N specifying the upper bound on addi-
tional states in the fault domain.

The use of provably correct implementations sets this test suite generator
apart from other libraries and tools for testing based on FSMs, such as the
JPlavisFSM1 library (see [92]), the FSMlib2 library (see [107]), the libfsmtest3

1https://github.com/adenilso/jplavisfsm
2https://github.com/Soucha/FSMlib
3https://bitbucket.org/JanPeleska/libfsmtest
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reference model M as
a file in raw format

name of the test
strategy to apply

Boolean flag indicating
whether M is prime

upper bound k on the
number of additional
states of the SUT

number r of times each test case is to be applied

parse M as list
of transitions

transform M to a
value of type fsm

select strategy generated strategy
implementations

test suite TS as
list of input sequences
or augmented IO-traces

TS stored as file

apply strategy

apply test casesSUT
SUT wrapper

[C functions sut_init, sut_reset, sut]

verdict?

The SUT conforms to the
specification M w.r.t. the
language-equivalence confor-
mance relation (under the de-
scribed assumptions).

A trace x̄/ȳ ∈ L(SUT )\L(M) is observed during
application of the test suite, or the SUT does not
exhibit some x̄/ȳ ∈ L(M). The SUT hence does
not conform to the specification M w.r.t. the
language-equivalence conformance relation.

test-suite-generator command line tool

code generated from formalisation

test-harness command line tool

PASS FAIL

Figure 13.1: Overview of the workflow of using the test-suite-generator and
test-harness command line tools to test an SUT. Dark grey shadings indicate
inputs and SUT integration provided by the user, while light grey shadings
indicate the trustworthy code generated from the Isabelle/HOL formalisation.
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library (see [4]), and the FSMTest4 tool (see [99]). Section 4 of [4] provides a
short overview and comparison of these tools, each of which exhibits unique ca-
pabilities, such as mutation testing in JPlavisFSM, learning of FSMs in FSMlib,
property-oriented testing in libfsmtest, and handling of extended finite state
machines (see [31]) with FSMTest.

The test suite generator employs as format for encoding FSMs the so-called
raw format of the open source libfsmtest library (see [4]), which for each
transition (q, x, y, q′) contains a single line q x y q’. The source state of the
first listed transition specifies the initial state of the FSM. This is exemplified
in Fig. 13.2. Only integers are employed as identifiers5.

0 1

2

0/0

0/1
1/0

1/1

0/0

0/0

1/1

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 2
0 1 0 2
1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
2 0 0 2
2 1 1 1

Figure 13.2: FSM M13 and its encoding in the raw format.

The generated test suite is encoded as described in Section 12.5. That is,
it is either a list of input sequences or a list of IO-traces augmented with flags
indicating language containment in the reference model. Applying the generator
to prime FSM M13 as shown in Fig. 13.2 for k = 0 and strategy H_Pair results
in input sequences {000, 0100, 1000, 1100} or the following augmented IO-traces:

((0/0),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),T)
((0/0),T).((0/1),F)
((0/0),T).((1/0),F)
((0/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),T)
((0/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/1),F)
((0/1),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),F)
((0/1),T).((0/1),F)
((1/0),T).((0/0),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),F)
((1/0),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),F)
((1/0),T).((0/1),F)
((1/0),T).((1/0),F)
((1/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),T)
((1/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/1),F)
((1/1),F)

4http://fsmtestonline.ru
5Since all components of a well-formed finite state machine are finite and hence enumerable,

this does not constitute a restriction.
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13.2 Test Harness
The application of test suites to an SUT is performed via the test-harness
command line tool, which interfaces with the SUT via three SUT-specific func-
tions sut_init(), sut_reset(), and sut() implemented in an SUT wrapper6.
Function sut_init() is called once before applying any test cases in order
to set up the SUT, for example by initialising database connections. Next,
sut_reset() is called before each application of a test case, in order to reset
the SUT to its initial state. Finally, sut() applies a single input to the SUT and
observes an output. Both the input supplied to sut() and the returned output
are integers, so that sut() is furthermore responsible for translating inputs in
the test suite to concrete inputs to the SUT, which may require more complex
data types than integers, as well as for translating the observed output to an
integer representing an output of the reference model. The SUT wrappers em-
ployed in test-harness are equivalent to those employed by the libfsmtest
library (see [4]), which encode inputs in test suites as strings. The user man-
ual of this library provides examples for the translation of inputs and outputs
required by sut().

As the libfsmtest library already supports application of test suites rep-
resented as lists of input sequences, the test-harness command line tool only
considers test cases represented as augmented IO-traces. An test case

((x1/y1), b1).((x2/y2), b2).((x3/y3), b3). . . . .((xk/yk), bk)

is applied by stepwise consideration of elements ((xi/yi), bi) of the list, beginning
at i = 1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, input xi is applied to the SUT via sut(xi),
observing a response y′i. Application of the test suite stops as soon as one of
the following conditions applies, which are checked in the given order:

1. If bi = T and yi 6= y′i, then the current application of the test case is
inconclusive, as it has not been shown that the SUT exhibits behaviour
xi/yi in the state reached by preceding IO-pairs7.

2. If bi = F and yi = y′i, then the SUT fails the test case application by
exhibiting a response not exhibited by the reference model.

3. If bi = F and yi 6= y′i, then the SUT passes the test case application, as it
has exhibited the IO-behaviour of the preceding IO-pairs (whose flags bj
must all be T) and not exhibited behaviour xi/yi in the state reached by
preceding IO-pairs.

4. If i = k, then the SUT passes the test case. This conditions can occur
only if all flags are T and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k it holds that yj = y′j , implying
that the SUT exhibits x1 . . . xk/y1 . . . yk ∈ L(M).

6The test-harness command line tool is written in Haskell and but expects the SUT
wrapper to supply C functions – accessed via the foreign function interface of Haskell – in
order to simplify integration.

7A more sophisticated application of test cases might check whether there exist another
test case that coincides with the current test case in its first (i−1) steps and whose i-th input
is also xi, and then try to continue execution of that test case.
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The SUT fails the test case if any application of it fails or if all applications are
inconclusive. Otherwise the SUT passes the test case. That is, the SUT passes
a test case if and only if for all prefixes ((x1/y1), b1). . . . .((xk/yk), F) of the test
case it holds that x1 . . . xk/y1 . . . yk /∈ L(M) is not exhibited by the SUT, while
for all prefixes ((x1/y1), T). . . . .((xj/yj), T) augmented only with T it holds that
the SUT does exhibit x1 . . . xj/y1 . . . yj ∈ L(M)8. A test suite is passed by the
SUT if and only if all test cases in the test suite are passed by the SUT.

As an example, consider an SUT that introduces a transition fault into M13

(Fig. 13.2) by redirecting the transition (2, 1, 1, 1) to target state 0. This failure
is uncovered by the second to last test case of the test suite developed in the
previous section, ((1/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/1),F), as (1/0).(1/1).(0/1) is in
the language of the SUT. The failure is also uncovered via the preceding test
case ((1/0),T).((1/1),T).((0/0),T).((0/1),T), as (1/0).(1/1).(0/0).(0/1)
is not in the language of the SUT and hence all applications of this test case are
inconclusive.

Note that observing all responses of a nondeterministic SUT may require
applying test cases multiple times. For nondeterministic SUTs, I thus employ
the so-called complete testing assumption (see Subsection 3.2.2), which assumes
that there exists some r such that each response of the SUT to some x̄ can be
observed by applying x̄ at most r times. This r constitutes the final parameter of
test-harness (see Fig. 13.1). If the SUT is deterministic, then any inconclusive
test case application is a failed test case application, since it indicates that for
some prefix ((x1/y1), T). . . . .((xj/yj), T) of the test case a response to input
sequence x1 . . . xj other than the single response y1 . . . yj of the reference model
has been observed in the SUT.

13.3 Tool Qualification
The two tools described above each contain fewer than 200 lines of code in ad-
dition to the generated code and serve only as interfaces between the reference
model, test suites and the SUT, with most lines of code handling parsing. They
can thus be verified manually with little effort. Together with the trustworthi-
ness of the provably correct generated code (see [42]) facilitating the test suite
generator, the generation of implementations from proven mechanised formali-
sations provides significant benefits for tool qualification efforts of test tools that
employ the above tools: First, the fault detection capabilities of generated test
suites are established by mechanised proofs within the formalisation, providing
evidence that they are complete for the fault domain of SUTs whose behaviour
can be represented by an OFSM that contains at most k states more than the
prime reference model and has the same set of inputs and outputs as the latter.
Verification of these proofs in turn reduces to verifying the used definitions, as
any proof is verified automatically by the small trustworthy inference kernel of

8As languages of FSMs are prefix closed, test cases thus need only be applied until the
first IO-pair augmented with F. The implementations described Section 11.3 generate only
test cases that contain at most a single F, located in the last element.
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Isabelle, even when using sophisticated automated proof methods (see [8]). The
qualification of formal method tools has been discussed in [17, 24, 117].

In [17], Brauer et al. identify two particular hazards to tool qualification that
may be introduced by malfunctions of test tools that generate and apply tests
to an SUT, such as the pair of tools described above. First, the tools may fail to
detect deviations of the behaviour of the SUT from that of the reference model,
if the application of test cases is implemented erroneously and fails to recognise
or report such deviations. Second, the tools may fail to ensure satisfaction of
pre-conditions of test cases, in which case the result of applying the test case
may not reflect the intention of the test case.

For the above pair of tools and test cases represented as augmented IO-
traces, mitigation of the first hazard – undetected SUT failures – reduces to
verifying that the test case application implemented in the test-harness tool
conforms to the description given in Section 13.2, as the behaviour of the ref-
erence model is encoded in the test case itself. In contrast, if test cases are
represented as input sequences x̄, then the responses of the reference model to
x̄ are obtained via simulation of the reference model and then compared to the
observed responses of the SUT, which introduces more components of the test
harness to be verified9. For both representations of test suites, the responses of
the SUT to test cases and the derived verdict are logged.

Mitigation of the second hazard – unsatisfied pre-conditions – is for the
above pair of tools limited to verifying that the sut_reset() function of the
SUT wrapper reliably resets the SUT to its initial state, as this constitutes
the only pre-condition on test cases for the complete test strategies discussed
in the present work. Since the implementation of the SUT wrapper is highly
dependent on the SUT, I have not included the test harness in the Isabelle
formalisation, but I believe that the small provided implementation can easily
be verified manually for a given SUT10.

The integration of code generated from provably correct formalisations into
the tool set, together with encoding the behaviour expected by the reference
model into test cases, thus obviates measures such as the replay of observed
behaviours against the specification (see [17]) arising from untrusted test case
generators, and reduces the size of manually written components of the tool set,
reducing the effort required for manual verification.

9Note that theory file FSM.thy provides functions to compute the responses of an FSM to
some input sequence x̄. Thus, by generating code for this function, errors in manually written
functions to simulate the reference model may be avoided.

10Naturally, this verification should also cover functions sut_init() and sut(), since errors
in these functions may result in test cases being applied incorrectly or to an SUT not set up
in a well-specified state.
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Chapter 14

Experiments

I have applied the test suite generator described in Section 13.1 to sets of ran-
domly generated FSMs in order to evaluate the size of obtained test suites and to
compare the performance of the generated code to manually written implemen-
tations. The sets of FSMs and the obtained observation data described below are
publicly available at the repository accompanying this work (see Section 1.4). In
the following, I examine only prime deterministic FSMs and consider test suites
represented as sets of input sequences, in order to allow direct comparison with
previous efforts to evaluate and compare test strategies, such as [26] and [29],
which employ the same restrictions.

14.1 Comparison of Implemented Strategies
Fig. 14.1 shows the result of applying several test strategies to randomly gen-
erated deterministic FSMs M with 2 inputs and 2 outputs, using k = 0 (that
is, generating test suites that are |M |-complete). Here, methods using the H
and Pair-Frameworks are denoted with suffix or infix _H and _Pair, respec-
tively. Identifiers H_Pair_3_11 and SPYH_H_10 additionally encode the two
Boolean arguments passed to functions h_method_via_pair_framework_3 and
spyh_method_via_h_framework in their last two characters and hence express
the usage of particular completions (see Chapter 11). In Fig. 14.1, I omit other
combinations of Boolean arguments for these two strategies, as these obtain
larger test suites. The results for the W-Method are shown only partially due
to the rapid growth of the generated test suite.

The observed values in Fig. 14.1 indicate that, on average, for the given
DFSMs the following relations hold on the average sizes of obtained test suites
(measured as the number of maximal contained input sequences):

TW > TWp > THSI > TH > TSPY > TH3 > TSPYH

where TS denotes the average size of test suites obtained by test strategy S,
measured as the number of maximal input sequences. Note that the H-Method
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Figure 14.1: Average number of test cases (maximal input sequences) obtained
by applying test strategies to 100 randomly generated prime DFSMs M with 2
inputs and 2 outputs for each 1 ≤ |M | ≤ 100 using k = 0.

occurs twice, as two distinct implementations have been considered here: H
(H_Pair) and H3 (H_Pair_3_11). Table 14.1 shows some values for TW not
depicted in Fig. 14.1 due to the rapid growth of test suites generated by the W-
Method. Values for TSPYH are omitted after |M | = 77 due to time constraints1.

The relations observed in Fig. 14.1 are in agreement with those observed
in similar experiments in the literature: Dorofeeva et al. in [26] in particu-
lar observe TW > TWp > TH and TW > THSI > TH , but little difference
between TWp and THSI due to a more sophisticated implementation of the Wp-
Method compared to wp_method_via_h_framework (see Algorithm 3). Simão
et al. in [103] observe THSI > TSPY. Finally, Endo et al. in [29] observe
TW > THSI > TH > TSPY, whereas Soucha et al. in [108] and Soucha in [106]
observe TW > TWp > THSI > TSPY > TH > TSPYH, thus differing in the obser-
vations for the H and SPY-Methods. As exemplified by TH > TSPY > TH3 in
Fig. 14.1, such divergent observations may result from applying distinct imple-
mentations of the same test strategies. In [106] it is observed that the S-Method
generates even smaller test suites than the SPYH-Method2.

1At |M | = 77 and larger reference models, the average time required to compute the
test suite for a single DFSM in the data set exceeds 300s. This is a result of the simple
implementation of convergence graph simple_cg (see Section 9.4), which the SPYH-Method
employs extensively.

2On the data set applied here, the results of the Spartial -Method differ little from the
SPYH-Method and hence have been omitted in the discussion and Fig. 14.1.
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Table 14.1: Average test suite sizes as shown in Fig. 14.1 for selected sizes n of
the reference model.

n TW TWp THSI TH TSPY TH3 TSPYH

25 123 81 75 70 68 54 50
50 300 189 175 160 157 117 111
75 505 304 284 259 254 186 182
100 719 420 396 364 354 261 -

14.2 Comparison with a Manually Developed
Implementation

Many benefits of employing provably correct implementations generated from
the Isabelle formalisation discussed in Section 13.3 are only practically relevant
if these implementations are sufficiently efficient to be applicable to non-trivial
inputs. In order to evaluate the generated implementations, I compare the two
implementations of the H-Method employed in the previous section – H_Pair
and the more elaborate H_Pair_3_11 – against a manually developed implemen-
tation of the H-Method in the open source C++ library fsmlib-cpp3 that has
been employed, for example, in [47]4. I have chosen to consider the H-Method
for this comparison, as it performs the most complex heuristics of strategies that
do not exploit convergence. As discussed in Section 9.4, the current implemen-
tation of convergence graph Standard is very simple, limiting the performance
of implementations of the SPY and SPYH-Methods.

Fig. 14.2 shows test suite sizes and average computation times for the three
implementations of the H-Method over randomly generated prime DFSMs with
3 inputs, 3 outputs, and up to 80 states, considering the same set of DFSMs for
each k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The computation times have been measured on a machine
running Ubuntu 18.04 equipped with an Intel Core i7-4700MQ processor and
16GB of RAM, employing MLton 202101175 to compile the SML code generated
from Isabelle/HOL and GCC 9.46 to compile the fsmlib-cpp. Table 14.2 lists
selected values of Fig. 14.2 for a more precise comparison.

As shown in Fig. 14.2, for all k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the test suites generated us-
ing function H_Pair (h_method_via_pair_framework) are on average larger
than those obtained using the fsmlib-cpp, which are in turn larger than those
computed via H_Pair_3_11 (h_method_via_pair_framework_3 with both com-
pletion flags set to True). With respect to the time required to compute test

3Publicly available at https://github.com/agbs-uni-bremen/fsmlib-cpp. The H-Method
considered here is available as method hMethodOnMinimisedDfsm of class Dfsm.

4Note that the fsmlib-cpp library has been superseded by the open source libfsmtest
C++ library introduced in [4]. The implementation of the H-Method in this library, however,
differs significantly in its heuristics from those employed in the fsmlib-cpp library and my
formalisation, and is, at the time of writing, in the process of being thoroughly redesigned.

5http://mlton.org/Release20210117
6https://gcc.gnu.org/releases.html
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Table 14.2: Average test suite sizes T and computation times t (in s) as shown
in Fig. 14.2 for selected sizes n of the reference model and k ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

k n T t

H_Pair fsmlib-cpp H_Pair_3_11 H_Pair fsmlib-cpp H_Pair_3_11

0 20 110 73 74 0.01 0.04 0.04
0 40 248 176 160 0.06 0.20 0.32
0 60 399 297 252 0.16 0.53 1.31
0 80 554 429 346 0.32 1.09 3.53

1 20 325 199 183 0.02 0.25 0.12
1 40 735 459 408 0.13 1.34 1.13
1 60 1173 746 662 0.30 3.71 4.60
1 80 1634 1051 917 0.58 7.43 12.28

2 20 977 567 523 0.08 2.15 0.40
2 40 2205 1249 1077 0.36 11.34 4.08
2 60 3520 2003 1681 1.03 30.86 18.41
2 80 4904 2786 2327 1.73 62.90 51.20

suites, the behaviour of the implementations varies more significantly depend-
ing on both k and the size of the reference model. In general, H_Pair requires
less time to compute test suites, which may be explained by its significantly
less elaborate heuristics, resulting in larger test suites. This difference in speed
increases significantly with increasing k. For k = 0, the implementation of the
fsmlib-cpp computes test suites significantly faster than H_Pair_3_11. For
k = 1, this occurs only after an observed threshold of |M | = 50, with both func-
tions exhibiting comparable times for |M | < 50. For k = 2, the fsmlib-cpp is
slower than H_Pair_3_11 over all considered 1 ≤ |M | ≤ 80, indicating that the
fsmlib-cpp is more sensitive to k than H_Pair_3_11 on small FSMs.

In summary, for certain inputs the implementations generated from the for-
malisation in Isabelle/HOL are capable of generating smaller test suites in less
time than the manually developed implementation of the fsmlib-cpp. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 14.2 indicates that H_Pair may be able to generate test suites
for values of k or sizes of the reference model where application of the imple-
mentation provided in the fsmlib-cpp library is not feasible due to the time
required. By more extensive program and data refinement, these results can
be improved further. Note here also that the implementation of the H-Method
in the fsmlib-cpp library is restricted to complete deterministic FSMs, which
allows simplification of various operations on FSMs, and the use of test suites
represented as inputs during computation without exhibiting the problems dis-
cussed in Appendix B. Functions H_Pair and H_Pair_3_11 impose no such re-
strictions. Specialised handling of DFSMs may be implemented in future work
as another example for program refinement.
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Figure 14.2: Average number of test cases (maximal input sequences) obtained
by applying test strategies to 100 randomly generated prime DFSMs M with 3
inputs and 3 outputs for each 1 ≤ |M | ≤ 80, using k ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
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Part V

Conclusions and Future Work
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Chapter 15

Conclusions

This dissertation describes the development of a comprehensive mechanised for-
malisation of several complete test strategies for the language-equivalence con-
formance relation on finite state machines using the proof assistant Isabelle.
The formalisation effort entails three main contributions.

First, the presentation and implementation of the strategies has been unified
in Chapter 6 by providing generic frameworks such that the various strategies
can be decomposed into independent functions to be passed to the frameworks.
By implementing multiple variants of the W-Method (see [23, 115]) and H-
Method (see [27]), as well as by adding a partial implementation of the S-
Method introduced in [106], it has been shown that these frameworks support
the implementation of new variations of the considered strategies, while reducing
the effort in implementing these variations by allowing the reuse of steps shared
with previously implemented strategies.

Next, the completeness of the considered strategies is established in Part III
by mechanised proofs based on the frameworks. Via the provision of suitable
interface lemmata, the completeness proofs are decoupled from concrete imple-
mentations of the arguments passed to the generic frameworks. This reduces
the task of proving complete a particular strategy to proving that the arguments
it passes to a framework satisfy certain properties. That is, if a new strategy
differs only in a single argument from a previously implemented strategy, then
only the properties of this argument need to be established in order to prove
completeness.

Finally, from the implementation of a strategy via a framework and the
corresponding completeness proof, it is possible to generate a provably complete
executable implementation of that strategy to be employed in test tools. Part IV
shows how efficient implementations can be obtained via program and data
refinement, resulting in implementations that are reasonably efficient compared
to manually developed implementations. At the same time, the use of provably
correct implementations mitigates many hazards to tool qualification introduced
by untrusted test suite generators.
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Chapter 16

Future Work

A natural future research topic based on the present work is the extension of the
formalisation to cover further strategies, conformance relations, and modelling
formalisms. My previous work [95] already covers a strategy for reduction test-
ing, which can be extended to realise the strategies for testing quasi-reduction
and quasi-equivalence developed in [43, 45] or the strategy for the strong reduc-
tion conformance relation introduced in [97]. Furthermore, the Pair-Framework
developed in Section 6.5 has been designed in order to support variations of
the H-Method such as the safety-complete H-Method introduced in [47], the
requirements-based test strategy developed in [49], or the application to prop-
erty oriented testing introduced in [60]. Note that these strategies all employ
abstractions of the reference model, which can also be formalised. In the case
of [60], this would require introduction of symbolic FSMs (SFSMs).

As discussed in Section 14.2, more elaborate implementations of strategies
such as the H, SPY, and SPYH-Method currently result in generated imple-
mentations that are slower than manually developed implementations for cer-
tain inputs. It would be of interest to see how the performance of the generated
implementations might be improved by further program and data refinement, in
particular by implementing a more sophisticated representation of convergence
graphs such as that employed in [106], or by employing more imperative features
in the refinement (see [66]).

The formalisation of complete test strategies from which to generate code is
not the only possible application of proof assistants in the generation of prov-
ably complete test suites. Another approach is to formalise and generate a
provably correct tool that is able to verify completeness of a given test suite for
a given reference model. Such a tool might be based on the algorithms to check
completeness of test suites developed in [12, 13, 14, 100, 116]. Alternatively,
the tool could be restricted to a certain test strategy and require as additional
parameters certain information on the steps taken in the construction of the
test suite. Consider, for example, the task of checking whether some test suite
TS generated by an untrusted implementation of the W-Method is complete for
given reference model M and fault domain F(M,m). If this implementation of
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the W-Method additionally generates witnesses V and W of the supposed state
cover and characterisation set used in generating the test suite, the completeness
check may be simplified significantly. It requires only checking whether V andW
are valid forM , and whether TS contains {α}.W for all relevant traces α, which
depend on V , M and m. This approach allows arbitrarily complex algorithms
and data structures to be employed in the generation of the test suite, while still
obtaining a trustworthy verdict on the completeness of the obtained test suite.
Compared to the fully formalised test strategy implementations developed in the
present work it does not, however, guarantee completeness of the generated test
suite. In [38], Gleirscher et al. employ a manually developed test suite validator
for the H-Method implemented in the libfsmtest library (see [4]). Provably
correct checkers have already been developed using Isabelle/HOL for other do-
mains, for example to check SAT certificates (see [65]) or proof certificates for
algebraic reasoning (see [55]).
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Appendix A

Reduction Testing

Language-equivalence is only one among several conformance relations devel-
oped over finite state machines. Reduction, described in Section 3.1, constitutes
another important conformance relation that has been intensely studied and for
which several test strategies have been developed. For example, Petrenko et
al. in [88] and Hierons in [44] employ so called adaptive state counting strate-
gies for generating m-complete test suites for reduction testing. As it may be
possible for the behaviour of the system under test to conflate states of the
reference model while still being a reduction of it, it is more difficult to separate
traces with respect to reduction than it is with respect to language-equivalence,
leading to the use of adaptive test cases (see [32, 33, 124]).

To my best knowledge, by mechanising the completeness proof of [44], Hi-
erons, Huang, Peleska and I present in [96] the first mechanised proof of a
complete strategy for testing reduction. This effort also uncovered and clari-
fied an ambiguity in the natural language specification of the algorithm, which
could lead to the generation of test suites of insufficient strength. In contrast to
the present work, this effort did not yet consider the generation of trustworthy
executable code from the mechanisation. In consequence, the resulting imple-
mentations are not well suited for code generation. Therefore, in [95] I develop a
mechanised formalisation of the strategy described in [88] that is suitable to au-
tomatically generate trustworthy implementations from. This mechanisation ef-
fort also constitutes the foundation of the present work, which reuses many basic
properties on FSMs. However, for the purposes of implementing test strategies
for language-equivalence, this reuse is limited by the fact that strategies for re-
duction testing share few algorithmic steps with those for language-equivalence
testing. The original Isabelle/HOL files of this mechanisation effort, together
with corresponding documentation, remain publicly available for download at
https://bitbucket.org/RobertSachtleben/an-executable-formalisa
tion-of-an-adaptive-state-counting. Including minor modifications and
several updated names, these files are also part of the Isabelle/HOL files publicly
available for the present work (see Section 1.4).

The formalisation developed in [95] already employs the concept of inter-
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face lemmata (see Subsection 6.2.2) by introducing a sufficient condition for m-
completeness (w.r.t. reduction) over test suites. The completeness proof of the
formalised strategy is then split into a first proof that any test suite satisfying
this condition is m-complete, and a second proof that the strategy described
in [88] satisfies the condition. As the latter in turn relies on certain proper-
ties of functions employed within the strategy, the formalisation may easily be
rewritten as a framework in the sense discussed in Section 6.2. Similar to the
option of implementing the safety-complete H-Method described in [47] via the
Pair-Framework as discussed in 6.5, a framework for state counting strategies
might also be of use in creating mechanised formalisations of strategies closely
related to state counting. These include the strategy for testing against the
strong reduction conformance relation that Peleska and I have proposed in [97],
as well as strategies for testing the quasi-reduction conformance relation such
as that presented by Petrenko et al. in [89].
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Appendix B

IO-Based Test Cases

Test strategies for language-equivalence testing on finite state machines classi-
cally employ input sequences as test cases, where FSM I passes input sequence
x̄ w.r.t. reference model M , if I and M exhibit the same responses to x̄ and all
of its prefixes. In the present work, I instead employ IO-traces as test cases,
where I passes α w.r.t. M if for each prefix of α it holds that this prefix is
contained in either both L(M) and L(I) or in neither language.

This choice has been made for two reasons. First, in the context of possibly
nondeterministic OFSMs, an OFSM may exhibit more than one response to
some input sequence, but not all of these are necessarily of interest in testing.
For example, states q1 and q2 of MH depicted in Fig. B.1 are distinguished
by IO-trace ab/10 ∈ LMH

(q2) \ LMH
(q1), whereas ab/00 is exhibited by both

states. Thus, in order to check whether ab/10 distinguishes two states of an
implementation, it is not necessary to apply further inputs after observing re-
sponse 0 to first input a of ab/10. In contrast, if test cases are represented as
input sequences, then input portion ab of ab/10 would have to be applied fully,
regardless of the output observed to first input a. That is, (sets of) IO-traces
may be viewed as adaptive test cases (see [44, 88]), where the responses observed
to previously applied inputs influence subsequent inputs.

q0 q1

q2

a/1

a/0
b/0

a/1

a/0

b/1

a/0
a/1

b/1

Figure B.1: FSM MH .

Second, any IO-trace applied to some OFSM reaches at most one state,
whereas an input sequence may reach zero, one, or many states. Thus, the use
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of IO-traces reduces the need to quantify over multiple distinct states reached by
a test case. This, in turn, may also lead to smaller test suites for test strategies
that extend test cases α based on the states reached by α in the reference model.

As an example of this potential reduction, consider again FSMMH depicted
in Fig. B.1, with ΣI = {a, b} and ΣO = {0, 1}. Set V = {ε, a/1, aa/11} is a
state cover of MH . Furthermore consider the following sets:

A := V × V
B := V × (V.(ΣI × ΣO)) = V × (V.{a/0, a/1, b/0, b/1})

Let A|ΣI
and B|ΣI

denote the input projections of A and B, respectively. A
3-complete test suite using the H-Method, originally presented in [27] and de-
scribed in Subsection 5.1.5 of the present work, is created by initialising the test
suite as V |ΣI

∪ V |ΣI
.ΣI and then choosing for each (α, β) ∈ A|ΣI

∪B|ΣI
where

α and β reach distinct states qα, qβ in MH some input sequence γ that distin-
guishes them, adding α.γ and β.γ to the test suite. Note that A|ΣI

∪ B|ΣI
=

{ε, a, aa} × {ε, a, b, aa, ab, aaa, aab} and that state q0 can be distinguished from
all other states via b/0, while q1 and q2 can be distinguished by ab/10. Table B.1
shows one possibility of appending distinguishing γ as required. Let TS 1 denote
the resulting test suite, omitting all non-maximal test cases:

TS 1 := {bb, abb, aaab, aabb, abab, aaaab, aabab}

As discussed in 5.1.5, the H-Method can easily be modified to work on IO-
traces instead of input sequences. In this strategy, a 3-complete test suite for
MH is initialised as V ∪ V.(ΣI × ΣO) and for each (α, β) ∈ A ∪ B, if α, β are
contained in L(MH) and reach distinct states in MH , then some trace γ that
distinguishes those states is chosen and α.γ, β.γ are added to the test suite.
Note that A∪B = {ε, a/1, aa/11}∪ ({ε, a/1, aa/11}×{a/0, a/1, b/0, b/1}). One
possibility of choosing such γ is shown in Table B.2. Let TS 2|ΣI

denote the
input projection of the resulting test suite, restricted to maximal test cases:

TS 2|ΣI
:= {bb, abb, aaab, aabb, abab, aabab}

Thus, TS 2|ΣI
is smaller than TS 1, as the former does not contain aaaab, which

is only added to TS 1 while handling (a, aaa) or (aa, aaa), which necessitates
distinguishing q1 from both q0, q2 ∈ MH -after-aaa. In TS 2, this aaa is only
considered as input portion of aaa/110 and aaa/111, both of which reach q0.

The two test suites TS 1 and TS 2 also serve to illustrate the first benefit
described above of IO-traces as test suites, as TS 2 contains only one test case
beginning with a/0, namely ab/00. Thus, in applying TS 2 to some system under
test, the application of test cases such as aaab/1110 may be aborted if output 0
is observed in response to the second input a. In contrast, TS 1 does not store
such information and has to apply aaab fully. Note, however, that the use of IO-
traces as test cases can substantially increase the amount of space required to
store test suites, as there exist |ΣI×ΣO|l traces of length l for input alphabet ΣI
and output alphabet ΣO, whereas there are only |ΣI |l input sequence of length
l over ΣI .
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Table B.1: Choices of distinguishing sequences to add for MH and V |ΣI
using

the H-Method with input sequences. Columns qα and qβ list all states of MH

reached by input sequence α and β, respectively. Dashes in the column for
distinguishing sequences (dist. seq.) indicate that the traces do not need to be
separated as they converge in MH .

α β qα qβ dist. seq. added test cases

ε ε {q0} {q0} -
ε a {q0} {q0, q1} b b, ab
ε b {q0} {q1} b b, bb
ε aa {q0} {q0, q1, q2} b b, aab
ε ab {q0} {q0, q1} b b, abb
ε aaa {q0} {q0, q1, q2} b b, aaab
ε aaa {q0} {q0, q1, q2} b b, aabb
a ε {q0, q1} {q0} b ab, b
a a {q0, q1} {q0, q1} b ab
a b {q0, q1} {q1} b ab, bb
a aa {q0, q1} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab ab, aab, aaab
a ab {q0, q1} {q0, q1} b ab, abb
a aaa {q0, q1} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab ab, aab, aaab, aaaab
a aab {q0, q1} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab ab, aab, aabb, aabab
aa ε {q0, q1, q2} {q0} b aab, b
aa a {q0, q1, q2} {q0, q1} b, ab aab, aaab, ab
aa b {q0, q1, q2} {q0} b aab, bb
aa aa {q0, q1, q2} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab aab, aaab
aa ab {q0, q1, q2} {q0, q1} b, ab aab, aaab, abb, abab
aa aaa {q0, q1, q2} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab aab, aaab, aaaab
aa aab {q0, q1, q2} {q0, q1, q2} b, ab aab, aaab, aabb, aabab
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Table B.2: Choices of distinguishing traces to add for MH and V using the
H-Method with IO-traces. Columns qα and qβ respectively list states q0-after-α
and q0-after-β, where a dash indicates β /∈ L(MH) and hence that the respective
α, β need not be separated. Similarly, dashes in the column for distinguishing
traces (dist. tr.) indicate that the traces do not need to be separated as they
converge in MH .

α β qα qβ dist. tr. test cases

ε ε q0 q0 -
ε a/0 q0 q0 -
ε a/1 q0 q1 b/0 b/0, ab/10
ε b/0 q0 q0 -
ε b/1 q0 -
ε aa/10 q0 q0 -
ε aa/11 q0 q2 b/0 b/0, aab/110
ε ab/10 q0 -
ε ab/11 q0 q1 b/0 b/0, abb/110
ε aaa/110 q0 q0 -
ε aaa/111 q0 q0 -
ε aab/110 q0 -
ε aab/111 q0 q2 b/0 b/0, aabb/1110
a/1 a/0 q1 q0 b/0 ab/10, ab/00
a/1 a/1 q1 q1 -
a/1 b/0 q1 q0 b/0 ab/10, bb/00
a/1 b/1 q1 -
a/1 aa/10 q1 q0 b/0 ab/10, aab/100
a/1 aa/11 q1 q2 ab/10 aab/110, aaab/1110
a/1 ab/10 q1 -
a/1 ab/11 q1 q1 -
a/1 aaa/110 q1 q0 b/0 ab/10, aaab/1100
a/1 aaa/111 q1 q0 b/0 ab/10, aaab/1110
a/1 aab/110 q1 -
a/1 aab/111 q1 q2 ab/10 aab/110, aabab/11110
aa/11 a/0 q2 q0 b/0 aab/110, ab/00
aa/11 b/0 q2 q0 b/0 aab/110, bb/00
aa/11 b/1 q2 -
aa/11 aa/10 q2 q0 b/0 aab/110, aab/100
aa/11 aa/11 q2 q2 -
aa/11 ab/10 q2 -
aa/11 ab/11 q2 q1 ab/10 aaab/1110, abab/1110
aa/11 aaa/110 q2 q0 b/0 aab/110, aaab/1100
aa/11 aaa/111 q2 q0 b/0 aab/110, aaab/1110
aa/11 aab/110 q2 -
aa/11 aab/111 q2 q2 -
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Appendix C

Prefix Trees

Defined in theory file Prefix_Tree.thy, data type prefix_tree describes a
tree with unlabelled nodes and labelled edges, stored as a map assigning to each
edge-label the corresponding sub-tree, if such a sub-tree exists. For edge-labels
of arbitrary type ’a, this is implemented in Isabelle/HOL in the following data
type, using constructor PT whose single parameter is a map1 from ’a to prefix
trees using the same type of edge-label:

datatype ’a prefix_tree = PT "’a ⇀ ’a prefix_tree"

In this work, prefix trees are employed to store prefix-closed sets of traces,
where a trace is contained in a prefix tree if and only if it constitutes the sequence
of edge-labels of a path from the root of the tree. Table C.1 lists the most
important operations on prefix trees as provided by Prefix_Tree.thy. As they
are defined using datatype, prefix trees are by construction of finite height
(see [10]). Thus, function finite_tree described in Table C.1 effectively only
checks whether the map of each node has a finite domain. Note that a prefix
tree containing no edges and only the root node represents the set {ε} and that
hence data type prefix_tree is unable to represent the empty set.

As discussed in Section 12.4, in order to use efficient representations for
maps via the Containers framework, it is necessary to refine the usage of map
to instead employ type mapping. For prefix trees, this is implemented via a new
constructor MPT using a mapping, from which the map required in PT is obtained
by partial application of a lookup operation on the mapping:

definition MPT :: "(’a,’a prefix_tree) mapping ⇒ ’a prefix_tree" where
"MPT m = PT (Mapping.lookup m)"

1Notation (’a ⇀ ’b) is an alternative representation of type ((’a,’b) map) for maps
with keys of type ’a and values of type ’b.
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Appendix D

Overview of Defined
Functions

In the following sections, I provide an overview over the functions defined in
the theory files described in Part III. This listing omits functions defined only
for the purpose of code refinement, as well as most functions used only in the
implementation of test strategies for reduction testing. Operations on prefix
trees are detailed in Appendix C.

D.1 FSM_Impl.thy

add_input M x

Creates an fsm_impl from M by adding input x to the inputs of M.

add_output M y

Creates an fsm_impl from M by adding output y to the outputs of M.

add_state M q

Creates an fsm_impl from M by adding state q to the states of M.

add_transition M t

Creates an fsm_impl from M and transition t by adding t to the transitions
of M. If any component of t is not already contained in the inputs, outputs,
or states of M, then M is returned.

add_transition_with_components M t

Creates an fsm_impl from M and transition t by adding t and its compo-
nents to M.
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add_transitions M ts

Creates an fsm_impl from M and list of transitions ts by adding all tran-
sitions in ts to M. If any transition in ts uses a component not already
contained in the inputs, outputs, or states of M, then M is returned.

create_unconnected_fsm_from_fsets q ns ins outs

Creates an fsm_impl with initial state q, state set ({q} ∪ fset ns), input
set fset ins, output set fset outs, and no transitions, where fset is a
predefined function that obtains an ’a set from a given ’a fset.

filter_states M P

Creates an fsm_impl from M by removing all states q such that P q does
not hold. All transitions containing such q are removed. If P does not
hold for the initial state of M, then M is returned.

filter_transitions M P

Creates an fsm_impl from M by removing all transitions t that do not
satisfy P.

from_FSMI M q

Creates an fsm_impl from M by replacing its initial state with q if q is
already a state of M. Otherwise returns M.

fsm_impl_from_list q ts

Creates an fsm_impl from state q and transition list ts. If ts is empty,
then the initial and only state is q and inputs, outputs, and transitions are
empty sets. Otherwise, the initial state is the source of the first transition
in ts and states, inputs, outputs are obtained by collecting the respective
components in ts, while the transition set is the set of all elements in ts.

h M (q,x)

Returns the set of all (y,q’) such that (q,x,y,q’) is a transition of M.

h_obs M q x y

Returns (Some q’) if q’ is the only state such that (q,x,y,q’) is a
transition of M. If no such q’ exists, None is returned.

initial M

Returns the initial state of M.

inputs M

Returns the input alphabet of M.
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outputs M

Returns the output alphabet of M.

rename_states M f

Creates an fsm_impl from M by renaming to (f q) each state q of M. The
renaming is also applied to the transitions and the initial state of M.

states M

Returns the state set of M.

t_input t

Returns the input of transition t

t_output t

Returns the output of transition t

t_source t

Returns the source of transition t

t_target t

Returns the target of transition t

transitions M

Returns the transition set of M.

D.2 FSM.thy

acyclic M

Checks whether M is acyclic. That is, it returns True if and only if the
language of M is finite.

acyclic_paths_up_to_length M q k

Returns the set of all paths in M from state q of length up to k that do
not contain cycles.

add_input M x

Lifted version of add_input from Appendix D.1.

add_output M y

Lifted version of add_output from Appendix D.1.
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add_state M q

Lifted version of add_state from Appendix D.1.

add_transition M t

Lifted version of add_transition from Appendix D.1.

add_transition_with_components M t

Lifted version function of add_transition_with_components from Ap-
pendix D.1.

add_transitions M ts

Lifted version of add_transitions from Appendix D.1.

after M q io

If there exists a unique path in M from state q with IO-projection io,
then the target of this path is returned (which is q if the path is empty).
Otherwise, returns undefined.

after_initial M io

Applies after to the initial state of M using io.

completely_specified M

Checks whether M is completely specified.

completely_specified_state M q

Checks whether there exists in M a transition from state q for every input
if M.

create_unconnected_fsm_from_fsets q ns ins outs

Lifted version of create_unconnected_fsm_from_fsets introduced in
Appendix D.1.

defined_inputs M q

Returns the set of all inputs x such that there exists a transition in M from
state q with input x.

deterministic M

Checks whether M is deterministic.

distinguishes M q1 q2 io

Checks whether trace io distinguishes states q1 and q2 in M.
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does_distinguish M q1 q2 io

Checks whether there exists in M a unique path from exactly one element of
{q1,q2} whose IO-projection is io. In observable FSMs, this is equivalent
to checking whether trace io distinguishes states q1 and q2 in M.

equal_fsm M1 M2

Checks whether FSMs M1 and M2 use equivalent initial states, state sets,
input sets, output sets, and transition sets.

filter_states M P

Lifted version of filter_states from Appendix D.1.

filter_transitions M P

Lifted version of filter_transitions from Appendix D.1.

finputs M

Returns a finite set (fset) containing the inputs of M.

foutputs M

Returns a finite set (fset) containing the outputs of M.

from_FSM M q

Lifted version of from_FSMI from Appendix D.1.

fsm_from_list q ts

Lifted version of fsm_impl_from_list from Appendix D.1.

fstates M

Returns a finite set (fset) containing the states of M.

ftransitions M

Returns a finite set (fset) containing the transitions of M.

h M (q,x)

Lifted version of h from Appendix D.1.

h_from M q

Returns the set of all (x,y,q’) such that (q,x,y,q’) is a transition of
M.

h_obs M q x y

Lifted version of h_obs from Appendix D.1.
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h_out M q x

Returns the set of all y such that there exists some state q’ such that
(q,x,y,q’) is a transition of M.

index_states M

Renames the states of M to natural numbers between 0 and (|M| - 1).

index_states_integer M

Renames the states of M to integers between 0 and (|M| - 1).

initial M

Lifted version of initial from Appendix D.1.

input_portion io

Returns the input portion of IO-trace io.

inputs M

Lifted version of inputs from Appendix D.1.

inputs_as_list M

Returns a list containing the inputs of M without duplicates.

io_targets M io q

Returns the set of all states reachable in M from state q by valid paths
whose IO-projection is io.

is_in_language M q io

Checks whether there exists a unique path in M from state q with IO-
projection io. In observable FSMs, this is equivalent to checking whether
io is in the language of q in M.

L M

Returns the language of M.

language_for_input M q xs

Returns the set of all traces io in the language of state q for M such that
the input projection of io is xs and there exists a unique path from q
in M whose IO-projection is io. In observable FSMs this, is equivalent
to returning the set of all traces in the language of state q for M whose
input projection is xs. If xs is empty, then the empty trace is returned,
regardless of whether q is a state of M.
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language_state_for_input M q xs

Returns the set of all traces in the language of state q for M whose input
projection is xs.

LS M q

Returns the language of state q in M.

maximal_prefix_in_language M q io

Returns the maximal prefix io’ of IO-trace io such that there exists a
unique path in M from state q whose IO-projection is io’. In observable
FSMs, this is equivalent to returning the maximal prefix of IO-trace io
that is in the language of state q in M.

minimal M

Checks whether M is minimal.

minimally_distinguishes M q1 q2 io

Checks whether trace io distinguishes states q1 and q2 in M and no trace
shorter than io distinguishes these states.

observable M

Checks whether M is observable.

outputs M

Lifted version of outputs from Appendix D.1.

outputs_as_list M

Returns a list containing the outputs of M without duplicates.

paths_for_input M q xs

Returns the set of all valid paths in M from state q whose IO-projection
has input portion io.

paths_for_io M q io

Returns the set of all valid paths in M from state q whose IO-projection
is io.

paths_of_length M q k

Returns the set of all valid paths in M from state q of length k. If k is 0,
then the singleton {[]} is returned, regardless of whether q is a state of
M.
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paths_up_to_length M q k

Returns the set of all valid paths in M from state q of length up to k. If
k is 0, then the singleton {[]} is returned, regardless of whether q is a
state of M.

paths_up_to_length_or_condition_with_witness M P k q

Returns the set of all (p,w) such that p is a valid path in M from state q,
p is of length at most k, P p = Some w, and for all proper prefixes of p
it holds that P p = None.

p_io p

Returns the IO-projection of path p.

reachable M q

Checks whether state q is a reachable state of M.

reachable_k M q n

Checks whether there exists a path in M from the initial state of M to state
q that is of length at most n.

reachable_states M

Returns the set of all reachable states of M.

reachable_states_as_list M

Returns a list containing the reachable states of M without duplicates.

rename_states M f

Lifted version of rename_states from Appendix D.1.

restrict_to_reachable_states M

Creates an fsm from M by removing all non-reachable states and any tran-
sitions that contain non-reachable states.

size M

Returns the number of states of M.

size_r M

Returns the number of reachable states of M.

states M

Lifted version of states from Appendix D.1.
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states_as_list M

Returns a list containing the states of M without duplicates.

target q p

Returns the state reached by path p from state q. That is, returns the
target of the last transition in p, if some exists. If p is empty, then q is
returned.

transitions M

Lifted version of transitions from Appendix D.1.

transitions_as_list M

Returns a list containing the transitions of M without duplicates.

transitions_from M q

Returns the set of all transitions in M from state q.

visited_states q p

Returns a list beginning with state q and continuing with the targets of
the transitions in path p in the same order as they appear in p, including
duplicates.

well_formed_fsm M

Checks for fsm_impl M whether its initial state is contained in its state
set, whether the state, input, output, and transition sets are finite and
whether the components of every transition in M are contained in its state,
input, and output sets.

D.3 State_Cover.thy

covered_transitions M V io

Returns the set of all transitions (q,x,y,q’) in the unique path in M
from the initial state of M whose IO-trace is io such that (V q)@[(x,y)]
is the same trace as (V q’), where predefined function @ appends lists. If
no such unique path exists, then the result is undefined. In observable
FSMs, this function returns all transitions considered covered (w.r.t. the
SPY and SPYH-Methods) for state cover assignment V along trace io.

get_state_cover M

Returns a state cover assignment for M, to be computed using a breadth-
first-search.
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is_minimal_state_cover M SC

Checks whether SC is a state cover of M such that no proper subset of SC
is a state cover of M.

is_state_cover M SC

Checks whether SC contains the empty trace and for each reachable state
q of M a trace reaching q.

is_state_cover_assignment M V

Checks whether V assigns the empty trace to the initial state of M and
also assigns to each reachable state q of M a trace reaching q.

reachable_nodes_up_to_depth M nx done V k

Implementation of Algorithm 39.

D.4 Observability.thy

make_observable_transitions ts_base nx dones ts_obs

Implementation of Algorithm 40.

make_observable M

Creates an observable fsm M’ that is language-equivalent to M. The states
of M’ are finite sets (fset) of states of M. The initial state of M’ is the fset
containing only the initial state of M. M’ retains the inputs and outputs
of M.

D.5 Minimisation.thy

equivalence_relation_on_states M f

Checks whether {(q1, q2) | q1 ∈ states M ∧ q2 ∈ f q1} is an equivalence
relation over the states of M and whether for all states q of M the set (f
q) is a subset of the states of M.

minimise M

Returns an fsm M’ that is language-equivalent to M if M is observable.
Otherwise the result is not specified.

ofsm_table M f k q

Returns the set of all states in the same class as q in the k-th OFSM-
Table, using f as the initial assignment to classes. If M is not observable,
then the result is not specified.
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ofsm_table_fix M f k

Returns the n-th OFSM-Table for M and f for the smallest n ≥ k such
that the OFSM-Tables for M do not change after the n-th table. Restricts
f to produce only subsets of the states of M. If M is not observable, then
the result is not specified.

D.6 Distinguishability.thy

assemble_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_table M q1 q2 k

Returns an IO-trace io of length at most k that distinguishes q1, q2 in M.
If M is not observable or no such io exists, then the result is not specified.

find_first_distinct_ofsm_table M q1 q2

Returns a minimal n such that states q1, q2 reside in different classes in
(ofsm_table M f n) where f is a function assigning to every state the
set of states of M. If M is not observable or no such n exists, then the result
is not specified.

find_first_distinct_ofsm_table_gt M q1 q2 k

Returns a minimal n such that k ≤ n and states q1, q2 reside in different
classes in (ofsm_table M f n) where f is a function assigning to every
state the set of states of M. If M is not observable or no such n exists, then
the result is not specified.

get_distinguishing_sequence_from_ofsm_tables M q1 q2

Returns an IO-trace io that distinguishes q1, q2 in M. If M is not observable
and minimal, or if no such io exists, then the result is not specified.

select_diverging_ofsm_table_io M q1 q2 k

Returns an IO-pair (x,y) that either immediately distinguishes states q1,
q2 in M or that, if applied to q1, q2, reaches states that reside in distinct
classes in the (k-1)-th OFSM-Table. If M is not observable or no such
(x,y) exists, then the result is not specified.

D.7 Convergence.thy

converge M α β

Checks whether α and β converge in M.

preserves_converge M1 M2 TS

Checks whether TS is {M2}-convergence-preserving w.r.t. M1.
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preserves_diverge M1 M2 TS

Checks whether TS is {M2}-divergence-preserving w.r.t. M1.

transition_cover M TS

Checks whether the traces in TS constitute a state cover of OFSM M.

D.8 Convergence_Graph.thy

convergence_graph_initial_invar M1 M2 lookup initial

Checks whether the convergence graph obtained by applying to function
initial an arbitrary set of traces (given as a finite prefix_tree), on
which the languages of OFSMs M1, M2 agree, satisfies the invariant on
lookups performed by function lookup:

∀ T.L(M1) ∩ T = L(M2) ∩ T ∧ finite_tree T

−→ convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup

(initial M1 T)

convergence_graph_insert_invar M1 M2 lookup insert

Checks whether the convergence graph obtained by inserting into an ar-
bitrary convergence graph G a trace α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2), for OFSMs M1,
M2, via function insert satisfies the invariant on lookups performed by
function lookup, assuming that G already satisfies this invariant:

∀ G, α. α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2)

∧ convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup G

−→ convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup

(insert G α)

convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup G

Checks whether the traces obtained by applying function lookup to con-
vergence graph G and some trace α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2) converge in both
OFSMs M1 and M2, while also returning α:

∀α ∈ L(M1) ∩ L(M2). α ∈ set (lookup G α)

∧ ∀β ∈ set (lookup G α). β ∈ [α]M1 ∩ [α]M2

convergence_graph_merge_invar M1 M2 lookup merge

Checks whether the convergence graph obtained by merging in graph G via
function merge some traces α, β that respectively converge in OFSMs M1
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and M2 satisfies the invariant on lookups performed by function lookup,
assuming that G already satisfies this invariant:

∀ G, α, β. β ∈ [α]M1 ∧ β ∈ [α]M2

∧ convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup G

−→ convergence_graph_lookup_invar M1 M2 lookup

(merge G α β)

D.9 Empty_Convergence_Graph.thy

empty_cg_empty

Returns the empty list [].

empty_cg_initial M T

Returns the empty list [].

empty_cg_insert G α

Returns the empty list [].

empty_cg_lookup G α

Returns [α].

empty_cg_merge G α β

Returns the empty list [].

D.10 Simple_Convergence_Graph.thy

In the following, I omit several functions that serve only as helper functions in
implementing steps of simple_cg_merge.

simple_cg_empty

Returns the empty list [].

simple_cg_initial M T

Returns the convergence graph obtained by iteratively inserting all traces
in T that are in L(M) into the empty convergence graph (that is, into
simple_cg_empty).

simple_cg_insert’ G α

Returns G if it already contains α. Otherwise adds the singleton set {α}
to list G.
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simple_cg_insert G α

Returns the convergence graph obtained by iteratively adding to G all
prefixes of α via function simple_cg_insert’.

simple_cg_lookup G α

Returns a list containing α and all β such that {α, β} is a subset of some
element in G.

simple_cg_lookup_with_conv G α

Returns a list containing α and all β.α′′ such that there exist some α′
satisfying α = α′.α′′ and β ∈ List.set (simple_cg_lookup G α′).

simple_cg_merge G α β

Returns a convergence graph obtained by merging the sets containing
α and β in G, followed by the closure operation described in [103]. See
Subsection 9.4.3 for further details.

D.11 H_Framework.thy

h_framework M f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 cgf1 cgf2 cgf3 cgf4 m

Implementation of Algorithm 17 extended with functions cg1 to cgf4
for initialisation, insertion, lookup, and merge operations on convergence
graphs. See Appendix E for the full definition.

handles_io_pair f5 M I cgf2 cgf3

Formalisation of condition φH
5 of Lemma 6.3.1, extended with explicit

handling of insertion and lookup operations on convergence graphs, as
well as an additional requirement on the finiteness of the returned test
suite.

handles_transition f4 M I V TS cgf2 cgf3 cgf4

Formalisation of condition φH
4 of Lemma 6.3.1, extended with explicit

handling of initialisation, insertion, and lookup operations on conver-
gence graphs, as well as an additional requirement on the finiteness of
the returned test suite.

satisfies_abstract_h_condition M I V m

Checks whether the abstract H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.7) holds for min-
imal reference model M, implementation I (both are assumed to be ob-
servable and to share the same alphabets), state cover assignment V of
M, and upper bound m on the number of states in both M and I. See
Subsection 10.1.1 for the full definition.
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separates_state_cover f3 M I cgf1 cgf2 cgf3

Formalisation of condition φH
2 of Lemma 6.3.1, extended with explicit

handling of initialisation, insertion, and lookup operations on conver-
gence graphs, as well as an additional requirement on the finiteness of
the returned test suite.

D.12 SPY_Framework.thy

spy_framework M f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 cgf1 cgf2 cgf3 cgf4 m

Implementation of Algorithm 30 extended with functions cg1 to cgf4
for initialisation, insertion, lookup, and merge operations on convergence
graphs.

verifies_io_pair f5 M I cgf2 cgf3

Formalisation of condition φSPY
5 of Lemma 6.4.1, extended with explicit

handling of insertion and lookup operations on convergence graphs, as
well as an additional requirement on the finiteness of the returned test
suite.

verifies_transition f4 M I V TS cgf2 cgf3

Formalisation of condition φSPY
4 of Lemma 6.4.1, extended with explicit

handling of insertion and lookup operations on convergence graphs, as
well as a requirement on the finiteness of the returned test suite.

D.13 Pair_Framework.thy

h_extensions M q k

Computes set of traces Xq as used in Lemma 4.1.3 for arbitrary lengths
k instead of the fixed m− n.

language_up_to_length_with_extensions q hM iM ex k

Computes the set of traces containing ex and all traces γ.(x/y) such that
|γ| ≤ k and γ.(x/y) is in the language of q using transition relation hM
and inputs iM.

pair_framework M m f1 f2 f3

Implementation of Algorithm 33.

pairs_to_distinguish M V X Q

Computes the sets A,B,C of Lemma 4.1.3 restricted to state set Q for
FSM M, state cover assignment V, and function X such that (X q) returns
set Xq of Lemma 4.1.3. To each trace its reached state in M is added.
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paths_up_to_length_with_targets q hM iM k

Computes the set of all (p, q′) such that p is a path from q of length at
most k that reaches q′, using only given transition relation hM and given
inputs iM.

satisfies_h_condition M V TS m

Checks whether test suite TS contains sufficient traces to satisfy the weak-
ened H-Condition (Lemma 4.1.3) for minimal OFSM M, state cover assign-
ment V, and upper bound m.

D.14 Intermediate_Implementations.thy

In the following, parameter names cgI, cgL and cgM are employed to represent
the insertion, lookup, and merge operations on convergence graphs. Further-
more, compl represents a flag whether certain input traces are to be completed,
and appH represents the heuristic to employ in selecting convergent traces to
append some trace to. Finally, getDist represents a procedural parameter for
functions to compute distinguishing traces for given state pairs.

add_distinguishing_sequence M ((io1,q1), (io2,q2)) t

Implementation of getDistTrace (Algorithm 37). For the supplied
(io,q) pairs, state q is assumed to be reached by applying trace io to
OFSM M.

append_heuristic_input TS w (uBest,lBest) u'

Performs the same comparisons as append_heuristic_io, but considers
trace x̄/ȳ to be contained in TS as soon as TS contains some x̄/ȳ′ with
the same input portion.

append_heuristic_io TS w (uBest,lBest) u'

Heuristic to determine whether to append w in TS after uBest (assumed
to require lBest new edges in the test suite tree) or u’ by considering
only the IO-traces currently in TS. Trace u’ is preferred to uBest if u’.w ∈
pref (TS), if appending w after u’ would add fewer new branches to the
test suite tree than adding after u’, or if both add the same number of
new branches but adding after u requires fewer new edges.

complete_inputs_to_tree M q ys xs

Returns the set of all traces over the alphabets of M whose input portion
is a prefix of xs, whose proper prefixes are in LM(q), and whose output
portion contains only elements of ys.
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complete_inputs_to_tree_initial M xs

Returns the set of all traces over the alphabets of M whose input portion
is a prefix of xs and whose proper prefixes are in L(M).

contains_distinguishing_trace M TS q1 q2

Checks whether pref (TS) contains a distinguishing trace for states q1 and
q2.

distinguish_from_set M V TS G cgL cgI getDist u v X d k
compl appH u_is_v

Implementation of distinguishFromSet (Algorithm 12). Boolean flag
u_is_v is used to indicate whether u and v are the same trace, in which
case operations on v that have already performed on u are not repeated
on v. Most procedural parameters are passed to spyh_distinguish and
distribute_extension.

distinguishing_set M

Implementation of getCharSet (Algorithm 23).

distinguishing_set_reduced M

Implementation of getCharSet-reduced (Algorithm 41).

distribute_extension M TS G cgL cgI u w compl appH

Implementation of distributeExtension (Algorithm 1). Selects some
u′ convergent with u using appH and appends w to it in the test suite TS.
If compl is set, then the input portion of u′.w is completed in the test
suite.

establish_convergence_dynamic compl useInputHeuristic
getDist M1 V TS G cgI cgL m t

Implementation of establishConv-Dynamic (Algorithm 32). If flag
useInputHeuristic is set, then internal calls of distribute_extension
use append_heuristic_input for procedural parameter appH. Otherwise,
append_heuristic_io is employed.

establish_convergence_static getDist M V TS G cgI cgL m t

Implementation of establishConv-Static (Algorithm 31).

estimate_growth M dist_fun q1 q2 x y errorValue

Implementation of estimateGrowth (Algorithm 16), using parameter
errorValue instead of fixed return value 2|Q|.
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get_HSI M q

Implementation of getHSI (Algorithm 22).

get_initial_test_suite_H V M m

Implementation of getInitialTestSuite-H (Algorithm 34).

get_initial_test_suite_H_2 c V M m

Implementation of getInitialTestSuite-H (Algorithm 34) with an ad-
ditional parameter c. Initially computes the same test suite as function
get_initial_test_suite. If flag c is set, then this test suite is further-
more completed via complete_inputs_to_tree_initial.

get_pairs_H V M m

Implementation of getPairs-H (Algorithm 35).

get_prefix_of_separating_sequence M TS G cgL getDist u v d

Implementation of bestPrefixOfSepSeq (Algorithm 13). Performs at
most d recursive steps to ensure termination for arbitrary convergence
graphs.

handle_io_pair compl useInputHeuristic M V TS G
cgI cgL q x y

Implementation of handleUndefinedIOPair (Algorithm 29) as well
as handleIOPair (of the SPY-Framework, see Section 6.4). Param-
eter useInputHeuristic is employed in the same way as in function
establish_convergence_dynamic.

handle_state_cover_dynamic compl useInputHeuristic getDist
M V cg_initial cgI cgL

Implementation of handleStateCover-Dynamic (Algorithm 19). Pa-
rameter cg_initial represents the initialisation operation on conver-
gence graphs. Parameter useInputHeuristic is used in the same way
as in establish_convergence_dynamic.

handle_state_cover_static get_dist_set M V cg_initial
cgI cgL

Implementation of handleStateCover-Static (Algorithm 20). Pa-
rameter cg_initial represents the initialisation operation on conver-
gence graphs, while dist_set represents procedural parameter getDis-
tinguishingSet of Algorithm 20.
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handleUT_dynamic compl useInputHeuristic getDist
doEstablishConvergence M V TS G
cgI cgL cgM m t X

Implementation of handleUT-Dynamic (Algorithm 27). Parameter X
represents the set of remaining unverified transitions, which is used in the
Spartial -Method to decide whether to establish convergence for transition
t. This decision is performed by function doEstablishConvergence. Pa-
rameter useInputHeuristic is employed in the same way as in function
establish_convergence_dynamic.

handleUT_static dist_fun M V TS G cgI cgL cgM m t X

Implementation of handleUT-Static (Algorithm 25). Parameter X rep-
resents the set of remaining unverified transitions (unused by test strate-
gies currently implemented using this function).

has_extension TS G cgL io x y

Implementation of hasExtension (Algorithm 15).

has_leaf TS G cgL io

Implementation of hasLeaf (Algorithm 14).

intersection_is_distinguishing M TS1 q1 TS2 q2

Checks whether the intersection pref (TS1) ∩ pref (TS2) contains a distin-
guishing trace for states q1 and q2.

shortest_list_in_tree_or_default xs TS x

Returns the shortest list in {x} ∪ (xs ∩ TS).

sort_unverified_transitions_by_state_cover_length M V ts

Implementation of SPYH-sortTransitions (Algorithm 24).

spyh_distinguish M TS G cgL cgI getDist u X d compl appH

Implements SPYH-distinguish (Algorithm 9). Establishes preservation
of divergence over {u} ∪ X, using getDist to select the required distin-
guishing traces. Most procedural parameters are passed on to functions
distribute_extension and get_prefix_of_separating_sequence.
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D.15 Intermediate_Frameworks.thy

In the following, getDistSet represents a function for computing harmonised
state identifiers, while getDist represents a function returning a set containing
at least one distinguishing trace for a given pair of states. Furthermore, compl
represents a flag whether certain input traces are to be completed. Note that for
each of the following functions, Intermediate_Frameworks.thy also contains
a function of the same name extended with suffix _lists. These return test
suites represented as lists of traces.

h_framework_static_with_empty_graph M1 getDistSet m

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the W, Wp, and
HSI-Methods via the H-Framework. See Section 11.2.

h_framework_static_with_simple_graph M1 getDistSet m

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the SPY-Method
via the H-Framework. See Section 11.2.

h_framework_dynamic doEstablishConvergence M1 m compl
useInputHeuristic

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the H, SPYH, and
Spartial -Methods via the H-Framework. See Section 11.2. Parameter
useInputHeuristic is passed to function handleUT_dynamic (see Ap-
pendix D.14).

pair_framework_h_components M m getDist

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the W, HSI, and
H-Methods via the Pair-Framework. In order to initialise the test suite,
get_initial_test_suite_H (see Appendix D.14) is employed.

pair_framework_h_components_2 M m getDist c

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the W, HSI, and
H-Methods via the Pair-Framework. In order to initialise the test suite,
get_initial_test_suite_H_2 (see Appendix D.14) is employed.

spy_framework_static_with_empty_graph M1 getDistSet m

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the W, Wp, and
HSI-Methods via the SPY-Framework.

spy_framework_static_with_simple_graph M1 getDistSet m

Intermediate framework supporting implementation of the SPY-Method
via the SPY-Framework.
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D.16 Wp_Method_Implementations.thy

distinguishing_set_or_state_identifier l M k q

Implementation of getCharSetOrHSI (Algorithm 26).

D.17 H_Method_Implementations.thy

In the following, getDist represents a procedural parameter for functions to
compute distinguishing traces for given state pairs.

add_cheapest_distinguishing_trace getDist compl M
((io1,q1), (io2,q2)) TS

Similar to getDistTraceIfReq (Algorithm 38), but employs a heuris-
tic function find_cheapest_distinguishing_trace to choose a distin-
guishing trace if TS does not already separate io1 and io2, instead of
simply using the result of getDistTrace (Algorithm 37). States q1 and
q2 are assumed to be the states reached in OFSM M via io1 and io2, re-
spectively. If flag compl is set and a trace is to be added to test suite TS,
then the completions of that trace derived via complete_inputs_to_tree
(see Section D.14) for q1 and q2 are also inserted.

add_distinguishing_sequence_and_complete_if_required
getDist compl M ((io1,q1), (io2,q2)) TS

Extends function add_distinguishing_sequence_if_required by com-
pleting inserted traces. That is, if x̄/ȳ is to be added to TS, then so too
are all traces whose input portion is a prefix of x̄ and that are in the
language of q1 or q2.

add_distinguishing_sequence_if_required
getDist M ((io1,q1), (io2,q2)) TS

Implementation of getDistTraceIfReq (Algorithm 38). States q1 and
q2 are assumed to be the states reached in OFSM M via io1 and io2,
respectively.

find_cheapest_distinguishing_trace
M getDist ios TS1 q1 TS2 q2

Heuristic for selecting a distinguishing trace of q1 and q2 to be added.
TS1 and TS2 represent the subtrees into both of which the trace is to
be inserted, and ios represents the IO-pairs from which distinguishing
traces are to be constructed. The selection is similar to that performed
in function bestPrefixOfSepSeq (Algorithm 13), but does not employ
convergence graphs, as it is to be employed in the Pair-Framework.
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D.18 Partial_S_Method_Implementations.thy

distance_at_most M q1 q2 k

Checks whether there exists in OFSM M a path from state q1 to state q2
of length at most k.

do_establish_convergence M V t X l

Implementation of S-Heuristic (Algorithm 28). Parameter X represents
the remaining unverified transitions.
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Appendix E

H-Framework Implementation

The H-Framework (Algorithm 17, see Sections 6.3 and 10.1) is implemented in
function h_framework of theory file H_Framework.thy as follows:

"h_framework M
get_state_cover handle_state_cover sort_transitions
handle_unverified_transition handle_unverified_io_pair
cg_initial cg_insert cg_lookup cg_merge
m

= (let
rstates_set = reachable_states M;
rstates = reachable_states_as_list M;
rstates_io = product rstates (product (inputs_as_list M)

(outputs_as_list M));
undefined_io_pairs = filter (λ (q,(x,y)) . h_obs M q x y = None)

rstates_io;
V = get_state_cover M;
TSG1 = handle_state_cover M V cg_initial cg_insert cg_lookup;
sc_covered_transitions =

(
⋃

q ∈ rstates_set . covered_transitions M V (V q));
unverified_transitions =

sort_transitions M V (filter (λt . t_source t ∈ rstates_set
∧ t /∈ sc_covered_transitions)

(transitions_as_list M));
verify_transition =

(λ (X,TS,G) t . handle_unverified_transition M V TS G
cg_insert cg_lookup cg_merge m t X);

TSG2 = snd (foldl verify_transition (unverified_transitions, TSG1)
unverified_transitions);

verify_undefined_io_pair =
(λ TS (q,(x,y)) . fst (handle_unverified_io_pair M V TS

(snd TSG2) cg_insert cg_lookup q x y))
in

foldl verify_undefined_io_pair (fst TSG2) undefined_io_pairs)"
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This extends parameters of the pseudocode implementation given in Algo-
rithm 17 by four functions to create, query and modify convergence graphs (see
Chapter 9), namely cg_initial, cg_insert, cg_lookup, and cg_merge.

Following the parameters, the above implementation translates the pseu-
docode of Algorithm 17 into Isabelle/HOL, using a let-statement to intro-
duce names for intermediate results, for example storing the state-input-output
triples required in line 7 of Algorithm 17 as undefined_io_pairs. Thus,
line 1 of Algorithm 17 is realised by the assignment to V, line 2 is realised
by the creation of pair TSG1, and unverified_transitions corresponds to
U after line 4 of Algorithm 17. Finally, the two loops in lines 5 and 7 are
implemented by folding the application of handle_unverified_transition
and handle_unverified_io_pair, respectively, over the corresponding lists
unverified_transitions and undefined_io_pairs. This is performed via
predefined function foldl, where (foldl f y xs) iteratively applies its proce-
dural parameter f to the elements of a given list xs and the result of previous
iterations, using y as initial value in to apply to the first element of xs. For
example, (foldl f y [x1,x2,x3]) evaluates to (f (f (f y x1) x2) x3).

The Isabelle/HOL implementation of the H-Framework thus differs from
Algorithm 17 predominantly in the explicit handling of operations on conver-
gence graphs as procedural parameters. Furthermore, procedural parameter
handle_unverified_transition uses an additional parameter in the list of
transitions X. This parameter is employed in tracking the remaining unverified
transitions required by the S-Heuristic of the Spartial -Method, which decides
whether convergence is to be established for a transition (see Algorithm 28).
This parameter has been omitted in Section 6.3 in order to simplify the presen-
tation. It introduces no change in the conditions described in Lemma 6.3.1, as
handleUT-Dynamic satisfies φH

4 for both possible outputs of the heuristic.
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